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ABSTRACT 
The world trade in wild animal products is a multi-billion dollar industry, but 
Australia's share of this trade is very small. Australia has an abundance of wild native 
species and introduced animals that have commercial potential, but has continued to 
ignore these opportunities by managing them as pests rather than a resource. 
The harvesting of free ranging kangaroos is by far the biggest "wild animal 
industry " in Australia. 
Recently the development of a kangaroo harvesting industry, marketing meat for 
human consumption, has received much attention from land owners seeking an 
alternative source of income, and conservation groups and government agencies seeking 
to protect the range lands from over grazing. This study seeks to identify the future infra-
structure of a kangaroo harvesting industry in Queensland which could result from the 
development of new markets. 
The study identifies the optimal number and best location of harvesters, chiller 
boxes, and processing plants required to service a future industry. A sensitivity analysis 
is used to examine the effects of fluctuations in market conditions, kangaroo numbers, 
harvest rates, and production rates and costs. 
In the past the use of spatial equilibrium modelling has been limited to analysing 
a number of traditional production orientated industries including the beef wool, grain 
and dairy industries. The kangaroo industry is unique in that it is based on the field 
harvesting of a highly fluctuating free ranging population. The fact that kangaroos are a 
native species protected by state and federal governments, imposes restrictions on 
industry development. This study uses spatial equilibrium theory to model the kangaroo 
harvesting industry. 
Advances in computing technology has enabled me to incorporate a non-linear 
quadratic demand function representing constant elasticity along its entire length. 
Previous studies were restricted to using straight, or linear, demand functions, which 
were relevant for only small subsections. The inclusion of a constant elasticity demand 
function provides a more realistic presentation of the likely future demand conditions for 
kangaroo meat based on the limited information available on market demand conditions. 
tm 
The development in this study of a spatial equilibrium model for the kangaroo 
harvesting industry has potential application to other industries in which animals are 
field harvested, notably feral goats and pigs. 
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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Although domesticated species have replaced wild animals as the main source 
of food, clothing, fibre and medicine, compelling economic, social and environmental 
arguments are emerging in support of higher levels of v.iidlife utilisation. 
The worid trade in wild animal products is a multi-billion dollar industry, but 
Australia's share of this trade is very small (Ramsay 1994). Australia has an 
abundance of wild native species and introduced animals that have commercial 
potential, but has continued to ignore these opportunities by managing them as pests' 
rather than a resource". 
Although the trade in wild animals and their products in Australia is small in 
comparison to mainstream animal industries, they have been expanding in recent years 
and have considerable prospects for continued growth. Provided these animals are 
harvested humanely and sustainably, wild animal harvesting offers the land owner a 
profitable supplement/alternative to domestic animal production. 
The harvesting of free ranging kangaroos is by far the biggest "wild animal 
industry'"" in Australia". 
Kangaroo industry 
The consumptive use of kangaroos has been a hotly debated topic for many 
years by both rural and urban communities. The recent legalisation allowing kangaroo 
meat to be consumed by humans in Queensland, Victoria, New South Wales and 
Western Australia has increased the public's awareness of the kangaroo meat 
harvesting industry (Anon 1994e, 1994f, 1994g). 
In terms of development, the industry is still in it's early stages. Little is known 
of how this embryonic industry (particularly in Queensland) may develop or react to 
changes in the working environment . 
' Each year millions of introduced and native animals are shot, trapped, poisoned or rounded up as part 
of pest control measures. 
^ Ramsay (1994) discusses several native plant and animal species which have been commercialised 
overseas. For example, the worlds largest producer of 1. Australian native flowers is Holland and Israel, 
2. Barramundi and mud crab is Thailand, and 3. Macadamia nut is the United States. 
•' Ramsay (1994) stated the value of the kangaroo harvesting industry at $50 to $60m, the feral goat at 
$27 to S28m, horse $22 to $25m, and the wild boar at $15 to $20m. 
2 
The focus of this study not only identifies the potential size and \ alue of the 
kangaroo meat industry, but more importantly identifies the potential infra-structure 
development of the kangaroo meat har\esting industr\' in Queensland. For the purpose 
of this study infra-structure, as it relates to the kangaroo industry, has been defined as 
the number and location of harvesters, chiller boxes and processing plants required to 
service the industry. This infra-structure is determined by the location and number of 
kangaroos available for harvesting, and by the size and location of markets. The basis 
of this study is the use of an econometric model using current biological and 
production data to predict the structure of the industry in the future. 
The information obtained from this study will provide guidance to government 
policy makers regulating the industry, and provide information to new and old private 
businesses involved in the harvesting industry 
This chapter begins with a discussion of the kangaroo "problem" (and possible 
solution), followed by a declaration of this study's objectives (and how I address some 
of the issues that the industry is facing). In the remainder of the chapter I discuss the 
major issues (political, ethical, environmental, economic, ecological) affecting the 
utilisation of native animals by drawing on examples from overseas. These examples 
provide an insight into the "optimal" harvest management plan for kangaroos, and the 
"optimal" operating structure of the future industry. 
1.1 The kangaroo "problem" 
A number of local and overseas individuals and organisations have hijacked 
the debate by focusing solely on the issue of the complete protection of the species 
and the moral objections to the harvesting of our national emblem (Anon 1994a, 
1994b, 1995a, Grigg 1995b, Jeffreys 1995)^ These interest groups have lobbied State 
and Federal Government, and in particular governments abroad, to restrict the trade in 
kangaroo products. 
The establishment of agreed National Food Standards for game meat for human consumption on the 
domestic market (essentially meeting the international game meat standards), and the progressive 
implementation of those standards in relevant legislation in all states and territories, has provided an 
opportunity to expand the domestic market for kangaroo meat for human consumption and, at the same 
time, improved the situation for exports by addressing the arguments used by overseas opposition groups 
that the meat is not fit for humans as it could only be sold as pet meat in Australia. 
However, much more is at risk than just kangaroo species. The natural habitat 
for the species harvested are the arid and semi-arid rangelands of Australia, and these 
areas are in a critically degraded state as a result of over-grazing by domestic stock 
(Sattler 1995). Many rural people are currently facing financial hardships as in the 
past they have relied solely on cattle and sheep for income, and the production value 
of these species have declined (QDPI 1994). A viable kangaroo harvesting industry' 
offers rural producers a real financial and ecologically sustainable alternati\ e to 
domestic stock products^" .^ 
The mulga lands of Queensland and New South Wales carry mainly menno 
sheep at a stocking rate of 0.2 to 0.5 animals/ha (Harrington el al. 1984). On these 
Same lands aerial surveys estimate kangaroos at approximately 0.2 animals/ha 
(Caughley and Grigg 1982) while ground surveys have given an estimate of 0.3 
animals/ha (Short and Bayliss 1985). Using both these figures Wilson and MacLeod 
(1988) generalised that kangaroo numbers are present at approximately 50% of sheep 
numbers. Total sheep numbers in the Queensland mulga lands has been estimated at 
4.3 million, while the number of kangaroos in the same region has been estimated at 
over four million (Sattler 1995). 
Collins and Menz (1986) estimated the economic damage caused by kangaroos 
in Australia at $148 million during 1983-84. The authors attributed 51% of the 
damage to the opportunity cost of carrying capacity forgone, 21% to crop damage, 
12%) to labour, and 10%o to fences and materials. Gibson and Young (1988) estimated 
the damage caused by kangaroos within the commercially harvestable areas to be 
approximately $113 million per annum, or approximately $6 per kangaroo. Based on 
the high densities of kangaroos in the mulga lands, Wilson and MacLeod (1988) 
estimated the costs to be substantially higher at $20 per kangaroo. 
'' In Chapter Two I provide a more comprehensive review of the conservation groups opposing kangaroo 
harvesting. 
'*^  Kangaroos can be managed for a range of outcomes including damage mitigation, sustainable use and 
no use: and therefore the management strategy to be applied will be determined by the desired outcome 
In some areas the kangaroo 'problem' in fact may be a problem of unsustainable land management 
practices leading to general environmental degradation. 
Many land owners have considered these 'Tree loading" kangaroos as pests 
and have in the past undertaken schemes to reduce their numbers^'^. 
1.2 One solution to the kangaroo debate 
One solution identified by a number of authors^ is the sustainable harvesting 
of kangaroos for a high priced human consumption market which will provide 
economic incentives for land owners to manage the kangaroos on their property as a 
resource, not as a problem. This will only be achieved by growing market demand for 
kangaroo meat to absorb current production excess. 
Several papers have examined the economics of kangaroo harvesting to the 
land owner . Shepherd (1983) outlined the technical and husbandry aspects required 
with a kangaroo farming enterprise, while Comack (1988) briefly discusses the 
viability of kangaroo farming from a farm management view point. A number of 
recent papers discuss the issue of kangaroo ownership, and its implication on 
kangaroo conservation and management on private lands^. 
Many fanners encourage professional harvesters onto their properties, but the low returns offered 
from the pet food trade warrant no returns to the farmer. In recent years research focused on 
kangaroo control include the "Finlayson Trough" which prevents kangaroos access to water troughs, 
and biological agents to control the kangaroos reproductive ability. 
Tvlaynes (1993) states that future price increases for kangaroos will see them regarded more as a 
resource rather than a pest, which will lead to changes in the level of damage that landowners are 
willing to tolerate. 
^ A number of authors including Giles (1988), Overton (1988), Pickard (1988), Wilson (1988), 
Department of Lands (1993), Anon (1989, 1993a, 1993b, 1993c, 1994d, 1995b, 1995c), Browne 
(1995), Clark and Cottam (1995), Davis (1995a), Dee (1995), Grigg (1987a, 1987b, 1988a, 1988b, 
1989, 1991, 1993, 1995a, 1995b), Lunney (1988, 1995), O'Shea and Davis (1995) and Sattler 
(1995) stated that current management practices in the rangelands are unsustainable. These authors 
stated that one possible solution is the development of a human consumption market for kangaroo 
meat which will provide land owners an economic incentive to reduce the grazing pressure and 
degradation on their pastures. 
* Alchin (1995), Young and Wilson (1995), Hardman (1996), and S\vitala (1997b) provide a 
detailed financial analysis of kangaroo farming in the rangelands of New South Wales and 
Queensland. Due to low market demand and low prices for kangaroo meat, kangaroo based 
production systems are unprofitable at the present moment. 
^ Tisdell (1972, 1973, 1995), Davis (1995a, 1995b, 1995c) examine the issue of private ownership 
(over kangaroos) and its impact on the land owner's ability to derive income from the commercial 
utilisation of the kangaroo. These papers also mention the possible dangers associated with 
providing private property rights on the conservation of a valuable species 
Switala (1997b) found that a kangaroo based production system would equal 
the returns currently obtained from marginal wool producing properties in the mulga 
lands of Queensland when the chiller box price of a kangaroo carcass yielded $1.20 
per kg^ *'. The average price for kangaroo carcasses (at the chiller box) over the past 
10 years has been approximately $0.35 / kg, however prices rose in 1996 to $0.50 / 
kg due to increased demand in the pet food industry, and decreased kangaroo quota. 
Due to the low value of kangaroo meat and high value of kangaroo hides, 
many kangaroos are harvested for their skins only as illustrated by the following 
quote: 
Kangaroos - resource goes unrecognised More than one million kilograms 
of kangaroo meat hit the ground last year in Blackall Shire in western Queensland, 
and, after the shooter removed the hide, stayed there (Anon 1995b). 
Based on the national quota for 1993, Swhala (1995) calculated that 
Queensland alone could produce over 26 000 tonnes (potentially 46.3%) of total 
national production) of boneless kangaroo meat. Based on an average market price of 
$3.50 per kg, this represents approximately $92 million in potential sales. 
1.3 Objective of the study 
Currently there is a lack of knowledge regarding the potential structure that a 
future kangaroo harvesting industry will adopt as markets develop. In this study I 
have, therefore, identified the possible future infra-structure of the Queensland 
Kangaroo Harvesting Industry (QKHI). The main hypothesis being: 
"The development of a kangaroo han'esting industry for human consumption 
in Queensland would provide major economic benefits, in terms of employment 
opportunities and revenue to the State's rural community ". 
'° Examining the pastoral region in western New South Wales, Young and Wilson (1995) found that 
a price of $1.40 per kg for a kangaroo carcass was required to make kangaroo production a viable 
alternative to wool production on a typical pastoral property. 
Having identified the infra-structure of a QKHI, the study also seeks to find 
answers to the following questions: 
1. For maximum economic efficiency, should the harvesting and processing 
of kangaroo meat for human consumption in Queensland be spatially segmented? 
2. Under what circumstances would the infra-structure of the industry be 
sensitive to changes in market demand conditions? 
3. Will the infra-structure of the industry be sensitive to changes in harvest 
off-take rates? 
4. Will the infra-structure of the industry be sensitive to changes in 
production costs? 
5. Under what circumstances would the infra-structure of the industry be 
sensitive to changes in changes in kangaroo numbers? 
6. Under what circumstances would the infra-structure of the industry be 
sensitive to changes in carcass meat yields? 
7. What level of financial return to the landowner would be consistent with 
the financial viability of the industry? 
1.4 Methodology 
I used a Spatial Equilibrium Model (SEM) to identify the future infra-
structure of the QKHI. Spatial equilibrium modelling has in the past been used to 
analyse the structure and economic efficiency of a number of production orientated 
industries'^ including beef, grain, milk, chicken, wool, sugar, and a number of other 
" King and Schrader's (1963) study on regional location of cattle feeding in USA, Heady and 
Egbert's (1964) study on the location of field crop production within USA, StoUsteimer's (1963) 
study on the optimal number, size and location of pear packing facilities within the state of 
California USA, Judge et al. 's (1965) study on identifying the optimum location of slaughter houses 
and the geographic flows of livestock and meat in the USA, Cassidy et al.'s (1970) study on the 
optimal number, size and location of beef cattle slaughter houses for Central Queensland, Ferguson 
and McCarthy's (1970) study on the optimal size, location and number of wool selling centres in 
Australia, Ferguson et al. 's (1972) study on determining plant processing locations for the wool 
industry, Mackay and Toft's (1978) study on the transport and processing of whole milk in New 
South Wales have applied spatial equilibrium analysis to industry examples. Brown and Drynan's 
(1986) study on abattoir location analysis in Queensland, MacAulay et al. 's (1988) analysis of the 
infra-structure of the New South Wales grain industry, and Dryan et al. 's (1994) analysis on milk 
production in NSW. 
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commodities. 
This study focuses on adapting the spatial equilibrium model as developed by 
Takayama and Judge (1971) for use on a non-production orientated industry, the 
QKHI. The model developed in this thesis will also have potential application to other 
industries based on the harvest of free ranging populations including the feral goat, 
pig, and rabbit meat industries. 
The QKHI differs from traditional agricultural production systems in a 
number of ways as indicated below: 
1. Kangaroos are a free ranging native species. 
2. Animals are randomly harvested from this free ranging population. 
Selective harvesting still results in major variations in the age, size, and sex of animal 
harvested, and therefore quality of meat produced. Therefore industry production is 
highly variable in terms of quantity and quality. 
3. The industry has no distinct major market for its products. In the past the 
industry has operated opportunistically in that the harvest, processing and sale of 
kangaroo meat and hide varied considerably from year to year according to 
international markets. Kangaroo meat competes directly with other game meats for 
the limited markets available. 
4. Either one or more of the four harvestable species of kangaroos may be 
found throughout Queensland. Therefore harvesting may potentially occur 
throughout much of the State. 
5. Each of the four species are unqiue in terms of meat and hide quality. 
6. The population density of kangaroos is highest in arid and semi-arid regions 
of Australia which have highly variable seasons. As a result kangaroo populations 
fluctuate considerably. 
7. Due to it's unique metabolism, reproductive ability, mobility, and 
adaptability to dry conditions, the kangaroo is well adapted to these harsh habitats, 
and thus the condifion and quality of meat harvested is usually good. 
8. The hide being thin and strong is in demand for high quality fashion 
products. The meat is also of high quality being low in fat and cholesterol, and high in 
nutrients and minerals. 
9. Harvesting is limited by a annual quota which is based on fluctuafing 
populafion estimates (with a lagged response) which vary with environmental 
conditions. Therefore the industry has an unpredictable capacity. 
10. Many properties have significant numbers of free ranging kangaroos. 
Generally kangaroos are regarded as pests as they compete against domestic stock 
for limited food and water reserves. 
For all these reasons it is apparent that the kangaroo harvesting industry 
differs in many ways from other industries dependent on domestic stock where 
production are far more predictable. However, the kangaroo industry is very similar 
to native game meat industries in other countries, and in some these have proved to 
be most profitable. The following section investigates the ethical issues surrounding 
the ufilisation of native animal species. 
1.5 Considerations in the use of native species 
The issue of whether the consumptive use of native species aids in their 
conservation or not has been widely debated during the last decade. On the one hand 
Geist (1985, 1988, 1989, and 1992), and Preuss and Rogers (1995) provide a strong 
argument on the dangers of utilising native species^^. They argue that the 
development of markets along with private ownership of wildlife leads owners to 
manage wildlife according to market forces, and not ecologically. They argue that 
conservation can only be achieved with financial support to private land owners to 
maintain and conserve wildlife resources, or for the government to work towards 
acquiring more public lands for nature reserves and national parks. 
However, there are many who argue that the sustainable utilisation of wildlife 
is the only solution to conservation outside national parks and public nature 
'^ Activities like sport hunting promotes the stocking of preferred game species, namely exotics and 
native crossbreds (resulting in "genetic pollution"), and the elimination of natural predators and 
competitors to preserve the desired game species. 
rese^ves'^ Product markets for the utilisation of wildlife assigns an economic value to 
wildlife on private properties, therefore placing pressure on land owners to manage 
the wildlife as a renewable resource rather than as pests competing whh domestic 
stock. A national conference at Brisbane in 1995 titled "Conservation through 
Sustainable Use of Wildlife" produced a number of papers^" on the importance of 
ecologically sustainable harvesting systems on the conservation of native species 
including kangaroos, crocodiles, emus, flying foxes, and game birds. As summarised 
by Hecox (1996), the more people have to benefit from wildlife, the more inclined 
they are to conserve it. Kenya's protecfionism wildlife policy has been costly, 
requiring foreign funding for maintenance and has been unsuccessful in protecting 
many species including the elephant. On the other hand, Zimbabwe's wildlife policy 
of conservation through utilisation has proved very successful with numbers of native 
species actually increasing on private holdings. 
To maintain the widespread abundance of kangaroos on private land holdings 
I would argue that some form of sustainable economic utilisation would be required. 
The following sections examine various forms of wildlife utilisation. 
1.6 Why should game species be incorporated in land production 
systems ? 
Tradifional agricultural producfion systems in Africa's arid and semi-arid 
region have proved unsustainable. Gumming and Bond (1991) attributed this failure 
to production methods using western technology adapted to higher rainfall regions. A 
second shortcoming was the failure to consider the system as a whole, that is the 
interactions between domestic stock and wildlife, the habitat, and the local indigenous 
'^ A number of authors including Child and Child (1990), Thomsen and Luxmoore (1990), Renecker 
and Valdez (1992), ElUingham (1994), Asafii-Adjaye (1995), Davis (1995a), Kirikiri and Nugent 
(1995), Kock (1995), Thelen and van der Werf (1995), and Hecox (1996) have argued that the 
conservation of wildlife can only be achieved through sustainable utilisation practices, 
'•^he following including Armstrong and Abbott (1995), Browne (1995), Grigg (1995a, 1995b), 
Grigg and Lunney (1995), Jenkins (1995), Lunney (1995), Sattler (1995), and Webb (1995) all 
discussed the importance of utilisation on the conservation of native species. 
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people. As a result, many regions were over stocked and major habitats degraded. A 
similar situation has occurred throughout much of Australia's rangelands. 
The use of game species in African land production systems has been 
promoted by many over the years. Apps et al. (1992) summarised the advantages of 
using game species as follows: 
1. more disease and parasite resistant, 
2. the use of several game species spreads the grazing pressure, 
3. game are adapted to predator avoidance or defence, and 
4. are better adapted to the arid and semi-arid environment which reduces 
the need to develop extensive watering points, and ensures a more even 
grazing pressure over the entire area'^ 
A number of African ungulates species have also been found to have superior 
growth rates, live weight gains and reproduction rates in comparison to domesticated 
stock^ '^^ ^. 
'•'The following including Armstrong and Abbott (1995), Browne (1995), Grigg (1995a, 1995b), 
Grigg and Lunney (1995), Jenkins (1995), Lunney (1995), Sattler (1995), and Webb (1995) all 
discussed the importance of utilisation on the conservation of native species. 
'^  Skinner (1992) examines the suitability of the springbok, blesbok, giraffe, eland, kudu, impala, 
mountain reedbuck and warthog for meat production by examining the weight, dressing percentage, 
fat content, and reproductive ability. Wild ungulate cannot compete against domestic livestock under 
intensive conditions which have been breed specifically for meat production. However, under 
extensive grazing situations, wild ungulates through natural selection have developed inherent 
resistance to disease, parasites and poisonous plants. Therefore, wild ungulates play an important 
role in meat production in arid regions. 
'^  Talbot et al. (1961, 1966) and Mentis (1972) state that the carcass dressing percent of several 
game species including Thomson's gazelle at 56.3%, Grant's gazelle 63.2%, impala 59.5%, eland at 
58.6%, nyala at 60%, blesbok at 55%, and the blue wildebeest at 58%. In comparison, the carcass 
dressing percentage for cattle seldom exceed 50%, while meat goats averaged 45%, and sheep 44%. 
'^  For a number of species, high cropping rates can be maintained from managed populations. Berry 
(1975) estimated that the impala cropping rate may be as high as 50%, and blesbok at 37%. Mentis 
(1972) projected the cropping rate for nyala at 30%, and the blue wildebeest at 22%. 
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A number of authors have promoted the utiUsation of several wildlife species 
rather than a single species to maximise meat producfion in the rangelands of 
Afi-ica , arguing that the use of several species graze a wider variety of plants. 
Benefits of mixed species herds includes the maintenance of a more stable and diverse 
plant community. 
The utilisation of game can be summarised under the following major 
headings, (1) Tourism, (2) Local hunting, (3) Sport hunfing, (4) Live animal trade (5) 
Commercial utilisation, and (6) Domestication. The following sections examine the 
utilisation of game under these six general headings. 
1.6.1 Wildlife and tourism 
Tourism, involving photography and viewing of game species, is the major 
non-consumptive activity involving wildlife. For many countries tourism is a valuable 
and growing industry. In Texas (USA) alone, non-consumptive activities involving 
wildlife was worth US$1.4 billion in 1985 (Teer 1992). 
Many African governments are keen to further develop tourism within their 
National Parks and Nature Reserves^'''^\ However, the lack of government capital to 
develop the infrastructure in terms of transport, communication and accommodation 
facilities has generally restricted the development of wildlife tourism in many 
countries. 
'^ A number of authors including Talbot et al. (1961), Brown (1963), Dasmann (1963), Ledger 
(1963) and Mossman (1963), Talbot (1963), Talbot et al. (1966), Vincent (1974), Johnstone (1975), 
Mentis (1977), Fairall (1985), Child and Child (1990), Fairall et al. (1990), Cummings (1991), 
Cummings and Bond (1991), Liversidge and van Eck (1992), and Lloyd and Fairall (1992) have 
promoted the use of several wildlife species rather than a single species in African rangeland 
production systems. 
'^  Bourliere (1963) compared standing-crop yields of wild animals from around the world. He found 
that the African savanna had the highest protein yield per hectare, and attributed this fact to multi-
species grazing a variety of plants. 
^° In 1994, Kenya earned approximately US$400 million from over 830,000 tourists (NetscapeA 
1996). An estimated 1.2 million day trips to Kenya's parks were made, of which 53.7% were 
foreigners who payed an average US$20 to enter the parks, while the locals paid on average US$2. 
'^ For more information regarding the value of tourism and the management of National Parks in 
Africa see Blower and Brooks (1963), Riney (1967), Bourquin (1973), Field (1974), Joubert (1974), 
von Richter and Butynski (1974), Pangeti (1990), and Gumming and Bond (1991). 
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Kock (1995) discusses the importance of tourism in Kenya where on one 
game ranch tourism is combined with game cropping activities to maximise returns. 
However, tourism is not possible on all private properties because some only have a 
handful of species and tourists anticipate viewing a wide variety of species as is 
possible in National Parks. Most importantly, most private properties do not have the 
required infra-structure (roads, accommodation, communication) to handle the large 
volumes of people necessary to make tourism economically viable. Therefore a 
consumptive orientated activity is required to provide some additional form of 
economic return to maintain wildlife on properties. The following sections examine 
alternative consumptive activities. 
1.6.2 Wildlife and local hunting 
In Africa wildlife continues to provide meat and fibre to many indigenous 
communities^^. In Botswana 90% of game is harvested by local hunters for food, 
while the remaining 10% are harvested by sport hunters who provided income for 
local communities and government (von Richter and Butynski 1974), 
Taylor (1992) discusses the CAMPFIRE (Communal Areas Management 
Programme For Indigenous Resources) programme in the Nyaminyami District in 
Zimbabwe, in which some 30 000 local people managed the wildlife resources for 
sport hunting and meat production. The cropping of impala provided on average 31 
232 kg of meat annually over the years 1989-1992. 
Local hunting continues in a number of countries including North America^^, 
Finland '^*, and Latin America^^ Thowsen and Luxmoore (1990) provide an extensive 
^^  In Zambia, the wildlife management program incorporates a culling scheme which focuses on 
providing cheap game meat to local communities. Game meat is provided to locals at a price of 
US$2.00 per kg, which in comparison to beef at US$6.25 per kg, is considerably less expensive 
(Balakrishnan and Ndhlovu 1992). 
^^  In North America the migratory Artie Caribou Herd in Alaska provided 16 000 Eskimos and 
Indians with 800 000 kg of meat (15 000 animals). Valkenburg (1992) states that a further 50 000 
animals can be harvested sustainable each year, but a lack of economic incentives prevents locals 
fully utilising this renewable resource due to legislative constraints. 
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review of local wildlife hunting practices in a number of countries, and discuss the 
economic and ecological consequences of these activities over the years. 
Problems arising from local hunting schemes 
Sport hunting by foreigners provides hard currency for local economies while 
local hunting provides very little income or revenue. In addition local hunting is much 
more difficult to manage unless the scheme has the full support of all the members of 
the local community (von Richter and Butynski 1974). 
Government schemes aimed at sustainable cropping have not always satisfied 
their objectives. Balakrishnan and Ndhlovu's (1992) survey of Zambia's cropping 
scheme revealed that only 18.5%) of the indigenous population purchased game meat 
under the program, as most locals are too poor. Taylor (1992) found that the 
CAMPFIRE program in the Nyaminyami district failed to properiy distribute the 
economic benefits to the people who must bear the burden of living with the wildlife. 
1.6.3 Wildlife and sport hunting 
Sport hunting is a relatively large industry in a number of African countries, 
providing foreign income for governments and property owners. Mossman (1963) 
discusses the early development of game ranches in Southern Rhodesia (now 
'^' In Finland 182 000 reindeer producing over 4 million kg of meat were harvested during the 1991-
92 winter (Nieminen 1992). Reindeer meat is lower in fat and higher in minerals and trace elements 
than that of domestic stock. 
^^  In Latin America a number of wildlife species have been hunted by indigenous people for food 
and fibre. One of the main species harvested is the cayman which is a member of the crocodile 
family. However the illegal trade in cayman skins, estimated at over one million each year, has seen 
natural populations threaten (Thelen and van der Werf 1995). A number of other species including 
the capybara, Guanaco, Iguana, Nutria, river turtle and vicuna are utilised for a number of attributes 
including their meat, fat, eggs, oil, hide, and wool. 
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Zimbabwe) , while Riney (1967) provides a discussion on the importance of sport 
hunting in Kenya^^. 
In South West Africa (now Namibia), changes in the legislation in 1967 
allowed trophy hunting on private properties (Joubert 1974). Governments received 
revenue from sport hunters through the imposition of licences, land owners received 
hunting fees while the local community benefited when foreign sport hunters 
purchased numerous gifts to take home including garments and semi-precious stones. 
In Bophuthatswana the government has provided assistance to tribal 
communities to establish hunting camps and facilities on tribal lands (Davis et al. 
1992). As a result of the incomes received, tribal communities have changed their 
attitude and now manage wildlife as a valuable resource. 
During 1991 the sport hunting of elephants, ungulates, loins and leopards 
provided Z$502 170 in trophy fees under the CAMPFIRE programme for the 
Nyaminyami District in Zimbabwe (Taylor 1992). A number of other African 
countries are benefiting from sport hunting activities^^'^^. Private land owners also 
^^Contractors were given free access to game by land owners in an attempt to exterminate these 
unwanted animals. In turn, the contractors processed the meat into biltong, and sold it locally. 
However, this situation quickly changed when the animals gained economic value (Mossman 1963). 
^^  In 1964, sport hunting was worth ten million pounds, second only to agriculture. Sport hunting 
has proved popular with many African governments because it involves safari companies using 
special vehicles taking on only a few wealthy clients into hunting areas. Investment in access roads 
and accommodation is minimum, and high licence and access fees provide governments with 
revenue. 
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In Tanzania, US$4.5 million was received from hunting licences alone in 1990, which was more 
than the US$1.9 million derived from tourists visiting national parks (Makombe 1993). 
Zambia has in place a very structured management program operated by the Department of National 
Parks and Wildlife Service (Balakrishnan and Ndhlovu 1992, Siachoono 1995). The government 
leases hunting blocks to safari companies for foreign clients, while licences and quotas for each 
species are also available for hunting by locals. Although sport hunting provides high income, most 
local residents resent wealthy foreigners exploiting wildlife resources to which most have no access 
(Balakrishnan and Ndhlovu 1992). 
As a result of sport himting and other activities, the number of species and biomass of wildlife 
populations in Namibia has increased by 80% between 1972 and 1992 (Barnes and de Jager 1995). 
At the same time, the income on private lands derived from wildlife use increased from N$30.6 
million to N$56 million. 
^^  In Zimbabwe, professional hunters are willing to pay US$20 000 to track and kill an elephant. 
The meat is given free to free to ranch workers (Anon 1996). 
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gain financially from sport hunting^". 
Although their are many opponents to sport hunting, the practice has many 
beneficial effects as identified by Teer and Forrest (1968), Benson (1992) and Teer 
(1992) as the following: 
1. provides an economic incentive to conserve wildlife on private properties, 
2. hunter behaviour is managed through the improvisations of regulafions and 
controls, 
3. promotes safety measures in relation to hunting, 
4. the distribution of hunting pressure can be used as a method to cull surplus 
populations, and 
5. is an incenfive to sustainably manage the habitat to promote both big and 
small game species. 
Sport hunting has also been active in a number of countries including the 
United States of America, Europe and Australia^\ Australia is in a unique situation in 
The Ombundja Wildlife Lodge in Namibia specialises in sport hunting. Accommodation at the 
Lodge costs DM150 or US$100 (based on the US$1 buying DM1.5, current November 1996) per 
person per day (NetscapeM 1996). The hunting price list includes Eland at DM2 000 (US$1,333), 
Burchells Zebra at DM900 (US$600), Impala DM1 000 (US$666), Steenbock DM350 (US$233), 
and Wildebeest at DM1800(US$ 1200) to name a few species on offer. In addition, hunters must be 
accompanied by a professional guide at a price of DM200 (US$133) per day. All these prices include 
a 11% sales tax. 
According to Teer (1992), game ranching involving the sport hunting of large mammals and 
game birds, has been operating in Texas, USA, since the 1920's. In 1985, an estimated US$1.07 
billion was spent on hunting in Texas alone. Land owners benefited from hunting through the 
provision of hunting leases for deer and quail to shooters at an average rate of $5 per acre. Teer 
(1992) states that on some properties the income derived from hunting out ranks that received from 
domestic livestock (many properties now integrating domestic and wildlife species). 
Davis and Benson (1992) identify the success of a new campaign in USA, The Colorado Ranching 
for Wildlife Program. Under this program a number of ranches in Colorado focus on the 
management of large wildlife game for sport hunting. Land owners charge hunters an access fee of 
up to US$6 per acre. Income is also obtained from the provision of accommodation, meals, guides 
and game meat packaging. 
A major estate which protected 4 000 ha of key natural wetland in South Australia relied on the sale 
of shooting rights as its main income source (King 1995). In other states the sale of shooting rights 
has protected numerous wetland habitats on many other private properties. 
Due to Nicolae Ceausescu's (the former Romanian Dictator from the 1960's to 1990's) love for sport 
hunting, management practices were adopted which promoted the populations of red deer, European 
wild boar, and the European brown bear (Leslie et al. 1995). Sufficient populations of these game 
species supported trophy hunting by foreigners, who payed as much as US$25 000 per hunt for 
brown bears, which was an significant amount of income for many local districts. 
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that it is the only country with a free ranging population of kangaroo, and therefore it 
can dictate terms and prices. However, due to the widespread opposition to sport 
hunting by the general public, it is unlikely that the government will amend legislation 
to allow sport hunting of native species. 
1.6.4 Live export of wildlife 
The export of live wild animals including native birds, mammals and reptiles 
was a lucrative business for a number of West and Central African countries through 
the collection of export licenses and taxes (Riney 1967). 
When the government passed legislation in 1967 which passed ownership of 
game onto the land owner, a lucrative live trade developed in Namibia (Joubert 
1974). The economic benefits realised by farmers resulted in farmers adopting a more 
responsible attitude to game resources on private properties'^. 
Although the trade in live animals is lucrative in terms of prices, the number of 
animals traded is relatively small (Johnstone 1975). 
In Latin America, the Iguana is commonly exported for the pet industry. Also 
treasured for its skin, meat and egg qualities, attempts at breeding Iguanas in captivity 
is under way in cental America (Thelen and van der Werf 1995). 
Generally, the live trade industry in wildlife is largely restricted to small 
species for the pet trade. A trade exists in large African game mammals for restocking 
purposes, however the costs associated with capturing and transporting animals 
makes it an expensive activity. In addition, the introduction of ahen species to new 
environments could pose new pest or disease problems for the recipient country. 
Current legislation prevents the export of kangaroos for commercial purposes, 
and this is unlikely to change. 
^^  A paper by Vincent (1974) concentrated on capture techniques for large mammals, as the capture 
and relocation of game species for restocking purposes was pro\ing very profitable. 
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1.6.5 Commercial harvesting of wildlife 
Commercial wildlife harvesting operations are becoming popular on public 
and private lands in a number of countries as the market value of game meats and by-
products continues to rise. Often game meat has a low fat content" which gives it 
special appeal to westerners, and the hide is highly demanded by consumers for 
decorative purposes, as well as for clothing. 
However the field harvesting of game species is expensive, and more 
importantly, hygiene standards and quality control are difficult to achieve and assure 
(Deane and Freely 1974, Apps et al. 1992). To overcome these problems Deane and 
Freely (1974) and Apps et al. (1992) suggest that game animals need to be yarded 
and slaughtered at conventional facilities. This may be achieved through selective 
breeding, new handling techniques and behavioural modification. 
1.7 The development of game ranches 
The notion of game ranches in Africa is certainly not a new concept . 
Examining a number of game ranches throughout South Africa, Dasmann (1963, 
1964) states that game ranching is an established and profitable practice. Riney 
(1963) found that between 1955 and 1960, 2 000 to 3 000 private properties were 
developing wildlife utilisation programs as a source of income. 
" Skinner (1992) found that Impala, Springbok and Blesbok contained between 1.1% and 2.4% 
buttock fat depending on the time of year. 
^^  Vincent (1974) discusses the development phases that game ranches in Natal, South Africa, have 
evolved through over the past 75 years. By the early 1970's Beny (1975) identified 28 developing 
commercial game ranches covering an area of 23 467 ha within the province of Natal. An estimated 
2 551 game animals were present on these 28 game reserves in 1972, and Berry (1975) projected 
that by 1976, this number would increase to 53 063 game animals when the 28 properties are fully 
developed. 
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Over the years game ranching has proved viable in a number of countries 
including South Africa^^ Zimbabwe^^ Kenya^'', Zimbabwe^* and Botswana^^ to name 
a few. However, game ranching still faces many problems which have restricted its 
expansion throughout Africa'*". 
However many private properties have either too few wildlife species, or too 
few animals to make them viable production units. The development of co-operatives 
involving the amalgamation of several adjoining small properties to form one large 
production unit has proved popular"*'"* .^ Such units may contain a range of wildlife 
^^  In South Africa, over 500 private nature reserves operate representing nearly 5% of the land area 
within the country (Weaver et al. 1992). Gumming (1991) estimated that 1.2 million km^ or 16% of 
the land area in South Africa is using some form of wildlife production systems. 
^^  The Matetsi area within Zimbabwe is characterised with fairly low rainfall, and periodic droughts. 
Over a twenty year period Johnstone (1974, 1975) found that on some properties the production of 
game for hunting and cropping proved much more profitable and sustainable than beef cattle. 
^^  In Kenya game ranching is proving very profitable as the price of game meat was more than 
double that of beef on local markets during the 1980's. Currently Kenya produces 230 tonnes of 
game meat per annum (Sommerlatte and Hopcraft 1992), which is well short of the market demand 
of 1 226 toimes (Sommerlatte 1990). The lifting of a ten year ban in 1990 on the sale of hides and 
horns in Kenya has boosted the profitability of game operations (Sommerlatte and Hopcraft 1992). 
^^  In Zimbabwe, decreasing returns from cattle production in low-rainfall regions, and increased 
opporttmities in ecotourism and game animal production, has seen the development of game ranches 
(Du Toit 1992). Arid regions within Zimbabwe with erratic rainfall below 650mm, returned Z$2.20 
/ha (2.0% return on investment) under extensive cattle production, while wildlife production 
returned Z$4.70 /ha (12.3% return on investment) on the same lands (Jansen et al. 1992). 
In Botswana, Barnes and Kalikwe (1992) identified twenty properties as game ranches where 
mixed game species were partially managed for meat and skin production, and/or live sales. A 
fiirther 250 properties were found to practice "supplementary game use"; the production of game on 
a small scale for subsistence or recreation. Based on a survey, the authors found that the financial 
rate of return for game ranching over a period often years was 5.9%, which compared favourably 
with beef ranching enterprises which returned 5%. 
Barnes and Kalikwe (1992) concluded that mixed species game ranching in Botswana remains 
unattractive because: 
1. ranching areas are dominated by relatively low valued game species, 
2. due to low nattiral stocking rates of game species, high capital investments are required 
to capture and purchase additional stock, and to provide transportation and fencing, 
3. low and highly variable stocking rates returning low incomes per unit of investment, and 
4. poor market development, and bureaucratic and veterinary obstacles have limited the 
opportunities in export markets. 
''' The Klaserie Private Nature Reserve in the Transvaal Lowveld of South Africa consists of 69 
separate private properties covering an area of 62 818 ha and employing approximately 300 locals 
(Weaver et al. 1992). Operations on the reserve include trophy hunting of elephants, cape buffalo, 
zebra and kudu, and the excess culling of impala, and the live sale zebra, buffalo and giraffe. For the 
fiscal year of 1992, the reserve received ZAR858 600 from trophy hunting, ZAR322 000 from live 
sales, and ZAR120 000 from culling operations. In the near future the reserve plans to establish a 
luxury himting lodge which will be used as a game viewing lodge during the off season. 
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species over a range of habitats, and only require fencing along the boundary of the 
reserve, allowing the migration of wildlife from property to property. 
1.7.1 Combined game and domestic species ranches 
By far the most common form of wildlife management and utilisation is in 
association with domestic stock'*^. In many cases domestic stock have been 
introduced into a modified habitat dominated by wildlife. Depending on a range of 
factors including the presence of wildlife, availability of markets for products, disease 
and pest (eg. tsetse fly) prevalence, and habitat type, the combination of domestic 
stock with wildlife species presents a more profitable production system'*''. 
Combining game with domestic stock has other benefits other then financial, 
including flexibility''^ better labour and property infra-structure utilisation'*^, and the 
management of woody weeds'*'. 
""^  In 1989 and 1990, the Bophuthatswana government acquired twenty seven degraded cattle 
grazing properties comprising of 70 000 ha. The redevelopment of the properties into a game 
hunting and viewing operation was expected to create 1 214 jobs, and provide gross income of 
27 430 000 rands per year (Squires and Collinson 1992). In comparison the continuation of cattle 
ranching provided only 80 employment opportunities, and a gross income of 2 500 000 rands per 
year. The down side of the game development project was the capital expenditure required of 35.4 
million rand in comparison to 12.05 million rand required for the cattle ranching option. However, 
the internal rate of return for the cattle operation was 11% in comparison to wildlife project which 
offered 13.4%. 
'^^ In Texas (North America) Teer and Forrest (1968), Teer (1974), Burger and Teer (1981), Cohen 
(1991), and Teer (1992) investigated ranching systems which combined domestic livestock 
production with wildlife management for sport hunting. Not only did the land owners maximise 
their returns by diversifying their production system, but their also reduced risk and added stability 
to their incomes. 
"" See Cumming and Bond (1991), Jansen et al. (1992), Kreuter and Workman (1992), Sommeriatte 
and Hopcraft (1992), and Barnes and de Jager (1995). 
"^  Mentis (1977) stated that with the availability of numerous game species, a mixed meat 
production system provided the manager flexibility by allowing the production focus to shift between 
the two according to changing circumstances. 
^^ Fowler et al. (1992) foimd that farm resources including labour, vehicles and facilities can be 
utilised during the off season work periods to accommodate tourists or hunters. The use of other 
species including goats can be used to control certain unwanted pasture species, the development of 
a lake can provide water supplies for farming, and be stocked with fish for recreation. 
''^  Continuous cattle gazing in many areas has seen an increase in woody plant abundance. Lloyd 
and Fairall (1992) suggest that in areas infested with woody plants, the use of game species may be 
able to open the vegetation structure by browsing upon the woody plant community. 
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The development of farming technology will enhance the attractiveness of 
1 • 48 
game species to production systems . 
With the presence of domestic stock throughout much of inland Queensland, 
a mixed kangaroo/domestic stock grazing system already exists. Due to the presence 
of property infra-structure in terms offences, yards and sheds, the maintenance of 
domestic stock will be warranted in order to utilise these resources in the short term. 
1.7.2 The domestication of wildlife on private properties 
A number of native species have been domesticated for production"*^. 
Generally these species originate from extensive grazing situations, and are 
subsequently farmed under intensive conditions incorporating high stocking rate and 
high harvest rates. In Africa, the ostrich and crocodiles have proved successful under 
domestication^". 
The blackbuck antelope is a native species of India and Pakistan, and it has 
been successfitlly introduced as a game species in Texas (North America)^\ 
Fairall (1983, 1985) discusses the potential of combining impala on extensive cattle production 
systems. A subsequent article by Fairall et al. (1990) examined the success of a Merino wool 
production ranch in the Karoo, which incorporated the harvesting of springbok as a supplementary 
income source. 
'" In recent years farms producing ostriches, crocodiles and guinea fowl have established in Kenya 
(Kock 1995). High export prices for live ostriches resulted in a high number of farming licence 
applications in Kenya, but the industry is relatively small in comparison to countries in South 
Africa. Due to the struggling cattle industry in Kenya, many more properties are reassessing wildlife 
management and utilisation, and therefore the number of properties in wildlife production is 
expected to increase, in particular the ostrich industry in the near fiiture (Kock 1995). However, the 
expansion of crocodile farming in Africa is severally limited due to a general lack offish and animal 
protein as feed stuff (Cumming and Bond 1991). 
°^ Barnes and Kalikwe (1992) highlight the moderately high profitability from ostrich and crocodile 
ranching and farming in Botswana. Ranching differed from farming in that young production stock 
is captured or purchased, while farming used controlled breeding systems to produce production 
slaughter stock. Based on property surveys, Barnes and Kalikwe (1992) identified the Financial Rate 
of Rettim from crocodile ranching at 18.1%), and crocodile farming at 18.0%. Ostrich farming was 
identified having a Financial Rate of Return of 12.0%) (in comparison to mixed species game 
ranching 6% and beef production which returned 5%). However, the development of ostrich and 
crocodile ranches and farms in Botswana has been limited due to a number of factors including 
bureaucratic and veterinary obstacles. 
'^ Recently the blackbuck antelope have been introduced to Australia as a farmed produced meat 
animal (Woodford and Rundell 1992). 
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Deer have been domesticated around the world'' due to the abundance of 
breeding stock in feral herds, the adaptability of deer to farming systems, and the 
large and profitable markets for venison (Fletcher 1992), 
In British Colombia (Canada) three species of game are farmed including 
Fallow deer. Bison and Reindeer' . 
In Latin America attempts to captive breed several native species have 
occurred with varying success. To date the cayman have been successfully 
commercialised, with extensive systems involving captive rearing and intensive 
breeding systems producing animals for the skin and meat trade (Thelen and van der 
Werf 1995). Currently several Latin American countries are examining production 
techniques for the iguana. 
1.8 Restrictions on the development of wildlife utilisation 
There are a number of impediments on the development of wildlife ufilisation 
industnes. One of the major constraints is legal. For many species local and 
international regulations prevent or restrict the trade in skins and by-products for 
many native species. 
In 1989 CITES (Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of 
Wild Fauna and Flora) placed a ban on trade in elephant products among member 
nafions (Hecox 1996). The ban has failed to protect elephants in a number of 
countnes including Kenya, and forced the trade under ground. In countries like 
Zimbabwe that have a conservative cropping practice involving elephants, the full 
economic value of the elephant is not realised due to the ban on trade. CITES, with 
more than 130 member countries, also controls a number of other wildlife species 
from around the world by placing quota or bans on the har\'est of those animals (none 
of the commercially harvested species of kangaroos is subject to the convention). 
•^  The New Zealand deer framing industry began in the early 1970's, and was based on capturing 
breeding stock from feral herds. In 1992 New Zealand had more than one million domesticated red deer 
(Fletcher 1992). In 1992, the Australian deer industry comprised of approximately 160 000 deer on 
about 1 400 farms, with the herd expected to grow at a rate of 25% per annum (Woodford 1992). 
•^•^  A total of 154 licences and provisional approvals existed for game species farming in 1991 (Ireland 
and Lewis 1992). During 1991-92, farm gate receipts totalled $5 million (Canadian dollars) for meat 
and by product sales, while a fiirther $30.3 million was made from the sale of breeding stock. 
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At a national level, many countries have regulations protecting their nati\e 
species. In Kenya all wildlife are protected under the Wildlife Act of 1985 which 
prevents trade in wildlife and wildlife products^"^"'. In Australia, all native species 
including the kangaroo and emu are regulated by state and federal government 
regulations. 
Community constraints have also restricted wildlife utilisation in a number of 
countries. In some areas locals continue to poach wildlife for subsistence reasons or 
for illegal profit. The protectionism policy of the Kenyan government is proving 
costly at $200 per km\ and requires foreign aid for maintenance (Kelso 1995). In 
comparison the Zimbabwe wildlife management strategy focuses on sustainable 
utilisation of wildlife, with locals benefiting by receiving the products of harvest and 
income from tourism and sport hunting activities undertaken by foreigners (Hecox 
1996). 
One view is that wildlife conservation will only work when the local 
inhabitants and communities want it to work^ . The sustainable management and 
harvesting of wildlife within local areas needs to compensate the people for the 
opportunity cost of alternative land use systems and damage caused by wildlife. 
Without the full support of these people any wildlife conservation policy adopted by 
government is most likely to fail. 
•'' This act has to date severely restricted the expansion of a ostrich production industry, however, it is 
currently been reformulated for ostriches (Kock 1995). 
'• Another major problem faced by Kenyan game ranchers is the uncertainty in obtaining cropping 
licenses from the Wildlife department, which Sommerlatte and Hopcraft (1992) state is erratic, and at 
times revoked at a moments notice. 
•* A number of authors including Riney (1967), Balakrishnan and Ndhlovu (1992), Barnes and Kalikawe 
(1992), Davis et al. (1992), Du Toit (1992), Taylor (1992), Kock (1995), and Thelen and van der Werf 
(1995) propose that wildlife conservation can only be achieved with the support of local inhabitants and 
communities. 
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The lack of management knowledge has also restricted a number of wildlife 
production industries. Barnes and Kalikawe (1992) and Jansen et al. (1992) state the 
need for property owners to develop unique, and in many cases new management 
skills, in order to successfully manage wildlife production systems. Due to the 
differences in breeding cycles and growth rate, the optimal harvesting times for 
wildlife is different for each species, and requires special knowledge. Other problems 
involve herd management and the maintenance of diverse bloodlines within a herd, 
and the use of fencing to contain animals". The actual harvesting process has also 
proved to be a major problem for many ranch managers^^ 
Barnes and Kalikawe (1992) stressed the need for governments to develop 
efficient wildlife veterinary and extension services, to provide land owners with the 
knowledge to successfully develop and manage game ranches. Their is also an 
ongoing need by government to undertake specific research to improve management 
knowledge regarding wildlife production. 
Alack of market demand has also limited the development of game meat 
industries in a number of countries. A major influence of market demand is the ability 
to consistently supply high quality product. Through effective management and the 
co-operation of producers this can be achieved. However, the fact that most wildlife 
products are field harvested from a free ranging population places some doubt on 
hygiene standards and quality control. Markets have been lost when substandard 
product has been supplied: and this is ususlly attributed to a poor quality assurance 
program and/or the lack of government supervision. Therefore, many markets 
^^  An article by Grobler and van der Bank (1992) state that the erection of game proof fencing 
around individual ranches. Fencing prevents cross breeding between different populations, therefore 
restricting the genetic diversity of the fenced population. This problem is more acute in many cases 
in South Africa when dealing with extremely small populations (fewer than 10 individuals), which 
occurs on many game ranches breeding rare species such as tsessebe, roan and sable. 
^^  Several authors including Mossman (1963), Deane and Feely (1974), Beny (1975), Johnstone 
(1975), Ruggiero and Ansley (1992), and van Rensburg (1992) have stressed the problems in quality 
control of carcasses arising from field harvested game animals. The inability to produce consistent 
quantities and quality carcasses constantly reduces the market value and market for field harvested 
game meats. 
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discount the value of game meats. The lack of marketing channels have also restricted 
the development of markets for many game meats. 
Of the factors identified above marketing is by far the major restriction on the 
development of the kangaroo meat industry in Australia. A lack of market focus and 
product knowledge have recently been identified as major marketing constraints, 
while a lack of kangaroo management knowledge was identified as a major constraint 
for product supply (RIRDC 1996). 
The following section examines the extent to which wildlife have been utilised 
in Australia. 
1.9 The use of game species in Australia 
Australia has many opportunities to develop wild animal harvesting industries 
because feral species and native macropod are widespread and abundant. At present 
macropods, possums and muttonbirds are harvested from free ranging populations. A 
further two native species, the emu and crocodile, are farmed under intensive conditions. 
And a number of introduced species including pigs, goats, deer, rabbits, hares, buffalo, 
horses, donkeys, and foxes are commercially harvested. 
1.9.1 Introduced species 
A relatively large industry has already been established harvesting feral pigs, 
deer and goats, with the last two now being regarded as a valuable renewable 
resource by land owners. 
Although regarded as pests for many years, feral goats have provided 
foundation breeding stock^^ for the Australian cashmere and mohair industries 
(Ramsay 1990, 1994). A recent price rise in export markets for feral goat meat has 
'^ Goats where first introduced into New South Wales in 1861. Currently feral goats are present 
throughout Queensland, NSW, and Western Australia (Rudge 1984). 
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activated a national harvesting industry^". Elliott and Woodford (1995) provide a 
useful discussion on the feral goat industry that was worth AUD$20 million in meat 
exports during 1992-93. With a view to improve the meat productivity of their feral 
goat herds, many property owners are introducing Boer goats. 
Six species of deer were introduced between 1850 and 1885 (Cause 1995). 
EngUsh (1986) estimated that in Australia there were some 58 000 feral deer 
comprised of six species. Feral deer herds throughout Australia have provided sport 
hunting opportunities for many years^''". The feral deer population in Australia was 
also instrumental in the development of the Australian deer farming industry 
(Woodford 1992)". 
Pigs were introduced into Australia by settlers in 1788. Some of these pigs 
became naturalised in the wild, and are now present in all states including Tasmania 
(Oliver 1984). Feral pigs are regarded as serious pests due to the destruction they 
cause on the habitat , and predation on young lambs. 
Feral pigs have been han/ested for the European game meat market, however 
this market is relatively small and prices fluctuate widely when markets are 
oversupplied (Dee 1990)^ '^^ '^ . An estimated 12 million feral pigs occur in Australia, in 
comparison to 23.5 million cattle in Australia (O'Brien 1990). 
^^According to Ramsay (1994), the harvesting of feral goats has established a substantial export 
orientated industry based on the production of relatively disease free meat, fibre and skin. 
'^ McGhie and Watson (1995), Murphy (1995), and Slee (1995) discuss the importance of deer 
hunting and the need for population management of feral deer herds in Tasmania, Queensland and 
Victoria. 
^^  Cause (1995) estimated that deer hunters spend annually $10.47 million on local hunting trips, 
$8.41 million on overseas trips, and $58.44 million on equipment purchase. 
^^  Four of these species were captured during the 1980's to provide foundation breeding stock for 
farming. By 1992 AusU-alia had approximately 160 000 deer on about 1 400 farms (Woodford 
1992). 
^ Tisdell (1980) found that feral pigs were regarded as the most serious pest in Queensland National 
Parks due to habitat destruction, food competition and predation. 
"Since 1980, the export of wild pig meat has been worth beUveen $10-20 million annually (Ramsay 
1994). In 1992 a record 271 133 wild pigs were processed in export facilities. 
^ Pig hunters have received up to $1.50 per kg for carcasses over 80 kg in weight 
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1.9.2 Native species 
Of all the native species utilised, the harvesting of kangaroos and wallabies 
far exceeds any other. Chapter Two discusses in detail the kangaroo harvesting 
industry in Australia. 
The harvesting of possums in Australia occurs between the months of July to 
September under special permits (Ramsay 1994). Although the annual quota has 
stood at 250 000 possums, the number of possums harvested in recent years has 
declined from 252 086 in 1987 to 63 643 in 1990"•^^ 
Over the years the possum harvest industry has reduced the reliance of 
farmers to use poison to control possum numbers (Ramsay 1994). Hence, the possum 
harvesting industry has other benefits other than direct financial gains to possum 
harvesters and fur traders. 
Muttonbirds have been commercially harvested since the arrival of 
Europeans in Tasmania in 1803. The annual harvest varies from 202 824 in 1990 to 
412 645 in 1983 (Ramsay 1994). Muttonbirds are harvested for their oil, meat and 
feathers. The value of muttonbird harvesting was $328 000 in 1985 ($1.00 per bird), 
and $260 000 ($1.28 per bird) in 1990. The industry in recent years has suffered a 
decHne due to increased costs, and low returns. The future muttonbird industry is 
dependent upon the development of high priced markets, particular in Asia. 
Between 1945 and 1972, a high valued skin trade saw between 270 000 and 
330 000 crocodiles harvested, depleting numbers in the wild in many areas (Webb et 
al. 1994). A subsequent ban on wild harvesting has seen population numbers recover. 
In 1986 the re-listing of crocodiles under CITES from appendix 1 to 2 (restricted to 
ranched populations in Australia only) opened up the international trade for crocodile 
products, and commercial farming of the species became profitable. The industry is 
*' The decline was due to a drop in export market prices for fiir skins with prices dropping from 
$8.31per skin in 1980-81 to $2.66 in 1990-91. 
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based on ranching in the Northern Territory and Western Australia and captive 
breeding only in Queensland. The main end product is the skin, which at US$9/cm 
(belly measurement), returns over USS300 for animals yielding belly measurements of 
34-35cm, while large skins can measure over 40cm (Ramsay 1994). The meat sells 
for $16 to $20/kg^^, yielding a return of $130 to $160 per animal. 
Approximately 19 000 fresh water crocodiles and 30 000 salt water crocodiles 
are now farmed on 14 farms in Queensland, Western Australia and the Northern 
Territory™. Local producers face competitors from Africa and South America for the 
high priced skin markets in fashion clothing and apparel. 
Using wild breeding stock the first commercial emu farm started in Western 
Australia in 1987 (Ramsay 1994). With amendments to state legislation, 38 emu 
farms have now established in Western Australia, Tasmania and Queensland'\ The 
main end products are the leather ($150/m^), the low fat meat ($15/kg), and oil 
($20/kg) (Smetana 1990). The estimated yield per bird is 0.8 m^ leather, 10-13 kg of 
meat, and 6 kg of oil. Other by-products include feathers, claws, liver and giblet, and 
would have some economic value if markets are developed. 
During 1991 approximately 88 000 chicks were bred from 4 000 breeder pairs 
in the US. By 1994, it is estimated that some 750 000 birds will be under farming 
conditions in the US (Acil Australia Pty Ltd 1992). Farmers in the US have few 
regulations, while Australian farmers face stringent regulations due to the fact that the 
emu is a native of Australia. 
The export of fiirs was valued at $2,186 million in 1980-81 when prices and harvest rates were 
high. In 1991-92 the value of the industry dropped considerably to $66 579 (as a result of low prices 
and low harvests numbers). 
'^ However, the price is expected to drop approximately $10/kg with increased production. 
'° Onions (1991) estimated that the value of the crocodile industry in the Northern Territory in 1991 
at $3 million, of which $2.5 million was in exports. 
" Currently the Australian emu industry is in a growth phrase with few animals slaughtered. An 
estimated 13 500 birds were available for slaughter in 1992, increasing to 85 000 birds in 1995. 
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1.10 Major findings of Chapter One 
In a number of countries the development of wildlife utilisation activities on 
private properties has seen a dramatic rise in the conservation of wildlife species 
outside National Parks and Nature Reserves. 
An underlying principle in the development of wildlife ranches or farms is 
economic viability. The provision of financial returns from the utilisation of wildlife 
has seen a change in the mind set of wildlife from pest to renewable resource. Land 
owners will only view wildlife as a resource when the income obtained from its 
utilisation (consumptive and non-consumptive) is greater than the opportunity cost of 
alternative land uses, notably domestic stock production. For wildlife to have an 
economic value there must be a substantial market for products. 
Wildlife can be utilized in a number of different ways, such as tourism or live 
animal viewing, sport hunting, commercial cropping, and live animal sale. Although 
non-consumptive tourism has proved profitable and viable in National Parks and 
major private wildhfe ranches, its broad scale adoption on private properties is 
limited. For many private land owners wildlife conservation involves some form of 
consumptive use; either sport hunting or commercial harvesting. 
In many arid and semi-arid regions in Africa the use of native species over 
domestic stock maximised yield in terms of meat production per unit area. Native 
species are better adapted to local conditions due to disease and parasite resistance, 
superior reproduction and growth rates, and natural adaptation to droughts. 
The development of a multi-species production systems involving domestic 
stock/wildlife species has proved more economically and ecologically viable because; 
1. the use of several species with different forage preferences is more efficient, 
and distributes the grazing pressure more evenly, 
2. production is based on supplying several markets, which reduces the land 
owner's reliance on a single product or market as the sole source of property 
income, and 
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3. the efficiency of input resources including labour and capital structures is 
improved. 
In AustraHa the utilisation of feral animals has been a growing industry, 
particularly feral goat. Of the native species only the crocodile and emu industries 
have flourished, and then only in a intensive farming situation producing high quality 
products for high priced niche markets; predominantly overseas. However, both of 
these industries face increasing competition from producers in other countries. 
The Australian kangaroo industry is unique in that it has the sole population 
of free ranging kangaroos. Kangaroos inhabit many inland areas, particularly the 
rangelands where current domestic stock production systems are proving 
unsustainable. 
The experiences of farmers in arid and semi-arid regions of Africa is very 
similar to those in Australia. For many years farmers in Africa have focused on the 
sole use of domestic stock and cropping for income. In recent years the utilisation of 
native species on these properties is proving profitable. In many cases the status of 
the native species has changed from pest to resource. 
For Australian farmers in the arid and semi-arid rangelands of Australia, the 
sustainable utilisation of kangaroos needs to be incorporated as an integral 
component of the production system. However, the present market price for 
kangaroo meat provides no incentive for farmers to adopt management practices for 
the kangaroo production on their properties. 
Future price rises for kangaroo meat may see the emergence of mixed cattle 
and sheep/kangaroo farms. A substantial price rise in the value of kangaroo meat is 
required to warrant the establishment of a kangaroo only farm in Australia , 
'^  Switala (1997a) identifies the price rise required to make kangaroo production economically 
viable for graziers in the Mulgalands of Queensland. Current prices for kangaroo carcasses at the 
chiller box is $0.40/kg (pet meat production). A price of approximately $1.50/kg for a kangaroo 
carcass at the chiller box is required if it is to be economically comparable to wool production. 
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At this stage h is critical that policy makers and potential investors known the 
potential capacity of the industry, and its likely infra-structure to assist in their 
decision making. This thesis seeks to provide some of the answers to these questions. 
In Chapter Two I examine the kangaroo industry as a whole by examining the 
role government has played in the development of the industry ,and its current role of 
controlling the industry. Past harvest records and quotas provide an insight into the 
characteristics of the industry. The kangaroo harvesting industry as it relates to 
Queensland, and to Australia is then examined in detail. Finally an overview of the 
harvesting process is given in order to identify key input requirements for the fijture 
industry. 
In Chapter Three I focus on the development of spatial equilibrium model 
(SEM) as applied to this study. A review of past and recent advances and applications 
in spatial equilibrium modelling is presented, with particular reference to agriculture. 
In Chapter Four I discuss the application of a SEM to the QKHI. In 
particular, I detail the calculations I conducted in determining 
1. kangaroo populations in each shire, 
2. input/output matrix for harvesters, chiller boxes and processing plants, 
3. transportation matrix, 
4. cost of production, and 
5. market demand functions. 
In Chapter Five I present the results of the analysis while in Chapter Six I 
discuss the implications of the resuhs and identify recommendations for the future 
development of the Queensland Kangaroo Harvesting Industry. 
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CHAPTER 2 
THE KANGAROO INDUSTRY 
2.1 Introduction 
I begin this chapter by examining the impact of conservation groups and 
governments on the kangaroo industry. 
I then examine in detail the contemporary kangaroo harvesting industry in 
AustraUa, and in Queensland. This is done by analysing annual quotas and harvest 
records to determine the extent of kangaroo utilisation to date. In addition the 
potential size and value of the industry is calculated. Export statistics for skins and 
meat provides a measure of volume traded as well as identifying the major markets. 
Finally I examine the harvesting operation in some detail to identify the input 
requirements for the future industry in Queensland. 
2.2 The current debate 
There are a number of vocal minority groups at home and overseas who 
oppose kangaroo cuUing^ ,^^ '*. Their reasons for doing so are summarised by Milo 
Dunphy from the Australian Conservation Foundation (ACF) who claims that 
culling should be stopped as: 
1. the current method of harvesting is cruel and only 80% of animals are shot 
in the head (head shots kill the animals immediately while those shot 
elsewhere tend to die a little more slowly), 
2. the meat is full of parasites and unsuitable for human consumption, and 
3. that the kangaroo ''has the right to hop, fly, sing and procreate in a 
natural environment free from spotlights and bullets" (Anon 1994a). 
The ACF is the premier conservation Non-Government Organisation (NGO) 
in AustraUa, and has an official policy opposing the commercial harvesting of 
^^  In a article by Stacker (1988) the arguments behind Greenpeace's opposifion to the commercial 
kangaroo industry is presented, while a article by Preuss (1986) advocates why the "Australian 
Conservation Foundation" opposes the commercial kangaroo industry. 
'" "Australians for Animals" is a small vocal conservation group which strongly opposes kangaroo 
harvesting. Arnold (1988) provides a detail discussion on the grounds on which the group opposes 
harvesting. 
kangaroos (Grigg 1995a). Greenpeace also opposes the commercial harvesting of 
kangaroos (Jeffieys 1995). 
Although the memberships of these organisations is small they have had a 
dramatic effect on the industry. In October 1994 the Australian and New Zealand 
Federation of Animal Societies (ANZFAS) successfully petitioned the management 
of Coles supermarkets in Victoria to withdraw kangaroo meat from their shops 
(Anon 1994b). Green groups in USA were successful in lobbying their government 
to ban trade in kangaroo products between 1974 and 1981, and have maintained that 
kangaroos are an endangered species ever since (Anon 1995a)^ '^^ ^ 
However, not all conservation groups oppose kangaroo harvesting. The 
Royal Zoological Society (Lunney 1988) and the Wildlife Preservation Society of 
Queensland have no objections to culling provided scientific monitoring is continued 
to determine the quota (Anon 1993a). The International Union for the Conservation 
of Nature and Natural Resources (lUCN) also accept the commercial harvesting of 
kangaroos (Jeffreys 1995). The Australian and New Zealand Environment and 
Conservation Council (ANZECC), a government organisation, accepts the 
commercial harvesting of kangaroos (Grigg 1995a). 
A growing support for the development of a kangaroo industry comes from 
graziers who are facing declining commodity prices, droughts, and a degrading 
rangeland. The industry is focusing on the development of a meat market for human 
consumption—which is the main option available to value add. 
A number of high profile graziers including Gus McGown (National Farmers 
Federation representative) have actively promoted the development of a kangaroo 
industry as a means of supplementing graziers incomes (Anon 1994c). Andrew 
Martin (United Graziers Association vice-president) goes even further in saying that 
kangaroos might eventually become the major industry in some areas (Anon 1993a). 
Tony Pople, (University of Queensland researcher) summed up the situation "We 
are running both sheep and 'roos on our rangeland, but are only making money from 
sheep. We are not going to remove the 'roos, so why not profit from them as 
well?"(Anon 1994d). 
" The state of California has a ban on kangaroo products, which effectively cuts out a very 
lucrative footwear market of 37 million people (Packer 1993). 
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The Grigg Proposal 
Professor Gordon Grigg, from the University of Queensland also actively 
promotes the kangaroo industry as a means of saving habitat. He argues that the 
development of a market for meat for human consumption will increase the value of 
kangaroos to a level where the grazier receives sufficient economic benefit from 
having kangaroos on his land that this will in turn allow them to reduce their sheep 
numbers and lessen the land degradation that threatens most kangaroo habitats 
(Grigg 1987a, 1987b, 1988a, 1988b, 1991, 1993, 1995a, 1996; Anon 1989, 1991, 
1993b, 1995b). 
Maynes (1988) provides a useful discussion on some of the problems 
associated with the Grigg proposal. For graziers to abandon sheep for kangaroos, 
graziers require some guarantees in terms of market demand, and continuity in 
supply which relates to the ability to source sufficient animals, and freedom in 
harvesting (in terms of numbers harvested and when). Other concerns relate to 
private ownership rights over the kangaroo, and the issue of confinement within the 
property^^. 
2.3 Government involvement 
Government has taken an active role in the management of kangaroos for a 
number of reasons^^. The discussion below is a summary of a paper by Poole (1984). 
The Australian Fauna Authorities Conference consisting of State 
Government fauna authorities was established in 1936. It's function was to create a 
uniform policy regarding the control of marsupials. 
The conference recognised the need for increased government as a result of 
increased concern regarding the general environmental (and related wildlife 
'^  See Maynes (1993) who briefly discusses the international political arena and its affect on the 
commercial kangaroo harvesting industry in the past few years. 
" Tisdell (1995) also raises these issues as major concerns for the commercial industry. Tisdell 
(1995) also discusses the dangers of farming as a means of wildlife conservation (i.e. in the long 
term confinement of individual populations behind fences leads to a reduction in the genetic 
diversity within the group). 
'^  The kangaroo is internationally renowned, is high on the agenda for many national and 
international conservation groups, supports a viable export based industry, and is abundant in most 
inland regions. 
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conservation) at home and overseas. As a resuh the Council of Nature Conservation 
Ministers (CONCOM) was established in 1972 to coordinate wildlife policy. 
At the same time the government faced increased pressure from those 
opposed to the commercial exploitation of kangaroos. A House of Representatives 
Select Committee on Wildlife Conservation was established in June 1970. It 
investigated a number of issues relating to wildlife conservation including the effect 
of commercial harvesting on the kangaroo population'^. 
Prior to 1973 the industry exported approximately 800 000 skins each year. 
Due to increased lobbying (particularly the United States) the Minister for Custom 
invoked Regulation 1923 (Prohibited Exports) which prohibited the export of native 
fauna and their products without the consent of the Minister^^. 
As a result of the export ban Federal and State Government wildlife 
conservation ministers met in March 1973. Although condemning the uncontrolled 
harvesting of kangaroos, they acknowledged that selective culling was a leghimate 
practice. In the interest of conservation, they agreed that a scientifically acceptable 
formula for data gathering and control be used in monitoring and regulating the 
harvesting of kangaroos. 
A working party reported back to the Ministers in May 1973, recommending 
that the management (controlled harvesting) of certain species of kangaroos was 
necessary to ensure a balance between the needs of kangaroos, other native species 
and man. The working party also outlined the requirements that state management 
plans needed to satisfy before gaining approval from the Federal Minister for 
Environment to export kangaroo skins and products . 
'^ Of the committee's recommendations, the following three were of most interest to the kangaroo 
industry: 
1. As the larger species of kangaroos were under no immediate risk of becoming extinct, 
there was no need for a total ban on the commercial kangaroo industry. 
2. Control over kangaroo harvesting should rest with state governments. 
3. States should adopt a common system of kangaroo management. Involving "annual 
settings of limits to harvest, the spelling of areas from harvesting as necessary; the 
attaching of tags to kangaroo meat and hides to permit control of trading: the issuing of 
licences and the payment of royalties (taxes), the receipts of which were to support 
conservation of wildlife: and the marking of meat products to indicate that they contained 
Araugarao" (Pool: 1984,7). 
°^ Prior to 1973 the prohibition was waived to allow the exports of kangaroo skins. 
*' Management programs for New South Wales and South Australia were approved and export 
allowed after Febmary 1975. Queensland and Western Australia followed in August 1975, and 
Tasmania June 1976. 
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Each year state fauna authorities consult with the Australian National Parks 
and Wildlife Service to set quotas which represent an upper limit on the number of 
animals that may be harvested . No commercial harvesting occurs in Victoria, the 
Northern Territory or the Australian Capital Territory. 
Queensland Government Legislation 
The Queensland government's first attempt to supervise and control the 
harvesting of kangaroo occurred with The Fauna Consen>ation Act of J952, latter 
revised as The Fauna Conservation Act of J974 (Kirkpatrick 1974, 1985). 
The Fauna Conservation Act of 1974 has been replaced with the Nature 
Conservation Act 1992. The intention is to develop a management program*^ '*"* 
under the guidelines of the new act and at the same time fulfil the legislative 
requirements of the Commonwealth Wildlife Protection (Regulation of Exports and 
Imports) ylc/1982 (QDEH 1994). The Commonweahh agency that currently has 
carriage of this legislation is the Biodiversity Group of Environment Australia 
(Formerly the Australian National Parks and Wildlife Service and the Australian 
Nature Conservation Agency). 
In Queensland four species are considered abundant including the Red 
Kangaroo, Eastern Grey Kangaroo, Wallaroo and the Whiptail Wallaby. Under 
Schedule 6 of the Nature Conservation Regidation 1994, these species may be 
subject to a declared harvest period (QDEH 1994). The regulation specifies for each 
species the duration of harvesting and the harvest regions. 
The industry is also governed by other regulations including the State Meat 
Act which specifies minimum requirements for carcass and meat handling, storage 
and processing to ensure food hygiene. These regulations are discussed latter in the 
chapter. 
*' Management programs for New South Wales and South Australia were approved and export 
allowed after Febmary 1975. Queensland and Western Australia followed in August 1975, and 
Tasmania June 1976. 
^^  Maynes (1993) provides a usefiil discussion on the role both State and Federal Governments 
have played lately in managing the harvesting of kangaroos. 
*^  Nature Conservation (Macropod Harvesting Conservation Plan) Regulation 1994. 
'^' The major aim of the macropod management program for Queensland is to ensure that viable 
populations of each of the four species are maintained in their existing geographical range. Other 
objectives include managing kangaroos as a ecological sustainable resource, and reducing the 
economic damage suffered to land owners as a result of high density populations. 
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2.4 The national quota 
There are seven species of macropod commercially harvested in Australia 
from five states including Queensland, New South Wales, South Australia, Western 
Australia and Tasmania. These include: 
1. Red Kangaroo (Macropus rufus) 
2. Eastern Grey Kangaroo (M giganteus) 
3. Western Grey Kangaroo (M fidiginosus) 
4. Wallaroo or Euro (M robustus) 
5. Whiptail Wallaby (M parryl) 
6. Bennett's Wallaby (M rufogriseus) 
1. Rufus Wallaby (Thylogale billardierii) 
The national quota for 1994 as approved by the Australian Nature 
Conservation Agency (ANCA) is presented in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1. National quota for Macropod 
Species 
Red 
Eastem grey 
Western grey 
Wallaroo 
Whiptail 
Total 
NSW 
483 850 
657 200 
268 050 
25 400 
0 
1 434 500 
Qld 
600 000 
1 250 000 
0 
200 000 
25 000 
2 075 000 
sfor 1994 as 
S.Aust 
286 500 
0 
55 600 
28 500 
0 
370 600 
. approved by ANCA 
W.Aust 
220 000 
0 
60 000 
10 000 
0 
290 000 
Total 
1 590 350 
1 907 200 
383 650 
263 900 
25 000 
4 170 100 
Tasmania had an approved management program until 1986 when it was 
allowed to lapse due to the absence of any export markets and concerns about 
cruelty in the harvesting of animals, especially in the non commercial harvest. More 
recently, there has been some interest in seeking approval of a management plan for 
wallabies in Tasmania however any approval will be dependent upon Tasmania 
meeting the same standards of management as required of those states which have 
commercial harvesting of kangaroos. Annually Tasmania harvests for local 
consumption and baits approximately 500 000 wallabies per annum including 
300 000 Tasmanian pademelons and 200 000 Bennett's wallabies (Hocking, 
pers.comm. 1994). 
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According to Macarthur ConsuUing (1993) the industry contributes $30 
milHon to the Queensland economy, largely based on the export of hides. Australia 
wide Dee (1993) estimated the value of the industry at $50 million per annum with 
the potential to reach $250 million if a number of current impediments were 
removed. A significant impediment recently removed was the absence of nationally 
agreed game meat standards and the inability to sell kangaroo meat for human 
consumption in all states and territories of Australia. 
Switala (1995) identified the potential size of the Australian industry by 
calculating the quantity of kangaroo meat available^^. Table 2.2 identifies the 
potential production of kangaroo meat based on different levels of quota utilisation 
from all states with commercial harvests of macropods based on the national quota 
for 1993 and Tasmania's macropod management plan. 
Table 2.2. Pote 
quota u 
NSW 
Qld 
S.Aust. 
W.Aust. 
Tasmania 
TOTAL 
ntial supply of boneless kangaroo meat (tonnes) basec 
tilisation rates (Switala 1995) 
on various 
Quota Utilisation Rate 
100% 
19 301 
26 349 
4 457 
5 091 
1 650 
56 848 
80% 
15 441 
21 079 
3 566 
4 073 
1 320 
45 479 
60% 
11 580 
15 809 
2 674 
3 055 
990 
34 108 
40% 
7 720 
10 539 
1 783 
2 036 
660 
22 738 
20% 
3 860 
5 270 
891 
1018 
330 
11369 
Utilising 100% of the national quota would produce over 56 000 tonnes of 
boneless kangaroo meat (Table 2.2). Of this Queensland can produce approximately 
26 000 tormes, which is substantially more than any other state. Using the values 
calculated in Table 2.2, Switala (1995) produced Figure 2.2 which identifies the 
proportion of total production that each state can produce. 
'^ The calculations were based on the number of kangaroos available under the national quota, and 
harvest records which identified average carcass weights and sex ratios for each of the species. 
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Potentially kangaroo meat production represents only 2 % of the total red 
meat production in Australia. In comparison to beef, sheep and pig meats, the 
production of kangaroo meat is relatively minor. 
Many people advocate that the future human consumption kangaroo meat 
industry will be based on domestic markets. However, very little is known about 
how domestic markets will react to kangaroo meat. Switala (1995) examined the 
potential effect of the kangaroo meat industry on local markets by examining 
domestic per capita consmnption values. 
Table 2.3. Domestic per capita consumption required to consume the production of 
boneless kangaroo meat 
Quota Utilised 
100% 
80% 
60% 
40% 
20% 
Total Production" 
(tonnes) 
56 848 
45 479 
34 108 
22 738 
11369 
Per capita** 
(kg) 
3.21 
2.57 
1.93 
1.29 
0.64 
^Potential production of kangaroo meat as identified in Table 2.2. 
T)omestic per capita consumption of kangaroo meat required to consume potential production. 
Calculations were based on the estimated 1993 mean population of 17.7 million people in Australia. 
Based on producing for the domestic market only, each person is required 
to consume 3.21 kg of boneless kangaroo meat (Table 2.3). 
Data released by the Australian Meat & Livestock Corporation (AMLC) 
(1994) identified domestic red meat per capita consumption at 79.6 kg for 1993. Of 
this beef and veal per capita consumption is 37.1kg, mutton 8.5kg, lamb 12.5kg, 
and pig meat at 18.9kg. Australians also consumed 26.5kg of poultry per capita. 
Even though the incorporation of 3.71 kg per capita of kangaroo meat seems minor, 
it requires a major shift in consumer attitudes towards kangaroo meat. Major 
marketing campaigns would be required to establish and maintain market share. 
However a number of authors^^ have promoted the qualities of kangaroo meat 
which include low total fat levels and high proportions of polyunsaturated fatty 
acids. 
^^  Ford and Fogerty (1982) provide an in depth analysis of the fatty acid content of kangaroo and 
wallaby meats, while Sinclair (1988) compares the nutritional properties of kangaroo meat against 
other red meats. Marshall and Mclntyre (1989) discuss their survey results examining the eating 
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The potential value of the kangaroo meat industry based on various retail 
prices and quota utilisation rates is identified in Table 2.4 below. 
Table 2.4. Potential value of the kangaroo meat industry ($ millions) based on 
different prices and quota utilisation rates (Switala 1995) 
Average retail 
price ($/kg) 
3.00 
4.00 
5.00 
6.00 
Quota Utilisation Rate 
100% 
171 
227 
284 
341 
80% 
136 
182 
227 
273 
60% 
102 
136 
171 
205 
40% 
1 68 
91 
114 
136 
20% 
34 
46 
57 
68 
Based on utilising 100% of the national kangaroo quota for meat production 
at an average wholesale price of $4.00 per kilogram, the value of sales would total 
approximately $227 million. From a current value of approxunately $20 million, 
the meat industry has considerable potential. 
Based on Queensland's potential to produce 46.3% of total national 
production, the industry in Queensland would be worth $105 million in meat sales 
alone. 
Table 2.5. Value of rural industries in Queensland as identified by ABS (1995a) 
Value in $'000 000 
1,661.1 
260 
192.7 
162.2 
108.8 
47.1 
29.1 
5.5 
Rural Activity 
slaughter of cattle and calves 
liquid milk production 
wool production 
slaughter of pigs 
slaughter of poultry 
egg production 
slaughter of sheep and lambs 
honey production 
Based on the information presented in Table 2.5, a future kangaroo meat 
harvesting industry in Queensland would be the sixth largest rural activity in the 
State (excluded the value of the hide which is currently worth approximately $30 
million). 
quality of kangaroo meat while O'Dea (1988) discusses the use of kangaroo meat in cholesterol 
lowering diets. 
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The export of kangaroo meat for pet food is highly variable as illustrated in 
Table 2.6. Exports peaked in 1989-1990 at 332 tonnes before decHning to 208 
tonnes the following year. 
Table 2.6. Total quantity and value of kangaroo and wallaby meat exported, unfit 
for human consumption (pet food)' 
Jul 1988- Jun 1989 
Jul 1989 - Jun 1990 
Jul 1990 - Jun 1991 
Jul 1991 - Jun 1992 
Jul 1992 - Jun 1993 
Quantity 
(kg) 
303 185 
332 598 
208 314 
276 070 
319 860 
Value 
($A) 
208 000 
245 (300 
163 000 
220 0(30 
297 6o6 
1 Unit Value 
; ($A/kg) 
1 0.69 
! 0.74 
1 6.78 
! 6.80 
1 6.93 
^ABS(1993a) "Kangaroo and wallaby meat, unfit for human consumption". Commodity Code 
05119920. 
As shown by Table 2.6 exports averaged approximately 290 tonnes per 
annum, with the value of exports worth less than $1.00 per kg. The pet food market 
is highly competitive with many substitute products including off-cut meat from the 
sheep, beef and poultry meat industries. As such, it is highly unlikely that a specific 
pet food market can be developed for kangaroo meat. The fiiture expansion of the 
export industry depends upon the ability of local processors to reduce their cost of 
production, which is highly unlikely. 
The international human consumption game meat market is highly 
competitive, with a number of game species competing for limited markets. 
Examining Table 2.7 it can be observed that exports have risen considerably over 
the five year period, and that the unit value of exports rose but is still relatively low 
(due to accounting distortion not able to fiiUy distinguish pet meat exports ). 
' ' Of the 427 tonnes exported during 1992-93, approximately 253 tonnes was valued at below 
$1.00 per kg (most likely entering the pet food market), while a shipment of 35 tonnes to Hong 
Kong was registered with a value of $5.29 per kg. 
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Table 2.7. Export of kangaroo meat, fresh, chilled or fi-ozen for human 
consumption' 
Jul 1988- Jun 1989 
Jul 1989 - Jun 1990 
Jul 1990 - Jun 1991 
Jul 1991 - Jun 1992 
Jul 1992 - Jun 1993 
Quantity 
(kg) 
Value I Unit Value 
($A) I ($A/kg) 
133 630 183 000 1.37 
64 070 149 000 2.32 
159 411 1 161000 1.01 
444 820 499 000 1.12 
427 097 770 000 1.80 
^ABS(1993b) "Kangaroo meat, fresh, chilled or frozen". Commodity Code 02089010. 
The majority of kangaroo meat exported is destined for the small goods 
manufacturing industry as a heterogenous product in competition with other lean 
meats {Cov^eW, pers. comm. June 1994). For this reason, kangaroo meat has no 
intrinsic value on its own other than as a lean red meat ("game"). Therefore the 
price of kangaroo meat exported for manufacturing is dictated by the price and 
quantity of substitute products. Until kangaroo meat builds a positive image as a 
unique homogenous product with consumers, it will continue to be traded as a lowly 
valued manufacturing meat. 
2.7.2 Export of hides and skins 
Due to its strength, low weight and unique thinness (Stephens 1987), 
kangaroo hides and skins are well regarded on international markets. Kangaroo 
leather is highly demanded by specialised footwear manufactories (Ramsay 1994) 
and the high fashion clothing industry. 
Raw hides consist of fi-eshly harvested hides processed to the pickled stage 
involving the removal of hair by applying lime, and treating the skin with a solution 
of sulphuric acid and sah. In the pickled stage, the hide can be stored for many 
months, and is easily transported not requiring refrigeration. 
Between July 1992 and June 1993, a total of 2.643 miUion (Table 2.11) 
kangaroo hides were exported, of which 1.994 million (Table 2.8) or 75.4% was in a 
pickled or raw state. With the Australian Government encouraging the motion of 
"value adding" our primary commodities as a means of increasing the value of 
exports, there is considerable potential for the kangaroo industry to increase the 
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value of hs exports. Opportunities exist with Australian manufacturers to process 
pickled skins into leather, and fiirther into finished leather goods. 
Table 2.8. Export of kangaroo raw hides and skins(fresh, salted, dried, limed, 
pickled or otherwise preserved but not fiirther prepared)^ 
Jul 1988- Jun 1989 
Jul 1989 - Jun 1990 
Jul 1990 - Jun 1991 
Jul 1991 - Jun 1992 
Jul 1992 - Jun 1993 
Quantity 
(number) 
1 203 995 
1 654 573 
1 356 777 
1 689 079 
1 994 358 
1 Value 1 Unit Value 
1 ($A) 1 ($A/hide) 
1 9 192 000 1 7.63 
1 H 687660 1 8.51 
I 14 931666 I 11.66 
1 15 865 666 I 9.39 
] 18 766666 1 9.41 
*ABS(1993c) "Raw hides and skins of kangaroos (fresh, salted, dried, limed, pickled or otherwise 
preserved but not fiirther prepared)". Commodity Code 410390. 
There has been a gradual increase in the number of pickled hides exported 
(and total value) over the five year period illustrated in Table 2.8. By far the export 
of pickled skins is the most valued product arising from kangaroo harvesting. 
Most kangaroo small hides are exported in a raw pickled state for 
manufacturing into fine leather shoes or gloves, while processed medium to large 
hides are sought by sporting footwear manufacturers (Ramsay 1994). Local 
processors seek to supply processed kangaroo hides as leather to overseas sport 
shoe manufacturers. 
Table 2.9. Export of kangaroo leather (without hair on)' 
Jul 1988- Jun 1989 
Quantity 
(number) 
Value 
($A) 
Unit Value 
($A/hide) 
139 745 2 603 000 18.63 
Jul 1989 - Jun 1990 398 095 7 433 000 18.67 
Jul 1990 - Jun 1991 440 662 9 201 000 20.88 
Jul 1991 - Jun 1992 544 616 11 762 000 21.60 
Jul 1992 - Jun 1993 626 602 12 453 000 19.87 
*ABS(1993d) "Leather of kangaroo, without hair on". Commodity Code 41079012. 
The export of processed kangaroo leather has steadily increased as 
illustrated by Table 2.9. Ramsay (1994) attributed this increase to improved market 
demand for kangaroo leather and improved local processing capacity and efficiency. 
Between July 1992 and June 1993, processed leather hides accounted for 23.7 % of 
all the kangaroo hides exported, yet the value of these leather hides exported was 
40% of the total value of all kangaroo hides exported. 
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The industry also exports fiir skins to garment manufacturers producing toys 
and souvenirs. Most fiir skins are wallaby hides. 
Table 2.10. Export of raw, whole fiirskins of kangaroo and 
Jul 1988- Jun 1989 
Jul 1989 - Jun 1990 
Jul 1990 - Jun 1991 
Jul 1991 - Jun 1992 
Jul 1992 - Jun 1993 
Quantity 
(number) 
74 327 
33 886 
67 518 
27 961 
22 547 
1 
1 
1 
1 
T 
1 
'•• T 
1 
1 
T 
1 
Value 
($A) 
573 000 
453 000 
706 000 
402 000 
327 000 
wallaby' 
1 Unit Value 
1 ($A/hide) 
1 7.71 
1 13.36 
1 l6.46 
1 14.38 
1 14.51 
'ABS(1993e) "Raw, whole fiirskins of kangaroo and wallaby". Commodity Code 43018010. 
The export of fiirskins has steadily decreased in recent years (Table 2.10). 
Ramsay (1994) attributed this decline to a increase in the demand for kangaroo 
leather. Although the number of kangaroo fiirskins is relatively small in comparison 
to other forms of hide export, it is still significant in terms of economic value when 
compared with meat exports. In recent years, fiirskins have accounted for less than 
1% of the total number of hides exported. 
Table 2.11 identifies the total quantity and value of kangaroo hides exported 
(sum total of the data presented in Tables 2.8 to 2.10). 
Table 2.11. Total export 
Jul 1988- Jun 1989 
Jul 1989 - Jun 1990 
Jul 1990 - Jun 1991 
Jul 1991 - Jun 1992 
Jul 1992 - Jun 1993 
, of kangaroo and wallaby hide and skin'. 
Quantity 
(number) 
1418 067 
2 686 554 
i 864 957 
2 261 656 
2 643 507 
Value 
($A) 
12 368 000 
21 973 666 
24 838 66o 
28 029 66o 
31 546666 
'Added total of tables 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8. 
Since 1988-89 the value of exported skins and hides has steadily increased. 
In 1992-1993 the export hide industry was worth $31.5 million (Table 5.11). In 
comparison, the value of kangaroo meat exported was approximately $1 million 
(Table 2.6 and Table 2.7). 
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2.7.3 Quantity and value of products used domestically 
There are no public records detailing the quantity and value of kangaroo 
meat and hide consumed domestically. However Dee^^ (1993) valued the industry at 
$50 milUon. Based on export statistics presented in the preceding section which 
identified the value of exports at approximately $32 million for hides and $1 million 
for meat, then the value of domestic consumption is approximately $18 million. 
According to harvest records (ANCA 1995), approximately 2.8 million 
kangaroos were harvested in 1992 and 2.98 million in 1993. Table 2.9 identified 
total exports of kangaroo hides at 2.64 million during the financial year 1992-93. 
This leaves approximately 200 000 to 300 000 hides which were consumed 
domestically per annum. If a hide had an average value of $10, then the value of 
domestic consumption of hides was at least $2 to $3 million. 
Mr Jim Livanes^^ estimated approximately 20 000 tonnes of kangaroo meat 
entering the pet food market annually in Australia (L'wanes, pers.comm. Jan 1996). 
The wholesale value of kangaroo meat (boned out ex-processing plant) for pet food 
is approximately $0.90 per kilogram. Therefore the wholesale value of the domestic 
kangaroo pet food industry is approximately $18 million. 
Mr Mike Cowell^°° estimated the domestic human consumption market for 
kangaroo meat in Queensland and Victoria at approximately 1 tonne per week each, 
and South Australia and New South Wales at 3 tonnes per week each (Cowell, 
pers.comm. Jan. 1996). Using these estimates, approximately 300 to 500 tonnes of 
kangaroo meat is consumed domestically. At an average wholesale value of $4.00 
per kilogram the domestic human consumption market for kangaroo meat is 
approximately $ 1 to $2 million. 
Based on the above calculations the author estimated the value of domestic 
consumption (at the wholesale level) at $21 to $23 million annually. 
^ Mr Cliff Dee is a prominent dealer in kangaroo meat and hide in New South Wales and 
Queensland, and is a former president of the Fauna Dealers Association of Queensland. 
^ ^ Livanes is the owner and manager of the largest kangaroo meat processing facility in 
Queensland, processes approximately 600 000 kangaroos annually. 
•°° Mr Cowell is former operations and marketing manager for Bannergame Pty Ltd, a major 
processor of game meats in Australia until 1995. 
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2.8 Output from the Queensland Industry 
Macarthur Consulting (1993) estimated the value of the Queensland 
kangaroo industry at $30 million. Two thirds of this is in skins, while the pet food 
industry accounted for the remainder. They estimated the fijture human consumption 
industry for Queensland at 1 000 tonnes. At a price of $5.00 per kg potentially $5 
million can be injected into the Queensland economy. 
As identified in Section 2.4 the kangaroo meat industry in Queensland can 
potential supply 26 000 tonnes, and at a average price of $4.00 per kg it is worth 
over $100 million. 
The following section examines in detail past harvest records to obtain a 
comprehensive view of the current QKHI. 
Table 2.12. Kangaroos harvested in Queensland in 
Red 
Eastern 
Grey 
Wallaroo 
Whiptail 
TOTAL 
Quota 
600 000 
1 250 000 
200 000 
25 000 
2 075 000 
Actual 
harvest 
597 538 
964 902 
188 250 
1 965 
1 752 655 
Carcass 
harvest 
%' 
21 
33 
33 
7 
1994 
Number of 
skin only 
472 055 
646 484 
126 127 
1 827 
1 246 493 
Number of 
carcasses 
125 483 
318418 
62 123 
138 
506 162 
'Gilroy (1995). 
Based on the calculations presented in Table 2.12, a total of 1.753 million 
kangaroos were harvested in Queensland, which is 322 345 animals short of the 
allocated quota. Approximately 1.246 million kangaroos were harvested for their 
skin only in Queensland, which represents a substantial amount of meat wastage^''^''. 
102b All states except Queensland have operated under a policy of carcass only harvesting. 
Queensland has not had any specific policies or incentives promoting the fiill use of the carcass 
and, preharps as a reflection of the existing economics, the state has traditionally had an extremely 
high proportion of the entire harvest taken as skin only. Given the greater investment required to 
produce kangaroo meat suitable for human consumption compared to a skin only harvest, it may be 
difficult to envisage a change in the Queensland industry without some level of preference being 
given to a whole carcass harvest in comparison to a skin only harvest. 
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Table 2.13. Amount of kangaroo meat harvested in Queensland during 1994 
I — I : — ^ - I 1 1 • 1 I ^ 
Red 
Eastern Grey 
Wallaroo 
Whiptail 
Total 
Number of i Sex i Av. i Av. i Total Meat 
Carcasses i Ratio i Carcass i Carcass | Harvested" 
Harvested" | % \ Weight | Weight | 
] Male*" 1 Male'' | Female' | 
1 1 (kg) 1 (kg) 1 (tonnes) 
125 483 1 75 1 23.6 1 15.2 1 2 697.885 
'318 418 1 76.8 [ 21 [ 14.6 1 (5 2T3.991 
62 123 1 97.5 1 2i.2 ! 14.4 1 1 36'6.447 
138 I 84 \ 11 1 8.5 I 1.579 
506 162 y r T r 10 219.902 
^Values obtained from the calculation completed in Table 2.11. 
•TvlcDonald (1993). 
"Value for "total meat harvested" was calculated by multiplying the number of carcasses by the sex 
ratio and the relevant average carcass weight. 
Based on the calculations presented in Table 2.13, approximately 10 
thousand tonnes carcass weight of kangaroo meat was processed in Queensland 
during the 1994 season. Based on a carcass meat yield of 70% (pet food), 
approximately 7 154 tonnes of boneless kangaroo meat was produced. Based on the 
Australian industry producing 20 thousand tonnes annually, the Queensland industry 
accounts for 36% of national production. Based on a wholesale value of 
approximately $0.90 per kg, the pet meat industry in Queensland during 1994 was 
worth approximately $6.5 million 
Table 2.14. Amount of kangaroo meat wasted due to skin only harvesting in 
Queensland 
Red 
Eastern Grey 
Wallaroo 
Number 
of Skin 
only 
harvests' 
Sex 
Ratio 
% Male^ 
I 
Av. 
Carcass 
Weight 
Male** 
472 055 1 75 \ 23.6 
646 484 I 76.8 21 
Tie 127 ! 97.5 I 21.2 
Av. 
Carcass 
Weight 
Female 
(kg) 
15.2 
14.6 
14.4 
Total 
Meat 
Harvested*" 
(tonnes) 
10 149.182 
12 616.265 
2 652.451 
Whipjail^ 1827 ! 84 ; 12 1 8.5 , 20.901 
Total 1 246 493 25 438.799 
'Values obtained from the calculation completed in Table 2.11. 
•TVIcDonald (1993). 
'Values for "total meat harvested" was calculated by multiplying the number of carcasses by the sex 
ratio and the relevant carcass weight. 
101 At a retail value of $L60 per kg, the industry is worth $11.5 million. 
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Based on the calculations presented in Table 2.14, approximately 25 
thousand tonnes (carcass form) was left to rot after the skin was removed from the 
carcass. Based on a conservative meat yield of 60 %^ *'^  (amount of useable boneless 
meat for human consumption from a carcass), then approximately 15 thousand 
tonnes or 15 million kilograms of kangaroo meat was wasted during the 1994 
harvest. If this meat was to be sold for a couple of dollars, then tens of millions of 
dollars may have been made. 
Table 2.15. Potential amount of kangaroo meat lost due to non harvest in 
Queensland 
Red 
Eastern Grey 
Wallaroo 
Whiptail 
Total 
Numbers i Sex i Av. i Av. i Total Meat 
not 1 Ratio ] Carcass | Carcass ] Harvested*^  
harvested* ] % Male'' ] Weight ] Weight ] (tonnes) 
; ; Male' ; Female' j 
1 1 (kg) 1 (kg) 1 
2 462 1 75 1 23.6 1 15.2 I 52,933 
285 698 1 76.8 1 21 j 14.6 j 5 563.744 
11756 I 97.5 I 21.2 I 14.4 ! 247.i63 
23 6'35 ! 84 ! 12 ] 8.5 ] 263.521 
1246 493 r T T r 6 127.301 
'Quota number minus the actual harvest number. Values obtained from ANCA (1995). 
McDonald (1993). 
"Values for "total meat harvested" was calculated by multiplying the number of carcasses by the sex 
ratio and relevant carcass weight. 
Due to the non harvest of animals allocated under the quota in 1994, 6 127 
tonnes of kangaroo carcass was foregone (Table 2.15). Based on a 60% meat yield 
for a human consumption market, this represents 3 730 tonnes or 3.73 miUion 
kilograms of useable boned out kangaroo meat. At a fiiture commercial value of 
several dollars per kg, this represents a substantial loss to land owners, harvesters, 
processors, and the community at large. 
'"^  Hopwood (1976a, 1976b, 1981, 1988) in several publications identified the carcass muscle yield 
of kangaroos at 78.6 to 79.1%. However, a meat yield of 60% for human consumption is a 
conservative estimate of the proportion of useable meat per carcass. 
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2.9 The harvest operation in Queensland 
The field harvesting of kangaroos for meat (human consumption) is quite a 
complex operation involving a number of people, and a number of licences to satisfy 
legislative requirements^°^ Although field harvested, Andrew (1988) and Robertson 
(1992) state that there have been no cases of food poisoning, and that there is no 
public health reason why kangaroo meat cannot be considered as safe as the meat 
from domestic animals. 
Figure 2.9 presents an overview of harvest operation (human consumption). 
Stage One 
Harvesting of the kangaroo in 
the field 
Stage Two 
Collection and storage of 
carcasses at the chiller box 
Stage Three 
Processing of the carcass 
Stage Four 
Distribution of the packaged 
product to the market 
Figure 2.9. An overview of the harvesting operation. 
Stage One involves the harvest of the animal in the field by a harvester. 
Once shot, the limbs and viscera are removed""*. At this stage the carcass still has 
the hide attached until it reaches the processing plant. 
A national code of practice for the Humane Shooting of Kangaroos was 
developed by Government wildlife agencies with input from the industry as well as 
other interested parties, and subsequently endorsed by the Council of Nature 
'"^  See Kirkpatrick (1985) for an detailed discussion of the harvest operation for kangaroos. 
However, the discussion is limited to skin only har\'esting and carcass harvesting for pet meat. 
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Conservation Ministers 19851. The code specifies that kangaroos must be shot in the 
brain using a centre fire rifle with a minimum calibre of at least .222 Remington. 
Once loaded onto the vehicle and gutted, the harvester is required to tag the 
carcass before leaving the property and fill in the appropriate log book recording the 
species, sex, and location of animal harvested (property). Officers from 
Queensland's Department of Environment & Heritage(QDEH) and Police 
Department enforce these requirements {Manihey, pers.comm. Jan 1994). 
Harvesters commonly use a utility for the convenience of carrying a payload. 
Four wheel drives provide access over rough terrain under wet and dry conditions. 
The vehicle's tray back must be of a stainless steel construction to ensure the 
steriHsation of all surface areas. The tray back requires provisions for hot water and 
sterilising solution to allow the harvester to sterilise his hands and his equipment as 
he handles the carcass. The vehicle is fitted with a high powered spotlight^°^ and a 
windscreen that drops down to allow the harvester to shoot from behind the wheel 
when a suitable animal is located. 
The harvester has no means of protecting the carcass from flies or chilling 
the carcasses, and therefore must deliver the carcasses to a chiller box within a 
couple of hours of day break^°^. Due to space and weight limitations on the 
harvester's vehicle, each night's harvest is limited to 40 carcasses. 
The harvester requires a gun licence and a commercial wildlife harvesting 
licence^° .^ Before issuing a licence QDEH examine each application to identify if the 
applicant satisfies all their requirements(see QDEH 1995). Once approval is granted, 
the harvester applies for tags which must be attached to each skin or carcass that is 
harvested. Tags are supplied in batches of 500 at a cost of $0.50 each. Harvesters 
'°^ Kangaroos harvested for human consumption must have their head still attached to the carcass 
along with the lungs, heart and liver for inspection by a meat inspector (post-mortem) at the 
processing plant. 
'°' Commonly located on the roof of the cabin and manually controlled by hand to allow the 
harvester to search the habitat while driving. 
'°^ After every harvest period (night), the harvester is required to deliver his harvest to a chiller box 
each usually operate for two three hours in the early morning. 
'"^  The harvester requires a gun licence from the Police Department. Having obtained a gun 
licence, the harvester applies to the QDEH for a commercial wildlife har\'esting licence. Along 
with the application the harvester must indicate the property from which harvesting is to occur 
along with written consent from the property owner, and the species to be harvested. 
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are also required to record the details of their harvest in a special harvest return 
handbook^°^ 
The harvester also requires a licence from the Queensland Livestock and 
Meat Authority (QLMA)^*'^ In 1994 QLMA developed an accreditation system in 
which Ucences are allocated to those individuals who consistently satisfy the 
hygienic levels requested (QLMA 1994a, 1994b)^^°. To obtain accreditation the 
shooter must complete a one day training school operated by QLMA to inform 
shooters on procedures required to maintain product hygiene. 
Stage Two involves the delivery of carcasses to the chiller box (commonly 
act as a buying agent for a processor). The dealer purchases from a number of 
harvesters, and temporarily stores the carcasses within a storage unit^ ^^ on his/her 
premises. Common requirements of a chiller box are: 
1. Versatility. Ability to relocate to a new site. 
2. Simplicity. Low maintenance, ease of operation^^^. 
3. Endurance. Able to operate outdoors without protection, and operate 
effectively in adverse conditions (high outside temperatures). 
4. Hygiene. Ease of cleaning^^^ (Johnson^^'^/^er^.coww.June 1995). 
The refrigeration unit must have the capacity to chill carcasses quickly, and 
maintain a constant low temperature at all times while carcasses are stored in the 
The logbook records each tag number, the location and date of shooting, and the species and sex 
of the macropod taken (QDEH 1995). These returns must be submitted to QDEH by the end of 
each harvest month. 
^°^ QLMA is responsible for the well fare of the public in relation to the provision of red meat for 
consumption, and therefore have imposed regulations to protect the safety of consumers. The 
licence from QLMA deals will hygiene and the maintenance of equipment and \'ehicle tray back to 
acceptable levels for the handling of meat for human consumption. 
'^° Random audits by officers from QLMA ensure that the acceptable levels of standards are 
maintained by Ucense holders (QLMA 1994a). 
' " i n Queensland there are many types of chiller boxes. The most common form is the self 
contained refrigerated shipping container (20 or 40 Ft). 
"^ Chiller boxes holding kangaroo carcasses for human consumption must have the added feature 
of easy loading and unloading, and a hanging rail system within the box that allows carcasses to be 
moved around and hang individually. 
''^ Chiller boxes operating for human consumption require a very high degree of hygiene. Floors 
and walls need to be of non-porous material that can be easily cleaned and sterilised, and ha\'e no 
cracks in which contaminates can hide. 
"'' Mr Johnson is Queensland manager of field operations for Wattle Glen Pet Foods Pty Ltd and 
Southem Game Meats Pty Ltd. 
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box. If the chiller box satisfies these requirements, then the operator may obtain 
accreditation from Queensland Livestock & Meat Authority (QLMA) which is a 
licence to handle red meat products . Once issued, random audits are conducted to 
ensure levels are maintained. 
Chiller box operators must be licensed (Section 7 & 8 of the Nature 
Conservation Plan 1994) and their site registered (commercial dealing site) with 
QDEH (QDEH 1995). Licences are issued only for one particular site provided that 
the proposed activities of the site "... will not adversely affect the ecological 
sustainability of the wildlife stated in the application for the licence, either 
generally or in a particular locality or ecological system...'"(Section 95 of the 
Nature Conservation Regulation 1994). 
Chiller boxes may operate seven days a week, depending on the harvesting 
intensity in the area, and the demand for carcasses by processors. The chiller box is 
usually open for 2 to 3 hours in the early morning to accept carcasses. As the 
harvester offloads each carcass onto a platform joining the chiller box, each carcass 
is weighted and the tag checked for details. The harvester will be paid for the total 
weight of the night's harvest. Commonly chiller boxes are emptied twice a week, 
depending on the number of carcasses within and the processor's requirement. 
Stage Three involves the processor. Carcasses arrive from chiller boxes to 
the plant with the skin on. Before undergoing any processing the carcasses are 
individual inspected by a veterinary inspector from Australian Quarantine and 
Inspection Service (AQUIS) (post-mortems inspection). In the boning/processing 
room, a meat inspector from QLMA inspects the processed product for any signs of 
contamination (diseases/parasites). 
Depending on the market serviced, the high value cuts including striploin, 
saddle, topside, round, silverside and rump are individual vacuum packaged. 
The operator of the processing plant must have a commercial wildlife licence 
from QDEH (QDEH 1995), and be accredited with QLMA as outlined in QLMA 
(1994a) and QLMA (1994b). 
115 The requirements for accreditation is described in two handbooks (QLMA 1994a & 1994b). 
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Stage Four involves the distribution of the product to markets. As the 
kangaroo meat is vacuum packaged when leaving the processing plants, the 
distributors, wholesalers and retailers do not require any licences from QDEH. 
However the distributors and retailers do require licences (accreditation) from 
QLMA as specified in QLMA( 1994a) and QLMA( 1994b). 
2.10 Summary of major fmdings in Chapter Two 
* The development of a sustainable kangaroo harvesting industry has the 
support of land owners. However, high profile conservation groups have 
considerable influence on governments and markets. The influence of 
these conservation groups is significantly less on domestic markets and 
governments. 
* The industry is heavily regulated, at state and federal levels. Kangaroo 
quotas are set annually based on ecological considerations, and not 
economic. As the industry has no influence upon the setting of the quota, it 
may be constrained by the availability of kangaroos (under the quota) in the 
future if demand outstrips supply. 
* The potential production of 57,000 tonnes of kangaroo meat is insignificant 
in comparison to beef, mutton, lamb and pork production in Australia. 
* In terms of numbers, Queensland has approximately half of the national 
quota. Therefore Queensland may play a pivotal role in the future supply of 
kangaroo meat. However, Queensland will require a greater entrepreneurial 
approach, and realise that the skin only market has driven the industry to 
date which has serious implications for the development of the meat industry 
component. 
* In comparison with other rural industries in Queensland, the potential 
kangaroo meat industry is economically significant. 
* So far kangaroos have been under utilised in Queensland. Each year millions 
of kilograms of kangaroo meat is wasted or foregone due to a lack of market 
demand. 
* The harvest operation is complex, highly regulated, and labour intensive. 
These factors contribute heavily to the cost of producing kangaroo meat. 
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CHAPTER 3 
SPATIAL ANALYSIS 
3.1 Introduction 
The objective of this study was to identify the infrastructure of the fiiture 
kangaroo harvesting industry in Queensland. Infrastructure is determined by where and 
what numbers of kangaroos are harvested, and by the location of markets. Through the 
use of spatial analysis an understanding of how these factors constrains the industry 
can be determined. 
This chapter begins with a description of spatial equilibrium analysis, followed 
by an illustrated discussion of Spatial Equilibrium Models (SEMs). Reference is made 
to transhipment and plant location analysis as this study involves the harvesting and 
processing of kangaroos from potentially numerous supply and processing sites, 
supplying processed kangaroo meat to several determined market places. 
Rather than an objective function that minimises total industry costs as is the 
case in plant location and transhipment studies, this study uses an objective function 
that consists of the Net Social Pay-off (NSP). A detailed discussion analyses the use 
and development of SEM utilising NSP functions. 
To date SEM studies have relied on linear demand fijnctions because until 
recently computing software prevented the application of more complex functions. In 
this study I have used a constant elasticity demand fiinction through the use of a non-
quadratic objective fijnction, which is a usefiil advancement in spatial analysis. The 
final section of this chapter illustrates how the constant elasticity demand function was 
incorporated into an SEM. 
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3.1.1 Introduction to spatial analysis 
Because there are differences between regions and populations, incomes and 
resources, and the indivisibilities of production and consequent economies of 
production, flows of commodities between various regions will occur (Isard 1951). 
For many commodities there exist some locational advantage in their 
production or distribution. These advantages, coupled with differences in demand 
between regions, form the basis for interregional trade flow. Economists for many 
years have investigated this activity under the banner of spatial or location analysis. 
Isard (1949, pp.505) provides a useful definition of spatial analysis as: 
''...embracing the total spatial array of economic activities, with attention paid to the 
geographic distribution of inputs and outputs and the geographic variations in prices 
and costs.'" 
SEMs are commonly utilised to analyse spatial problems. Tomek and Robinson 
(1990) stated that SEMs are used to estimate the prevailing price in each region for a 
traded commodity, and to identify stock flows*^^. Defined in a slightly different 
context, a SEM is a tool used to investigate the equilibrium consumption pattern and 
the optimum trade pattern for a particular product among three or more market and 
production regions, operating under perfectly competitive market conditions (Kanbur 
and Neudecker 1966). From this explanation, it can be observed that an SEM is any 
theoretical formulation with space as a major component. 
SEMs have wide applications including the analysis of industry structure to 
identifying potential areas of improvement. Heady and Egbert (1964) used a SEM to 
examine the eflficiency of regional broadacre grain production within the USA. Output 
from the model would have been usefiil to policy makers involved in readjusting 
agriculture. 
"^ Using regional supply and demand conditions, an SEM can identify the optimum or least cost 
trading pattern. The difference in price between two trading regions will equal the transfer cost 
between the two regions. Trade will not occur between two regions if the difference in prices in the 
two regions is equal to or less than the cost of transportation between the two (Tomek and Robinson 
1990). 
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Figure 3.1 is commonly used in textbooks to illustrate the basic principles of 
spatial analysis. It is a simple spatial equilibrium example involving two regions trading 
in the same product. 
REGION 1 REGION 2 
Figure 3.1. An example of where two regions produce and consume the same product 
A. Before trade. Region 1 would consume Qi of Product ^ at a price of Pi, while 
Region 2 would consume Q3 of Product ^ at a price of P2. Since the vertical 
difference between PI and P2 is greater than the transport cost Tn (between region 1 
and 2), the regions may trade. If trade occurs, the price for product A in both regions 
will be EP. Region 1 will consume at Q2 while Region 2 will consume at Q4. Region 1 
will export Ii quantity of Product A to Region 2 (Ii = I2). 
Using Figure 3.1 the equilibrium price and quantity in both regions, and the 
direction and amount of product flow can be determined. In reality actual spatial 
problems are much more complex than the simple two region example illustrated 
above. This chapter will discuss the development of spatial economic theory, 
highlighting the major contributions made to spatial equilibrium analysis. 
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3.1.2 Origin of spatial analysis 
Kanbur and Neudecker (1966) provide a usefijl background to the origins of 
spatial equilibrium analysis. Basically, spatial equilibrium analysis is a combination of 
two well-known ideas in economics. The first of these is the trade theory of economics 
that centres mainly on the welfare aspects of trade, i.e. trade is considered to take 
place between regions with differences between real unit cost ratios. The shortcoming 
of this train of thought was that it did not consider the existence of space aspects of 
economic activity. An economist from the school of location theory. Von Thunen, 
observed the gap in trade theory, and constructed a generalised location model. Von 
Thunen's model was able to show the effects that transport had on the kind of 
production undertaken in areas that were of a given distance fi-om the market. Hence, 
unlike classical economists, location theorists were able to identify the impact space 
had on social and economic activity. 
A more detailed discussion on the origin of spatial analysis incorporating trade 
and general theory of location is provided in Isard's (1949) paper "The general theory 
of location and space-economy". 
3.1.3 Types of spatial models 
Various types of spatial models have been developed including activity analysis 
models, interregional competition models, transportation models, spatial equilibrium 
models, and plant location models. 
Bawden (1964) classifies the above models into two groups: standard 
equilibrium formulations and activity analysis models. Both groups of models deal with 
shipment activities, in which the objective is to minimise the sum of transfer costs 
among regions. The difference between the two groups lies in how the production or 
supply functions are defined. The standard equilibrium group uses a completely 
inelastic or explicit supply fiinction. Activity analysis models generate their own supply 
fijnctions by using production costs for one or more levels for each region. 
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Buchholz (1973) also mentions two general types of models that are used to 
investigate interregional trade and location of industries. These included (1) linear 
distribution models (transportation model) and (2) linear models of production and 
allocation (activity analysis models). Activity analysis models have the added 
advantage in that location or regional factors of production (including costs and 
capacities) can be incorporated into the model. 
3.2 Development of activity analysis models 
Prior to 1951 spatial theorists had were constantly challenged in developing a 
general location theorem. Leontief s advancement of input-output techniques for 
general equilibrium provided a working framework for developing general theorems of 
location and space-economy (Isard 1951). 
Leontief (1944) investigated the relationship between the total output of an 
industry with the final quantity that reached the consumer for various industries^^^. 
Any differences in quantity were due to the consumption of the product as inputs by 
other industries. He stated that the amount of product absorbed by a particular 
industry in order to produce a unit of output depended upon its technical structure. 
Input factors including labour determine the technical structure. 
However several authors^^^ identified a number of limitations of the open 
input/output model as follows: 
1. A Unear employment-consumption fiinction which can easily result in an 
over estimate of the volume of employment dependent on any given bill of 
goods. 
2. Only one production method assumed for each commodity. 
"^  Leontief (1944) calculated a range of input coefficients for a number of industries. The input-
output table consisted of values for each industry identifying total output and the amount of various 
inputs from other industries in monetary terms. The importance of these technical input coefficients is 
that they describe the technical structure and the efficiency of factor inputs such as labour for an 
industry. 
"^ A number of authors including Georgescu-Roegen (1951), Smith (1951), Dantzig (1951) and 
Koopmans (1951) identified the limitations of open input/output models. 
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3. The inability of the model to identify the relationship between either output 
or employment of individual industries and the final demand for each 
product^^^ 
To overcome these shortcomings Dantzig (1949) introduced alternative 
production processes or activities, which he defined as technologies. Most industries 
or businesses are faced with a number of technologies to choose from, and many of 
them are interdependent. To model aUernative interdependent activities Dantzig 
(1949) suggests the use of a discrete type model. The model is developed as a linear 
programming model that has a linear objective function to be maximised so as to 
identify the optimum program of activities (technologies). His model has been applied 
to the transportation problem, warehouse storage problem, and the diet formulation 
problem, all of which have interdependent activities and are solved using a least cost 
linear programming technique. 
A paper by Isard (1951) titled "Interregional and regional input-output 
analysis: A model of a space-economy" was largely based on the input-output analysis 
developed by Leontief (1944). Isard developed a location or space-economy model 
that relied on n regions operating with m number of goods and services being 
available. Isard intended to develop a working model that can identify the 
repercussions of a change in demand for final goods on industries on a regional and 
interregional basis. The repercussions include changes in terms of output, employment, 
income, and flow or trade between regions. 
The mathematical basis for Isard's model is very similar to that of Leontief 
(1944). The difference is that Leontief s work focused on an industry basis while Isard 
incorporated a spatial dimension to his study and focused on production on a regional 
basis. 
''^ In other words, the model cannot illustrate the relationship between industries, but only show the 
relationship between total input and total output. When one industry changes, the model is not able to 
show the impact of changes upon other industries. 
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A major contribution to activity analysis was a book edited by Koopmans in 
1951, tided "Activity Analysis of Production and Allocation" ^ ^^  Rieter (1953)^^\ 
Heady and Carter (1959)^^^ and Moses (1960)^^^ further investigated activity analysis. 
3.3 The introduction of Spatial Equilibrium Models (SEMs) 
With the introduction of computers in the late 1940s early 1950s, economists 
showed increased interest in solving spatial economic problems. Enke (1951) discusses 
the use of computing to solve spatial problems^ "^*, and illustrated how a spatial 
'^° Dantzig (1951) identifies a dynamic mathematical model that incorporated several production 
methods (alternative activities) for each commodity. This model was referred to as an activity analysis 
model of production and allocation, and the selection of activities was based on maximising an 
objective function (Wood and Dantzig 1951). 
Using the notion of altemative production methods (activity analysis), Koopmans and Reiter (1951) 
modified the transportation model to incorporate substitutability between flows of transported goods 
on various routes. 
Simon (1951) identifies how the principles of activity analysis can be applied to incorporate 
"technological change" into a linear model. This was achieved by specifying several relationship 
between elements within the model. 
Wood (1951) demonstrated how linear modelling can be used to model the aircraft building industry, 
even with non-linear input functions (cost of labour per unit of output). Using the concept of activity 
analysis. Wood incorporated a range of production functions in the model to accommodate the non-
linear relationships of inputs. 
'^' Reiter (1953) identify the applicability of activity analysis to studies of relations between 
production structures and economic organisation. A major shortcoming of activity analysis models is 
that they do not allow distinctions between different activities as all activities and activity levels 
within the model are not individually expressed, but as a whole. Reiter (1953) suggests the 
introduction of trade barriers into the model to allow activities to be distinguished. 
'^ ^ Heady and Carter (1959) discuss the applicability of input/output models to the analysis of 
interregional competition by comparing them with programming and regression models. Due to 
constant input-output coefficients, zero rates of substitution and a fixed relation requirements both 
within and among sectors, the use of input/output models is limited to describing interrelationships 
among agricultural sectors at a particular time, and not as a tool to identify changes (Heady and 
Carter 1959). They also noted that programming models with non-linear objective functions were 
restricted to small examples of a few regions and a few products because of computational limitations. 
The major features of inpuf output models as discussed by Heady and Carter (1959) are that they 
provide a comprehensive picture of the regional economies and quantify the interrelationships 
between regions and sectors. 
'^ ^ Moses (1960) uses input/output and linear programming techniques to develop a general 
equilibrium model to identify the optimal pattern of production and trade within the USA 
Acknowledging the theory of comparative advantage for a number of industries, Moses (1960) set out 
to identify the level of efficiency in a number of manufacturing industries including food products, 
textiles, apparel, chemicals, furniture, petroleum, and a number of others. 
'^'' Prior to the advent of computers, economic problems were solved using physical analogues of 
economic models. Finding a solution to a spatial equilibrium problem was a difficult task without the 
aid of computing equipment. 
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equilibrium model can be defined in non-normative descriptive state. Using his 
formulation on an example in which three regions act as distinct markets trading in a 
homogeneous good, Enke (1951) was able to solve (a) the net price in each region: (b) 
the quantity of exports or imports for each region: (c) which regions export, import, or 
does neither; (d) the aggregate trade in the commodity; (5) the volume and direction of 
trade between each possible pair of regions. 
Restrictions on Enke's formulation include the assumption that freight costs 
per unit are fixed regardless of volume, and that trading functions are linear. Enke 
notes that the linear functions can be replaced with non-linear functions, but at the cost 
of simplicity and money. As mentioned earlier, the concept of modelling non-linear 
functions was identified by Wood (1951), who incorporated a range of production 
functions to accommodate a non-linear fiinction. 
The model developed by Enke (1951) was utilised by Samuelson (1952) to 
develop a mathematical version that can easily solve production and allocation 
problems. The following section examines Samuelson's (1952) work. 
3.4 Development of a net social payoff objective function 
Samuelson (1952) transformed Enke's (1951) non-normative descriptive 
problem into (1) a mathematical maximizing problem, and (2) a standard linear 
programming problem under the Koopmans-Hitchcock minimum-transport-cost setup. 
Transforming the spatial problem into a mathematical maximizing problem, 
Samuelson (1952) used a two region example to illustrate his concept. Figure 3.2 
illustrates the demand and supply curves for region 1 and region 2, along with the 
excess-supply curves for region 1 (ESI) and region 2 (ES2). Excess-supply fiinctions 
are derived by subtracting the demand curve laterally from the supply curve at every 
price. 
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P2 and P 
Figure 3.2. Spatial price equilibrium as identified by Samuelson (1952). 
The basis of Samuelson's formulation is to maximise the Net Social Pay-off (NSP). 
The social pay-off for a region can be measured as the algebraic area under its excess 
demand curve, or under the excess supply curve but opposite in algebraic sign (Samuelson 
Provided regional supply and demand relations are specified accurately, the 
solutions obtained from a spatial equilibrium model using Samuelson's theorem of 
maximising NSP will closely replicate the actually market place situation^^^. For this 
reason, many spatial equilibrium studies to date rely on maximising the NSP function to 
identify optimal solutions. 
125 In a similar way. Smith (1963) demonstrated that the equilibrium solution can be identified by 
minimizing the sum of producer and consumer rents. Weinschenck et al. 's (1969) study of spatial 
equilibrium analysis in agriculture supported Smith's approach. 
Uri (1975) described NSP as the sum of the areas under the demand functions less the supply functions 
at post-trade equilibrium prices, minus the sum of the areas under the demand functions less supply 
functions at pre-trade prices, minus total transportation costs. 
'^ ^ King and Schrader (1963), Takayama and Judge (1964a, 1964b, 1964c), Chamchong (1978), 
Takayama and Labys (1985), and Drynan et al. (1994) found that maximising NSP produces output that 
closely replicates actual market place situations. 
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Using the two region example illustrated above, Samuelson (1952) defined NSP as: 
NSP = Social Pay-off region 1 + Social Pay-off region 2 - Transport Costs 
Expressed mathematically, Samuelson (1952) obtained: 
Nsp = 2 s,(E,)-2:„,2: .^(E,) (1) 
1 
Using trial and error the equilibrium trading pattern is identified by varying the 
shipments until a maximum social pay-off value is reached. This point is reached when: 
-t,y< S,<E,) - Sj(Ej) < ty (foral l / ,y= 1, ,n) (2) 
Where S,{E,) = Social pay-off in region z 
ty = Transport costs 
E, = Exports from region / 
King and Henry (1959) stated that the use of continuous excess supply 
functions is tedious once many regions are involved in the analysis. They suggest the 
use of step functions to approximate the excess supply fijnctions. The development of 
these excess supply step functions simplified the use of SEMs to empirical studies. 
Using a tableau format as shown in Table 3.1, Samuelson (1952) illustrates the 
relationship between each trading regions. 
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Table 3.1. Table illustrating the relationship between exporting and importing regions 
Regions \ .. .m w+L 777+2, 77 Total 
Exports 
exporters 
I 
t 
El,m+l 
E2^+l 
El,m+2 Ei,n 
E2,m+2 E2,„ 
zeros 
m t^m,m+1 -ti; m,m+2 
(El) 
(E2) 
(E.) 
importers 
m+I 
redundant 
negative 
numbers 
zeros 
M 
Total 
Imports 
(-Em+i) (-Em+2) (-En) 
Placing all exporting and importing regions on both axes against one another, 
we identify the interaction among regions. As a result, the table can be divided into 
four major sections. Only positive numbers will occur in the upper right hand side 
section relating exporting to importing regions. The bottom left hand side relates 
importing regions to exporters, and therefore algebraically exports are negative (-E„). 
3.5 Use of linear programming in SEMs 
The use of linear programming to solve spatial problems can be traced back to 
Hitchcock (1941), who translated a distribution and production problem into a least 
cost transportation model. By minimising the total transportation costs of getting the 
product from the factory to the market, he identified which alternative factories 777 
were to supply each market. 
Using Hitchcock's (1941) work Koopman (1947) further developed the 
transportation model. Equations (3) to (5) illustrate the Hitchcock-Koopmans 
transportation model. The transportation model can be modified to accommodate 
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storage and shipment activities to produce what we now know as the transhipment 
model (Chames and Cooper 1954). 
Hitchcock-Koopmans linear programming transportation problem. 
m n 
Minimise J Z ^ii^v (3) 
i=l j=m+l 
(Minimise the sum of total transportation costs) 
Subject to 
n 
2^ Ey = E, (; = l,...,m) (4) 
j=m+l 
(Sum of all the imports to all regions is equal to total exports) 
m 
2] Ey = (-E,) {j = m + l , . . . , n ) E,,rr,.j ^ 0 . (5) 
i=l 
(Sum of all exports from all regions equals total imports) 
In the second part of his article, Samuelson (1952) illustrates how the 
maximum problem can be converted into a Koopmans-Hitchcock minimum transport 
cost problem. Maximising the NSP in equation (1) depended upon maximising the sum 
of regional social pay-offs which were related to exports. The amount of exports is 
dependent upon transportation costs. Therefore if we were to reformulate the problem 
to a Koopmans-Hitchcock transportation model as illustrated in equations (3) to (5), 
we will obtain the same solution as the Enke-Samuelson spatial price equilibrium 
model that maximises the NSP. 
To solve a spatial problem using a transportation model, exports (E,) and 
imports (-Ey) for all regions have to be identified. Once the E, and -E, are identified the 
problem becomes a simple linear program that can be solved manually by paper and 
pencil, or by computers. Both Charnes and Cooper (1954) and Dorfman et al. (1958) 
illustrate how the linear transportation problem can be manually solved. 
Judge and Wallace (1958) developed a spatial equilibrium model for the USA 
beef industry using Samuelson's (1952) concept of solving spatial problems by 
maximising NSP. In their article they discuss Samuelson's (1952) concept of NSP and 
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how it may be used to obtain regional product prices and consumption, and identify 
product flows. Dividing the USA into 21 regions. Judge and Wallace were able to 
determine regional prices, consumption, and excess demands and supplies for each 
region using the model*^ .^ 
Kanbur and Neudecker (1966) provide a good discussion on the application of 
the Enke (1951), Samuelson (1952), and Beckmann (1952) spatial equilibrium model. 
Firstly, supply (S,) and demand (D,) for each region are calculated so that product 
surpluses or deficits can be identified. Then, using a linear transportation model, a 
product trading pattern is determined that minimises total transportation costs'^^. 
3.6 Development of linear models of production and allocation 
Using Koopman's (1951) activity analysis framework, Isard's (1951) 
production model and Beckmann's (1952) continuous transportation model, 
Beckmann and Marschak (1955) developed a linear production and allocation model 
that minimised total transportation and plant costs^^''. 
Isard (1958) defines interregional linear programming as an optimising 
technique in which the objective is to maximise or minimise a linear fiinction subject to 
linear inequalities. Typically, an interregional linear model can determine what program 
of activities would maximise profit subject to a limited amount of resources (eg. land, 
Knowing the surplus and deficit regions, Judge and Wallace (1958) utilised the Koopmans-
Hitchcock transportation model to identify a trade flow pattern that minimised the total cost of 
transportation between all surplus and deficit regions. 
From a model operational point of view. Judge and Wallace (1958) acknowledge the need for regional 
price and income elasticity estimates in order to specify spatial demand relationships. Once 
formulated, the demand functions can be used to estimate spatial consumption under altemative price, 
income and population situations. 
They identify two major uses of the model: to firstly investigate the efficiency and competitive 
stmcture of individual sectors, and secondly to investigate the potential consequences to industry 
structure from a change. 
Kanbur and Neudecker (1966) applied the SEM to the rice industry in South India. Using 11 
homogenous regions in the model, they were able to identify the equilibrium consumption pattern and 
optimum trade pattem using the SEM. 
Beckmann and Marschak (1955) were able to extend the flow activities of the transportation model 
to include producing and flow activities. In their article, they develop an activity analysis model that 
maximises profit for the individual firm, and then expand it to model an interregional allocation 
problem for an economy. 
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labour, capital, facilities, etc), given technology (constant production coefficients), and 
given prices. 
Isard (1958) identifies the wide applicability of interregional linear models in 
that the model's objective fijnction can take on different forms depending on the 
analysis. Isard (p. 58, 1958) states a number of possible objective fiinctions including 
maximising per capita income, minimising transportation costs, minimising labour 
inputs, maximising new employment opportunities, etc^ ^V 
In the same journal issue Stevens (1958) discussed the development of a 
interregional linear model for general applicability to spatial economic systems (that 
the more specific models of Koopmans and Hitchcock and Beckmann and Marschak 
cannot handle). The mathematical formulations of his model^ ^^ is detailed on pages 76 
and 84 of his article. 
Takayama and Judge (1971) provide the mathematical formulation of linear 
models of production and allocation as shown below: 
To Maximise 
f(x)=-2 E t*x*-2; 2 tt^'-Z c%' (6) 
. ^-~' II I] ^-~' ^-^ i] 11 I I 
Subject to 
The amount of product k produced in region / that is shipped for use within region / 
and other regions, is less than or equal to the amount of product k produced by the 
plant in region /, 
e'* = x ^ - y x ^ > 0, for all 7. (7) 
7 ^-^ ii 
J •' 
'^ ' For each objective function, relevant constraints and activities must be defined, but the basic 
structure of the model remains the same. 
'^ ^ Stevens (1958) suggests that his model can be applied to a multi-regional analysis of a particular 
industry within the USA economy to obtain a picture of an optimum space-economy from which 
comparisons can be made to existing stmcUires. Stevens' (1958) model can also be adapted to analyse 
regional effects from a major location decision such as a new processing facility or a new highway. 
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The total quantity of primary or input product 5 used in region / in the production of 
commodity k, minus any imports and plus any exports of product d , must be less than 
I 
or equal to the native availability of product S in region i (and in which a 
represents the production coefficients for inputs). 
S S ^ S S Sk k ^ 
e = S - y (X - X ) - a X > 0, for all /. (8) 
/ i j (/• ji i i 
The total quantity of immobile primary product 777 used in region 7 in the production of 
commodity k, must be less than or equal to the capacity or native availability of 
product 777 in region 7. 
777 777 mk k 
e = S - a X > 0, for all 7. (9) 
7 7 7 7 
The shipment of commodity ^to region/from itself and other regions must be equal 
to or greater than the demand for commodity k in region i. 
k k k 
e = y X - y > 0, for all/. (10) 
7 . ii i 
J -^  
All variables relating to production and allocation must be non-negative. 
k k S ^ 
X , X , X > 0 for all 7 and 7. (11) 
i U U 
Takayama and Judge (p.68-71) specify that in order to derive an efficient 
production and allocation solution to the above formulation, then regional values and 
rents must be such that: 
1. Profits are zero on all production and flow activhies. Differences in prices 
between two regions can only differ by the cost of transport between the two 
regions. Trade between two regions will only occur when the price differential 
is equal to the transport cost. 
2. The value of primary product or intermediate product^ may exceed zero 
only if the net availability of intermediate product^ is equal to zero. 
3. Rents on processing plants may exceed zero only if the capacity is fiilly 
utiHsed. 
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The dual formulation for a linear production and allocation model and the 
corresponding primal-dual programming tableau is given in Takayama and Judge (pp. 
71-76). 
Heady and Egbert (1964) illustrate the application of a linear allocation and 
production model to the USA grain industry^^^ 
Two specific SEMs to arise from linear production and allocation theory are 
plant location models and transhipment models. The following section investigates 
their development. 
3.6.1 Development of plant location models 
Plant location models arose from the need to identify where and how many 
plants should be buih, and the size of each to most effectively (cheaply) obtain raw 
material, process it, and distribute the final product to the consumer (Stollsteimer 
1963). The basis of plant location models is a modified transportation model. 
StoUsteimer's (1963) formulation is the same as that of King and Logan (1964) 
(Equations 12 to 16). StoUsteimer's (1963) model consisted of a Hnear programming 
model with an objective function that minimises total processing and transportation 
costs of raw and finished products, subject to production constraints 
Of importance in StoUsteimer's (1963) model was the incorporation of 
economies of scale for plant costs. Giaever and Seagraves (1960) detailed several 
methods in which economies of scale production data can be incorporated into a linear 
programming modeI^^^ 
' " They applied the model to the broadacre grain production industry in the USA Dividing the USA 
into 122 regions, the model was able to identify the optimum acreage and production of each crop in 
each region. The mathematical formulation of their model is similar to that of equations (6) to (11), 
with the objective of minimising total production and transport costs. 
'^ ^ Stollsteimer (1963) applied a plant location model to the study of pear packing facilities in the 
north-western region of California. The optimum location pattem produced by the model 
corresponded very closely with the actual operating structure of the industry at that time. 
'^ ^ Giaever and Seagraves (1960) discuss the importance of using economies of scale cost data in their 
linear programming model for farm management, which will allow the farmer to identify a optimum 
farm plan based on a number of alternative activities. 
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Reed and Boles (1963) developed a model which could determine optimum 
plant size, based on throughput and cost data. Due to a non-linear relationship 
between net costs and scale of economies, and operating hours or throughput, they 
suggest the use of a non-linear programming model in which a non-linear objective 
fiinction is minimised subject to linear constraints^^^ However, they stated that no 
practical method is available that may solve nonlinear programming problems. 
The main authors to be quoted for the development of plant location models 
are King and Logan (1964). They developed a model that could determine (1) the 
location of processing plants, and (2) optimum number and size of plants required to 
process slaughter animals at the least total cost to the consumer^". 
The basis of King and Logan's work is a linear model of production and 
allocation. Equations (12) to (16) below define the plant location model as identified 
by King and Logan ( pp 95-96). 
Minimise 
Z Z T,yX, + 2 H,S' + J: Y. t.L, (12) 
(Minimise the total cost of meat shipment, slaughter, and animal shipment) 
' ) 
Subject to 
Z X, = a ,S' (13) 
(Meat shipments equal meat equivalent of animals slaughtered) 
S'=S,- 2 (L,-L„) (14) 
Using economic-engineering technology Reed and Boles (1963) develop synthetic cost functions 
for various plant activities. Once defined, the equations are used to provide detailed cost and output 
data for the plant at different levels of activity. Then linear programming and a number of iterations 
are used to identify the least cost solution. They illustrate their model by applying it to a study of lima 
bean processing in California. The model identified that total production and processing costs are 
minimised when storage time and field hours operated per day are maximised. 
In their model, the location and quantity of slaughter animals along with final product demand is 
given. To simplify the problem, they make the following assumptions; 
(A) inelastic supply fiinctions for slaughter animals, and inelastic demand functions for final 
product (beef), 
(B) single product firm, 
(C) the present locations of processing facilities are not considered. 
and 
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(Number slaughtered equals supply adjusted for shipments) 
Z X, = D, (15) 
j 
(Shipments to a region equal quantity consumed) 
0 < X,j, L„ S' (16) 
Where 
Xy = meat shipment from region / toy" 
Lj, = live animal shipment from region / to J 
S' = slaughter of cattle in region 7 
Ty = meat transfer cost from region 7 to region^ 
ty = animal transfer cost from region / to regiony 
H, = slaughter cost per head in region 7 
a = dressing percentage 
8/ ^ supply of slaughter cattle in region 7 
D, = demand for meat in region / 
King and Logan's model as expressed in equations (12) to (16) is 
mathematically similar to Beckmann and Marschak's (1955) model (equations 6 to 
11). Both consist of a hnear programming framework with an objective function that 
minimises total costs subject to capacity constraints. Nonlinear processing costs were 
incorporated into the model by a "drop" technique in which subsequential iterations 
eliminated unnecessary plants until a least cost plan is achieved. This iterative 
procedure is discussed by Warrack and Fletcher (1970)^^^. 
'^ ^ A major criticism of the formulation of StoUsteimer's (1963) plant location model was the 
extensive data input requirement (Warrack and Fletcher 1970). This restricted the applicability of the 
model to small problems. To overcome this computational restriction, Warrack and Fletcher (1970) 
suggests the use of either a iterative eliminations approach (lELMA) or iterative expansions approach 
(lEXPA). lELMA includes all potential plant locations at the start, and eliminates the unfeasible 
locations after each iteration, while lEXPA starts with zero plants, and adds a plant at each iteration 
until the optimal solution (least total cost) is obtained. 
so 
Bobst and Waananen (1968) identified a major shortcoming in that the solution 
may well recommend the establishment of a single plant in a particular region resulting 
in a spatial monopoly. Under a spatial monopoly, the plant may exercise spatial price 
discrimination. Bobst and Waananen (1968) suggest the addition of a constraint into 
the model that specifies at least two different firms operating in any one region. 
King and Logan (1964) illustrated the applicability of their plant location model 
by analysing the California cattle slaughter industry^^ .^ 
3.6.2 Development of transhipment models 
One of the first authors to develop transhipment models was Beckmann 
(1952). Using a continuous transportation model Beckmann (1952) was able to deal 
with a continuum of activities in contrast to Koopman's model which relied on fixed 
production and consumption points. 
Orden (1956) extends the original transportation problem to include 
intermediate shipping points in the model; hence the term "transhipment models". The 
objective of the transhipment model is to identify the optimum shipping route for a 
single product at the least cost^ '*". 
Jewell (1957) discusses the use of a transportation model to solve a problem 
involving a product with seasonal production and demand at different times. He 
discusses the potential use of a transportation model to identify the optimal 
warehousing and distribution system for the product. 
Quandt (1960) extended the transhipment model to handle several 
commodities. In his model he incorporates (1) stopping points along the transportation 
route that are only junctions (and not nodes), and (2) capacity restrictions on terminal 
facilities, eg, capacity of a railway station to handle bulk commodities. 
" ' The model was able to identify the optimal location, number and size of processing plants based on 
minimising the overall operating costs of the beef slaughter industry. A more detailed analysis of their 
study is provided in Logan and King (1964). 
"•^  Orden (1956) highlights the application of linear programming models to solving a number of 
problems including manpower assignments, machine loading and others. The common feature of all 
these models is that they have the same mathematical basis as the "transportation problem". 
SI 
Kriebel (1961) extended Orden's (1956) transhipment model to incorporate a 
warehousing component for a seasonal product. Kriebel (1961), following on from 
Jewell (1957), develops a model that could identify the optimum plan of warehousing 
and shipping for a particular seasonal product over a twelve month period. The 
objective was to minimise total warehousing and transportation costs. 
The basic mathematical formulation of the transhipment model as identified by 
Orden (1956), Quandt (1960), and Kriebel (1961) is illustrated below. 
n n+m 
Minimise J^ J^ Cy Xy (17) 
1=1 j=n+\ 
(Minimise the sum total cost of transportation of all commodity between all 
points) 
Subject to 
n+m 
- Z % = -k, - S / = 7 n (18) 
j=n+] 
(Sum of exports from region i is equal to the amount of product originally 
possessed by region i less any stockpile of the product in region /) 
h 
2 Xy = r, + S j = n +],...,n + m (19) 
1=1 
(Sum of exports fi-om region / to regiony is equal to the amount of product 
required by regiony plus any stockpile of the product in regiony) 
Xy > 0 (20) 
Where Xy = is the amount of commodity shipped from / toj 
Cy = is the transportation cost per unit from / toj 
Tj = is the amount required at destinationy 
k, = is the amount possessed by origin / (capacity of factory /) 
S = is the artificial inventory or stockpile at each point (drops out in the final 
programming solution) 
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Hurt and Tramel (1965) along with Judge et al. (1965) extend Orden's (1956) 
model using a linear programming transportation algorithm to develop a transhipment 
model that minimised total costs (transport and processing of primary and final 
products). Whereas King and Logan's (1964) plant location model was restrictive in 
dealing with only one primary and final product, the transhipment model of Hurt and 
Tramel (1965) and Judge et al. (1965) deals with a muUi-product problem with muhi-
product processing facilities. It identifies the optimal flow of primary and final 
products subject to existing plant sizes and locations. Therefore it cannot determine 
the optimal size, number and location of processing facilities as with the plant location 
model. 
The transhipment model is able to find a solution to a spatial problem involving 
multi-regions, multi-processing, and muUi- products. Mackay and Toft (1978) present 
a useful diagrammatic picture of the model matrix below. 
Table 3.2. Diagrammatic format of the transhipment model matrix 
ORIGINS 
PROCESSING 
PLANTS 
PROCESSING PLANTS 
Submatrix 1 
Cost of shipment of raw 
wholemilk plus 
processing cost in region 
7 
Submatrix 4 
Excess capacity 
specified on diagonal 
Processing capacity 
CONSUMING REGIONS 
Submatrix 2 
This submatrix irrelevant to 
shortrun model (high cost 
elements preclude 
shipment) 
Submatrix 3 
Final shipment of packaged 
wholemilk from processing 
factory to consuming 
region 
Final product demand Xj 
Ki 
raw 
product 
supply 
Processin 
g 
capacity 
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Leath and Martin (1966) incorporate inequality restraints into the transhipment 
model^ '^ V They state that with this added flexibility the general applicability of 
transportation models to solving a wide range of spatial equilibrium problems is greatly 
extended. 
3.6.3 Empirical studies using SEMs 
A number of studies have utilised various forms of linear models of production 
and allocation to investigate industry efficiency. 
1. Dennis and Sammet (1961) used a linear model of production and allocation 
in analysing interregional competition in the frozen strawberry industry in the 
USA'"'. 
2. Schrader and King (1962) applied a spatial equilibrium analysis to the cattle 
feeding industry in the USA '^* .^ 
3. Judge et al (1965) applied a modified plant location model as developed by 
Stollsteimer (1963) and King and Logan (1964) to the USA beef slaughter 
industry''*'*. 
Leath and Martin (1966) demonstrate how a capacity restriction on a activity in one or more 
regions can be incorporated. For instance, 
S2 + S3 = 11 (Total units of activity S2 + S3 must equal 11) 
Samin ^ S2 < Samax (in which activity S2 is governed by a maximum and minimum value). 
In the article they identify how product identity can be maintained in complex processing 
and storage examples, which may be of benefit in situations that use more than one primary product. 
Finally, the existence of more than one optimal solution to a problem means that their different 
optimal plans will have different minimum costs for a particular segment within the operation. The 
optimal plan then hinges on the preference or importance of the various segments. 
With changes in production technology, distribution, and population shifts, they used the model to 
identify the optimum location of new processing facilities for frozen strawberries using a plant 
location model. 
The objective of the study was to determine the optimal regional organisation of cattle feeding, live 
cattle and beef shipments, and beef prices under a perfectly competitive environment. The model was 
based on dividing the USA into 20 regions using conditions that existed in the 1957-58 season. A 
more detailed discussion on the model and results is presented in King and Schrader (1963). 
''*'' The objective of the study was to identify the level and location of slaughter, and the quantity and 
direction of slaughter cattle and beef that will minimise the total cost of transport and slaughter. For 
the purpose of the study. Judge et al. (1965) divided the USA into 26 regions. For each region, 
supply, demand, slaughtering capacity, and costs of slaughtering for each region along with transport 
costs between regions for both live cattle and beef are given. Comparing the output from the model 
with actual data for 1955, they were able to identify a number of measures that would have improved 
the efiiciency of the beef slaughter industry in the USA 
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4. Langemeier and Finlay (1971) expanded King and Schrader (1963) 
transhipment model to incorporate (1) separate demand fiinctions for lot fed beef 
and non-lot fed beef, and (2) present regional slaughter capacities'''^ 
5. A text edited by Takayama and Judge (1973) titled "Studies in Economic 
Planning over Space and Time" contained a number of applications' ,146 
A number of Australian studies have also used plant location and transhipment 
models over the years including the following: 
1. Cassidy et al. (1970) identified the optimum number, size and location of beef 
slaughter plants in Eastern Central Queensland'"*^. 
2. Ferguson and McCarthy (1970) identified the optimal number and location of 
wool selling centres in AustraHa in the long run using a plant location model as 
developed by King and Logan (1964). 
3. Ferguson and Pemberton (1970) used a transportation model to investigate 
what effect differences in transportation rates between rail and road had on the 
optimal marketing trade plan for NSW wool growers. 
These two modifications resulted in output that more closely resembles the actual situation. Using the 
same study format, Langemeier and Finlay (1971) re-examined the USA beef slaughter industry. 
1. Judge et al. (1973) repeated their 1965 study using the same methodology, but this time used 
industry records for 1960. Using the modified plant location model, Judge et al. (1973) were able to 
identify changes in the flow of live cattle and beef across the USA that would have improved the overall 
efficiency of the industry. 
2. Leunis and Vandenborre (1973) provide a detailed investigation into the USA soybean processing 
industry. Given regional supply and processing capacities for soybeans, they developed an activity analysis 
model to determine the optimal location and level of processing , and the amount of interregional 
shipment of raw and final products of soybean. 
3. Buchholz (1973) discusses the use of a transportation model (linear distribution model) to analyse 
commodity flows for the sugar, grain, poultry and pork industries within the EC. Buchholz (1973) also 
identifies the use of activity analysis type models to investigate the flow of eggs and the location of milk 
processing plants within the EC. 
4. Guedry (1973) applied a transportation model to the USA feed grain industry. 
'''^  Their study followed a State Government Committee Inquiry into the adequacy of existing slaughter 
capacity and the need for additional works, which was initiated as a result of grazier's discontent with 
existing facilities and processor's concern over excess capacity. Cassidy et al. (1970) was able to identify 
changes to the current structure of the live cattle transportation and processing industry that would 
amount to a overall cost saving of 11 % to the industry. 
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4. Ferguson et al. (1972) repeated their study into wool selling centres 
undertaking several modifications to the original model'"'V''^-
5. Mackay and Toft (1978) study on the transportation and processing of 
wholemilk in New South Wales. 
6. Brown (1986) and Brown and Drynan (1986) examination of abattoir 
operations in Queensland. 
3.7 Introduction of quadratic functions in spatial models 
In reality the marginal benefits for many activities in firms are not constant, but 
diminishing (Dorfman et al. 1958). Therefore a hnear objective fiinction may not be 
representative of a firm's activities, hence the need for a non-linear objective fijnction. 
Kuhn and Tucker (1951) developed the mathematical notation of non-linear 
programming in a very general form and laid the foundation for work in this area'^". 
However, Dorfman et al. (1958) stated there still was a lack of a reliable and practical 
method for solving non-linear programs. It was not until Takayama and Judge 
(1964a,b,c) before a practical method for solving non-linear spatial problems was 
developed. 
A major criticism of the original study by Ferguson and McCarthy (1970) was that it provided only 
one least cost solution which Ferguson et al. (1972) found to be not the optimal solution. The original 
study also failed to provide a range of solutions that could show the added cost to the least cost 
optimal solution resulting from non-economic locational factors such as government policy of 
decentralisation. 
Cassidy and Kilminster (1974) were highly critical of the wool marketing reform studies. The 
studies by Ferguson and McCarthy (1970) and Ferguson et al. (1972) used a model which had a 
linear objective fiinction that maximises the NSP under the assumption of a perfectly competitive 
market place. As the Australian wool industry operated under a monopolistic marketing stmcture, the 
model used was therefore inappropriate. Cassidy and Kilminster (1974) suggested the use of a spatial 
model modified to deal with monopolistic situations. Such a model has been developed by Plessner 
(1971). A second major criticism by Cassidy and Kilminster (1974) of the wool marketing studies was 
that the cost savings identified by the model are not all passed on to the woolgrower, and that some of 
these savings are passed on to the wool buyer. 
In the article "Non-linear Programming", Kuhn and Tucker (1951) identify a number of 
conditions in linear and non-linear problems that a solution must satisfy for it to be optimal. These 
conditions include (1) that the input unit cost of each activity used exactly equals its marginal revenue 
product, and (2) that the input unit cost of activities not used is at least as great as its marginal retum. 
These conditions are referred to in linear programming as the Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions. 
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Using the framework of spatial activity analysis as developed by Isard (1951), 
Enke (1951), Samuelson (1952), in two articles Takayama and Judge (1964a, 1964b) 
developed spatial analysis and activity analysis to a finer degree. 
As with Samuelson's (1952) formulation, Takayama and Judge's (1964a) 
model was able to obtain the competitive optimum solution for regional prices and 
quantities and interregional flows, but more directly and efficiently. Samuelson's 
formulation was based on linear relations between regional supply, demand and price. 
Takayama and Judge (1964a) converted Samuelson's linear formulation into a 
quadratic programming problem, and using a computational algorithm they illustrate 
how a competitive solution for regional prices, quantities, and interregional flows be 
calculated. 
As with Samuelson's (1952) model, Takayama and Judge's (1964a) model was 
based on maximising the NSP. By maximising the net consumer surplus the problem of 
descriptive price behaviour is converted to a maximum problem, therefore providing 
the basis to deduce the price conditions for an activity analysis spatial equilibrium 
problem (Takayama and Judge 1964c). 
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Region 2 
(Excess Demand Region) 
Region 1 
(Excess Supply Region) 
X r n 0 a q m X 
Figure 3.3. Spatial equilibrium prices and flows as identified Takayama and Judge 
(1964a). 
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The shaded areas in Figure 3.3 indicates the NSP. Takayama and Judge's 
(1964a) quadratic programming model seeks to obtain an optimal solution which 
captures most of the triangular shaded areas and therefore maximise the NSP^^V 
In Takayama and Judge (1964b) a more detailed explanation of quadratic 
programming formulation is presented along with the formulation of a standard 
equilibrium model for a mukiple commodity example. Using an example, they (1964b) 
are able to display the structure of the programming tableau. However Takayama and 
Judge (1964c) identify a number of practical problems associated with operating the 
formulation, including the large requirement of variable pricing and the aggregation 
problem. 
To overcome these operational difficuhies Takayama and Judge (1964c) 
developed an allocation and pricing model that integrated spatial production, 
distribution and consumption activities. This model was able to estimate production 
responses to changes in product or input factors prices on a national or regional 
scale'". 
'^ 'Takayama and Judge (1964a) simplified the programming formulation in order to obtain an 
operationally feasible specification as follows; 
To maximise 
F(P)=2^ « . P . - - Z '^ ' (P.) ' -S Q j P ' - ^ ^ Z Y M ' + (constant) 
i ^ i j ^ j 
Subject to 
PI - P* < t,j 
(Trade only occurring between two regions when the price differential is equal to or greater 
than the transportation cost) 
P.,P* >0 
(and all price variables are positive) 
' " Before the model is operational the following requirements must be satisfied: 
1. In dealing with a sector model, all the commodities that are available in all regions must 
be considered. 
2. Availability of regional resources must be defined. 
3. Regional production acUvities must be specified. 
4. The cost of transporting commodities and resources between regions must be considered. 
5. Regional processing capacities must be defined. 
6. Mechanism of determining regional demands and prices of final goods must be specified. 
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Takayama and Judge's (1964c) model maximises consumer surplus which is 
defined as the area under the individual regional demand curves less the total 
transportation costs involved in transporting raw, intermediate and final products. 
Their model is expressed mathematically below: 
To maximise 
f(x)=Z S [^i'Z Z 
A k 0k j 
xJ' 
^Z( -^Z Z x / ) z Z x / ] 
- E S I Zk''^/-Z S Z SC'x,^' 
k 1 j ek q i j e^ 
-Z Z Z Z ^^'^/-T Z Z Z k'^'^r 
r 1 j e'' m i j em 
- Z Z Z Z c,«%,'" (21) 
q i j e^ 
(The first and second line of the objective fiinction relates to the area under the 
demand function, and is in a quadratic form. The third and fourth lines relate to the 
calculation of total transportation costs. The fifth line calculates total processing 
costs). 
subject to the following linear constraints 
That the amount of input secondary intermediate commodity q used in the 
manufacture of final commodity k in region /' be less than or equal to the amount of 
commodity q available in region /. 
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e.^-s.^+Z Z x ,^ ' -Z Z Z a.^^'x.^'>0 (22) 
j e^ k j Qk 
That the amount of input primary intermediate commodity r used in the 
processing of final commodity k, and secondary intermediate commodity q in region i 
be less than or equal to the total amount of commodity r available in region /. 
e-s^'+S S ^-Y, Z Z ar^'x/ 
j e"" k j e'^  
- Z Z Z a.'^'x/' > 0 (23) 
q i Gq 
That the amount of input primary mobile commodity m used in the processing 
of final corrunodity k, secondary commodity q, and primary intermediate commodity r 
in region /' be less than or equal to the total amount of commodity r available in region 
h 
i m 
.0^, e'^  er = sr+Z Z x,^  -Z Z Z a.-" x/ 
j e™ k j ek 
- Z Z Z ar^'x,®' - Z Z Z a.-^'x,^' >0 (24) 
q j e'l r j er 
That the amount of immobile primary resources n used in the processing of 
final commodity k, and in the processing of input commodities ^ + r in region /, be less 
than or equal to the amount of primary resource n available in region i. 
e-s,"-Z Z Z a " « ' x / - 2 Z Za"*'^,^ 
k j e*^  k j e^ 
- Z Z Z a.-^'x/' > 0 (25) 
r j e^  
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and 
e" > 0 Xij ^ ^ ( 26 ) 
(All flow processes are positive) 
where 
i, j = production and consumption regions, with i, j = 1, 2, , I. 
u, V = the commodity space with u = 1, 2, ...., N, v = K+1, K+2, ..., N. 
Let commodities 1, 2, ... , K represent final commodities 
K+1, K+2, ..,q represent secondary intermediate commodities 
Q+1, Q+2, ...,/• represent primary intermediate commodities 
R+1, R+2, ..., /w represent the primary mobile commodities 
M+1, M+2, ..,n represent the immobile primary resources and 
processing capacity 
9"= producing and flow processes available for the wth commodity with 
u = l , 2 , ...,M. 
9 
ai'' = the quantity of the vth input required for the uth. output emerging per 
unit of process 9" in region/ v = K+1, K+2, ..., N 2 /=l ,2 , ..,R. 
Qtl 
Xij = level of process 9" that is to flow from region / to regiony 
tij 9 = unit transport cost for transporting commodity u produced by process 
9" from region / toj. 
Ci = unit processing cost for commodity u in region / produced by process 
9 " . 
Si" = native availability of commodity v in region /. 
Pi" = price of commodity u in region ;. 
Ci" - net availability of commodity v in region /. 
di = regional demand relations for final commodity k in region /'. 
By integrating production, processing, distribution, and consumption in the 
model, Takayama and Judge ' s (1964c) model can be applied to a range of situations 
from simple factor-product price and allocation problems, through to equilibrium 
sector or economy type problems. 
If regional processing costs can be specified, then the model can be modified to 
determine the optimum location and level of processing. Relaxing restrictions on factor 
inputs such as labour and capital, can convert the model from a short-run analysis to a 
long-run analysis. Finally they show that an inter-regional/inter-temporal model 
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incorporating space and time, can be developed as most of the characteristics that 
occur over space also occur over time^". 
Takayama and Judge (1971) provide a comprehensive description of the 
mathematical formulations of different types of spatial and temporal models, ranging 
from hnear models of production and allocation through to complex inter-
temporal/spatial price equilibrium models. 
Plessner and Heady (1965) state that the usefulness of linear programming 
models to deal with multi-regional production, transportation and processing models 
was limited due to non-linear relationships such as demand functions (price and 
quantity). To overcome this problem they suggest the use of a linear model with 
lengthy and expensive iterations, or the use of a non-linear (quadratic) programming 
model^ "^*. Plessner (1971) concentrates on the development of ahernative quadratic 
programming models to specifically deal with spatial problems involving imperfect 
market situations^^^ 
3.8 Further developments and applications of non-linear (quadratic) regional 
spatial models 
One of the first studies to empirically apply a spatial equilibrium quadratic 
programming model (as developed by Takayama and Judge 1964) was West and 
'^ ^ Takayama (1967) discusses the general use of a partial equilibrium quadratic programming 
formulation (based on the models developed eariier by Takayama and Judge 1964b, 1964c) to 
eflfectively solve intemational trade problems. 
'^ '' In their article they introduce quadratic objective fiincfions, and state that such models are suited 
to a range of situations involving spafial problems of production and trade. More importantly, such 
models are useful in examining the effect of institutional restrictions on the competitive equilibrium 
solution. Many subsequent studies which examined industries operating under monopolistic 
marketing stmctures have used quadratic programming to obtain equilibrium solutions to spatial 
problems. 
' " Plessner (1971) demonstrates the applicability of his models by conducting an empirical 
investigation of the Israel apple and pear industry. 
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Brandow (1964)*^^ They investigated the dairy industry in the north-eastern and 
north-central regions of USA, and they identified large variations between regions in 
the production, consumption and prices of milk^". 
West and Brandow (1964) solved the spatial problem manually using the 
following procedure: 
1. establishing product prices, 
2. solving the demand^^^ and supply^^^ functions to derive the quantity to be 
consumed and produced, 
3. allocate these quantities to the various regions, and 
4. adjust prices until all equilibrium conditions were met. 
Hall et al. (1968) utilised the developments made by Plessner and Heady 
(1965) to apply a quadratic programming model to analyse the broadacre cropping 
industry of the USA . Quadratic programming was used as it allowed continuous 
demand functions in the model as opposed to discrete demand quantities. 
Kloth and Blakley (1971) incorporated a non-linear cost component into the 
objective function of a plant location model. The non-linear cost component was 
developed to provide a more realistic representation of economies of scale. They used 
the model to identify the optimal production, transport and processing format for the 
dairy industry in USA. 
'^ ^ West and Brandow (1964) used activity analysis techniques to incorporate six different supply 
situations involving difierent elasticities. They acknowledged the importance of using accurate 
information in developing supply and demand elasticities, and had to modify a number of 
assumptions underlying Takayama and Judge's (1964a) model due to the excessive computation time 
required in obtaining solutions. 
'^ ^ Between some regions the price differentials for milk were greater than the transfer costs involved 
in tiansporting the milk. They attributed these distortions to institutional factors. Using a 
tianshipment model they were able to determine the competitive equilibrium quantity of milk 
production, utilisation, prices, and shipments for each region, resulting from the removal of 
institiitional barriers on the production and movement of fluid milk. 
'^ ^ Regional demand functions were calculated by multiplying per capita consumption values for fluid 
and manufacturing milk by regional population numbers. Solutions were obtained manually using a 
map of the area and a desk calculator. 
'^ ^ Regional supply functions were calculated on census data (1949 -1959) of production and prices, 
in order to estimate supply elasticities. 
'^ ° Hall et al. (1968) found that under a fully competitive market situation, supply would be greater 
and prices lower for broad acre field crops. 
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Lee and Seaver (1973) criticised West and Brandow's (1964) model for using 
a single supply function for each region that was independent of other region's supply 
functions, and independent of the demand fiinction in its own region. Lee and Seaver 
(1971, 1973) are also critical of Takayama and Judge (1964a) for using known or 
given hnear demand and supply functions. 
Lee and Seaver (1971, 1973) suggest the use of a positive rather than a 
normative model to overcome these problems^^\ They state that a positive spatial 
equilibrium model simultaneously estimates the demand and supply function within the 
model^ '^^ . Therefore, it is more appropriate in describing (in quantitative terms) existing 
and future competitive market structures, and allows for statistical testing of 
hypotheses regarding coefficients in the demand or supply fijnctions. The model can 
also be used to examine dynamic relationships between variables, and their impact 
upon the stability of the system. Using a positive spatial equilibrium model they 
investigated the structural change in the regional and aggregate broiler market in the 
USA. The model provided an insight into the development of interregional 
competition, which can be extended to provide forecasts. 
Schmitz and Bawden (1973) used a spatial equilibrium model to analyse the 
impact of trade policies on production, prices and trade in the world wheat 
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economy . 
Guise and Aggrey-Mensah (1973) used a inter-temporal price equilibrium 
model as developed by Takayama and Judge (1971) to analyse the Australian Banana 
industry^ '^*, and identified practical options to improve industry effeciency. 
'*' According to them, a positive spatial equilibrium model consists of simultaneous equations 
including; 
A. demand (aggregate of all consumers in each market), 
B. supply (aggregate supply of product by all producers in each market), 
C. distribution activities over space, and 
D. equilibrium conditions. 
'^ ^ Lee and Seaver (1973) state that perfect competition prevails as a result of consumers aiming to 
maximise their utility, and producers their profit, from trading. Hence there is a requirement for 
deriving demand and supply functions from within the spatial equilibrium model framework. 
'^ ^ They extended Takayama and Judge's (1964a, 1964b, 1964c) general spatial equilibrium model 
which was based on supply, demand and transfer cost functions by including policy parameters. The 
objective of the model was to predict future trading and price structures for wheat in each country 
under different economic and policy assumptions. 
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Others who used spatial equilibrium modelling include Kottke (1973), who 
discusses the use of a multistage spatial equilibrium formulation for analysing the 
structure of the dairy industry, and Pandey and Takayama (1973) who utilised a 
temporal price and allocation model to determine the optimal consumption, prices and 
trade of rice and wheat in India. 
A number of empirical studies on international trade characterised by imperfect 
markets have also used quadratic programming formulations^^^ In all cases, the studies 
examined the economic impact of restrictive marketing practices. 
Takayama (1979) uses a non-linear spatial and temporal price equilibrium 
model to investigate the world petroleum industry. He suggests the use of a quadratic 
programming objective model as it accounts for price and quantity interactions in the 
market place . The traditional linear programming models used in the past were not 
able to incorporate the price and quantity relationship in the model, and therefore their 
applicability was some what limited. 
Takayama's (1979) model is presented below; 
Maximise 
-[Z cizi+ Y. tiixn]+ z ^lyi - ^ Z «i(yi)' (27) 
i i i i 
subject to the following three constraints; 
Seasonality in banana production and demand resulted in highly variable returns to producers. 
They used the model to determine the optimal quantities to be allocated to various markets over space 
and time so as to maximize the retums to producers. The study found that by rationalizing flows to 
markets, farmer retums can be increased. 
'^ ^ Bawden (1966) adapted Takayama and Judge's (1964a, 1964b) inter-regional equilibrium model 
to analyse the intemational wheat, feed grains and beef industries of the USA against EC, UK, and 
other regions. 
Zusman et al. (1973) used a spatial equilibrium model to examine the impact of artificial trade 
barriers (reference-prices and countervailing-charges mechanism) on the trade of oranges in the EC. 
They used market simulating algorithms to incorporate tariffs, reference-prices and countervailing-
charges mechanisms into a static model of inter-regional competition. The model shed light on 
tiading patterns resulting from further increasing or decreases in the use of these protective practices 
for domestic producers within the EC. Pieri et al. (1977) used a spatial and temporal model to 
analysis the USA - Japanese pork Trade. 
'^ ^ Takayama (1979) demonstrates the applicability of his market-oriented model by comparing his 
results against the Federal Energy Administration's linear model to illustrate the comparative 
advantage of using his market-oriented model. 
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(A). Crude supply constraint. 
Z1 + Z2 + Z3 > S (28) 
(in which the total availability of crude (s) is less than or equal to the flow of 
crude from production regions 1, 2 and 3 (Zi, Z2, Z3)) 
(B). Production-distribution constraints. 
Xi - Xii - X12 - Xi3 > 0 (29) 
(in which the total production of final product in region 1 (Xi) be equal to or 
greater than the amount of final product distributed from region 1 to all other regions 
( X i i , X12, X13)) 
(C). Distribution and final regional demand constraints. 
Xll - X21 - X31 - Yi > 0 (30) 
(in which the quantity of final product from all supply regions (Xn, X21, X31) to 
demand region 1 is equal to or greater than the quantity demanded in region 1) 
Takayama (1979) identified the following information was required for his 
model (and these will be referred to later). 
1. Supply quantity for each source region. 
2. Processing coefficients for each plant in each region. 
3. Processing costs for each plant in each region. 
4. Transport costs for all products. 
5. Demand fiinction information (price and elasticity of demand). 
6. Constraints on processing capacity, transportation, and non physical 
including quotas, taxes, voluntary restrictions, etc. 
3.9 The use of sensitivity analysis in SEMs 
Kaplan and Barish (1967) state that capital decisions are commonly made 
under some degree of risk and uncertainty. To evaluate risks and uncertainty, 
simulations on forecasted events are carried out. In essence the testing of the 
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investment plan or sensitivity analysis improves the basis or information from which a 
decision can be made. 
Several authors have indicated the use of sensitivity analysis and its value in 
assisting policy decisions. Sensitivity analysis is commonly used in many disciplines to 
identify upper and lower limits on factors that may cause changes. 
Due to seasonal variations, production of many agricultural products varies 
fi-om year to year^^'''^^^ Dent (1966) discusses the importance of this variation on 
receivable centres for wool, and the use of sensitivity analysis when using plant 
location models to identify optimal trading patterns. 
Cassidy et al. (1970) provided a usefiil discussion on the use of sensitivity 
analysis to assess risk in investment analysis. They mention the value of running a 
number of different simulations within a probability distribution. This provides the 
decision maker with a range of possible outcomes from which legitimate trade-off 
decisions can be made. 
Toft et al. (1970) discuss the value of sensitivity analysis on plant location 
problems, and illustrates how sensitivity analysis can be easily conducted for a 
transportation model. In particular, the article focuses on examining the impact 
processing plant costs have on the stability of the optimal solution'^^. 
McCarthy et al. (1971) stated that in most agricultural industries supply is variable. Therefore, of 
great interest to policy makers involved in determining plant locations is the sensitivity of their 
solutions (plant location) to changes in raw product supply. Two central questions to the McCarthy et 
al. (1971) analysis are the effects variation in raw product supplies have on the optimal location of 
plants, and the corresponding variation in throughput. They used an iterative method which involved 
changing a parameter for each simulations in order to identify the outcome for each change. For each 
outcome a probability was assigned to highlight the outcome. 
'^ ^ Brown (1986) investigates the impact variability in supply and demand has on the optimal location 
of beef processing plants in Queensland. He incorporates discrete stochastic programming into the 
plant location model to accommodate this variability, which has a major impact upon the optimal 
location of plants. Modelling the variability provides the policy maker with a more precise and 
detailed solution to a plant location model. 
'^ ^ Toft et al. (1970) raises three important questions that sensitivity analysis can answer. 
1. How much of a change in processing costs is required to alter the location of the plant? 
2. What is the eflect of variation in localised transportation costs? 
3. What are the optimal solutions resulting from continuous variations in the shape or 
position of the cost curve? 
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As the kangaroo population is naturally subject to large variations in numbers, 
the optimal structure of a fijture QKHI will be affected. The use of sensitivity analysis 
in this study identifies the stability of a fijture QKHI to these changes. 
3.10 Development of a Spatial Equilibrium Model for the Queensland Kangaroo 
Harvesting Industry (QKHI) 
The SEM utilised in this study consists of maximising a quadratic objective 
function subject to a range of linear constraints, as imtially developed by Takayama 
and Judge (1964c) in equations (21) to (26), and Takayama (1979) in equations (27) 
to (30). 
At present, there is a knowledge gap on the effects of harvesting on kangaroo 
population dynamics (however, a Ph D by Pople (1997) at UQ investigated this topic). 
Therefore it is not possible to develop a long term dynamic model. For this reason the 
SEM I use in this study is a short run static model based on a given population 
structure, and to accommodate the annual variation in kangaroo population numbers 
sensitivity analysis was used. The model is therefore a standard transhipment model 
with multiple input supply regions, storage/collection points, processing points, and 
fixed demand points for processed kangaroo meat. The objective is to maximize the 
NSP which consists of the areas under the demand curves less costs (transportation, 
storage and processing costs). 
3.10.1 Introduction of a constant elasticity demand curve 
Many studies have used a quadratic objective function as illustrated in the 
earlier sections of this chapter, which maximises the area underneath a straight or 
linear demand fiinction. The formulation of a straight demand curve is characterised 
mi 
a - i^ Yi (31) 
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where 
a = Intercept point on the y-axis 
Yi = total quantity demanded in market /' 
B = slope co-efficient of the demand curve. 
A disadvantage for using a straight demand curve is that the price elasticity 
along the curve is not constant (however this may not be a disadvantage if it is known 
that the elasticity for a product is not constant). Therefore, when examining a market 
demand situation with a constant elasticity the demand curve is only relevant for a 
small subsection. 
In the absence of detailed econometric estimates of the demand curves it was 
decided to use demand functions with constant elasticity (however, this is not to say 
that the actual unobserved elasticity for kangaroo meat is constant). This follows a 
tradition which accords the price elasticity of demand a central place in applied micro-
economic work. A range of possible price elasticities is assumed (Chapter 4). 
Let P be the price per unit of a commodity, and Q the amount desired by 
consumers at this price. Then the demand function can be written as 
Q = aP" (32) 
where -b is the constant price elasticity of demand , and a is a constant. Both a and b 
are positive. 
The inverse of this demand function is 
v=a^ Q^ (33) 
A range of values for b will be used, which requires only that the value of a be 
determined to complete the demand specification. Values of 0 and P are determined 
when significant amounts of trading in kangaroo meat has occurred. For each of the 
markets treated in this work, pairs of values for Q and P are denoted by calculated 
A A 
values of g and P . Consider a single market with its specific demand fijnction. Then, 
A A 
observation of this market enables a pair of points ( 0 , P ) to be derived. The 
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observation consisted of a single observation of a large transaction involving Q 
quantity traded at price per unit of P (these are not average values of 0 and P over 
time, because such averages would involve interactions of different demand curves and 
supply functions). 
Equipped with this observation point (O, P) , which is a point in the assumed 
demand function Q = aV^, a can be estimated by solving 0 = aP'^. This solution is 
a= Q P , so that the final inverse demand function is found by using a= Q P^ 
in the function 
1 il 
P= a' Q' • (34) 
The result is 
A A J^ - 1 
p = (Qp'y Q" (35) 
It is these functions whose integrals are the objective function of our SEM 
model. 
A problem occurs as Q approaches zero, P becomes unbounded, and, 
therefore, the integral cannot be evaluated with zero as its lower limit (as can be done 
with a linear demand function). However, this can be overcome by evaluating the area 
under these constant elasticity demand curves between some small number s and a 
upper limit. 
In detail the requirement is to evaluate the integral 
Q - " i zl 
j (QP^)' q' dq (36) 
where Q is the equilibrium amount traded, and ^ is a dummy variable of integration. 
The constant 5 is assumed to be small enough that the optimal amount traded will 
always be larger. This adds some indeterminacy to the model, because just what the 
equilibrium value ofQ is, is precisely what the use of SEM aims to determine. 
However, it is reasonable in the real world of the kangaroo industry being analyzed 
here that equilibrium values will not be vastly different from those already observed, 
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and so a value ofs far less than the value of 0 , is assumed in constricting the demand 
fijnctions would be acceptable. What form the inverse demand fijnction takes to the 
left ofQ^s is, as a result, not relevant, as integration occurs for Q>s only. This 
observation is useful because in reality it is highly likely that for very small values ofQ 
the elasticity of demand would increase quickly, driving consumption variably to zero. 
This behaviour is not compatible with the demand function as used here, so that reality 
is more adhered to by abandoning the constant elasticity assumption for values ofQ 
below the necessarily assumed small value ofQ, namely s. 
The integral above is equal to 
A j ^ A I b-\ A J^ A 7 b-\ 
Q'P( )Q ' - O ' P(-^)s^ (37) 
^ b-\ ~ ^b-\ ^ ^ 
The second term is a constant, depending on the assumed value of 5. In the first 
term Q is the optimal amount consumed in any region, which is to be determined. 
Hence, it can be seen that as long as s in each demand region is safely less than 
any likely value to be taken by Q, then this assumed value will not affect the solution 
values for Q in any region. 
Due to advances in computer software optimizing problems with highly non-
linear (and non-quadratic) objective functions containing terms such as (37) can now 
be carried out. 
Chapter 4 graphically presents the market demand curves for each of the three 
markets analysed in the study. 
3.10.2 Formulation of the Queensland Kangaroo Harvesting Industry 
Spatial Equilibrium Model 
Incorporating the constant elasticity demand fijnction developed in Section 
3.10.2, the formulation of the SEM used to examine the QKHI is presented below in 
equations 38 to 46. Equation 38 (the objective fijnction to be maximised) can be 
divided into two main parts: the first segment calculating the value of demand (which 
is positive), and the remaining segments which calculate the costs of supply (which 
appear as negative). 
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Maximise 
(E ( - ^ ) (^)(w7)}-z r C i - z T,^Q 
k -1 
A 
a ' 
Z Z J;"Cij-Z Z KM, - z Z r;Mjk (38) 
Subject to 
2 Ci < 2 Li, (39) 
Z Cy > Z Mj^^ (40) 
2 Mj > 2: Mjk (41) 
Z Mj<Aj (42) 
2 Mjk< 2 Mk (43) 
Z £," = Z Ciif," (44) 
Z .^"^  = Z C.ii,'^  (45) 
2 £ ; = Z Mj^^ (46) 
i i 
Where 
A:= demand regions for processed kangaroo meat, ^= 1, 2, 3, 
j = processing regions, y = 1, 2, , 21 , 
/' = supply regions, / = 1, 2, ...., 43, 
m = processing plants, m = small, medium, large, 
A 
Pu = price point estimate in demand region k. 
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Q^ = quantity point estimate in demand region k, 
b = own price elasticity, 
Li = maximum number of kangaroos available for harvest in region /, 
Ci = number of kangaroo carcasses harvested and stored in region /, 
Cij = number of kangaroo carcasses transported from harvest region / to 
processing region/ 
Mjk = quantity of processed kangaroo meat transported from processing 
region^ to demand region k, 
Mj = quantity of kangaroo meat processed by the/*" region, 
Mk = quantity of processed kangaroo meat demanded by the k^^ region, 
Aj = processing capacity of regiony, 
Rf = conversion coefficient for processing kangaroo carcasses into boneless 
meat, 
Rf = conversion coefficient determining the number of harvesters required, 
Rf = conversion coefficient determining the number of chiller boxes required, 
i?,^  ^ conversion coefficient determining the number of personnel required in 
processing plants m, 
T." = per unit harvest cost for kangaroo carcasses, 
T.^ = per unit storage cost for kangaroo carcasses, 
T^j^ = per unit transport cost for kangaroo carcasses from harvest region i to 
processing regiony, 
7)^ = per unit processing cost for small, medium or large processing facilities, 
7)f = per unit transport cost for processed kangaroo meat from processing 
region j to demand region k, 
E" = number of harvesters required in harvest region z. 
m 
E. = number of chiller boxes required in harvest region /, 
Ef = number of personnel required in processing plants. 
3.10.3 Data requirements for model construction 
Thus I identified twelve points of information required to formulate and 
operate a SEM for the Queensland Kangaroo Harvesting Industry. In Section 3.8 
Takayama (1979) summarised the information requirements for his SEM under six 
headings. The following twelve data points of what is needed to be identified are an 
expansions of those six headings: 
1. number of kangaroos available in each harvest region, 
2. capacity of a harvester (kangaroos/one week period), 
3. cost of the harvesting operation on a per unit basis (per kangaroo), 
4. capacity of a chiller box (kangaroos/one week period), 
5. cost of storing kangaroos in a chiller box (per kangaroo), 
6. unit cost of transporting kangaroo carcasses from chiller boxes to processing 
plants ($/km/carcass), 
7. capacity of a small, medium and large kangaroo processing facility 
(kangaroos/week), 
8. structure of a small, medium and large kangaroo processing facility in terms 
of number of persormel, and skills required, 
9. processing rate of conversion (carcasses / tonne kangaroo meat), 
10. cost of production for a small, medium and large kangaroo processing 
facility ($/tonne kangaroo meat produced), 
11. unit cost of transporting kangaroo carcasses from processing plants to 
markets (S/km/tonne kangaroo meat), and 
12. market demand conditions (point quantities and prices, and elasticity's). 
Chapter 4 details the procedure used in determining values for each of the 
above twelve points. 
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Chapter 4 details the procedure used in determining values for each of the 
above twelve points. 
3.11 Summary of Chapter Three 
* Spatial analysis has played a central role in economics. Samuelson (1952) 
played an important role in the development of modern day spatial equilibrium 
analysis. 
* SEMs have been used around the world for decades analysing a number of 
primary industries. In Australia a number of important studies have examined 
the traditional agricultural products such as wool, beef and dairy industries 
using spatial models. 
* The SEM utilised in this study maximises the NSP. Over the years several 
authors including Takayama and Judge (1971) have developed SEM 
incorporating an objective function maximising the NSP. 
* SEMs to date have relied on linear demand functions which exhibit different 
elasticities along its length. 
* Due to advances in computer software I have been able to incorporate a 
constant elasticity demand curve which may present a more realistic 
presentation of the actual market place for a product like kangaroo meat at this 
stage (as there is currently no detailed information on elasticities for kangaroo 
meat). 
* The development of a SEM for the QKHI is complex, requiring detail 
information on raw product availability, production costs, market demand 
conditions, and productivity restrictions. 
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CHAPTER 4 
MODEL APPLICATION 
4.1 Introduction 
The previous chapter outlined the conceptual model in theoretical terms. In this 
chapter I detail how this conceptual SEM can be applied in Queensland in order to 
identify the optimal infra-structure for the kangaroo harvesting industry. I being the 
chapter by defining the study area followed by the identification and justification of the 
spatial boundaries utilised in the study. 
Chapter 3 identified the data requirements for the model, namely: 
1. Raw product supply. Identifying the number of kangaroos available for 
harvest in each supply region. 
2. Production coefficients. Identifying the amount of human and non-human 
resources required in producing a unit of output'^". 
3. Transportation matrix. Defining the mode of transportation available in 
terms of capacity and price ($/km) per unit transported for (1) kangaroo carcass from 
the supply region to processing plant, (2) processed meat from processing plant to 
market, for all possible routes involving supply, processing and demand regions. 
4. Supply costs. Identifying the total cost of supply including harvesting, 
storage, processing and transportation costs. 
5. Demand function. Defining a demand function for each of the markets 
(price, quantity and elasticity). 
In this chapter I state the methodology employed in calculating values for the 
input data sets (under the five headings identified above) required for model operation. 
'^ ° For instance, the number of harvesters, and the number of storage and processing facilities 
required to produce one tonne of boneless packaged kangaroo meat needs to be identified. 
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4.2 Defining the spatial boundaries 
The SEM consists of spatial components or segmented regions acting as either 
supply, processing and/or demand sites. In relation to Queensland's kangaroo industry 
supply regions are located in central and western Queensland. This study identified 
three major market places, Brisbane, Rockhampton and Townsville (located along the 
State's coast line). The location of processing sites is open to all areas. Although the 
demand regions are spatially fixed, supply is not. As the harvesting of kangaroos can 
practically occur throughout much of Queensland, the challenge for the future 
harvesting industry is to identify the optimal operating structure which maximises 
overall efficiency. As stated in Chapter 1, this study seeks to identify this structure. 
For the purposes of this study the state of Queensland was chosen because: 
1. The management of kangaroo harvesting is carried out by individual state 
governments, so each State develops its own set of regulations governing 
harvesting, processing and distribution of kangaroo products (M.Cowell, 
pers.comm. May 1993). 
2. Queensland has the largest macropod quota of any state (see Chapter 2), and 
thus has the capacity to produce approximately 46 % of the nation's 
production of kangaroo meat (Switala 1995). 
3. Harvesting within Queensland is spatially diverse. The harvest area for red 
kangaroos in 1994 was 752 220 km^ for eastern grey kangaroos 891 520 km ,^ 
and for wallaroos it was 696 500 km^ (Clancy et al 1995). 
4. Most kangaroo supply regions in Queensland are subject to highly variable 
climatic conditions resulting in a fluctuating kangaroo population. Therefore 
the number of kangaroos available under the quota is highly variable. 
5. In the past the Queensland industry has focused mainly on harvesting skins. 
Approximately 30% of the State's harvest has supported a pet meat industry 
over the years (see Chapter 2). Annually a large amount of kangaroo meat is 
wasted in Queensland due to a lack of markets. 
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6. The Queensland Department of Environment maintains a database on the 
state's estimated kangaroo population along with harvest records on a shire 
basis. 
7. Many rural regions within Queensland are facing diflficuh times, with many 
grazing properties facing financial difficulties and degraded pastures^^V A value 
added kangaroo harvesting industry offers many alternative production 
systems. 
8. Close proximity to the major harvest regions in Queensland allowed me to 
make numerous field trips to observe harvesting operations and to gather data. 
9. Currently there is a lack of knowledge pertaining to the future industry in 
terms of potential income and employment generation, as well as how the 
industry will be structured and located. 
10. The state govermnent is keen to foster the development of a kangaroo 
harvesting industry as a new and environmentally sustainable industry. 
In the following section I discuss the use of local government boundaries to 
divide the state of Queensland into 107 individual management regions. 
Defining regional boundaries 
Several options are available for dividing the state of Queensland into separate 
management regions. These includes property boundaries, shire boundaries, major 
vegetation boundaries, state or federal electoral boundaries, and major statistical 
regions. In this study I chose to use local government boundaries (shires) to divide the 
state of Queensland into a number of spatially segmented management regions (see 
Figure 4.1) because shire boundaries offered the following advantages: 
'" Particularly in the mulgalands where most of the State's kangaroos are harvested, (see Sattler 1995 
and Switala 1997b). 
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Figure 4.1. Queensland Local Government areas. 
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1. They are clearly defined, and easily identified on local government maps. 
2. Information regarding area, human population, vegetation, and infra-
structure of each is readily available. 
3. The AustraUan Bureau of Statistics maintains an extensive database on social 
and economic parameters based on shire divisions. 
4. QDE monitors kangaroo harvesting at the shire level. Harvest records are 
currently available on a property and shire basis. 
5. Shires can be defined as individually separated economic regions governed 
by individual local councils. 
6. Each shire is serviced by at least one major town which can act as the point 
of collection for harvested kangaroo carcasses (chiller box sites). 
Each shire is generally serviced by a major town which is centrally located, and 
connected with the major roadways within the shire. 
Discussions with the operations manager from two major kangaroo meat 
processing firms in Queensland revealed that chiller boxes (supply points) are generally 
located in major townships^^^ for the following reasons: 
1. Kangaroo carcasses harvested during the night must reach a chiller box 
within two hours of day break to prevent spoilage and contamination of the 
carcass. This restricts the harvesting (carcasses) to a 200km radius. With the 
exceptions of the Bulloo Shire (Thargomindah), Barcoo Shire (Windorah), 
Bouha Shire (Boulia) and Quilpie Shire (Quilpie), a two hundred kilometre 
radius around the major shire townships covered the entire shire. 
2. The towns are usually linked by major roads in the shire, which are generally 
sealed, providing all weather access which is vital for processors to access the 
chiller boxes during wet conditions. 
3. A large proportion of professional harvesters live in towns. 64 harvesters 
were registered within the Blackall shire in 1996. Of these 48 were listed at 
'^ ^ Only 11 of the 142 chiller box sites registered in Queensland for the storage of pig, goat and 
kangaroo carcasses were located on sites outside town (QLMA 1996b). 
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street addresses within the town of Blackall while a further ten were 
registered with a Blackall P.O. box address. The remaining eight were 
registered as residing on private properties (QLMA 1996a). 
4. Towns have essential services such as electricity, water and fuel supplies 
which are required for chiller box operation and which may not be readily 
available out of town. 
For the purposes of this study the actual point of supply (chiller box location) 
for each shire is identified as the major township servicing that shire^'^ The following 
section identifies these potential supply regions. 
4.3 Spatial/biological component 
The focus of this section is to identify the potential supply regions along with 
the number of kangaroos available for harvesting in each. This section also identifies 
possible processing locations and the market demand sites. 
4.3.1 Identifying harvestable species 
The Nature Conservation (Macropod Harvesting) Plan 1994 (QDEH 1995) 
designates 90 shires where either eastern grey or red kangaroos, wallaroos, and/or the 
whiptail wallabies could be harvested for the 1994-1997 period. Based on actual 
harvest records for 1994 (Gilroy 1996), only 65 shires participated in kangaroo 
harvesting (Figure 4.2). 
As identified in Table 2.12 (Chapter 2) 1.752 milhon kangaroos were harvested 
in Queensland during 1994 of which 964 902 were eastern greys, 597 538 were red, 
188 250 were wallaroos and 1 965 were whiptails (Queensland being the only state 
with an annual quota for whiptails). I have, however, excluded whiptail wallabies from 
this study for the following reasons: 
173 See Table 4.2 for a listing of tiie potential supply sites. 
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1. Whiptails have a small body frame and carcass size. As the time taken to 
inspect and process a small whiptail carcass is almost identical to the time 
taken for the much larger kangaroos and/or wallaroos, the costs of producing a 
unit of boneless product from whiptails is substantially higher. Therefore the 
processing of whiptail wallabies for meat production by comparison is currently 
not economically viable. 
2. The annual quota for whiptail's is small, set at 25 000 per annum for the past 
five years (which represents 1.2 % of the State's 1994 quota). In recent years 
harvesting has been well under the quota with only 2 071 animals harvested 
in 1992, 2 737 animals in 1993, and 1 965 animals in 1994. 
3. The harvesting of whiptail wallabies has been limited to "skins only" for 
trade on the lucrative fur toy industry. Over the past five years this market has 
shrunk considerably. 
4. Whiptails prefer undulating or hilly country with open forest and grass 
understorey (Strahan 1983, Southwell 1987). This habitat preference restricts 
accessibility. 
5. Much of the whiptail wallaby habitat and therefore population is under 
threat. As a resuh the future quota is in doubt. 
On the other hand the eastern grey (including western grey ) and red 
kangaroos, and wallaroos are present in large numbers in most areas in Queensland. In 
many areas the population density is so high that they are regarded as pests. Habitat 
modification over the years has in fact favoured these species, increasing their habitat 
range and population. 
These species have the added advantage of carcass size, population density, 
and harvesting accessibility which favour their utilisation for harvesting and meat 
production. 
Based on the arguments presented above the use of whiptail wallabies for meat 
production has been omitted fi-om this study, and I have focused on the utilisation of 
the three larger and more abundant species. 
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4.3.2 Identification of kangaroo numbers in supply regions 
Each year QDE conducts aerial surveys of eastern grey and red kangaroos, and 
wallaroos over subsections in the harvest region to estimate the population and set a 
quota for Queensland' . QDE calculate an average kangaroo population density value 
for the entire harvest region'^^, however these values do not reflect individual shire 
population densities. As the GAMS system used in this analysis is determinant, precise 
numbers of kangaroos for each shire are presented down to the last unit. In reality, it 
would be difficuh to count the actual number of kangaroos present within a shire to 
the nearest thousand. 
To estimate the potential supply of red and eastern/western grey kangaroos in 
each shire I used population density distribution maps (Figures 4.3 to 4.5). Although 
these maps are in essence an extrapolation, a degree of error may be associated when 
using them to identify precise numbers on a shire basis (however estimates where latter 
validated with survey results). As a population density distribution map is unavailable 
for wallaroos, I used past harvest records to calculate shire populations. 
4.3.2.1 Red and grey kangaroos 
Population distribution maps for the red, eastern and western grey kangaroos, 
and wallaroos have been developed by several authors^^^. However, it was not until 
1987 that Caughley developed a density distribution map for red and eastern/western 
grey kangaroos. 
Using Caughley's (1987) density and distribution maps and survey data from 
Clancy etal. (1993), Carter (1996) developed density and distribution maps for the red 
and eastern/western grey kangaroo for Queensland (Figure 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5). 
'^ '' Details of the methodology and results of the macropod survey are provided in Clancy et al. (1993, 
1995). 
' " Clancy et al. (1993, 1995) calculated the mean population density and standard error for the red 
kangaroo, eastem grey kangaroo and wallaroo within the harvest zone for Queensland based on the 
survey results, and using the ratio method as identified by Caughley (1977) and Caughley and Grigg 
(1985). The ratio method involves multiplying the sampled kangaroo density (average of survey data 
derived from 10 survey blocks) value by the total land area km^  to obtain the total population 
estimate. 
'^ * Including Frith and Calaby (1969), Fennessy (1970). and Poole (1984). 



As illustrated by Figures 4.4 and 4.5, in Queensland there is an overlap of 
westem grey kangaroos in southem Queensland (into eastem gre\ kangaroo habitat). 
The two species of grey kangaroo are physicallx ver> similar and can only be 
distinguished by specialists. Many harvesters and processors in southem Queensland 
have failed to distinguish between the two species in the past, recording all har\ested 
grey kangaroos in Queensland as eastern gre\' kangaroos'''^. 
Using Figures 4.3 ,4,4 and 4,5 the following methodolog\' was used to 
calculate the number of red and eastem/westem grey kangaroos in each shire. 
1. Convert the population density ranges presented m Figures m 4,3 to 4.5 to 
point estimates as illustrated in Table 4,1. 
'Table 4.1. Point values used in population calculations 
Band 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Density Range 
1 <0.1 
0.1-1 
1-5 J 
5 - 10 
10-20 
>20 
Value used 
0-^  J 
0.5 1 
2.5 J 
7,5 ! 
15 1 
30 
2. Using a colour video camera linked to a computer and "Video Pro" 
software, the proportion (%) of area that each colour band (population 
density) occupied in each shire was identified. 
3. Using ABS (1995) records identify the land area (km') in each shire 
4. Multiply the value obtained in (2) by (3) to identify the land area occupied 
by each population densit\'. 
5. For each population density band (1 to 6) multiply the value obtained in (4) 
by the point population estimate (1), to obtain the number of kangaroos 
present in each shire under each population density (each colour band in 
Figures 4.3 to 4.5) 
6. Add all six values obtained in (5). 
'^ ^ Caughley et al. (1984) identifies the grey kangaroo overlap in Queensland, which for many years 
went unnoticed due to the difficulty in differentiating the two species in the field. 
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Using the above procedure the number of red (Figure 4.6) and eastern grey 
(and this includes western greys) kangaroos (Figure 4.7) was calculated for each shire 
in Queensland. 
4.3.2.2 Wallaroos 
As stated previously no population density distribution maps are available for 
wallaroos. Therefore I needed an ahernative method for calculating wallaroo numbers 
in each shire. The only information available is survey results and harvest records. 
Survey resuhs consists of wallaroo population estimates over ten sampling 
blocks within the harvest area. These values can be used to determine the wallaroo 
population in those shires located within the boundaries of the survey blocks. Many 
shires in which wallaroo harvesting has occured in the past are not located within the 
boundaries of the survey blocks. 
Therefore I used past harvest records to calculate the number of wallaroos in 
each shire. Recently Gilroy (1996) developed a database containing shire harvest 
records for each species for 1994. Using this information I calculated the number of 
wallaroos in each shire using the following procedure. 
1. Identified the number of wallaroos harvested in each shire during 1994 using 
the QDE data base. 
2. Assumed that the number of wallaroos harvested in each shire was 15% of 
the total population present 
3. Multiplied the number of animals harvested in each shire by 6.667 to 
calculate the total number of wallaroos present in each shire. 
4. Divided the total population estimate (calculated in (3)) by the land area 
(km^) of the shire to obtain the population density (animals/km^). 
"^ Discussion with a senior officer from QDE revealed that the harvesting intensity in most shires is 
between 5-20%, and shires in which over harvesting occurs are closed off. Over harvesting in 
particular shires is detected by a reduction in carcass weights and a increase in the proportion of 
females harvested. No individual shire was closed to harvesting in 1994 or 1995 suggesting that the 
number of animals harvested was approximately 15%. 
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5. Validated these calculated values with QDE survey results. 
I was able to use QDE survey results to validate my calculations for the shires 
that adjoined the survey blocks. A major discrepancy was found for the Shire of 
Blackall. My calculated estimated 28 wallaroos per km^ while QDE survey found 
results for Blackall indicated a wallaroo population density of 24.9 in 1992, and 13.1 
in 1993. In recent years the off-take of wallaroos from the Blackall shire has been 
estimated to be higher than 15% of the estimated population in an attempt to reduce 
the total grazing pressure. At the same time QDE acknowledges their population 
estimate for wallaroos is very conservative because they are difficult to identify during 
aerial surveys. Therefore I re-estimated the population estimate for Blackall based at 
20 wallaroos per km .^ 
The calculated wallaroo population estimates for all other shires adjoining the 
survey blocks were comparable with QDE survey results. 
A major shortcoming in the methodology (for calculating wallaroo numbers) is 
that it only shires in which harvesting took place during 1994 were included. A fiirther 
25 shires were permitted to harvest, but did not (range of reasons including differences 
in land use, economics, social factors or densities of wallaroos). However, harvest 
records for the previous two years indicate no additional shires in which commercial 
quantities of kangaroos were harvested. 
Figure 4.8 presents my calculations for wallaroo numbers in each shire for 
Queensland. 
" For the purposes of this study 1 have defined commercial as any number above 100. 
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4.3.2.3 Total number of kangaroos and wallaroos in each shire 
The total population of kangaroos (which includes wallaroos) in each shire 
(Figure 4.9) was calculated by adding the calculated red (Figure 4.6) and eastern grey 
(including westem grey) kangaroos (Figure 4.7), and the wallaroos (Figure 4.8). 72 
shires in Queensland were calculated as having a population of either red and/or grey 
kangaroos, and/or wallaroos (Figure 4.9). 
In order to be profitable a harvester needs to obtain a fijll load of 40 carcasses 
in one night's shift (Section 4.3.2). To obtain 40 carcasses the harvester requires a 
minimum population density from which to harvest. Consulting several professional 
harvesters I discovered that on average the harvester has available approximately two 
to three hours per night spot lighting^^*'. The average speed over this period is 30 
km/hr, therefore travelling approximately 60 to 90 km. 
If the maximum time allowable for tracking down suitable animals spot lighting 
is four hours, then the maximum distance that the harvester can travel is 120 km. To 
cover an area thoroughly, the harvester would require to travel in transient lines 
approximately 500 to 750 m apart. The maximum area the harvester can cover in one 
night if he was to follow transects that were 10 km long (therefore travel along twelve 
parallel lines for a total distance of 120 km) and a maximum distance of 750 m apart, 
would be of 90 km^ (9 000 ha). 
Harvesting 40 animals fi-om 90 km'^  equates to a harvest rate of 0.44 animals 
per km .^ As was discussed eariier in this thesis, a harvest rate of 15 % is considered 
sustainable in the long term. Therefore harvesting at a density of 0.44 animals per km 
requires a total population density of 2.93 kangaroos per km .^ Only 43 shires were 
calculated with a kangaroo population density of 2.93 animals per km^ or greater 
(Figure 4.10), so only in these shires was carcass harvesting calculated to be 
sustainable for purposes of modelling in this study. 
'^ ° This includes time spent travelling along paddock road ways, stopping for animals identified, 
shooting suitable animals, and opening/closing gates. 
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Table 4.2. Potential shires 
Ref. 
No. 
43 
42 
8 
3 
4 
7 
1 
6 
19 
5 
10 
2 
11 
12 
13 
17 
18 
14 
15 
16 
9 
24 
21 
20 
22 
23 
26 
25 
33 
30 
41 
28 
35 
31 
29 
32 
27 
34 
40 
36 
39 
37 
38 
Shire 
Eidsvold 
Mimdubbera 
Chinchilla 
Inglewood 
Millmerran 
Murilla 
Stanthorpe 
Tara 
Taroom 
Wa^amba 
Wambo 
Warwick 
Balonne 
Bendemere 
Booringa 
Bulloo 
Bungil 
Murweh 
Paroo 
Quilpie 
Warroo 
Belyando 
Banana 
Bauhinia 
Duaringa 
Emerald 
Jericho 
Peak Downs 
Aramac 
Barcaldine 
Barcoo 
Blackall 
Boulia 
Ifiracombe 
Isisford 
Longreach 
Tambo 
Winton 
Dalrymple 
Cloncurry 
Flinders 
McKinlay 
Richmond 
supplying kangaroo carcasses in Queensland 
1 Region 
1 
1 (Wide Bay-Bumett) 
1 (Wide Bay-Bumett) 
1 (Darling Downs) 
1 (Darling Downs) 
1 (Darling Downs) 
1 (Darling Downs) 
1 (Darling Downs) 
1 (Darling Downs) 
1 (Darling Downs) 
1 . (Darling Downs) 
1 (Darling Downs) 
1 (Darling Downs) 
1 (South-West) 
[ (South-West) 
[ (South-West) 
[ (South-West) 
[ (South-West) 
[ (South-Westj 
! (South-West) 
I (South-West) 
I (South-West) 
1 (Mackay) 
1 (Fitzroy) 
1 (Fitzroy) 
1 (Fitzroy) 
1 (Fitzroy) 
1 (Fitzroy) 
1 (Fitzroy) 
1 (Centrai-Westj 
[ (Central-West) 
[ (Central-West) 
! (Central-West) 
1 (Central-West) 
[ (Central-West) 
[ (Central-West) 
[ (Central-West) 
1 (Centrai-West) 
! (Central-West) 
1 (Northern) 
! (Nortii-West) 
1 (North-West) 
I (North-West) 
I (North-West) 
Town 
Eidsvold 
Mundubbera 
Chinchilla 
Inglewood 
Millmerran 
Miles 
Stanthorpe 
Tara 
Taroom 
Goondiwindi 
Dalby 
Warwick 
St George 
Yuleba 
Mitchell 
Thargomindah 
Roma 
Charleville 
CurmamuUa 
Quilpie 
Surat 
Clermont 
Biloela 
Springsure 
Duaringa 
Emerald 
Alpha 
Peak Downs 
Aramac 
Barcaldine 
Windorah 
BJackali 
Boulia 
Ifiracombe 
Isisford 
Longreach 
Tambo 
Winton 
Charters Towers 
Cloncurr\ 
Hughenden 
Julia Creek 
Richmond 
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4.3.2.4 Validating the population estimates 
The kangaroo population values that I have calculated can be validated against 
QDE population estimates as illustrated in Table 4.3. 
Table 4.3. The number of kangaroos estimated in Queensland ('000 000) 
Calculated" i 1991' 1992" I 1993" 1994*^  1995*^  
Red Kangaroo 2.94 3.39 3.07 2.96 3.22 2.79 
Grey Kangaroo 7.4 10.85 10.31 8.36 6.31 5.50 
Wallaroo 1.35 1.25 2.00 1.43 1.2 1.21 
TOTAL 11.69 I 15.49 I 15.38 i 12.75 i 10.73 i 9.5 
"Clancy (1996). 
Vlancyera/. (1993). 
'Clancyera/. (1995). 
Author's estimates. 
My total kangaroo (includes wallaroos) and individual species population 
estimates are higher then QDE estimate for 1994 and 1995, but lower than 1991, 1992 
and 1993 population estimates. Based on a highest total kangaroo population estimate 
of 15.49 million in 1991 and the lowest total population estimate of 9.5 million in 
1995, my estimate of 11.69 million is almost midway between these two extremes. 
As illustrated by Table 4.3 the kangaroo population varies greatly from year to 
year. I undertook sensitivity analysis in the model to accommodate this variation. 
4.3.2.5 Using sensitivity analysis to examine variations in kangaroo 
numbers 
The use of sensitivity analysis on population numbers allowed the model to 
replicate the extremes that occur naturally. The population analysis was conducted 
using a spreadsheet software (Microsoft Excel Version 5.0). 
Sensitivity analysis was conducted based on a 10%, 20%, and 30 % population 
density increase (Table 4.4). 
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Table 4.4. The number of kangaroos calculated based on a 10%, 20% and 30% 
population density increase ('000 000) 
I Kangarqo^g^qp^]ation^density^_ 
r Base' y + 10% T + 20% ~ T ~ +~37) Vo 
• y 
..M4...^ .?.?B.?.'^ .9.?. ' ?.:.?^ . ' }.:?rl ' 3-52 i 3.82 
Grey Kangaroo [ 7.4 [ 8.08 1 8.82 [ 9'55 
Waiiairoo 1 1.35 1 149 1 1'63 [ l" 76' 
TOTAL i 11.69 ; 12.8 j 13.97 ! 15.13 
The author's calculated estimate of the kangaroo population under a normal season (see Table 4.3). 
Under a 30% population density increase the estimated number of kangaroos in 
Queensland is 15.13 million (Table 4.4), which is close to QDE peak estimate of 15.49 
million kangaroos in 1991 (Table 4.3). Therefore the resuhs obtained from the model 
simulation at 30%) are a close reflection of the years when kangaroo numbers are 
high^ ^V 
As illustrated in Table 4.3 QDE survey results indicate that kangaroo numbers 
naturally decline as a result of droughts. The number of kangaroos calculated under a 
10%, 20%, 30 %) and 40%) population density dechne is presented in Table 4.5. 
Table 4.5. The number of kangaroos calculated based on a 10%), 20%o, 30% and 40% 
population density decrease ('000 000) 
l^^ll§.^2?.Eomilation density 
Base^ y -10% i -20% i -30%) T -40%, 
Red Kangaroo 
Grey Kangaroo 
Wallaroo^ 
TOTAL 
y 9 4 \ 163 \ 2.34 1 2.05 I 1.75 
""TA 1 6.60 1 5'87 I 5T3 I 440 
'T"35 1 i'22 1 iTi I a95 ! o'sT' 
11.69 I 10.45 I 9.32 1 8.13 1 6.96 
The authors calculated estimate of the kangaroo population under a normal season (see Table 4.3). 
Based on QDE population estimates over the past 5 years (1991-1995), the 
State's lowest annual kangaroo population estimate is 9.5 million in 1995 (Table 4.3). 
Although much of inland Queensland suffered a severe drought during 1992-1995, a 
drought in the mid 1980s was considered more severe (and therefore the State's 
kangaroo population would have been lower than 9.5 milhon^^^). The simulations in 
'^ ' High kangaroo populations during 1991 and 1992 (see Table 4.3). 
'^ ^ Caughley and Grigg (1985) estimated that tiie 1982-83 drought resulted in kangaroo numbers 
(including red, eastem and westem grey kangaroo) declining by 40% tiiroughout much of inland 
Eastem Australia. 
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this study examined the stmcture of the QKHI under a population decrease of up to 
40% (Table 4.5). The model simulations conducted at -30%) and -40% population 
density are very conservative presenting the worst case scenario. 
4.3.3 Processing regions 
In consukation with an operations manager of a game meat processing 
company it was revealed that a number of on site facilities are required. These include 
the availability of personnel, and the provision of a water, power, transport services, 
short term and long term accommodation, medical facilities, and schooling for 
children. Thus restricting the fiiture location of processing facilities to major towns. 
Using these selection criteria 21 suitable sites were identified as potential processing 
locations (Table 4.6). 
Table 4.6. Potential processing sites in 
Ref No. I 
""T"T"" 
2 [ 
3 [ 
4 [ 
5 [ 
6 [ 
7 } 
8 [ 
9 1 
10 1 
11 1 
n ; 
13 ! 
14 [ 
15 [ 
16 [ 
17 1 
18 ! 
19 [ 
20 1 
1 21 ! 
Town 
Brisbane 
Warwick 
Toowoomba 
Dalby 
Goondiwindi 
Rockhampton 
Blackall 
Barcaldine 
Longreach 
Winton 
Emerald 
St George 
Roma 
Charleville 
Cunnamulla 
Townsville 
Hughenden 
Cloncurry 
Richmond 
Charters Tower 
Mount Isa 
Queensland 
I 
1 Region 
1 South-East Queensland 
1 South-East Queensland 
1 South-East Queensland 
1 South-East Queensland 
1 South-East Queensland 
1 Central Queensland 
1 Central Queensland 
1 Central Queensland 
1 Central Queensland 
1 Central Queensland 
1 Central Queensland 
1 South-West Queensland 
1 South-West Queensland 
1 South-West Queensland 
I South-West Queensland 
1 North Queensland 
1 North Queensland 
1 North Queensland 
1 North Queensland 
1 North Queensland 
1 North Queensland 
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In 1995 only three licensed premises operated in Queensland processing 
kangaroo meat for human consumption; two in Brisbane and one at Longreach. 
A fiirther 10 plants, processing kangaroo meat for pet food, were located in 
Roma, Mt Isa, Calliope^^^ Longreach. Charters Towers, Morven^ '^*, St George, 
Warwick and Blackall. 
The operation of the model incorporates these 21 locations as potential sites, 
and identifies the optimal location of processing facilities based on satisfying the 
objective fiinction in the SEM. 
4.3.4 Demand regions 
Three major local demand sites for kangaroo meat (human consumption) were 
identified as follows: 
1. Brisbane (including the Gold and Sunshine Coast, Toowoomba and 
Ipswich), 
2. Rockhampton and surrounding districts, and 
3. Townsville and surrounding districts. 
These three market places have access to the vast majority of the Queensland 
population, and to domestic and foreign tourists. Furthermore these sites are also 
major shipping and air freighting centres for export markets. 
In Section 4.7 I describe the methodology used in determining the quantity 
demanded at each of these locations. 
4.4 Production coefficients 
In this section I identify the quantity of input resources required to produce a 
unit of processed kangaroo meat for human consumption (It boneless meat). The two 
major input items are labour and facilities/equipment. The production of kangaroo 
meat is a labour intensive operation, particularly during the harvesting and processing 
1 o-a 
Calliope is located 107 km south of Rockhampton. 
Morven is located 92 km east of Charleville. 
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stages. In Section 4.3.2 I identify the labour requirements while in Section 4.3.3 I 
identify the equipment/facility requirements. 
4.4.1 Sources of information 
Apart from published data, I gathered information regarding labour 
requirement for harvesting, storage, transportation and processing from field trip 
observations made between 1993-1995 to south-west and central Queensland. The 
trips incorporated observation of and participation in the harvesting, storage (chiller 
box) and processing operations. A number of storage and processing facilities were 
examined at different locations including Brisbane, St George, Morvan, Charleville, 
Blackall and Longreach. Information was also obtained from the following people and 
organisations: 
Bannergame Pty Ltd (ceased operating 1996) 
- Mr Michael Cowell (General Operations Manager) 
- Mr Alan Nunn (Longreach Factory Manager) 
Southem Game Meat Pty Ltd, Wattle Glen Pty Ltd 
- Mr Cliff Dean (General Manager) 
- Mr Dean Brown (Sales and Marketing Manager) 
- Mr Wayne Johnston (Manager Pet Food Operations) 
P. Maggs & Sons Pty Ltd 
- Mr Theo Livanes (Owner & Manager) 
- Mr Jim Livanes (Owner & Manager) 
QDE 
- Mr Frank Manthly (Charleville) 
- Ms Lyn Pullen (Gatton College) 
QLMA 
- Mr Jeff Anderson (Regional manager Toowoomba) 
4.4.2 Labour requirements for 
This section identifies the labour requirements for harvesting (Section 4.4.2.1), 
chiller box operation (Section 4.4.2.2), and processing (Section 4.4.2.3). 
4.4.2.1 Harvesting 
Chapter 2 outlined the harvesting operation. This section examines productivity 
in terms of kangaroos harvested per harvester. 
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Young and Delforce (1984, 1986) undertook a major economic and social 
study of kangaroo harvesters and chiller box operators. This is the only such study to 
date that investigated those involved in the kangaroo harvesting industry. The report 
identified a number of important facts regarding kangaroo harvesters including: 
1. The average time duration for one night's work was 684 minutes (11 hours 
and 24 minutes), which included repairing and preparing equipment and 
vehicles, driving and shooting, dressing, weighing carcasses, cleaning 
equipment, and administrative work^*^ 
2. 26.4 %) of respondents used paid employees to assist in their harvesting. 
3. 21.1 %o of the respondents to the survey stated that they were prepared to 
move permanently to another area more than 200 km away, while a further 
19.3 %) stated that they were prepared to move temporarily in order to 
continue harvesting if kangaroo densities become low in the local area. 
4. 38.9 %o of harvesters worked one or two nights a week, while 57.9 % of 
harvesters worked three to five nights per week. Only 3.4 % of respondents 
stated that they worked six or seven nights a week. 
Based on the points identified above I made the following assumptions for the 
purposes of this study. 
(i). The harvest of a fiill load by one harvester takes 11 to 12 hours. Therefore 
only one load per 24 hour day is possible. 
(ii). Harvesters work four nights per week for 48 weeks per annum. 
(iii). Because the gross margin per animal is low^^ ^ harvesters are highly likely 
to operate individually, and not employ extra hands, 
(iv). As 40 %) of harvesters are prepared to move to other areas if necessary, 
the allocation of harvesters for part of a year to a neighbouring shire is 
practically feasible. 
'^ ^ See Young and Delforce (1984) pg. 10 for breakdown of time consumed in each activity. 
'^ ^ Alchin (1995) and Switala (1997b) identify the gross margin at approximately $4.00 per animal. 
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As the average size and weight of a kangaroo carcass is 20 kg, most harvesters 
have modified their vehicles to accommodate a maximum load of 40 carcasses. 
Regulations (QLMA 1994a) prohibit carcasses to be stacked upon one another, and 
therefore carcasses must be individually hung. With limited space on a tray back, the 
harvester's vehicle is unable to handle more than 40 carcasses at one time. The 
combined weight of 40 carcasses (800 kg) approximately equals the maximum carrying 
capacity for most vehicles. 
For the purpose of this study, an assumption is made that the harvester works 
four nights a week for 48 weeks a year (harvesting 7 680 carcasses annually). 
4.4.2.2 Chiller box operation 
Chapter 2 outlined the chiller box operation. This section examines labour 
productivity in terms of input requirement. 
Young and Delforce's (1984) study also examined chiller box operators. They 
found that 66 % of sites had only one chiller unit, and that on average operators spent 
approximately nine hours a week at their box which included weighing kangaroo 
carcasses, loading them onto the box as they arrived, maintaining records, unloading 
carcasses into a refrigerated tmck for transport to processing plants, and 
cleaning/servicing. They also found that approximately 75 Vo of operators did not use 
paid help, and that only 4.2 Vo of respondents relied on the chiller box as their sole 
source of employment. Some 20 % of chiller box operators also harvested kangaroos 
and feral animals, while a further 60 % harvested animals and had a third job unrelated 
to harvesting (eg. station hand, heavy machinery operator, labourer). 
Based on the above information I made the assumption that the operation of 
one chiller box requires one third of a fiill time employee. That is, the operation of 
three chiller boxes equates to one full time position. 
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4.4.2.3 Processing plants 
Three facilities process kangaroo meat for human consumption in 
Queensland^*^ Of these, only two have processed commercial quantities of kangaroo 
meat over the past seven years. At all three locations the processing of kangaroo meat 
is undertaken on a temporary basis as feral pigs and goats are the main product 
processed . For the purposes of this study a hypothetical model depicting a kangaroo 
meat only processing facility was developed^*^. 
Between 1993 and 1995 the author under took several field trips to various 
kangaroo meat processing facilities around Queensland examining labour requirements 
and processing productivity. The facilities examined included: 
1. Bannergame Pty Ltd human consumption processing facilities at Longreach 
(Central Queensland) and Hamilton (Brisbane). 
2. Tusker Pty Ltd human consumption processing facility at Eagle Farm 
(Brisbane). 
3. Southem Game Meats Pty Ltd pet food processing plant at St George. 
4. P. Maggs & Sons Pty Ltd pet food processing facility at Morven. 
5. Matilda pet meat processing plant at Blackall. 
The processing facilities identified above in points 3, 4 and 5 focused only on 
processing kangaroos for the pet food trade. 
Based on field trip observations and discussions with industry operators a 
prototype model depicting a specialist kangaroo meat processing plant for human 
consumption was developed for; 
1. A small sized facility that processes 300 carcasses a day (i.e. 1 500/wk or 
75 000/yr). 
2. A medium sized facility that processes 700 carcasses a day (i.e. 3 500/wk or 
175 000/yr). 
'^ ^ See Section 4.3.3 which identifies the current location of processing plants in Queensland. 
'^ ^ Due to a low market demand for kangaroo meat, no facility solely operated on kangaroos. 
Therefore this study developed hypothetical models which would very closely replicate future 
kangaroo only processing facilities. 
'^' Kangaroo meat processing facilities were modelled for small, medium and large throughput 
capacities 
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3. A large sized facility that processes 1 600 carcasses a day (i.e. 8 000/wk or 
400 000/yr). 
For each hypothetical facility the number of personnel and skills required were 
identified. This information provided the basis for labour cost estimates and input 
requirements. The following assumptions were made regarding the modelling of labour 
inputs: 
(i). Labour input is influenced by the degree of final product preparation and 
packaging. Mr Cliff Dee and Mr Michael Cowell report that only 30 % of the 
boneless meat yield from a carcass can be consistently marketed for the human 
consumption market^ ^V 
For the purposes of this study an assumption is made that 30 % of the boneless 
meat yield from each carcass is fully processed (individual vacuum packaging) 
for retailing in the human consumption market, while the remaining 70 % is 
bulk packaged for small goods manufacturing. 
(ii). Under state and federal laws all kangaroo meat processing facilities for 
human consumption in Queensland must satisfy export requirements. 
Therefore, all carcasses prior to processing must be inspected by a veterinary 
inspector from Australian Quarantine and Inspection Service (AQIS), and all 
carcasses prior to boning must be inspected by a QDPI meat inspector. 
(iii). All personnel are suitably qualified (experienced) for their duties. 
As identified by Table 4.7 the skinning room has six responsibilities involving 
the preparation of the carcass for boning. All of the duties in the skinning room do not 
require high levels of skills (with the exception of perhaps the skinner and trimmer), 
and receive the lowest award rates for pay (Salary grades 1 to 3). 
In particularly Mr Michael Cowell who managed Bannergame Pty Ltd's processing facilities at 
Longreach and Brisbane. 
Based on a meat yield of 10 kg from a carcass, approximately 3 kg of meat will be processed for 
the retail human consumption market. Individual portions of 0.2 to 1 kg are individually vacuum 
packed. The remainder of the meat is bulk packaged for the pet food industry, though this is quite 
suitable for the small goods manufacturing industry. 
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Table 4.7. Description of job duties in the skinning room of a kangaroo meat 
processing facility 
Position 
Carcass handler 
Description of Duties Salary 
Grade 
I wii luaus (.an-dsscs liuui uic uucK, aiiu smns carcasses to tne | 
j carcass storage room, the skinning room, and the boning i 
I r9.9?][^ :..^ .?.n}.9y.?.s.s^ n^s from the skinning room on a pallet. i 
Bin Boy Collect and remove wastes (trims, heads, etc) from the 
skinning room. 
Hocker Removes the head from the carcass after inspection. Cuts an 
insertion in the hock (below the ankle of the hind leg) from 
which the carcass hangs from a railing hook. 
Skinner 
I 
Removes the skin from the carcass with the assistance of a 
mechanical pulling device. I 
Trimmer I Trims off unwanted bits (bits of hide left on the carcass, | 
] !^ .ry.i?.?d..f!??.?.t.>..e.t.c) off the carcass prior to processing. i 
Washer I Washes done the carcass to remove hairs, stains, etc, using a | 
' high pressure hose i 
Supervisor J_ Supervise the operations in the skinning room 
Supervisor is not covered by award rates. Receives an salary in the vicinity of $30 000 per annum. 
The personnel required within a boning and packing room require a high 
degree of skills, particularly the boners and slicers (Table 4.8). 
Table 4.8. Description of job duties in the boning room of a kangaroo meat 
processing facility 
Position I Description of Duties I Salary 
I Grade 
Boners 
Slicers 
I Remove the meat from the carcass. Experienced kangaroo 
' boner handles 100 carcasses a day 
i . Separate the meat into portions for packaging, and preparing , 6 
' the portions to be individual vacuum packed by fine trimming. ' 
I Handle the same number of carcasses as the boners. i 
De-nuder The portions to be vacuum packed are placed individually 
through a de-nuding machine that removes the tough outer 
membrane of the muscle portions 
Scaler I To weight scale the vacuum packed meat, and then apply i 
' individual labels to each package which identifies portion type j 
I and weight of package i 
Packers I Vacuum pack the better cuts for retail in the human 
' consumption market, and bulk pack the remainder off the meat 
I into 10 or 15 kg plastic bags 
Stacker Stacks boxes containing vacuum packed product, and bags of 
] bulk packed kangaroo meat on to pallets. Removes fiill pallets 
I using a fork lift to a separate cold room 
Cleaners 
Bin Boy 
Clean the skinning and boning room each day 
] To remove bones and off cuts from the boning room. Also 
' move carcasses around to the boners 
Ii 
I 
..,., 
Supervisor Supervise the operations in the boning and packaging room 
* Supervisor is not covered by award rates. Receives an salary in the vicinity of $30 000 per annum. 
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The processing facilities also require a General Manager'^^ (annual salary 
$35 000), and a Receptionist/Accounts Clerk (annual salary $20 000). 
Table 4.9. Proposed labour input requirements for a small, medium and large capacity 
kangaroo meat processing facility 
Skinning Room 
Bin Boy 
Carcass Handler 
Head/Hocker 
Skinners 
Trimmers 
Washer 
Supervisor 
Boning/ Packaging Room 
Boners 
Sheers 
De-nuder 
Scaler 
Packers 
Stacker 
Cleaners 
Bin Boy 
Supervisor 
General 
Manager 
Receptionist 
Total 
Small 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
0 
3 
3 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
0 
1 
1 
22 
Medium 
1 
2 
2 
4 
1 
1 
1 
7 
7 
2 
2 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
40 
Large 
1 
4 
5 
8 
3 
1 
1 
16 
16 
5 
5 
7 
3 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
82 
There is a substantial difference in terms of capacity and personnel required 
(Table 4.9) between a small, medium and large capacity processing facility. Latter in 
this chapter (Section 4.5) the cost of production per unit output for a small, medium 
and large plant is calculated. 
'^ ^ The General Manager ensures that tiie entire plant operates effectively, managing personnel and 
the facilities. 
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4.4.3 Equipment/facility requirements for 
This section details the equipment/facility requirements involved in the 
production of kangaroo meat. 
4.4.3.1 Harvesting 
As detailed in Chapter 2 the major equipment input item for a harvester is a 
vehicle. Minor requirements include a centre fire rifle, knives for gutting, a large bolt 
cutter to cut bones (remove limbs), work clothing, a high pressure hose for cleaning, 
and rifle cartridge reloading equipment. 
4.4.3.2 Chiller boxes 
As detailed in Chapter 2 the major equipment input item for the collection and 
temporary storage of carcasses is a chiller box. Discussions with the Operation 
Managers from Wattle Glen Pet Foods, Barmergame Pty Ltd, and P. Maggs & Sons 
Pty Ltd identified that over 80 % of chiller boxes in Queensland are 20 feet 
refrigerated shipping containers or modified chilling units with a similar capacity. 
Although the containers have the capacity to hold up to 250 - 300 carcasses, it is 
common practice to only stock up to 200 carcasses because doors are constantly being 
opened, and there is a requirement to chill carcasses quickly. The chiller boxes are 
usually emptied twice a week. 
For modelling purposes each chiller box is assumed to collect 400 carcasses 
per week, or 20 800 carcasses a year based on 50 weeks operation per annum 
(allowing two weeks per annum for repairs, relocating, and/or cleaning). 
4.4.3.3 Processing facilities 
The building requirement for a kangaroo meat processing facility would be 
very similar to that required by a beef, goat, pig or sheep meat processing facility. 
Walls and floors must be non-porous facilitating easy sterilisation. All operating 
(storage, skinning, and processing) areas require full enclosure and temperature 
regulation to prevent contamination and spoilage of meat. The size of railing systems. 
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Storage rooms, boning tables, scales, conveyor belts, and skinning facilities developed 
for sheep, pig and goats are adequate for kangaroos. 
4.5 Transportation matrix 
Transportation involves two stages the first is to move the raw product 
(carcasses) from the chiller boxes to the processing facility. In the model (Appendix B) 
the transportation matrix identifying the distance between each possible supply region 
and processing site is presented in "TABLE KA(*,J)". The second is to transport 
packaged boneless meat from the processing facility to the market place. In the model 
(Appendix B) the transportation matrix identifying the distance between each possible 
processing site and market place is presented in "TABLE KB(*,*)". 
The mode of transport is a 40 feet refrigerated semi-trailer vehicle. Five large 
Brisbane transportation firms were contacted in March 1996 and the established long 
term contract rate was approximately $1.60 per km. 
Table 4.2 identified 43 possible supply regions while Table 4.6 identified 21 
possible processing sites. Coupled to three market locations (Section 4.2.3) a total of 
2 709 different transportation routes exist between supply regions, processing sites and 
market places. 
To satisfy meat safety regulations carcasses must be individually hung at all 
times while in storage or transit. This limits the capacity of the tmck to a maximum of 
600 carcasses (double layer configuration), which is approximately 12 tonnes. 
Therefore to transport 100 carcasses costs $0.266667 per km. The average weight of 
carcasses harvested for human consumption is approximately 20 kg (Switala 1995) 
yielding approximately 10 kg of boneless kangaroo meat, and therefore one hundred 
carcasses are required to produce one tonne of boneless kangaroo meat. 
The same type of tmck has the capacity to transport 24 tonnes of packaged 
boneless kangaroo meat. At a set rate of $1.60 per km the cost to transport one tonne 
of boneless packaged kangaroo meat is $0.066667 per km. In the model (Appendix 
A), transportation cost calculations are presented in equations "TRANS 1 A" and 
"TRANS IB". 
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An assumption was made that at each pick-up of carcasses or packaged 
kangaroo meat, a full load was obtained. As long distances are involved plant 
operators seek to ensure that their tmcks always operate on fiill loads on pick-ups and 
deliveries. 
4.6 Cost of supplying kangaroo meat 
The cost of supplying kangaroo meat includes the cost of harvesting, storage at 
the chiller box, the cost of processing, and the cost of distribution and sale 
(wholesaler). Transportation costs were discussed in Section 4.5. All costs are 
calculated for the common unit of measurement used in the model (one tonne of 
10^ 
boneless kangaroo meat ). Each of these four cost areas will now be identified. 
4.6.1 Harvesting 
Papers by Alchin (1995) and Switala (1997b) examined the cost of harvesting 
kangaroos. In both studies the variable cost per animal was calculated at 
approximately $2.90 (excluding labour). Including overheads, a profit margin for the 
harvester for his investment and the cost of labour, the return that the harvester will 
seek for harvesting kangaroos for human consumption is approximately $10.00 per 
animal at the chiller box. For modelhng purposes the cost of harvesting one unit (100 
carcasses) kangaroo meat is $1 000. 
4.6.2 Chiller box 
Hardman (1996) investigated the cost of supplying kangaroo meat for the 
human consumption market. Surveying several kangaroo meat processors, he found 
the average cost of operating a chiller box including electricity, repairs and 
miscellaneous at $0.75 to $1.25 per carcass. 
For modelling purposes a cost of $1.00 per carcass will be assumed to be 
representative of the cost for storing a carcass in a chiller box. This equates to a unit 
cost of $100. 
193 Equivalent to 100 carcasses based on a meat yield of 10kg per carcass. 
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4.6.3 Processing 
Section 4.3.2.3 identified the number of people and skills required for the 
proposed kangaroo meat processing plant (small, medium and large). 
Federal award rates for people involved in the meat processing sector were 
obtained from the Department of Employment, Vocational Education, Training and 
Industrial Relations (Division of Labour Market Reform). These award rates are 
presented in Table 4.10 and are current as at Febmary 1996. 
Table 4.10. Award rates for people engaged in meat processing 
Grade 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Weekly Wage 
$356.00 
$362.00 
$367.00 
$371.00 
$375.00 
$381.00 
$386.00 
$391.00 
$396.00 
$401.00 
Including annual leave, 
superannuation, etc. 
$427.20 
$434.40 
$440.40 
$445.20 
$450.00 
$457.20 
$463.20 
$469.20 
$475.20 
$481.20 
The weekly wage rate is presented in the second column. The third column 
above includes a 20 % premium to cover superannuation, holiday pay, sick leave, etc. 
Given this information, the total weekly wage cost for operating a kangaroo meat 
processing facility can be calculated (Table 4.11). 
Other costs including overheads, materials and inspection fees must also be 
idenfified. A report by the Industries Assistance Commission (lAC) (1983) on the 
abattoir and meat processing industry provided a useful insight into the processing 
industry. The lAC (1983) report was superseded by a Industry Commission (IC) 
(1994) report which re-examined the meat processing sector. The IC (1994) report 
identified the average cost component for transformation and value adding based on 
survey during 1992-93. As a percentage of total costs, labour was the major cost 
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component at 44.9 %). Other costs were office overheads and marketing costs 19.7 %>, 
materials 16.8 %, inspection 4.4 Vo, depreciation 3%), and surplus (return) 6.1 Vo. 
In this study an assumption was made that the facilities for processing are 
leased. In consuUation with the Operations Managers from Bannergame Pty Ltd'^ '*, 
approximate leasing costs for a small, medium and large facility were identified. The 
leased premises have adequate cold room facilities, and are equipped with carcass 
railing, mechanical skinners, boning tables and beh conveyors. 
As the premises are leased, overheads and marketing costs are insignificant in 
deriving a short mn optimal result. However materials, inspection, depreciation and 
retum to management are relevant, and were included in the calculation of overhead 
costs (67.5%o of the labour costs). 
Table 4.11. Cost of processing kangaroo meat 
Total labour cost* 
Total other costs'' 
Rent' 
Total costs per week 
Quantity (tonnes^ 
Cost per tonne ($) 
Small 
$10 108 
$6 833 
$4 000 
$20 941 
15 
1 396 
Medium 
$18518 
$12 500 
$5 000 
$36 018 
35 
1 030 
Large 
$37 248 
$25 142 
$6 000 
$68 390 
80 
855 
^Calculated based on the labour input requirement identified in Table 4.9, and award wage rates as 
identified in Table 4.10. 
''Other costs including materials, inspection, retum to management and depreciation as stated above. 
"Estimated weekly rental charge for a meat processing facility including cold room storage facilities. 
Hardman's report (1996) stated that the processor's cost for processing is $7-
10 per carcass, excluding ownership and depreciation costs. This was based on 
information provided by the Manager of Southern Game Meat Pty Ltd, Australia's 
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main processor and supplier of kangaroo meat for human consumption 
The values in Table 4.11 identify the average cost of processing a carcass at 
$13.96 for a small plant, $10.30 for a medium plant, and $8.55 for a large plant. The 
figures calculated in this study compare favourably with the values reported by 
Hardman (1996). 
''" Bannergame Pty Ltd's kangaroo meat processing facilities at Longreach and Brisbane were under 
lease. 
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4.6.4 Wholesaling 
The high quality portions produced for sale to the consumer are expected to 
pass through a wholesaler, while the second grade meat cuts which are sold direct to 
the manufacturer by-pass the wholesaler. As indicated in Section 4.3.1, each kangaroo 
carcass is assumed to produce 3 kg of high quality portions and 7 kg of second grade 
manufacturing meat for the purpose of this study. 
Hardman (1996) stated that the average wholesaler added a commission charge 
of between 30-35%) (equated to a cost of $0.36-0.62 per kilogram) to cover the cost 
of transport, storage and distribution to the consumer. 
For modelling purposes a wholesale commission charge of $0.50 per kg (on 
300 kg in every 1 000 kg of kangaroo meat produced) was added to the cost of 
supplying kangaroo meat. This added $150 to the total unit cost. 
4.6.5 Total 
The total cost of supplying kangaroo meat including the cost of harvesting, 
storage, processing, and wholesaling is presented in Table 4.12. 
Table 4.12. Total cost of supplying kangaroo meat (expressed in $ per tonne boneless 
meat) 
Raw product cost* 
Chiller box cost 
Processing cost 
Wholesaling cost 
Total cost 
Small Plant 
200 
100 
1 396 
150 
1 846 
Medium Plant 
200 
100 
1 030 
150 
1480 
Large Plant 
200 
100 
855 
150 
1 305 
°The cost of harvesting a carcass has been identified at $10.00 per carcass. At the processing stage, 
the skin obtained fi^om the carcass has a value of $8.00 each. Therefore the final raw product cost is 
$2.00 per carcass or $200 per unit. 
The total cost values identified in Table 4.12 are entered into the model in the 
objective function as the cost of supplying the product under three potential 
operational formats of small, medium and large. 
195 Operating in Sydney, New South Wales. 
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4.7 Demand 
Recent changes in State government legislation have allowed the processing 
and sale of kangaroo meat in Queensland, though the development of a kangaroo meat 
industry for human consumption is still in its infancy. At this stage, relatively small 
amounts of kangaroo meat (less than one tonne per week) are consumed within the 
food service sector (CoweW, pers.comm. Jan 1996). This lack of market development 
for kangaroo meat is due to (1) an inadequate retail infrastmcture to distribute 
kangaroo meat, restricting availability of the product to consumers, and (2) a lack of 
demand by consumers who are unaware that kangaroo meat is available. 
A substantial marketing research study is required to identify (i) consumer 
awareness and (ii) potential demand, for kangaroo meat. A recent report by the Rural 
Industries Research and Development Corporation (RIRDC) (1996) highlighted the 
need for marketing research. 
To overcome the current lack of market knowledge, kangaroo meat demand 
functions were developed based on information available pertaining to consumer 
behaviour towards other red meats (i.e. beef, pork and sheep meat). 
The first stage in developing market demand fiinctions was to identify and 
quantify the potential markets. 
4.7.1 Identifying the major markets 
Three potential market places for kangaroo meat are: 
1. Domestic at home consumption in large provincial towns/cities. 
2. The domestic food service industry (restaurants, motels, clubs, etc) catering 
for domestic and overseas tourists. 
3. Export market. 
The current emphasis is on developing domestic markets, in the belief that 
export markets will flow on (DPIE 1993). The food service industry is the main 
market place for kangaroo meat, with retail sales for home consumption slowly 
building in most capital states (Brown, per.comm. Jan 1995). The food service sector 
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is instmmental in the development of a market for kangaroo meat, as a recent survey 
found that 67 Vo of respondents in the food service sector were willing to try new cuts 
of meats in order to offer variety and keep abreast of consumer trends (AMLC 1994). 
Future markets for kangaroo meat will be centred around capital cities and 
major provincial centres. These sites have ready access to large populations, have an 
established food service industry, a culture of dining out, and a tendency of the 
population to keep abreast of consumer trends^^^ which is beneficial to the kangaroo 
industry. 
As identified by Switala (1995) other states have the potential to produce 
significant quantities of kangaroo meat. However other producer states are facing 
increased demand within their own borders. This study focused on the production of 
kangaroo meat in Queensland to supply the three major market places (Section 4,3,4) 
within the State which have access to the vast majority of the State's population and 
tourists. 
4.7.2 Number of consumers in each of the market places 
Statistics from the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) identified the number 
of permanent residents while information from the Queensland Tourism and Travel 
Corporafion (QTTC) identified the number of tourists visiting each market region 
(Table 4.13). 
Table 4.13. Estimated number of consumers in each marketplace 
Town Population^ 
Surrounding^ 
Total 
Annual tourists'' 
Brisbane 
786 442 
1 316 595 
2 103 037 
4 538 000 
Rockhanipton 
62 333 
196 528 
258 861 
585 000 
Townsville 
88 855 
225 919 
314 774 
531 000 
ABS (1995b). 
196 Some of the common trends emerging over the past decade has been health awareness, and the 
consumption of new, naturally produced "native" products. 
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Clearly Brisbane, with a population of approximately two million, and over 
four and a half million tourists each year is the major market place (Table 4.13). 
Townsville and Rockhampton constitute a much smaller market in terms of permanent 
resident population and annual tourists. Tourists to all areas stayed an average three 
nights with the exception of the Gold and Sunshine Coast where tourists stayed for 
five nights. 
4.7.3 Demand function 
The lack of demand information regarding kangaroo meat required the 
development of synthetic functions. West and Brandow (1964) used similar synthetic 
demand functions in they SEM study of the milk industry in U.S.A. in that they 
developed demand functions by muhiplying hypothetical per capita consumption 
values by the resident population at each market place. For this study the development 
of synthetic demand functions required the following: 
1. The "expected" or "point" market price per unit of kangaroo meat. 
2. The quantity of kangaroo meat consumed at each market based on the 
expected or point market price. 
3. Own price elasticity for kangaroo meat. 
4.7.3.1 Expected market price 
As stated eariier each kangaroo carcass produces three kilograms of high 
quality portions while the remaining seven kilograms is second grade meat highly 
suited for manufacturing. 
The current value of red meat for manufacturing purposes is $2.20-2.50 per 
kg. Current State regulation prevents kangaroo meat entering the small goods 
manufacturing industry. The fiiture acceptance of kangaroo meat by consumers will 
place pressure on the State Government to amend the legislation. 
For modelhng purposes a conservative figure of $2.00 per kg was assigned as 
the "point" value of second grade meat produced for manufacturing purposes. 
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A relatively small market for human consumption exists in many major cities 
throughout Australia. The main processor and distributor of kangaroo meat is 
Southem Game Meat Pty Ltd which listed the following prices (wholesale/retail) for 
first grade kangaroo meat per kilogram in April 1993: 
Striploin Fillet 
Tenderloin Fillet 
Rump Steak 
Fillet Steak 
$9.95 
$9.20 
$8.40 
$8.50 
A conservative value of $8.00 per kg was assigned as the "point" value of first 
grade kangaroo meat. Therefore the "estimated" or "point" market price per tonne of 
boneless kangaroo meat used in this study was $3 800 per tonne'^^. 
4.7.3.2 Quantity demanded 
Three different scenarios were developed to incorporate a perceived low, 
medium and high demand quantity for kangaroo meat. The perceived quantity 
demanded by residents and tourists is calculated in the following section. 
4.7.3.2.1 By residents 
Determining the potential consumption of kangaroo meat by residents requires 
some indication of their current consumption patterns. Table 4.14 illustrates the 
consumption pattem for some main food items by Australians. 
Table 4.14. Apparent per capita const 
I 1988-89 
Beef 1 39.5 
Veai 1 1.5 
Mutton ! 6.8 
Lami? ! 14.9 
Pi^meat I 18.1 
Total carcass meat i 80.8 
imption (kg) 
1989-90 
39.2 
1.5 
8.2 
14.8 
18.4 
^ 82.1 
for Australia^ 
1 
1 
1 
1 
T 
1 
1 
1 
T 
1 
1 
1990-91 
39.2 
1.5 
7.7 
14.1 
18.0 
80.5 
ABS 1993. 
197 This value was based on obtaining $2.00 per kg for the 700 kg of second grade (manufacturing) 
meat produced, and $8.00 per kg for the 300 kg of prime first grade kangaroo meat produced in each 
tonne. 
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Switala (1995) identified that a per capita consumption of 3.21 kg is required if 
the nation's production of kangaroo meat was to be consumed domestically. 
Queensland has the potential to produce 19 301 tonnes of boneless kangaroo 
meat based on the 1993 quota (Switala 1995). Based on Table 4.13 a total of 
2 676 672 permanent residents reside in Brisbane, Rockhampton, Townsville and 
surrounding districts. Each resident would require to consume 7.21 kg of kangaroo 
meat per annum in order to consume the State's production. The inclusion of tourists 
would lower this value. 
In this study I have proposed the following "point" quantity demands by 
residents when the "point" value of kangaroo meat is $3 800 per tonne (as points on 
the existing demand fiinctions): 
Low demand 1 kg of kangaroo meat per person per annum 
Medium demand 3 kg of kangaroo meat per person per annum 
High demand 6 kg of kangaroo meat per person per annum 
Although Australians consume over 80 kg of red meat per annum (Table 4.14), 
it will be difficult to increase domestic demand for kangaroo meat much above several 
kilograms per person per annum in the short term. However an extensive marketing 
plan alerting the public to the beneficial attributes of kangaroo meat (eg. low in fat), 
may well see domestic consumption reach six kilograms per person in the long term. 
4,7.3.2.2 By tourists 
As stated previously the average tourist to Brisbane, Rockhampton or 
Townsville will spend three to five nights at that location. A high proportion of these 
tourists can be expected to dine out at restaurants and clubs several times during their 
trip. Each main meal will typically contain 150-200 grams of cooked meat (average 
200 grams raw product)(Morrison'^^/7er5.coww. Jan 1996). Therefore one main 
kangaroo dish consumed by a tourist constitutes a 0.2 kg demand for kangaroo meat. 
198 
Senior Lecturer in Hospitality at the University of Queensland, Gatton. 
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For the purpose of the study I have made the following conservative assumptions: 
Low demand 25 Vo of tourists consume one main meal of kangaroo meat 
while at their destination. 
Medium demand 50 Vo of tourists consume one main meal of kangaroo meat 
while at their destination. 
High demand 75 % of tourists consume one main meal of kangaroo meat 
while at their destination. 
4.7.3.2.3 Total quantity demanded 
Based on the quantity demanded by residents (Section 4.6.3.2.1) and tourists 
(Section 4.6.3.2.2), Table 4.15 identifies the total quantity of kangaroo meat 
demanded at each market. 
Table 4.15. The "point" quantity of kangaroo meat (tonnes) demanded at each market 
place 
I B^risbane^ ' _?2^^J?B!PPl"^__' T^^^^L^I'D'A 
Low I 2 330 1 288 1 341 
Medium 1 6 763 1 835 ] 997" 
High ! T3'299 ! r641 1 T'968' 
As expected Brisbane is the largest market place for kangaroo meat in 
Queensland. Based on ABS (1995b) data, Brisbane and the surrounding districts 
including the Gold and Sunshine Coasts, Ipswich and the city of Toowoomba has just 
over 65 Vo of the State's population. 
Although Rockhampton and Townsville are significantly smaller than Brisbane, 
they still represent a sizeable potential market for kangaroo meat. 
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4.7.3.3 Elasticity of demand for kangaroo meat 
Although there is a lack of knowledge regarding the demand for kangaroo and 
other exotic red meats , there is extensive market demand knowledge on common 
red meats including beef, pork and lamb. Table 4.16 illustrates the resuhs of several 
marketing studies investigating the Australian retail market. 
Table 4.16. Comparison of ovm-price elasticities for some meats 
Fisher' 
Martin'' 
Bair 
Main** 
Gmen^ 
Murray*^  
Beef 
-1.19 
-1.13 
-0.953 
-1.38 
-0.96 
-1.42 to-1.95 
Lamb 
-1.58 
-1.88 
-1.131 
-1.89 
-1.55 
-1.29 to-1.50 
Pork 
-0.95 
-1.09 
-1.599 
-1.89 
-2.19 
-1.38 to-1.87 
Chicken 
-0.23 
-0.85 
-0.40 to-1.14 
"Fisher (1979). 
'Martin and Porter (1985). 
^all and Dewbre (1989). 
"'Main era/. (1976). 
'Gniene/a/. (1968). 
••Murray (1984). 
A number of the elasticity values presented in Table 4.16 relate to particular 
levels of quantity demanded, and in fact it is very likely that each elasticity may vary at 
different levels of quantity demanded (as indicated by Murray's study which found a 
elasticities to vary over a range). 
The elasticity values presented in Table 4.16 provide a basis from which a 
elasticity value for kangaroo meat can be proposed. The most recent study of Ball and 
Dewbre (1989) identified the own price elasticity for beef at -0.953 (inelastic), while 
lamb and pork both had values that were elastic (-1.131 and -1.599 respectively). 
These resuhs suggest that beef is less responsive to price changes, and less likely to be 
substituted for than Iamb or pork. 
In comparison to beef, lamb and pork, kangaroo meat is very different in that it 
has specific attributes that these other meats do not have. This includes the fact that it 
is field harvested, low in fatty acids, high in nutritional content, and strong/distinct in 
199 Meat from the following game/exotic species: deer, emus, horse, camel, ostrich, buffalo, and 
crocodile. 
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odour. However, several other new meats including venison, emus, buffalo, crocodile, 
and ostrich have similar characteristics. At this stage there is insufficient information to 
assess whether kangaroo meat is likely to be substituted by other meats or not. 
Considering these factors I evaluated the kangaroo meat industry under an own 
price elasticity of-1.5, which is the approximate mid way value for the elasticity of red 
meats in general. However this study also investigated the kangaroo industry based on 
the premise that kangaroo meat is; 
1. responsive to price changes (own price elasticity of-2.0), and 
2. not responsive to price changes (own price elasticity of-0.9). 
4.7.3.4 Demand functions for each of the market places 
Demand functions were formulated for each of the three markets based on the 
quantity demanded estimates in Section 4.7.3.2.3, the expected market price calculated 
in Section 4.7.3.1 and the elasticities estimated in section 4.7.3.3. The derivation of 
these functions is based on the formulation at the end of Chapter 3, where the constant 
elasticity functions was detailed. 
A total of 27 demand functions were developed as illustrated in Figures 4.12 to 
4.14. Each figure contains three demand curves representing either a low, medium or 
high demand, at an own price elasticity of either -0.9, -1.5 or -2.0. 
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Figure 4.12. Demand functions for kangaroo meat in Brisbane based on a own price 
elasticity of (a) -0.9, (b) -1.5, and (c) -2.0. 
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Figure 4.13. Demand functions for kangaroo meat in Rockhampton based on a own price 
elasticity of (a) -0.9, (b) -1.5, and (c) -2.0. 
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Figure 4.14. Demand functions for kangaroo meat in Townsville based on a own price 
elasticity of (a) -0.9, (b) -1.5, and (c) -2.0. 
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RESULTS 
5.1 Introduction 
The summary of the results obtained from model simulations are presented in 
this chapter. These results give an overview of the linkages and operational components 
of a future QKHI, and in doing so addresses my hypothesis which is: "/'/je development 
of a kangaroo harvesting industry for human consumption m Queensland would provide 
major economic benefits, in terms of employment opportunities and revenue to the 
Slate's rural communily'.'' ". 
Following a bnef discussion on the software used the remainder of the chapter 
presents the results and a discussion of the key issues identified by the model. 
5.2 Over\'iew of linkages and methods 
Several software packages including LINDO (Linear Interactive Discrete 
Optimizer) (Schrage 1991), GINO (General lnteracti\e Optimizer) (Liebman ei al. 1986) 
and Microsoft EXCEL (SOLVER) (Mircosoft Corporation 1993) were investigated for 
this study. LINDO was unsuitable because to derive the objective function from a non-
linear demand function was extremely complex. Although GINO was adapted to 
handling non-linear objective functions it did not have the capacity to handle the large 
number of constraints and variables in this study. SOLVER was simple to use but it also 
has limited capacity to deal with large and complex data sets. 
GAMS (General Algebraic Modeling System) (Brooke el al. 1992) has a far 
larger capacity to handle large data sets (both of variables and constraints) and has the 
computational capacity to deal with complex non-linear optimisation problems. One of 
the modules available within GAMS is MINOS (Modular In-core Non-linear 
Optimization System) which has the capacity to readily solves problems with non-linear 
objective functions using a reduced gradient algorithm combined with a quasi-Newton 
algorithm (Brooke et al, 1992, p.203). I, therefore, used GAMS MINOS because it had 
the specifications and capacity to do all the computations, and provide the desired output 
quickly using a Pentium equipped personal computer. Although difficult to use at first 
GAMS has the flexibility in model development and operation to give the desired 
results. 
Using GAMS 1 developed an operational SEM model (Appendix A) consisting of 
the following 10 components: 
1. Identification of supply, processing and market regions 
2. Assignment of road distances between (a) each supply region and 
processing site, and (b) each processing site and market place, 
3. Declaration of relationships between (a) each supply region and processing 
site, and (b) each processing region and marketplace. These relationships ensure 
that product inflow to each processing site is equal to or greater than product 
outflow. 
4. Introduction and declaration of supply scalars (for each supply region, the 
number of kangaroos is stated). 
5. Introduction and declaration of harvesting, transport, processing and market 
demand scalars. 
6. Introduction and calculation of harvesting, transport, processing and market 
parameters. 
7. Declaration of decision variables. 
8. Introduction and definition of equations by the objective function followed 
by constraints. 
9. Declaration of upper and lower restnctions on decision variables. 
10. Solve and display statements. 
The optimal solution was identified involving numerous simulations, and using a 
branch and bound technique as illustrated in Figure 5.1. The process illustrated in Figure 
5.1 is repeated from Stage 1 for every analysis completed—for example the industry 
infrastructure identified under low market demand conditions did not in any way 
influence the model when determining the industry infrastmcture under high market 
demand conditions. 
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Stage 1 
Optimal size and location of Plant 1 identified 
Stage 2 
Optimal size and location of Plant 2 identified 
Stage n 
Optimal size and location of Plant n identified 
Figure 5.1. Stages involved in identifying the optimal model solution using GAMS. 
Stage 1 involved completing 21 simulations of the model. For each simulation 
one of the 21 possible processing sites was assigned the lowest cost of production 
(associated with large plant size) while the remaining 20 sites were assigned the 
highest cost of production (associated with a small plant size). The simulation with the 
highest objective function value identified the optimal location for the first processing 
plant (provided that sufficient kangaroo meat was processed at that site). 
This process was continued until Stage n when all the processing capacity 
demanded was allocated to processing sites. 
5.3 Results 
Resuhs obtained from the model simulations are presented using maps and 
figures to graphically illustrate the stmcture of the future industry. Results are also 
presented in a summary format in tables. 
Section 5.3.1 presents the fiiture operafing stmcture of a possible kangaroo 
industry in Queensland. Subsequent sections examine the stability of the QKHI with 
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changes in the following seven parameters that relate to the questions following on 
from the main hypothesis as posed in Chapter 1: 
1. Market conditions. 
2. Harvest rates. 
3. Kangaroo numbers. 
5. Production costs. 
6. Carcass meat yield (saleable portion). 
7. Payment of a levy to land owners for each kangaroo harvested. 
5.3.1 The structure of a future QKHI 
In this section I identify the fiiture stmcture of a QKHI operating under the 
following assumptions: 
1. An own price elasticity of-1.5^"°. 
2. Medium quantity demand conditions^''\ 
3. A market place consisting of Brisbane, Rockhampton and Townsville^''^. 
4. Harvesting 15% *^^ ^ of the State's 11.69 milhon kangaroos^''* 
5. A carcass meat yield of lOkg^^^ 
6. The cost of harvesting, storing, processing, wholesaling and transporting is 
as outlined in Chapter Four. 
As stated in Chapter 4 the own price elasticity for red meats in Australia range from -0.9 to -2.0. 
Thus -1.5 is the mid point. 
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As identified in Section 4.6.3.2.1 medium quantity demand relates to a per capita consumption of 
3 kg when the market price is $3.80/kg. 
Section 4.3.4 defines the boundaries of these market places while Section 4.7.2 identified the 
number of consumers at each market. 
Current state quotas are set at 15% of the estimated macropod population. Debate between 
conservation and research bodies suggests that the long term sustainable harvest rates is somewhat 
different. Switala (1997a) provides a brief summary on the debate, and the economic effects of 
modifying the current rate. 
'' I have calculated the State's macropod population at 11.69 million based on normal 
environmental conditions. Chapter 4 details the methodology used to estimate this population. 
A number of kangaroo meat processors identified the long term average meat yield from a 
kangaroo carcass at 10kg (from red and grey kangaroos, and wallaroos). 
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In 1994 the value of kangaroo meat production in Queensland was worth 
$11.5 million (Chapter 2). Resuhs from the model identify that a fiiture QKHI would 
utilise all animals for human consumption, generating approximately $40 million in 
meat sales (Table 5.1). Thus the development of a QKHI for the human consumption 
market has significant employment opportunities for the mral community as well as 
generating substantial income from the sale of kangaroo meat. This is also a much 
wiser use of a valuable, renewable resource. 
Table 5.1. A summary of a future QKHI operating under an own price elasticity of 
demand of-1.5, medium quantity demand and a quota rate of 15% 
Objective fiinction 
Number of kangaroos available^ 
Number of kangaroos harvested^ 
Number of harvesters required'' 
Number of chiller boxes rec[uired'' 
Market quantity Brisbane (tonnes) 
Market^antity Rockhampton (tonnes) 
Market j[uantity Townsville (tonnes) 
Market_price Brisbane ($/tonne) 
Market_price Rockhampton ($/tonne) 
Market j)rice Townsville ($/tonne) 
Average value ($/tonne) 
Quantity of kangaroo meat_processed'' (tonnes) 
Retail value of demand 
Number of_personnel injjrocessing^ plant'' 
Total number of personnel in production^ 
Medium Demand 
$97 932 039 
1 668 017 
1 600 000 
208 
83 
12 553.9 
L58_0_9 
1 865.2 
$2 516 
$2 483 
$2 503 
$2 511 
16 000 
$40 179 583 
328 
564 
Appendix Bl 
Appendix B2 and B3 
Appendix B4 and B5 
Appendix B6 
Sum of the number of harvesters, chiller box operators and processing plant personnel. The 
operation of three chiller boxes equates to one fiill time position. 
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As illustrated by Figure 5.2 the fiiture QKHI is centred in the south west and 
center of the state. Of the four large kangaroo meat processing facilities, three are 
located in the south west (Charieville, Roma and St George). The fourth processing 
facility is located in the central west (Barcaldine). As indicated by the red lines 
(indicating the flow of processed product from processing facility to market place) all 
the kangaroo meat processed at the Charleville, Roma and St George is transported to 
Brisbane, while Barcaldine supplies all three markets. 
The SEM also identified the equilibrium price and quantity at each of the 
market places (Figure 5.2 and Table 5.1). As expected Brisbane was the major market 
place demanding 12 554 tonnes, while Townsville demanded 1 865 tonnes and 
Rockhampton 1 581 tonnes of kangaroo meat. 
In 1994 1 752 655 kangaroos were harvested (Section 2.6), 30% were used 
for meat production while the remaining 70% were for skin only . The SEM 
calculated that a fijture QKHI would utilise 1 600 000 of the 1 668 018 kangaroos 
available for harvesting^" '^^ "^ (based on future projected demand conditions stated on 
pgT60). 
From the model it is predicted that a future QKHI would have four large 
processing facilities employing 226 people (Table 5.1). The creation of these four 
processing facilities has major implications for rural people seeking employment, and 
for rural towns seeking alternative income sources. 
Using the information generated from the model the stability of a future QKHI 
is examined in the following sections. 
°^^  The majority of kangaroos harvested for meat ended up at the pet meat processing facility at 
Morven employing approximately 40 people. 
^°^ Chapter 2 details the quantity of kangaroo meat produced in Queensland during the 1994 season, 
along with the quantity of kangaroo meat wasted. 
°^* As stated in chapter 4, a small sized facility processes 75 000 kangaroos annually, a medium sized 
facility 175 000 and a large facility 400 000. The establishment of a fifth processing facilit}' would 
require the availability of at least 75 000 animals. 
"^^  Harvesting is absent in the shire of Mckinlay, while only 30% of the kangaroos available for 
harvesting in the shire of Dalrymple were utilised. Both Mckinlay and Dalrymple are located in the 
far north of the State. The number of kangaroos available and harvested in each region is detailed in 
Appendix Bl. 
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5.3.2 The effects of different market demands on a future QKHI 
From the SEM the effects of (1) high and low quantity demand conditions, 
and (2) different own price elasticities, upon a future QKHI are identified. As outlined 
in Chapter 4 (Section 4.7.3.2) the quantity demanded for kangaroo meat can be 
classified as low, medium or high. So in this section I examine the effects of both high 
and low demand quantities on the future structure of the QKHI under an own price 
elasticity of demand of-1.5. 
Low demand conditions 
The expected market price of kangaroo meat is $1 494 per tonne. Chapter 4 
(Section 4.6.5) calculated the least cost of production at $1 305 per tonne (based on a 
large processing plant operating, and excluding transport costs), and therefore the 
industry is operating at a level just covering costs. It is, therefore, restricted in its 
processing capacity by a projected lack of market demand in terms of low prices and 
quantities demanded. 
The value of market demand (potential sales revenue) is $17.9 million ($22.3 
million less than a industry operating under medium demand conditions) (Table 5.2). 
As indicated by the resuhs from the modeP^" harvesting is absent from 18 
available shires in a future QKHI because the number of kangaroos harvested 
decreased from 1.6 million to 1.2 million (Table 5.2). More importantly the number of 
people required in the industry in the production sector decreased from 564 to 423, a 
loss of 141 employment opportunities in western Queensland. 
'^° See Figure 5.3 for a graphic presentation of the non harvesting regions while Appendix Bl 
provides an account of individual shire harvesting activity. 
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Table 5.2. A summary of a fiiture QKHI operating under conditions of low, medium 
and high quantity demand, an own price elasticity of demand of-1.5, and a 
quota rate of 1 SVo 
"I rrr": r I High I Medium i Low 
I Demand I Demand I Demand 
ObjectivefoiKtion , $166 635_702 , $97_9J2 039_] $37_069^018 
Number_ofJcangaroos_avaikWe* ~i~_i^68_0_17_T_1_668_P21 _^_1_668 0]_7_' 
Numb_ei^ ofjcangaroosjiaryested' T_\ 6q0_0_00_T_l_600i)00__\'_1_2_00 000_' 
Numb_e^ofJiaiTeste£Sjequired^ ' 20§ ' 2Pi i .156^  
Niimber_of^ luller_boxes^ rec[uired^ i ^3^ | 83 T 63 
¥FMtJH3?lityJSjilbHl^(iOiHlSi) "i~_i^ 562_1__T_ 12^553~9~T~^J03^.9 ~ ' 
¥F^5.^iiH^iityi^H^^M°p_(L°iHL^i)_ _ "i" Ll^^ J "^ _ JJ^o-9 r 1^0 L 7 _ 
Marketjuantityjownsvijle (tonnes)^  T \_^J>^2 ~i~__1_865.2 ^__1 J94^ 4^ _ 
'Marketj)riceBnsbane (_$/toiine) T $3_947 T__$2_5i6 r__$ii99_ 
Market j)rice_Rockhampt^^ T $3_914 T _ _$^_481 ^ _3}: ^§fL 
Market j)rice_Towns_yille ^ $_/tonne) T $3_9_34 T _ _$i_5 03^  i~ _ _$i i86_ _ \ 
yalue_of totd meat sale_s T J63_q75_923^ T $10_n9 5 8_3_r$ 17_930 217' 
Average value_($/tonne)_ T $3_9_42 T _ _$2_5i L I" _ _$i i94_ 
Total quantity of kangaroo meat i 16 000 , 16 000 , 12 000 
_groces_sed^  (tonnes)^  I ] ' 
yyni'^L9fj'£^l°?5?li?_Pi9?£^jlD8.E''^'!_ ' ^2-^ ' .3-??. ' ?.1^_ 
Total number of personnel in production'' i 564 i 564 i 423 
Appendix Bl 
Appendix B2 and B3 
Appendix B4 and B5 
Appendix B6 
Sum of the number of harvesters, chiller box operators and processing plant personnel. The 
operation of three chiller boxes equates to one full time position. 
As illustrated by Figure 5.3 conditions of low quantity demand have major 
impHcations upon the operations of a future QKHI. In comparison to medium quantity 
demand conditions as outhned in Section 5.2.1, the quantity of kangaroo meat 
processed is reduced from 16 000 to 12 000 tonnes. The optimal SEM solution 
identifies three large processing facilities at Barcaldine, Charieville and Roma. 
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High demand conditions 
Figure 5.4 illustrates a fiiture QKHI operating under conditions of high 
quantity demand. In comparison to Figure 5.2 (QKHI under medium quantity 
demand) the number, size and location of processing facilities remained the same. 
Raw product sourcing by each of the processing facilities (as indicated by all the 
dotted blue hues in Figure 5.4 and 5.2) is identical under both conditions, indicating 
that the number of harvesters and chiller boxes required is the same for each shire. 
The only observable difference between Figures 5.2 and 5.4 is that the market 
price is substantially higher in Figure 5.4^^\ This increased the value of market 
demand (potential sales revenue) ftom $40.2 miUion to $63.1 million (Table 5.2), an 
increase of $22.9 rtullion. 
The processing capacity of a fiiture QKHI under conditions of high quantity 
demand is restricted by the availability of kangaroos. The increase from medium to 
high quantity demand did not result in any additional employment prospects, but the 
value of potential meat sales increases dramatically. 
5.3.2.1 The structure of a QKHI under an own price elasticity of 
demand of-2.0 
The SEM calculates that under an own price elasticity of-2.0 the number of 
kangaroos harvested^^^ increased to 1.625 milhon (Table 5.3). The increase in 
kangaroo harvesting and processing increases the number of people required in the 
industry from 564 to 588^^^ 
"^ The average value of kangaroo meat under high quantity demand conditions is $3 942 per tonne 
(Table 5.2), which is substantially higher than the value of kangaroo meat at medium quantity 
demand conditions ($2 511 per tonne). 
'^^  Appendix B7 identifies the number of kangaroos available, and the number of kangaroos 
harvested for each shire in a future QKHI. 
'^^  Appendix B9 details the number of harvesters required on a shire basis, while Appendix Bll 
identifies the number and location of chiller boxes. 
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Table 5.3. A summary of a future QKHI operating under an own price elasticit> of 
demand of-2.0, medium quantity demand and a quota rate of 15% 
Objective function 
Number of kangaroos available" 
Number of kangaroos harvested" ; 
Number of harvesters required 
Number of chiller boxes required"" 
Market quantity Brisbane (tonnes) 
Market quantity Rockhamj)ton (tonnes) 
Market quantity Townsville (tonnes) : 
Marketj)rice Brisbane ($/tonnes) 
Marketj)rice Rockhamgton ($/tonnes) 
Market-price Townsville (^/tonnes) 
Average value ($/tonne) 
Quantity of kangaroo meat processed*^ (tonnes) 
Retail value of demand 
Number of personnel in_processing_plant'' 
Total number of personnel in production*^ 
Medium Demand 
66 160 946 
1 668 017 
1 625 000 
212 
85 
12 770.8 
1 598.3 
1 880.9 
$2 765 
$2 747 
$2 767 
$2 763 
16 250 
$44 906 242 
348 
r 588 
Appendix B7 
Appendix B8 and B9 
c 
Appendix BIO and Bll 
d 
Appendix B12 
Sum of the number of harvesters, chiller box operators and processing plant personnel. The operation of 
three chiller boxes equates to one full time position 
As expected the market prices under a own price elasticity of demand of-2.0 are 
higher '^^ '', and so too is the retail value of demand higher at $44.9 million (Table 5.3). 
As illustrated by Figure 5.5 there is a considerable difference in the structure of a future 
QKHI in comparison to an industry operating at a own price elasticity of demand of-1.5 
(Figure 5.2). The processing sector has a slightly higher capacity at 16 250 tonnes (Table 
5.3) and consists of three large facilities at Charleville, Roma and Blackall, two medium 
facilities at St George and Richmond, and a small facility at Emerald. 
Analysing the constant elasticity demand curves presented in Figure 4.12 on page 154, it can be 
graphically proven that the medium demand curve in (b) (elasticity -1.5) has a lower price per unit at a 
quantity of approximately 12,000 tonnes than the medium demand curve in (c) (elasticity -2.0). 
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Low quantity demand conditions 
Figure 5.6 (depicting low quantity demand) identifies a slightly smaller 
industry structure with one less processing plant (see Figure 5.5). Therefore the 
quantity of kangaroo meat processed is reduced by 750 tonnes (Table 5.4). The 
number of kangaroos harvested and the number of people required^^ ^ in the industry 
also declines (Table 5.4). 
Table 5.4. A summary of a future QKHI operating under conditions of low, medium 
and high quantity demand, an own price elasticity of demand of-2.0, and a 
quota rate of 15% 
I I I 
I High I Medium i Low 
I Demand • Demand I Demand 
Objective_fiinction , $102 340_879 , $6_6_160 946_i $29^73^44_9 
.Nu|llbiL9fi^angaroos_available' [ _]_ 668_0_17 _ T _L668_011 _ ^  _1_6_68 ^  1_7_' 
.Nu?IL''^L9fi^B?^F02.lhliy£sled' r _ j . 625_0_00_T_ 1_625_000__r_1_5_50 QOQ_' 
.NufE'^ ^LO.fi^i'iYlsteisjequired^ i" 112 T 212 !~ 202^  
Number_of^luUer_boxes^re^uired'' i ^5^ i 85 i 81 
Marketj[u^hty^ji^bane_(tojme^) T _ _12 770_4_ _ T _ 11770_8_ _ T _ l l L ^ o 5 _ 
Market juanhtyj?^ckhamptonJ^^ _ T 1_591 _1 T _ _1_5^8.3 r _ J J 3 9.9 _ 
Market_g[UMtity Jownsville (totmes)^ !~ L880:9 T__1_880.9 !~_i_779.9 _ ' 
Marketj)rice_Bnsbane ($/tonnes| T $3_878 T $^2_765^  i~ _ _$J^62_ 
Marketj)riceJlockhampto^n_( i $3_859 i __$^_747 i __$J^43_ 
Market j)ricejrowns_yille l$/tonnesJ T $3_879 T _ J>2 161_ r _ _$_1 66}_ 
Avemjeva[ue_($/tonne)_ [~ $3_876 T ^$2J63^ i'~__$ii6q^ 
Quantity of kangaroo meat processed'' i 16 250 i 16250 i 15500 
(tonnes) ' ' ' 
Retail value of demand i $62 989 158 i $44 906 242 i $25 733 522" 
t Total number of personnel in production^ i 588 i 588 i 555 
Appendix B7 
b. Appendix B8 and B9 
c 
Appendix BIO and Bll 
Appendix B12 
g 
Sum of the number of harvesters, chiller box operators and processing plant personnel. The 
operation of three chiller boxes equates to one full time position. 
'^'' The number of kangaroos to be harvested declines from 1 625 000 under medium quantity 
demand to only 1 550 000 under conditions of low quantity demand. 
'^^  The number of people employed in the production process declines by 33 (Table 5.4). Appendix 
B9 identify the reduction in harvesters required on a regional basis, while Appendix Bl 1 identifies 
the regional reduction in chiller boxes. 
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The reduced har\est activity has implications for several shires with large 
numbers of kangaroos available for harvestmg 
The most noticeable change is the drop in the market price from S2 763 per 
tonne to $1 660 per tonne, a drop of 40%. The value of future total demand declines by 
$19 million 01 43%. 
Under an own price elasticity of-2.0 a drop in the quantity demanded from 
medium to low had minor implications on a future QKHI structure. However it had a 
dramatic effect on the value or price of kangaroo meat that consumers are prepared to 
pay. 
High quantity demand conditions 
A future QKHI operating under conditions of high quantity demand (Figure 5.7) 
resembles the industry structure under medium quantity demand (Figure 5.5). The 
location and size of processing facilities is identical with the exception of the most 
northern facility. 
As the number of kangaroos harvested'' is identical, so too is the number of 
people '^^  required in a future QKHI (Table 5.4). 
The real change is in retail prices. Under medium demand the price for kangaroo 
meat is approximately $2 750 per toime while under high demand the price rises to 
approximately $3 870 per torme, which represents a 40%) increase. The value of demand 
increased to appro?dmately $63 million, a rise of over $18 million. 
'^  The smaller industry capacity has reduced the need to harvest from the shires of Duaringa, Belyando, 
Boulia, Cloncurry, and Bauhinia as illustrated in Appendix B7. Examining Figure 5.6 one finds that these 
shires are all located fiarthermost from any of the processing facilities. 
^" Although the total number of kangaroos harvested under both conditions of medium and high quantity 
demand is identical (Table 5.4), the number of kangaroos to be harvested in each shire is not the same for 
both (Appendix B7). Under high demand, the shires of Boulia and Cloncurry are under utilised, while the 
shires of Boulia and Dalrymple are under utilised under market conditions of medium quantity demand. This 
is due to the fact that these shires are only marginal suppliers in that there are the greatest distance from 
processing sites of all supply regions, and therefore alternate amongst each other as processing sites are 
relocated. 
'^* Although the total number of harvesters and chiller boxes (Table 5,4) requires the same under both 
medium and high quantity demand, individual shire requirements are different Appendix B9 indicates the 
requirement of harvesters for each shire while Appendix Bl 1 indicates regional chiller box requirements. 
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.•«? 
f' Chiller Box 
® Large Processing Plant 
•k Medium Processing Plant 
^ Small Processing Plant 
m Marketplace 
— Flow of Carcasses 
— Flow of Processed meat 
^ i • TOWNSVILLE 
V p - - . ^ , 1,888.5 tonnes 
'\*3^^ ' ^ ^ 0 ^ < $3,879/tonne 
1^8.5 t 
'n A ' 
V ?r ~^^ ^ ROCKHAMPTON 
S r ^ n i ^ a M , f 5 0 V _ i j V * , 1,591,1 tonnes 
7 ^ ? 
1 $3.859/tonne 
9 ^ (v^V\£~-^^^ '^ 
/ 3 /* >f^T 
\ 
•^iZr^ 
*\A:^^^* ' ,f 
' > C* ; ^ ^ 12,770.4 tonnes 
$3.878/tonne 
Figure 5.7. A graphic presentation of a future QKHI operating under a quota rate of 15% 
and a carcass meat yield of 10kg. The market place is based on high quantity 
demand conditions and an own price elasticity of demand of-2.0. 
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The processing capacity of a future QKHI under these conditions is limited 
only by the availability of kangaroos. 
Examining Appendix B12 and Figures 5.5 to 5.7, the only processing sites to 
appear under all three conditions of low, medium and high quantity demand are those 
located at Roma, Charieville and Blackall. Examining Appendix B7 one finds that 
these three centres are located in supply regions with high harvest capacities. 
5.3.2.2 The structure of a QKHI under an own price elasticity of demand of-0.9 
The SEM identifies a considerable difference in the operating structure of a 
future QKHI under a own price elasticity of-0.9 and medium demand (Figure 5.8) in 
comparison to an industry at a own price elasticity of demand of-1.5 (Figure 5.2). 
The processing sector operates at a reduced capacity of 15 500 tonnes (Table 5.5) 
with a structure consisting of three large facilities at Charleville, Roma and Blackall, 
and two medium sized facilities at St George and Hughenden. 
Table 5.5. A summary of a future QKHI operating under an own price elasticity of 
demand of- 0.9, medium quantity demand and a quota rate of 15% 
I Medium Demand 
r Objectivefiinction i ____$29150_1_832 
Nuinber_ofJcangar_oos_avmhble^  ' L ^ '^ J_Pi 1 _ 
Nimber^ ofJcaiTgar^ osJi^ iv£sted^ i L 1^ .P_P.^ ^ _ 
Number_ofJian^este£sj£quired^ i .^ P^ 
Niunbe^of^luller^oxes^reguired^ i 8^1 
.¥.5f;^5t^H??litY^J?l^Il?_(l°?!l^i) ' i l i ^ ~ _ 
.¥F^it JH^ii^Yi^i'^i'IlE^onJtonnes) i ^J^l^ 
Maricet ju^h ty J'^ wnsville^ (tonnes)^  i ^J^^§. _ _ 
Marjcet j)rice_Brisbane^ ($^onne) i ^.L^Zl 
.¥.5^^^* j)nce_Rx)clAainptoii_(^  Aqrme) i ?J_9^ ^  _ _ 
Marjcet j)rice_Townsyille ^ $_/toiine) i ^.L^J^ 
Averajevalue_($/tonne) i ^.L^Jl 
Quantity of_kangaro^jtieatj)£qcesse^^(tonnes) i l^ _5^0 _ _ 
Retml_v l^ueof_dem^nd i ^IQJJli^^L 
_Number^ ofp£r^ onnel in_prqc£sjing^ l^ant i 3^26 
I Total number of personnel in production^ I 555 
Appendix B7 
Appendix B8andB9 
Appendix BIO and Bll 
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Appendix Bll 
S^um of the number of harvesters, chiller box operators and processing plant personnel. The 
operation of three chiller boxes equates to one full time position. 
The number of kangaroos harvested decreases to 1.55 million (Table 5.5), and 
there is, therefore, a decrease in the number of people required; with total 
employment opportunities decreasing from 564 to 555^'^. 
Under an own price elasticity of demand of-0.9 the market price for kangaroo 
meat in a future QKHI at $1 973 per tonne is substantially lower. The value of 
demand is also lower at $30.6 million. The key factor affecting the processing 
capacity of the future industry is the projected lack of market demand (low price and 
quantity demanded). 
The effects of either low or high quantity demand 
Low quantity demand conditions 
Figure 5.9 (low quantity demand) identifies a significantly smaller future 
QKHI as apposed to Figure 5.8 (medium quantity demand). Figure 5.9 identifies a 
QKHI based on one large processing facility at Roma and a medium sized plant at St 
George. The total quantity of kangaroo meat processed drops from 15 500 tonnes 
under medium demand to just 5 750 tonnes under low demand, a drop of 63% (Table 
5.6). As indicated by the dotted blue lines in Figure 5.9 only 12 shires are sourced for 
kangaroo carcasses. 
As harvesting occurred in only 12 shires, the requirement for harvesters and 
chiller boxes on a regional basis is greatly reduced^^°. A total of 207 people were 
required within the industry, which represents a reduction of 348 jobs (62.7%) (Table 
5.6). Of the 1 668 017 kangaroos available for harvesting, only 575 000 kangaroos 
(34.5 %) were utilised under conditions of low demand (Table 5.6). 
^ Appendix B9 identifies the reduction in harvester requirement on a regional basis, while 
Appendix Bll identifies the regional reduction in chiller boxes. 
^^° Appendix B9 and Bl 1 indicates the requirements of haiA'esters and chiller boxes on a shire basis. 
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As a resuh of the low demand, the retail price of kangaroo meat is low^^\ The 
capacity of the QKHI is limited by a lack of market demand for kangaroo meat. 
Table 5.6. A summary of a future QKHI operating under conditions of low, medium 
and high quantity demand, an own price elasticity of demand of- 0.9, and a 
quota rate of 15% 
High 
Demand + 
Medium 
Demand 
ObjechyeFunction i $6_p4 319_402 i $297J01_832 
Low Demand 
$102 182 057 
Numb_ei^ofJ{angaroos_available' ; _i668_0_17_ ; _ 1 668_017 1668 017 
Numb_e£ofjcangaroosJiaryeste^' i _i60p_q00_ i _ 1 550_q00 
_575oqo_ 
75 Numbe^ofJiarve_ste£Sjec[uired i 208 i 202 
Number^ of_cluller_boxes r^ec[uired i ^3^ i 81 _ 3 0 _ 
4^44_ 
559_.3_ 
646.7 
Marketjuanhty^£is^bane_(tonnej) , 12 559^2__ ; 12i86.8_ 
Market j)rice_%ijbane($/tonne) i $4_050 i $L975 _$1_8_09 
'$1 818' Ma^etj)rice^pclAampto^ri_(^Aonne) i $4_016 i $L?A^ 
Market j)ricejrownsjdle^$^tonne) , $3_999 1 $1_976. _$1_8_66 
_$1_8_16 
5 750 
r0~443^46^ 
__1_22 
207 
Average va[u_e_($/t_onne)^  i $104_l i $1_973_ 
Quantity of kangaroo meat processed'' 
(tormes) 
Retail value of demand 
16 000 I 15 500 I 
I I 
" 1 "$64'652"666' i "$30 58'5~46r" $ 
^\L1l''^ L9fi'£'''19P2?liP_RI9P£^jlDS.E^^1^_ i ^J-- ' l ^ -
Total niunber of persotmel in production^ 564 555 
Appendix B7 
Appendix B8 and B9 
Appendix BIO and Bll 
Appendix B12 
Sum of the number of harvesters, chiller box operators and processing plant personnel, 
operation of 
three chiller boxes equates to one full time position. 
The 
High quantity demand conditions 
The future QKHI under high quantity demand conditions (Figure 5.10) and 
medium quantity demand conditions (Figure 5.8) is similar. However the relocation of 
^^ ' Under medium demand the market price drops slightly from approximately $1 970 to $1 820 per 
tonne (7.6%). The value of retail demand declines from approximately $30.6 million to just $10.4 
million (66%) (Table 5.6). 
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a large processing facility in northern Queensland (at Winton) placed greater emphasis 
on sourcing kangaroos from all northern supply shires^^ .^ 
The future QKHI under high quantity demand harvested an additional 50 000 
kangaroos, and therefore processed an additional 500 tonnes (Table 5.6). The 
increased productivity increased job opportunities by nine positions to 564. 
The conditions of increased market demand saw the value of kangaroo meat 
rise fi-om $1 970 to $4 020 per tonne, which represents a increase of over 100% 
(Table 5.6). The value of total demand thus increased from approximately $30.6 to 
$64.7 million, an increase of over $34 milhon. 
The processing capacity of a future QKHI is limited by the availability of 
kangaroos for harvesting. 
By examining Appendix B12 and Figures 5.8 to 5,10, it is evident that the only 
processing sites to appear under all three demand quantity conditions of low, medium 
and high demand are those located at Roma and St George. 
5.3.2.3 Comparison between own price elasticity of demand of-0.9 and 
-2.0 
A future QKHI harvests 1.6 million kangaroos when operating under (1) 
conditions of low, medium and high demand quantities and an own price elasticity of 
demand of-2.0, and (2) medium and high quantity demand under an own price 
elasticity of demand of-0.9. Therefore employment prospects in western Queensland 
are not affected by changes in market demand conditions (exception of low demand 
and an own price elasticity of demand of-0.9). 
The retail price changed dramatically when moving from conditions of medium 
to high quantity demand. Under an own price elasticity of demand of-2.0, a change in 
quantity demanded from medium to high resulted in a 40%) increase in the market 
^^^ Under medium demand a processing facility at Hughenden does not require to source kangaroos 
from the far westem shires of Boulia and Cloncurry. Examining Appendix B7, the shire of Bauhinia 
is not fully utilised under medium demand, while the shire of Quilpie was under utilised under high 
demand. 
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price, while the same changes under an own price elasticity of demand of-0.9 resulted 
in a price rise of over 100%). 
Elasticity was found to have an effect on the fijture industry structure. Under 
an own price elasticity of demand of -2.0, a change in consumer demand from low to 
medium and/or high resuhed in very little structural change to the harvesting industry. 
Under an own price elasticity of demand of-0.9 a change from low to medium 
demand had a major impact on the number of kangaroos harvested, and therefore the 
number of harvesters, chiller boxes and processing facilities required. 
5.3.3 The effects of quota rates 
In this section I examine the extent to which quota rates affect the structure of 
a future QKHI. Using the SEM the effects of lowering or raising the quota rate from 
15% is identified. Previously Section 5.3.1 (Figure 5.2) illustrated the structure of the 
industry operating at a quota rate of 15%. 
5.3.3.1 Lowering the quota rate 
The capacity of a future QKHI operating under a quota rate of 15%) is limited 
by the availability of animals (Section 5.3.1). A reduced quota rate will only further 
restrict the industry's capacity^^ '^'^ ^l 
Reducing the quota rate by 2.5% 
Obviously a reduction in the quota rate reduces the number of kangaroos 
available for harvesting. As illustrated by Table 5.7 a 2.5% decrease in the quota rate 
reduced the number of kangaroos available for harvesting to 1 390 015, which is a 
^^ '' It should be noted that the biological reality is that the supply of kangaroos is limited by the 
productivity of the land and the ecological sustainability of the harvesting regime. Natural resource 
management (especially fisheries) is littered wth examples of harvesting indusUies which have over 
exloited the resource in the absence of sound science and regulatory regimes leading to economic 
collapse. 
'^'^ In Switala (1997a) the significance of quota rates on the potential QKHI is examined. 
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reduction of 278 003 kangaroos or 16.7%. This reduced the number of kangaroos 
harvested in the fiiture QKHI by 225 000^^^ 
The reduced quota rate results in a relocation of a processing facihty from the 
south to the north, and a reduction in the capacity of this facility from large to medium 
(Figure 5.11). Consequently the quantity of kangaroo meat processed is reduced by 
2 250tonnes(Table5.7). 
Table 5.7. A summary of a future QKHI operating under medium quantity demand 
conditions, an own price elasticity of-1.5, and a quota rate of 10%), 12.5%o 
and 15% 
Objective function 
Number of kangaroos available^ 
Number of kangaroos harvested'' 
Number of harvesters required"^  
Niunber of chiller boxes required"^  
Market juantity Brisbane (tonnes) 
Market quantity Rockharnpton (tormes) 
Market jiuantity Townsville (tonnes) 
Market_price Brisbane ($/tonnes) 
Market_price Rockhampton ($/tormes) 
Market_price Townsville ($/tormes) 
Average value ($/torme) 
Quantity of kangaroo meat 
grocessed^(tonnes) 
Retail value of demand 
Number of_persormel in_processing^plant^ 
Total number of personnel in production^ 
— 1 — 
1 
1 
1 : 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-T-
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
10%, 
B89 323 766 
1 112011 
1 050 000 
137 
55 
8 227.9 
[_l_0_32.i_^ 
' 1 241 
$3 334 
$3 301 
$3 284 
$3 325 
10 500 
m~9~10 924' 
226 
381 
Quota Rate 
1 12.5% 
1 $94 979 766 
T 1390 015 
7 1 375 000 
T 179 
T " " " 7 2 " — 
T 10 745.6 
T 1350.6 
T 1653.8 
V $2 791 
7 $2 758 
T $2 712 
"T $2 778 
r 13 750 
1 
1 $38"2"bT030" 
V 286 
T 489 
• • ( • • • • 
1 
Tl 
1 - -
1 
T 
1 
1 
1 
1 
- T 
1 
" T " 
1 
T 
1 
r 
1 
1 
T 
1 
15.0%, 
597 932 039 
1668 018 
1 600 000 
208 
83 
_22_55_3_9__ 
"_1_5_80.9 
" 1 865.2 
$2 516 
$2 483 
$2 503 
$2 511 
r 16 000 
1 
1 $4b~179 583~' 
1 
1 
328 
564 
Appendix B13 
Appendix B14 
Appendix B15 and B16 
Appendix B17 and B18 
Appendix B19 
Sum of the number of harvesters, chiller box operators and processing plant personnel. The 
operation of 
three chiller boxes equates to one full time position. 
^^^ At a quota rate of 12.5%, a fuUire QKHI harvests 1 375 000 kangaroos each year. Examining 
Appendix B13 and B14, Stanthorpe is the only shire excluded from harvesting. The shires of 
Warwick and Boulia are under utilised in that surplus animals are available for harvesting. 
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The relocation of the processing facility had a dramatic effect on the raw 
product sourcing for the remaining processing facilities at Roma, Charieville and 
Barcaldine (as indicated by all the dotted blue lines in Figure 5.11). 
A reduction in the number kangaroos harvested and processed in the future 
QKHI reduced the number of people^^^ required by 75 positions (Table 5.7) or 
13.3%. 
A reduction in product availability increased the market retail price of 
kangaroo meat from $2 510 to $2 780 per tonne. However the value of total demand 
declined by $1 978 553 to $38 201 030 (Table 5.7), a decline of 4.9 %. 
Reducing the rate by 5% 
A 5 Vo decline in the quota rate reduced the number of kangaroos available for 
harvesting by 556 007 (Table 5.7) or 33.3%. Under a harvest rate of 10% a fiiture 
QKHI utihsed^^^ 1 050 000 kangaroos (Table 5.4), which is a decline of 550 000 
animals or 34.4%. 
A 10%) quota rate ehminated the need for large processing facilities at St 
George and Barcaldine (Figure 5.12). However additional processing facilities are 
required at Winton and Emerald. Consequently the quantity of kangaroo meat 
processed declined by 5 500 tonnes or 34.4%) (Table 5.7). 
The number of employment opportunities is limited^^ ,^ with a total of 381 
people involved in the production of kangaroo meat (a decline of 183 poshions or 
32.5%). 
^" The number of harvesters required dropped by 29 (Table 5.7). Appendix B16 identifies the 
decline in the number of harvesters required on a shire basis, while Appendix BIS identifies the 
decline in chiller boxes on a regional basis. The total number of people involved in the production of 
kangaroo meat under a 12.5 % harvest off-take rate is 489 (Table 5.7). 
^^* Examining Appendix B14 the shires of Mckinlay and Dalrymple are the only shires in which no 
harvesting occurred, while the shire of Boulia is under utilised. 
^" The number of harvesters required dropped by 71 or 34%, while the number of people employed 
in processing plants declines by 60 positions. Appendix B16 identifies the regional decrease in the 
number of harvesters, while Appendix B18 identifies the decrease in regional chiller boxes. 
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As market demand conditions remained unchanged the reduction in supply 
increased the retail price from $2 510 to $3 280 per tonne, however, the potential 
value of total sales decreased by $5 268 659 to $34 910 924 (Table 5.3); a dechne of 
13.1%. 
5.3.3.2 Increasing the quota rate 
Many properties are overstocked with domestic stock and kangaroos. In an 
attempt to reduce the grazing pressure, the removal of domestic stock on its own will 
not reduce overall grazing pressure. To reduce the kangaroo population a high harvest 
rate (above 15%o) may be required. Although theoretical models suggest that the 
maximum sustainable harvest rate is 10-15%) (see Pople and Cairns 1995), harvest 
rates of 20%) in some areas are proving sustainable. Currently several field studies are 
examining this. 
In this section I examine the economic effects of increasing the harvest rate 
above 15%). 
Table 5.8. A summary of a fiiture QKHI 
conditions, an own price elasticity 
operating under medium quantity 
of-1.5, and a quota rate of 15%, 
demand 
17.5% and 20% 
Quota Rate 
15.0%, 17.5%o 
Objechyefimction | $97 932 039 , $100 313 988 
20.0%o 
$103 018 697 
Numbei^of^angar^os^vailabk^ I _1_6_68^ J_8_ 
7 1 600 000 
1 _ 1 946_q2j 
T 1 925 OOO' 
2 224_0_24 
"2 175000' Number_ofJcangar^osJiary£s^e^^ 
Numbe^ofJiarveste^sjequired^ _ I _208 
83 
I 25_1 
'100" 
283 
'113' Nimber^ofchiller _boxes^  rec[uired I 
.M5^itj[H^lltY^lli'ZHl?_(i°PIl^i)_ I _i2_55^^ 
T__l_580.9' 
7 1865.2 ' 
I __15^71.2_ 
T L884_4_ 
2 294.4 
_16 994^4_ 
_2_1_27_1_ 
2 628.5 
MaricetjuanhtyJloclAampton^^ 
Marjcet^anhtyJ'^wnsville (tonnes)^ I 
Marjcet j)rice_Brisbane^ ($/tonnes2 ; __$^ji6_ 
T $2 483 
; $2_22_7 
T $2 209" 
_$2_0_56 
'$2037" Maricetj)rice_Rx)ckham^^^ 
Maricet j)ricejrownsyille i$/tonnes) 
Avera^e^value^$/tomie) 
I __$^J03_ 
7 $2 511 
I $2_L8_0 
T $2 220' 
$1_9_9J_ 
"$2_0_46' 
"21 750" Quantity of kangaroo meat 
processecf (tonnes) 
Retail value of demand 
16 000 19 250 
• -h -I-
I $40_179 58_3 
r _328 " 
r 564 
I J42_72_7_994 
r 412 
$44_506J33_ 
450 
771 
Nuniber^of_p£rsonnel hrpj^ oces i^ng^ ^^^ 
I Total number of personnel in production^ 696 
Appendix B13 
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Appendix B14 
Appendix B15andB16 
Appendix B17 and BIS 
Appendix B19 
f 
Sum of the number of harvesters, chiller box operators and processing plant personnel. The 
operation of three chiller boxes equates to one full time position. 
Increasing the quota rate by 2.5% 
A 2.5 % rise in the quota rate increases the number of kangaroos available for 
harvesting by 278 003 animals (16.7% increase) (Table 5.8). The SEM calculated that 
a future QKHI would harvest 1 925 000 kangaroos (Table 5.8), which is an increase 
of 325 000^^^ 
Examining Figure 5.13 a future QKHI operating under a harvest rate of 17.5% 
has several additional processing facilities^^^, and consequently the quantity of 
kangaroo meat processed increases by 3 250 tonnes(Table 5.8). The total number of 
people ° involved in the production of kangaroo meat increased by 132 positions to 
696 (Table 5.8), which represents an increase of 23.4%). 
An increase in product supply (coupled with no changes in market demand 
conditions) results in a price drop for kangaroo meat from $2 511 to $2 220 per tonne 
(Table 5.8). However the value of total demand increases by $2 548 411 to $42 727 
994 (Table 5.8), a rise of 6.3 %. 
228 
Appendix B13 and B14 detail the number of kangaroos available for harvesting and the number 
of kangaroos expected to be harvested in each shire. Boulia is the only shire under utilised in that 
surplus animals are available. 
229 /~\ 
One new medium sized processing facility at Charters Towers, and two new small plants at 
Emerald and Cloncurry. 
230 
The total number of harvesters required increases by 43 (Table 5.8) or 20.7%. Appendix B16 
identifies the number of harvesters required in each shire, while Appendix BIS identifies the increase 
in chiller boxes also on a shire basis. 
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Increasing the quota rate by 5% 
A 5%) increase in the quota rate increases the number of kangaroos available 
for harvesting from 1 668 018 to 2 224 024, an increase of 556 006 kangaroos or 
33.3 % (Table 5.8). 
Resuhs obtained from the SEM indicate that a future QKHI operating under a 
harvest rate of 20% would harvest 2 175 000 kangaroos^^^ (Table 5,8). As indicated 
by Figure 5.14 a fiiture QKHI has an additional processing facility located at 
Hughenden and Rockhampton. Consequently the quantity of kangaroo meat 
processed increases by 5 750 tonnes(Table 5.8)^ ^ .^ 
An increase in harvesting activity increases the number of people^^^ required in 
a future QKHI. An additional 207 positions (36.7%)) are created bringing the total 
number of people employed in the industry to 771 (Table 5.8). 
With market demand conditions remaining the same, the increase in product 
availability decreases the retail price of kangaroo meat from $2 511 to $2 046 per 
tonne (Table 5.8). However the value of total demand increases by $4 327 150 to 
$42 727 994 (Table 5.8), a rise of 10.8%. 
5.3,4 The effects of a increased kangaroo population base 
Using the SEM I identify the effects of a 10%, 20% and 30% kangaroo 
population density increase on a fiiture QKHI. As stated in Chapter 4 (Section 
4.3.2.5) the Queensland kangaroo population fluctuates yeariy according to 
environmental conditions. This section analyses a future industry under these changes. 
"' A futare QKHI operating under a quota rate of 20% harvests an additional 575 000 kangaroos or 
33.3%. Examining Appendix B13 and B14, harvesting occurs in all available shires. However, the 
westem shires of Boulia, Bulloo and Barcoo are all under utilised in that 49 024 surplus kangaroos 
are available for harvest. 
"^ The sourcing of raw product by the processing plants as identified by the dotted blue line in 
Figures 5.2 and 5.13, show considerably changes as a result of the increased harvest off-take rate. 
^^ ' The number of harvesters required increases by 75 (Table 5.8) or 36.1%. Appendix B16 identifies 
the number of harvesters required in each shire while Appendix B18 identifies the increase in chiller 
boxes on a shire basis. 
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Table 5.9. A summary of a fiiture QKHI operating under a 0%) (Base), 10%, 20%o 
and 30%) increase in the kangaroo population structure, a quota rate of 15%o, 
medium quantity demand and an own price elasticity of demand of-1.5 
Obj ective_fimction_ 
.l^?n.S .^r?.9..?.9P."'^ tion Structure 
Base 
$97 932 039 
10%o 
Increase 
$99 703 931 
20%o 
Increase 
30%o 
Increase 
$101 857 215 $102 302 599 
Numbei^ofk^igaroos_availabl£ 1668 018 1 835 573 2 002 133 J _2_168 699_ 
T 2 150 000 Niunbei^ofk^igaroosJiary£sted 1 600 000 1 775 000 2 000 000 
Nimbei^ofJiaiveste£sjequirecr 208 232 260 I 
112 Numbe^ofchiller _boxes^  I?^4i^^ 83 92 104 I 
Mark£t^anbty^£isbane_(_tqnne^)_ 12 553.9 13 924.1 15 633.1 1 _16_8_04^ 
'V 2 125.2' 
I 
Market quantity Rockhampton 
(tonnes) 
1 580.9 1 756 1 955.3 
h- f- 1--
-h-Market quantity Townsville 
(tonnes) 
Maik;et_priceJBrisban£ ($/tonnes2 
1 865,2 
^~$25 r6~ ' 
2 069.9 
"* $2" 348 
2411.6 
' $"2174"" 
2 570.6 
r-
I 
'|~~~$2"07r~" 
Market price Rockhampton 
($/tonnes)_ 
$2 483 $2 315 $2 155 
1 - V-
I 
I 
-h-
$2 038 
Market_price_Townsyille l$/tonnes) $2 503 $2 335 $2 109 I __$2 021_ 
T $1 791 Average^ value_($/tomie)_ $2511 $2 343 $2 164 
r ' I Quantity of kangaroo meat 
grocess£(f _(tonnesj^  
Retail value of demand 
16 000 
'"$40l79~583' 
17 750 
''~$4T592~143~ 
20 000 21 500 
*" $43 286 095' "|~ $44 327 S3S' 
Number of persormel in processing 
planf 
328 368 410 
\- 1-- 1-- -h-
454 
~77r Total number of persormel in 
production^ 
564 631 705 
Appendix B20 
Appendix B21 
'^ Appendix B22 and B23 
Appendix B24 and B25 
e 
Appendix B26 
f 
Sum of the number of harvesters, chiller box operators 
operation of three chiller boxes equates to one full time 
and processing plant personnel. The 
position. 
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Effects of a 10% increase 
In comparison with Figure 5.2 (representing the base population), a 10% 
kangaroo population increase (Figure 5.15) requires an additional processing facility 
at Hughenden^^"*. Total production of kangaroo meat increases by 1 750 tonnes (Table 
5.9). 
The population increase also increased the number of kangaroos available for 
harvesting and the number of kangaroos harvested^^^. 
The number of harvesters^" required increases by 24, while the total number 
of people involved in the production of kangaroo meat increases by 67 to 631 (Table 
5.9). 
Without a change in the market demand conditions, the increase in kangaroo 
meat supply decreases the retail price from $2 511 to $2 343 per tonne (Table 5.9). 
The value of total retail demand increases by $1 412 560 to $41 592 143 (Table 5.9), 
an increase of 3.5 %). 
Effects of a 20% increase 
In comparison with Figure 5.2 (representing the base population), a 20%) 
population increase (Figure 5.16) restructures the industry in terms of the number and 
location of processing facilities required^^^. Additional processing facility increases the 
production of kangaroo meat by 4 000 tonnes (Table 5.9). 
The addition of the Hughenden facility has implications on raw product sourcing for the 
Barcaldine, Charleville and Roma plant (as indicated by the dotted blue lines on Figure 5.15). 
The number of kangaroos available for harvesting increases from 1 668 018 to 1 835 573 (Table 
5.9), an increase of 167 555 animals. 
^^ * The number of kangaroos to be harvested increases by 175 000 to 1 775 000 animals (Table 5.9). 
Appendix B20 and B21 identify that harvesting is likely to be absent in the shire of Boulia while the 
shires of Cloncurry and Mckinlay are under utilised. A total of 60 573 surplus kangaroos were 
available for harvest. 
^^ ' Appendix B22 and B23 identifies the increases in the number of harvesters required in each shire 
while Appendix B25 identifies the increase in chiller boxes. 
^^^ The large processing facility at Barcaldine is replaced with one at Blackall, while one additional 
plant is required at Hughenden. The addition of the Hughenden facility and relocation of the 
Barcaldine plant has implications on raw product sourcing for the Charleville, St George and Roma 
plant (as indicated by the dotted blue lines on Figure 5.16). 
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Obviously the number of kangaroos available for harvesting^^^ and the number 
.240 
of kangaroos harvested increases. The total number of people involved in the 
production of kangaroo meat^ "*^  rises to 705, an increase of 141 positions (25%) rise) 
(of which over half were in the processing sector). 
The increase in kangaroo meat production (4 000 tonnes) decreases the retail 
price for kangaroo meat from $2 511 to $2 164 per tonne (Table 5.9). The value of 
total demand also increases by $3 106 512 to $43 286 095, an increase of 7.7 Vo. 
Effects of a 30% increase 
In comparison with Figure 5.2 (representing the base population), a 30%) 
population increase (Figure 5.17) requires additional processing facilities at Winton, 
Charters Towers and Rockhampton, increasing the production of kangaroo meat by 5 
500 tonnes (Table 5.9). 
The number of kangaroos available for harvesting^'*^ along with the number of 
kangaroos harvested^"*^ increased substantially. 
The total number of people involved in a future QKHI is 771, which is an 
increase of 207 positions or 36.7%o '^*''. 
The increase in kangaroo meat supply lowers the retail market price from $2 
511 to $1 791 per tonne (Table 5.9). The value of retail demand increases by $4 148 
255 to $44 327 838, an increase of 10.3 %. 
^^ ' An increase in the number of kangaroos available for harvesting from 1 66S OlS to 2 002 133 
(Table 5.9), an increase of 334 115 kangaroos. 
^^^ The number of kangaroos harvested increased by 400 000 to 2 000 000 animals (Table 5.9) 
(25%). Examining Appendix B20 and B21 harvesting occurs in all shires (Bauhinia was the only one 
under utilised). 
"^^  The number of harvesters required is 260 (Table 5.9), an increased of 52 (25%) while the number 
of chiller boxes required increased by 21 (25.3%). The number of people required in the processing 
sector is 410, an increase of 82 personnel (in Hughenden). 
"^"^  The number of kangaroos available for harvesting rises by 500 681 to 2 168 699 kangaroos (Table 
5.9). 
^^^ The number of kangaroos harvested increases by 550 000 to 2 150 000 animals, a nse of 34.4 %. 
Examining Appendix B20 and B21, harvesting occurs in all shires (Betyando was the only one under 
utilised with a surplus of IS 699 kangaroos). 
"^•^  The number of harvesters required increases by 72 (34.6%)while the number of chiller boxes 
required increases by 29 (Table 5.9). In the processing sector 454 personnel are required which 
represents an additional 126 positions. 
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5.3.5 The effects of a decreased kangaroo population base 
Using the SEM I identify the economic effects of a 10%, 20%, 30% and 40% 
decrease in the kangaroo population density on a future QKHI. As I stated in Chapter 
4 (Section 4.3.2.5) the State's kangaroo population fluctuates yearly according to 
environmental conditions. This section examines these changes. 
As the processing capacity of the future QKHI is limited by the availability of 
animals under normal seasonal conditions, any decrease in kangaroo availability will 
fiirther restrict the industry's capacity. 
Table 5.10. A summary of a future QKHI operating under a 0%) (Base), 10%), 20%), 
30%), and 40%) decrease in the kangaroo population structure, a quota rate of 
15%), medium quantity demand and an own price elasticity of demand of-1.5 
I Kangaroo Population Structure 
I Base [ 10% j 20% { 30% [ 40% 
] I Decrease | Decrease ' Decrease | Decrease 
J0biectiy£fiinction 4_?^ Z.^ ^^^ .^£ I ^^L^?.??2.4_^ll°li^i i.^i^!^^?.^'^ 1_^ ^^  793 219 
Nmnber^fkjngaroosj^^ i i 66_8_028^  i i49_9J46_ i il08~97(f , T T l l l I C i AIS n l " 
Nujnber_ofjcang_aroosJiaivest£d^ 7 j . 6q0_00q_ 'Y ]_ i5pi»00_ 7 I 27_5_000_ 1" ]_ 05_0_000_ 7 _8J75^  000 
J^iunber_ofjiary£Stersjeguired' I 208 I 189 I 166 I 137 I 114 
Nimber^fj:jini£rJ)oxes_r£quu i ^3 i __'Jf> i 66 i 5^ 5 i __ 46 
jMarke^quantity^^ilbineJt^nn^sJ 7 _1215_3^9_ T_1 ]_ 1 2 J ^ _ 7 J O 0q7_9_ T _8_2_15.J_ _ 7 _6.898.4 
Market quantity Rockhampton , 1580.9 , 1424.8 , 1256.8 , 1029.5 , 848.8 
(tonnes) i i i i i 
M^^ei^Mli.^J^^^:^svineJtonnes)_ 7 _L865.2 _ T _\JA^1_ ^ _L'^311 _ T" _\_2J^i _ 7 _ L0p2.8 
Mark_et^pnc£Bri_sbmi£($/Jojme2 7_$2_5J6 _T_$2_694__7_$2_9^6 _ T _ $ 3 _ 3 ^ 8 _ _ 7 _ $3_7_50 _ 
jMarket^pn;ce_RoclAainptonjyt_^ 7 _ $2_4_83_ _ T _$_2_66 L _ L _ 1^J21 _ J I _ PJP- _ L _ PJ.^^ _ 
¥arkeipnc£Townsvme ($/tqnne) i _$2_5_p3__ i _$2_6i5__ i _$2_9_13^_ i _$3_2i9__ , _$3_7_85 _ 
jAyerag_ejalue_($/jorme_) 7 $2_5_11_ _ T _$2_68L _ L _ $2_9^1 _ T_S}JP_ _ 7 _ $3_7_55 _ 
QuanUtyofkangaroo meat processed I 16 000 , 14 500 , 12 750 , 10 500 , 8 750 
(tonnes) i i i i i 
Retail yalue^f_d_emand 7$50 Ul 1^1 T$J?.8_78_024 V^J]_^_^l ]}Z T s j i ^ l 1?.50 7$32 ^5_ 237 
Number of personnel in processing i 328 i 308 i 268 i 226 | 186 
j)2antj I I I I I 
Total number of persormel in | 564 | 522 | 456 | 381 , 315 
production^ | | | | | 
Appendix B27 
Appendix B28 
'^Appendix B29 and B30 
Appendix B31 andB32 
^Appendix B33 
Sum of the number of harvesters, chiller box operators and processing plant personnel. The 
operation of three chiller boxes equates to one full time position. 
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The effects of a 10% decrease 
In comparison with Figure 5.2 (future QKHI with base kangaroo population), 
a 10% population density decrease (Figure 5.18) changes the number and location of 
processing facilities required^'*^ The new structure has a capacity to process 14 500 
tonnes annually (Table 5.10), which is 1 500 tonnes or 9.4% less. 
As expected the number of kangaroos available for harvesting^"*^ and the 
number of kangaroos to be harvested is reduced^"* .^ 
The reduced kangaroo harvest reduces the need for labour input^^^ The total 
number of people involved in the production of kangaroo meat declines by 42 
positions. 
A reduction in the supply of kangaroo meat increases the market retail price 
from $2 511 to $2 681 per tonne (Table 5.10). However, the value of retail demand 
declines by $1 301 559 to $38 878 024, which is a fall of 3.2 %. 
The effects of a 20% decrease 
In comparison with Figure 5.2 (future QKHI with base kangaroo population). 
Figure 5.19 representing a future QKHI under a 20%) kangaroo population density 
decrease identifies a smaller industry^"*^ with a processing capacity of 12 750 tonnes (3 
250 tonnes or 20.3%) less) (Table 5.10). A reduction in the number of kangaroos 
The large processing facility at St George is replaced with one medium sized facility at 
Hughenden, and a small plant at Goondiwindi. The re-configuration had implications on raw product 
sourcing for the Barcaldine, Charleville and Roma plants as indicated by the dotted blue lines on 
Figure 5.18. 
The number of kangaroos available for harvesting declines by 168 672 kangaroos to 1 499 346 
(Table 5.10). 
The number of kangaroos harvested in a future QKHI decreases by 150 000 to 1 450 000. 
Examining Appendix B27 and B28, harvesting was absent from the shires of Banana, Boulia and 
Eidsvold while the shire of Duaringa was under utilised. 
The number of harvesters required decreases by 19 (Table 5.9), a fall of 9.1%. The number of 
chiller boxes required is 76 which is seven less than before. In the processing sector only 308 
persormel are required, which represents 20 fewer positions. 
The large processing facility at St George is replaced with one small plant at Charters Towers. 
The reconfiguration had implications on raw product sourcing for the Barcaldine, Charleville and 
Roma plants as indicated by the dotted blue lines on Figure 5.19. 
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available for harvesting reduces the number of kangaroos to be harvested by a 
future QKHI' ' \ 
The need for labour input^" is reduced with only 456 positions available in the 
industry (108 less jobs). Over half the jobs forgone are from the processing sector. 
A decrease in kangaroo meat supply increases the retail market price from 
$2 511 to $2 921 per tonne (Table 5.10). However, the retail value of demand 
declines by $2 933 866 to $37 245 717, a faU of 7.3 %. 
The effects of a 30% decrease 
In comparison with Figure 5.2 (future QKHI operating with a base kangaroo 
population). Figure 5.20 representing a fiiture QKHI operating under a 30%o kangaroo 
population density decrease indicates a significantly smaller industry^". The new 
industry has an annual capacity of 10 500 tonnes (Table 5.10), which is 5 500 tonnes 
or 34.4% less than before. 
A reduction in the number of kangaroos available for harvesting^ "* reduces the 
number of kangaroos to be harvested by a future QICHI 
^^ ° The number of kangaroos available for harvesting declines from 1 668 018 to 1 308 970 
kangaroos (Table 5.10), a decrease of 359 048 animals. 
" ' The number of kangaroos harvested decreases by 325 000 to 1 275 000 animals, a decrease of 
20.3%. Examining Appendix B27 the shire of Barcoo is registered with no available kangaroos (as 
the population density has now dropped below the minimum harvest density required for meat 
harvesting). The shires of Mckinlay and Barcoo have animals available for harvesting, however the 
model solution excluded these shires. Harvesting occurs in the shire of Boulia, but not all the 
available kangaroos are harvested. 
'^^  The number of harvesters required decreases by 42 (Table 5.10), a fall of 20.2%. The number of 
chiller boxes required is 66, which is 17 less. In the processing sector 268 personnel are required, 
which represents 60 fewer positions. 
^^^ The large processing facility at St George and Barcaldine are replaced with one medium sized 
plant at Hughenden, and one small plant at Emerald. The re-configuration had major implications on 
raw product sourcing for the two remaining large plants at Charleville and Roma as indicated by the 
dotted blue lines on Figure 5.20. 
^^'^ The number of kangaroos available for harvesting declines by 552 450 to 1 115 568 (Table 5.10). 
' ' ' The number of kangaroos harvested in a futtire QKHI decreases by 550 000 (34.4%) kangaroos to 
1 050 000 ammals. Examining Appendix B27 the shires of Boulia, Barcoo and Mundubbera did not 
register having kangaroos available for harvesting as the population density was below minimum 
levels required for meat harvesting. Examining Appendix B28, harvesting was absent from a number 
of shires with available kangaroos including Stanthorpe, Warwick, and Inglewood in the south east 
of the state. Banana and Eidsvold in cenUal east, and Cloncurry in the far west of the state. The 
shires of Jericho and Longreach were under utilised (a surplus 65 568 kangaroos). 
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A reduced harvesting intensity lowers the need for labour input^^^, with total 
employment at 381 positions (183 or 32.5%) fewer positions). Over half the jobs lost 
are in the processing sector. 
A 34.4%) reduction in kangaroo meat supply increases the retail market price 
of kangaroo meat from $2 511 to $3 325 per tonne (Table 5.10). However the value 
of total sales declines by $2 933 866 to $34 915 850, a fall of 13.1 %. 
The effects of a 40% decrease 
In comparison with Figure 5.2 (a future QKHI operating with a base kangaroo 
population). Figure 5.21 representing a future QKHI operating under a 40%) kangaroo 
population density decrease identifies a substantially smaller industry^". A reduction 
in the number of kangaroos available for harvesting^^^ reduces the number of 
kangaroos to be harvested^^^. Productivity is reduced to 8 750 tonnes annually (Table 
5.10), which is 7 250 tonnes or 45.3%) less. 
A decrease in harvest activity reduces the amount of labour required in a 
future QKHI^^" with only 315 positions available (249 or 44.2%) fewer positions than 
before). Over half the jobs lost in total are from the processing sector. 
'^* The number of harvesters required decreases by 71 (34.1%) while the number of chiller boxes 
required is reduced by 28. In the processing sector only 226 personnel are required, which represents 
102 fewer positions (Table 5.10). 
^" The large processing facilities at St George and Barcaldine are replaced with one small plant at 
Charters Towers. The re-configiuation had implications on raw product sourcing for the remaining 
two large facilities at Charleville and Roma as indicated by the dotted blue lines on Figure 5.21. 
'^^  The number of kangaroos available for harvesting declines by 752 895 to 915 123 kangaroos 
(Table 5.10), a decline of 752 895 animals. 
'''The number of kangaroos harvested decreased by 725 000 (45.3%) to 875 000 animals. Examining 
Appendix B27 the shires of Banana, Boulia, Cloncurry, Mckinlay, Barcoo and Mundubbera were 
identified with no kangaroo populations available for meat harvesting (the population density below 
minimum levels required for meat harvesting). Appendix B28 identified the shire of Belyando with 
no harvesting even though kangaroos were available. The number of kangaroos harvested in the 
shires of Winton and Richmond was well below the number available. A total of 40 123 surplus 
kangaroos were available for harvest. 
''° The number of harvesters required is only 114 (Table 5.10), 94 (45.2%) fewer. The number of 
chiller boxes required is 46, 37 less dian before. In the processing sector 186 people are required, 
which represents 142 (43.3%) fewer positions. 
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A 45.3% reduction in kangaroo meat supply increases the retail market price 
from $2 511 to $3 755 per tonne (Table 5.10). However, the value of retail demand 
declines by $7 324 346 to $32 855 237, a fall of 18.2 %. 
5.3.6 The effects of a increase in production costs 
Using the SEM I identified the effects of increased production costs (included 
harvesting, storage and processing costs) on a future QKHI. Results indicate that a 
10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50% and 60% cost increase does not aher the operating 
structure of a future QKHI. However a 70% cost increase changes the structure of a 
future QKHI. 
Table 5.11. A summary of a future QKHI operating under a 0% (Base) and 70% 
increase in production costs, a quota rate of 15%, medium quantity demand 
and an own price elasticity of demand of-1.5 
Objective function 
Number of kangaroos available^ 
Number of kangaroos harvested'' 
Number of harvesters required" 
Number of chiller boxes re5[uired^ 
Market quantity Brisbane (tonnes) 
Marketjuantity Rockhampton (tonnes) 
Market quantity Townsville (tonnes) 
Market_price Brisbane ($/tonne) 
Market jprice Rockhampton ($/tonne) 
Marketjprice Townsville ($/tonne) 
Average value ($/tonne) 
Quantity of kangaroo meat_processed^ (tormes) 
Retail value of demand 
Number of_persormel in_processing^ plant ^  
1 Total number of personnel in production^ 
1 Base (0%o in 
1 increase in costs' 
~|~ 
! 
1 
~[~ 
1 
" ~r 
$97 932 039 
1 668 018 
1 600 000 
208 
83 
12 553.9 
1 580.9 
1 865.2 
$2 516 
$2 483 
$2 503 
$2 511 
16 000 
$40 179 583 
328 
564 
1 70%) Increase in 
1 Costs 
1 
1 
1 
r~ 
1 1
 
1
 
1 
L
_
L
_
L
_
 
1
 
1
 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
$82 391 951 
1 668 018 
1 375 000 
179 
72 
10 791.5 
1 356.4 
1 602.1 
$2 783 
$2 750 
$2 770 
$2 778 
13 750 
$38 200 662 
286 
489 
Appendix Bl 
Appendix B34 
Appendix B35andB36 
Appendix B37 and B38 
Appendix B39 
r 
Sum of the number of harvesters, chiller box operators and processing plant personnel. The 
operation of three chiller boxes equates to one full time position. 
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By comparing Figure 5.2 (normal production costs) with Figure 5.22, one can 
identify the effects of a 70%) cost rise. The large processing facility at St George is 
replaced with a medium facility^^\ reducing production by 2 250 tonnes (14.1%)) to 
13 750tonnes (Table 5.11). 
The increased cost structure reduced the number of kangaroos harvested^^^ in 
the future QKHI from 1 600 000 to 1 375 000 kangaroos (Table 5.11), a decrease of 
14.1%. 
The number of harvesters required decreases by 29 (13.9%)) (Table 5.11), 
while the number of chiller boxes required declines by 11 to 72. The processing sector 
requires 286 people, which is 42 fewer than before the cost increase. The total number 
of people involved in the production of kangaroo meat is 489, a decline of 75 jobs or 
13.3%. 
The decline in kangaroo meat supply increases the potential market price for 
kangaroo meat from $2 511 to $2 778 per tonne (Table 5.11). However, the value of 
total demand declines by $1 978 921 to $38 200 662, a fall of 4.9 %. 
^" A more noticeable change with Figure 5.22 is the change in raw product sourcing by processors. 
Under increased costs staicUires, processors place a greater emphasis on sourcing kangaroo carcasses 
from close proximity (as illustrated by the dotted blue line). The flow on effect is the non harvesUng 
in the far north and far north west of the state. Appendix B34 identifies 11 shires in which 
harvesting is absent. 
^" Examining the number of kangaroos to be harvested in Appendix B34, and the number of 
kangaroos available for harvesting (Appendix Bl) tiie shires of Inglewood and Bauhima are under 
utilised. A total of 293 018 surplus kangaroos were available for harvest. 
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5.3.7 The effects of different carcass meat yields 
This section examines the effects of carcass meat yields on the future structure 
of a QKHI. The effects of obtaining a boneless meat yield of 6 kg, 8 kg, and 12kg per 
carcass is identified using the SEM. Eariier Section 5.3.1 identified a future QKHI 
operating at a carcass meat yield of 10kg. 
As outlined in Chapter 2 the average meat yield from a kangaroo carcass is 
10kg of which 3 kg is first grade meat and 7kg is second grade meat suitable for 
manufacturing'^^^. 
Table 5.12. A summary of a future QKHI operating under carcass meat yields of 6kg, 
8kg, 10kg, and 12kg, a quota rate of 15%o, medium quantity demand and an 
own price elasticity of demand of-1.5 
I , - , ,,. , . I TTl rrr ; ,,. , , i ; 12 kg Yield \ 10 kg \ 8 kg Yield ; 6 kg Yield 
] I Yield ; ] 
qbj_ectwefimction ' $10_4_921_5^ ^ I $.97 3^2^  ^ ^ X}}!. ^°11^^ X ~ — ^-
jNumber ofk^ar_oos_ayatiabl_e2^ \_ _l_668_qi8 _ j ^ ^ 668_0j.8_'ff \ 668J)18_^T i 668_028_ 
'l^iunberofkjngaroo_sJiaive_sted^ i _L60Q.0?0 _ i i60p_00q_ , i6qo_OOq_ , i6q0_00q__ 
Niunber ofharyesterejegu^ 7 2q_8 T 208 ^ 208 ^ 208 
l^ ujn^er^fj:hiJler_boxes_r£quired^ i 8^ i ^3 i ^3 i ^3 
'¥?£!LeLqy^tyjB£isbaneJtonnes) 7_L5_019.1__Y_12^53_9_T JO 047_1_T"_7_538.6 
jMarket_quaimtyJlockhampton (tonne_s)__L_i 901_3__]I_ 1^80.9_^_L26i.8_~]^_ 9A}J_ 
^^tJ^^^^Toyn^\\QJiow^QS) i _ 2 239^6__i _L86^2_ i _ L i 9 i i _ i _\.\M1-. 
Markeijence_Bn_sbane_($/tonnel L _ i 2 22^ 7 $2_5_16 _ T _ $2_9_19 _ T _ $3_5J5 
jMarketjerice^Rockhamptq^^^ T _ ^ 2 ]_9^  ]'_ $2_4_83 _ ^  _ $2_8^ 6 _f^_ $3_5_02 
Marke^£nce_Townsyme(j;Aomie_) i _ i 2 2 1 5 , _$2_5.P2_ i _$2_9i)6_ , _$3_5i2_ 
"AverageJ'alue_($/tonne)_ J _ i 2 22_3__[]_ $2_5_U _'^_ $2_9_14 _^__3_530__ 
J3uantijyj)f kangaroo meat 2roces_sedl i __19 20^ i _16_0_00_ i _i2_8^0 i _?.600__ 
Retail value of demand \ %A2 6%l6AA_]'%AQ_\l9_5%lY%2l'^^l]J^ i !?1^90 324 
J^umber^fpersqnnel in_processing_plant^j ^2.^ 1 -^- | — | — -
Total number ofpersonnel in production*^  i 564 i 564 i 564 i 564 
Appendix Bl 
Appendix B40 
Appendix B41 andB42 
Appendix B43 and B44 
Appendix B45 
S^um of tiie number of harvesters, chiller box operators and processing plant personnel. The 
operation of tiiree chiller boxes equates to one full time position. 
' " Based on my discussions with several processors, 1 found that the average carcass meat yield is 
10kg. Hardman (1996) analysed several kangaroo meat processing faciliUes, and found that a 
average carcass yields 3kg of first grade meat and 7kg of second grade meat. 
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A carcass meat yield of 6kg assumes 1.8 kg of first grade meat and 4.2 kg of 
second grade meat for manufacturing, with the remainder of the meat discarded as pet 
food .A carcass meat yield of 8kg assumes 2.4 kg of first grade meat and 5.6 kg of 
second grade meat for manufacturing, while a carcass meat yield of 12kg assumes 3.6 
kg of first grade meat and 8.4 kg of second grade meat manufacturing. 
A saleable meat yield of 6kg per carcass 
In comparison with Figure 5.2 (a fiiture QKHI operating on a 10kg saleable 
carcass meat yield). Figure 5.23 representing a future QKHI operating on a meat yield 
of 6kg indicates the same number and size of processing facilities, but not in the same 
locations^^"*. Due to a reduced meat yield^^^ total production declines to 9 600 tonnes 
(Table 5.12) (6 400 tonnes or 40% less). 
Examining Table 5.12 the total number of kangaroos harvested is the same^^^, 
as is the total number of people employed (Table 5.12)^^'. 
The dramatic decrease in kangaroo meat supply increases retail price rise from 
$2 511 to $3 530 per tonne (Table 5.12), however, the value of total demand declines 
fi-om $40 179 583 to $33 890 324 (a decrease of $6 289 259 or 15.7 %). 
^^ The reduction in meat yield results in the replacement of the St George facility by Blackall. The 
re-configuration has implications on raw product sourcing for the Barcaldine, Charleville and Roma 
plants as indicated by the dotted blue lines on Figure 5.23. 
^^^ Each of the large processing facilities have a capacity to process 400 000 kangaroos annually, 
however output at each plant declines to 2 400 tonnes. 
^^ ^ However, the pattem of harvesting amount the shires is slightly different. The shires of 
Stanthorpe, Warwick, Inglewood, Millmerran, Mundubbera and Eidsvold, were excluded from 
harvesting (Appendix B40). All these shires have small populations of kangaroos available for 
harvesting in comparison to the shires in which harvesting occurred. To compensate tiie loss of raw 
product supplies from these small shires, the number of kangaroos harvested in Dalrymple increases. 
^^ ' As the number of kangaroos to be harvested is identical, the number of harvesters required is the 
same. However, the distiibution of harvesters to individual shires is slightly different (Appendix 
B42). The number of chiller boxes (Appendix B44) and processing plants (Appendix B45) required 
is identical, however tiie location of these facilities is not. 
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A saleable meat yield of 8kg per carcass 
In comparison with Figure 5.2 (fiiture QKHI operating at a 10kg carcass meat 
yield), a fiiture QKHI operating at a meat yield of 8kg (Figure 5.24) has the same 
number, location and size of processing facilities^^^ However overall production 
declines to 12 800 tonnes (Table 5.12) (3 200 tonnes or 20% less). 
As the number of kangaroos harvested under production rates of 8 and 10kg 
per carcass is identical, the total number of personnel required is the same (Table 
5.12)^'^ 
A decrease in kangaroo meat supply increases the retail market price of 
kangaroo meat fi-om $2 511 to $2 914 per tonne (Table 5.12), however, the value of 
total demand declines considerably from $40 179 583 to $37 302 176 (a decrease of 
$2 877 407 or 7.2%). 
A saleable meat yield of 12kg per carcass 
Figure 5.25 illustrates a fiiture QKHI operating on a saleable meat yield of 
12kg per carcass . In comparison with Figure 5.2 (future QKHI operating on a 10kg 
carcass meat yield), the industry has the same number and size of processing facilities, 
but not in the same locations^'^ Total production increases from 16 000 tonnes (20%) 
to 19 200 tonnes (Table 5.12). 
The only observable difference between the two maps is in the sourcing of raw product by the 
Charleville and Barcaldine processing facilities as indicated by the dotted blue lines on Figure 5.24. 
The 2kg saleable meat yield reduction reduces production at each plant from 4 000 to 3 200 tonnes 
annually 
The number and location of harvesters required is the same (Appendix B42), as is the number and 
location of chiller boxes (Appendix B44) and processing plants (Appendix B45). 
The high meat yield results in the replacement of the St George facility by Rockhampton. The re-
configuration has implications on raw product sourcing for the Barcaldine, Charleville and Roma 
plants as indicated by the dotted blue lines in Figure 5.25. Although each large processing facility 
processes the same number of kangaroos, the quantity of meat produced increases from 4 000 to 
4 800 tonnes annually. 
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As the total number of kangaroos to be harvested^^' remains the same, the 
total number of people required^^^ in the production of kangaroo meat remains the 
same (Table 5.12). 
A increase in kangaroo meat supply reduces the retail market price of 
kangaroo meat fi-om $2 511 to $2 223 per tonne (Table 5.12), however, the value of 
retail demand increases from $40 179 583 to $42 687 644 (a rise of $2 508 061 or 
6.2%). 
5.3.8 The effects of implementing a levy return to land owners 
As stated in Chapter 2 land owners currently receive no returns or 
commissions for the kangaroos harvested on their property (as kangaroos are 
considered as pests competing against domestic livestock for limited pasture feed 
reserves). However, the development of a human consumption market for kangaroo 
meat may change the perception of kangaroos from pest to resource. As a resource, 
the land owner may command a return or commission for each kangaroo harvested on 
their property. 
The provision of a return or levy to the land owner for each kangaroo 
harvested on his/her property adds to the cost of supplying kangaroo meat. This 
section examines these effects. 
Resuhs obtained from the SEM indicate that a levy return to the farmer of $2, 
$4, $6, or $8 per kangaroo harvested has no implications on the infra-structure of a 
fiiture QKHI. However the provision of $10 levy altered the industry's infra-structure. 
The following sections identify a fiiture QKHI operating under a levy return to the 
farmer of $10, $15 and $20 per kangaroo harvested. 
'^' Examining Appendix B40 the only difference from a 12kg carcass meat yield is that no harvesting 
occurs in the westem shire of Boulia, while harvesting in Dalrymple is increased. 
'^^  However the distiibution of harvesters to individual shires is different (Appendix B42), as is the 
number of chiller boxes (Appendix B44) and processing plants (Appendix B45). 
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Table 5.13. A summary of a future QKHI providing a levy return to land owners of 
$0, $8, $10, $15, and $20 per kangaroo harvested on their property, a quota 
rate of 15%), medium quantity demand and an own price elasticity of demand 
of-1.5 
I ?:'.?yj..%.ti?.r'™ .f.9..La.?.d holder 
I $0/hd { S8/h'd I $io/hd } 'S15/hd 1 S20/hd' 
I return | return [ retum | retum | retum 
' ffm n n r\-iC\ ' <toc if, r\->r\ ' o-m A^^ ^«>-. I Objective ftinction_ i ^^.Ullf^Jl l L^il31^3_9 , $81_4_6j_5_22 ; $_74 857 173 \ $68 580 017 
Nmnberj)fkangaapos_aymlable^ i I668J)j_8_7j 668jn8^^2668J)j_8_ 7 1 ^68~^^ 
Number of kangaroos ~[ 1 600 000 7 1 600 000 "[" 1 375 000 "[" 1 200 000 "] ^800,000" 
harvested'' i i i i i 
NiH'*iiL9f^^.£Ste£Sjeqiure^'_T 208 | | 208 T 179 T 156 T 104 
'Number of chiller boxes i 83 i 83 i 72 j 63 | 42 ~ 
required^ I I ' ' ' 
Market quantity Brisbane , 12 553.9 , 12 553.9 T 10 749.5 T 9 420.1 T 6 312.3 
.(tonnes) \ I \ | \ 
Market quantity Rockhampton , 1580.9 j 1580.9 , 1351.1 ; 1,182.2 | 776.9 
(tonnes) I I I I I 
Market quantity Townsville ; 1865.2 ; 1865.2 , 1649.4 \ 1397.7 | 910.8 
(tonnes) i i i i i 
Market grice Brisbane ($/torme_) T _ $2_5_16_ _ T _ $2_5_16 _ T _ $2_7_90 _ T _ $3_q47 _ T _ $3_9J9 _" 
Market price Rockhampton i $2 483 i $2 483 , $2 757 i $3 014 , $3 987 
($/tonnel | | J ' | 
'Market price Townsville i $2 503 , $2 503 , $2 717 , $3 034 , $4 036 
(_$/tonneJI J \_ J ' | 
Ayeragej^due_($/tonne)_ i _$2_51L_ i _$2_5_n _T_$2J77§._ i _ 11.042 _ , _$3_9_86 __ 
Quantity of kangaroo meat "T 16 000 7 16 000 "|~ 13 750 7 12 000 ~[ 8 000 
proces^ed^ i i ' ' j 
Retail v^u_e_ofdem^_d T$40_ 179 5_82 J$40 179 5^3^$_38_ 1_97 508']_$_36 506 8HT$_31_8_90 Vi\_\ 
Number of personnel in , 328 , 328 , 286 , 246 , 164 
groces^ingjglanf ] j ^ | I 
Total number of personnel in , 564 , 564 , 489 , 423 , 282 
production^ I I I I I 
Appendix B46 
Appendix B46 
'^ Appendix B47 and B48 
Appendix B49 and B50 
Appendix B51 
e 
Sum of tiie number of harvesters, chiller box operators and processing plant personnel. The 
operation of three chiller boxes equates to one full time position. 
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$10 payment to the land owner 
To meet the $10 payment, a fiiture QKHI requires to reduce the supply of 
kangaroo meat on to the market in order to obtain a higher market price to 
compensate r the increase in production costs. 
As indicated by Figure 5.26 and Table 5.13, a fiiture QKHI operates at a 
reduced capacity^^^ harvesting 1 375 000 kangaroos^^'* and processing 13 750 tonnes 
annually. 
A reduced harvesting effort has implications on the number and location of 
harvesters'''^ chiller box'^^ and processing plant personnel''^. Overall total 
employment opportunities declines in a future QKHI by 75 positions to 489. 
A reduction of 2 250 tonnes of kangaroo meat increases the market retail price 
from $2 511 to $2 778 per tonne(Table 5.13), however, the value of retail demand 
decreases to $38 197 508, a drop of $1 982 075. 
The provision of a $10 payment reduces production by 14% and employment 
by 13.3%). The value of retail demand dechnes by 4.9%. 
$15 payment to the land owner 
A future QKHI operating with a $15 levy undergoes further re-structuring and 
downsizing as indicated by Figure 5.27, with the number of processing facilities 
27 S 
The most notable change is the closure of the large processing facility at Charleville and the 
opening of a medium sized processing facility at Charters Towers. This has implications on raw 
product sourcing for each plant as indicated by the dotted blue lines in Figure 5.28. 
Examining Appendix B46 harvesting is absent from the shires of Quilpie, Banana, Duaringa, 
Boulia, Cloncurry, and the Barcoo, while the shires of Bulloo, Bauhinia and Mckinlay have surplus 
animals available for harvesting. Of the total population available, 82.4% were harvested (293 018 
unharvested animals). 
The total number of harvesters required declines by 29 to 179 (Table 5.13). Appendix B48 details 
the location and number of harvesters required in the fiiture QKHI on a shire basis. 
^^ .^)The total number of chiller boxes required declines by 11 to 72 (Table 5.13). Appendix B50 
details regional chiller box requirements. 
^" As there is a reduction in the quantity of kangaroo meat processed, the number of personnel 
required in the processing sector declines from 328 to 286 (Table 5.13), a loss of 42 positions or 
12.8%. 
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required reduced from four to three. The closure of the Charieville facility"' reduces 
total production from 16 000 to 12 000 tonnes annually (Table 5.13). The number of 
kangaroos harvested decreases from 1 600 000 to 1 200 000 (Table 5.13)"^ 
The reduction in harvesting effort reduces the need for labour input in a fiiture 
"yon , 
QKHI , with employment opportunities decreasing by 141 (25%) to 423. 
A reduced kangaroo meat supply increases the retail market price of kangaroo 
meat fi-om $2 511 to $3 042 per tonne (Table 5.13), however, the value of total 
demand decreases by $3 672 766 to $36 506 817. 
$20 payment to the land owner 
This section examines the extent to which a fiature QKHI is fiirther down sized 
as a result of paying a $20 levy to the land owner for each kangaroo harvested on 
their property (Figure 5.28). 
Figure 5.28 illustrates a dramatic reduction with the closure of the Charieville 
and Barcaldine plants, reducing the number of processing facilities from four to only 
two . The number of kangaroos to be harvested declines from 1 600 000 to 
800 000 while the quantity of kangaroo meat processed decreases by 8 000 to 
8 000 tonnes annually (Table 5.13). 
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The closure of the Charleville plant has implications on raw product sourcing for the remaining 
plants as indicated by the dotted blue lines in Figure 5.27. 
279 T7 • • 
Exanumng Appendix B46, harvesting is absent in the shires of Quilpie, Boulia, Barcoo, Banana, 
Duaringa, Belyando, Cloncurry, Mckinlay, Richmond, Flinders, and Dalrymple, while the shires of 
Bulloo and Bauhinia are under utilised. Of the total kangaroo population available, only 71.9% of the 
population was harvested (468 018 unharvested kangaroos). 
Appendix B48 details the location and number of harvesters required under the new industry 
stmcture, while Appendix B50 details regional chiller box requirements. The total number of 
harvesters required declines by 52 to 156 (Table 5.13), while the total number of chiller boxes 
required declines by 20 to 63. The number of people required in the processing sector declines from 
328 to 246 (Table 5.13). This represents a loss of 82 positions, or a decline of 25%. 
The closure of two plants has implication on raw product sourcing for the remaining plants as 
indicated by the dotted blue lines in Figure 5.30, with harvesting centred in the mid south-west of the 
State. 
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Examining Appendix B46 harvesting is absent from 24 shires, while the shire of Tambo is under 
utilised. Of the total population available, only 48% of the population was harvested, (868 018 
unharvested animals) which is less than half of what is available. 
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The dramatic reduction in harvesting effort reduces the need for labour in a 
future QKHI^ *^  with employment opportunities decreases from 564 to 282 positions. 
A total of 282 poshions are lost as a resuh of the provision of the $20 per hd 
payment. 
Most importantly, a payment of $20/head would disadvantage graziers overall 
as industry payments for kangaroos is $16 million ($20/kangaroo multiplied by 
800 000 which is the number of kangaroos demanded by the processing sector). In 
comparison, graziers overall receive $18 million ($15/kangaroo multiplied by 1.2 
million which is the number of kangaroos demanded by the processing sector) under 
$15/kangaroo. 
The 50%) (8 000 tonne) reduction in kangaroo meat supply increases the retail 
market price of kangaroo meat from $2 511 to $3 986 per tonne (Table 5.13), 
however the value of demand decreases by $8 289 452 (20.6%) to $31 890 131 
(Table 5.13). 
''' Appendix B48 details the location and number of harvesters required under the new mdustry 
stnicuire, while Appendix B50 details regional chiller box requirements. The total number of 
harvesters required declines by half to 104 (Table 5.13), while the total number of chiller boxes 
required declines by 41 to 42. The number of people required in tiie processing sector dechnes from 
328 to 164 (Table 5.13). This represents a loss of 164 positions, or a declme of 50 A 
Chapter 6 
CONCLISION 
6.1 Introduction 
As discussed in Chapter I, the worid trade in wild animal products is a 
multi-billion dollar industr>. Strong economic, social and environmental arguments 
continue to support the growth of this induslr\ at the expense of domesticated 
species. Although having an abundance of wild native species and introduced 
animals with commercial potential, Australia has continually failed to capitalise on 
a number of these commercial possibilities (Chapter 1). 
Australia is unique in that it has the only free ranging population of 
kangaroos in the world. Rather than utilise this population as a valued renewable 
resource, we have for decades pursued a management strateg>' which considered the 
kangaroo population as a pest to primary producers. 
In this chapter 1 discuss why we should not only support the kangaroo 
harvesting industry, but also support the development of markets for kangaroo 
products. In this thesis economic theory is used to analyse the management of a 
natural resource (kangaroo). Incorporating biological (pertaining to kangaroo 
population dynamics) and production (input requirements, production rates and 
costs) knowledge, and assuming future market demands, an economic model is 
formulated which identifies the future infra-structure of a Queensland Kangaroo 
Harvesting Industry based on the utilisation of the meat for a human consumption 
market. This information will greatly assist those involved in the management of the 
industry. 
Using the findings and insights identified in earlier chapters, this chapter 
answers a number of quesfions put forward in Chapter 1 including the thesis 
hypothesis: The development of a kangaroo harvesting industry for human 
consumption in Queensland would provide major economic benefits, in terms of 
employment opportunities and revenue to the State's rural community:' 
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Through the course of this study I identified a number of knowledge gaps 
relating to the harvesting industry. I recommend research priorities to address a 
number of these gaps. 
Potentially the thesis model can also be used to identify the optimal infra-
structure of other field harvested animal industries, such as feral goats and pigs. A 
brief discussion summarises the applicability of the thesis model for other industries. 
In conclusion the chapter discusses the use of a constant elasticity demand 
curve in spatial equilibrium modelling, and the implications this has on fiiture 
economic studies. 
6.2 Reasons for developing a kangaroo harvesting industry in Australia? 
Production vie^vpoint 
Most of Australia's agricultural production is exported to overseas markets. 
For all commodities produced, Australian producers continually face strong 
competition from producers in other nations. As identified in Chapter 1, even the 
commercialisation of Australian native plant and animal species has fared better 
overseas than at home. Therefore Australian producers are mainly price takers on the 
worid markets, having virtually no market power. 
As the only country capable of supplying kangaroo products now and in the 
foreseeable fiiture, Australia is in a unique position. As the sole supplier, Australian 
producers have a large degree of market power provided market demand can be 
developed for "kangaroo" products. 
Economic vieyvpoint 
Kangaroo harvesting is by far the biggest "wild animal industry" in Australia. 
Although it is worth $50 to $60 million annually, it has considerably potential to 
increase in terms of quantity of product (mainly meat) and value (value adding 
through further processing) provided market demand can be driven to use all of the 
product produced, and pay increased prices for these products. 
As discussed in Chapter 2, potentially 50 000 to 60 000 tonnes of kangaroo 
meat can be produced annually. Currently only 10 000 tonnes of kangaroo meat is 
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processed each year for the pet meat industry. Based on a wholesale price of 
$1.00/kg, the value of the kangaroo meat industry is approximately $10 million. The 
development of a human consumption market for approximately 50 000 tonnes of 
kangaroo meat at an average wholesale price of $2.00/kg would be worth 
approximately $100 million each year. 
Conservation viewpoint 
In a number of countries which have adopted a policy of sustainably utilising 
their native animal species, the actual number of native animals on private land 
holdings has increased substantially (Chapter 1). 
The vast majority of kangaroos in Australia are located on private lands. The 
conservation of kangaroos on private lands must provide land holders a source of 
revenue, which for most may come from harvesting. The development of a market 
and industry for kangaroo products will provide the mechanism allowing land owners 
to derive an income from managing kangaroos on their property as a renewable 
resource rather than as a pest. 
Social viewpoint 
The decline in real income for primary producers has not only reduced 
employment prospects on the land, but also reduced employment and income for 
surrounding rural communities. The development of a kangaroo meat industry offers 
new employment prospects in rural regions, and offers income both directly and 
indirectly to the rural community. 
6.3 A future Queensland Kangaroo Harvesting Industry 
The major findings from Chapter 1 were that a fiiture Queensland Kangaroo 
Harvesting Industry would be based on the field harvesting of kangaroos on private 
properties (as it is unlikely that the government would contemplate removing the 
restriction to harvesting from leasehold and freehold lands only). A kangaroo based 
production system is currently discouraged as economic returns are low, and 
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legislation prevents the private ownership of animals^ '^*. Considering experiences in 
other countries, the optimal management practice will integrate kangaroo production 
with current sheep and cattle production systems. This requires a shift in the 
perceptions by land owners of kangaroos from pest to renewable resource. 
In Chapter 2 I identify that although there is general support for the 
development of a kangaroo meat industry for human consumption, opposition groups 
have eflfectively restricted the development of the industry to date, especially 
overseas. I also discuss current regulations governing the industry that presently 
restricts the capacity of a fiiture industry. In Chapters 3 and 4 I illustrate the 
development and application of a Spatial Equilibrium Model for a future Queensland 
Kangaroo Harvesting Industry, with the results obtained from operating the model 
presented in Chapter 5. 
Thesis Hypothesis 
The resuhs (Section 5.2.1) suggest that a kangaroo harvesting industry driven 
by effective demand may provide major economic benefits in terms of employment 
opportunities and revenue to the State's rural community. 
In Chapter 2,1 indicated that the current industry utilises approximately 500 000 
kangaroos to produce pet meat worth $11.5 million to the retail trade. Results from 
Chapter 5 (Section 5.2.1) identified that a fiiture QKHI would utilise 1 600 000 
kangaroos to produce meat valued at approximately $40 million (retail). This fijture 
QKHI would require over 300 personnel in processing plants, which represents 
significant employment prospects for inland centres like Roma and Blackall. 
Furthermore the study answers the following questions regarding the fiiture 
QKHI. 
284 Currentiy all kangaroos on public and private lands fall under crown ownership. Through a 
annual quota the government provides access to a specified proportion of the population. A lack of 
private ownership discourages primary producers from investing resources (i.e. habitat/resource 
modification tiiat may promote the expansion of the kangaroo population on his propert}'). However 
Tisdell (1995) questioned whether private ownership is necessaiy to achieve consen'ation objectives. 
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Q.l For maximum economic efficiency, should the harvesting and processing of 
kangaroo meat for human consumption in Queensland be spatially segmented? 
The results obtained from the model indicate that economic efficiency is 
maximised with a spatially segmented industry with four preferred sites for 
processing works at Roma, Charleville, Barcaldine and St George. This outcome has 
significant implications for industry in considering the location of, and investment in, 
processing works. It also has implications for Government policy on how the harvest 
is managed to promote investment in meat processing works and ensure continuity of 
supply throughout the year. 
Q. 2 Under what circumstances would the infra-structure of the industry be sensitive 
to changes in market demand conditions? 
Tables 5.2, 5.4 and 5.6 indicate that the infra-structure of a fijture QKHI is 
not sensitive to change in demand from medium to high demand under an own price 
elasticity of demand of-1.5 and -2.0 (only small change occurring under -0.9). 
However, operation of the industry is highly sensitive to change in demand from 
medium to low demand for an own price elasticity of-0.9 (63% decline in harvest 
quantity) and moderately senshive to the same change for an own price elasticity of 
demand of-1.5 (25% decline in harvest quantity). 
The infra-structure of the industry was little changed by the change in demand 
from low to high for an own price elasticity of demand of-2.0, but a decline in 
demand from medium to low for an own price elasticity of demand of-1.5 lead to 
the loss of a large processing plant at St George. Industry infra-structure was most 
sensitive to changes in demand under an own price elasticity of demand of-0.9 
where the low demand scenario resulted in the loss of all plants except a large one at 
Roma and a medium one at St George. 
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Q.3 Will the infrastructure of the industry be sensitive to changes in han'est off-
take rates? 
The model results suggest that the infra-structure of the industry is highly 
sensitive to changes in harvest oflf-take rates^^^ The large processing works at Roma 
and Charieville are unaffected by ehher a decrease or increase in the harvest off-take 
rate. As illustrated by Section 5,3.3, a decrease of 2.5% in the quota rate from 15% 
reduces the number of kangaroos available for harvesting by 278 000, and therefore 
reduces employment opportunities by 75. Meat production declines by 2 250 tonnes 
(14%) while the value of retail demand falls by 1 978 553 (5%). 
Q.4 Will the infra-structure of the industry be sensitive to changes in production 
costs? 
The model indicates that the industry would be insensitive to increases in 
production costs of up to 60% for a quota of 15%, medium demand and a -1.5 own 
price elasticity of demand . However an increase in production costs of 70% would 
lead to the replacement of the large processing plant at St George with a medium size 
one at the same location. The number of kangaroos required is reduced by 225 000 
(14%), while the number of people required in a future QKHI is reduced by 75. Meat 
production declines by 16%), while the value of retail demand falls by 4.9%). 
Q.5 Under what circumstances would the infra-structure of the industry be sensitive 
to changes in changes in kangaroo numbers? 
The structure and operation of a future QKHI is sensitive to changes in 
changes in kangaroo numbers^^ .^ Increases inn kangaroo numbers lead to the 
development of additional processing facilities in the north but no change from base 
levels in the south. Significantly the large processing works at Charieville and Roma 
remained viable even under the 40%o decline in population densities scenario. In 
^^^ Section 5.3.3 identifies the effects of reducing the quota rate to 10% and 12.5%, and increasing 
die quota rate to 17.5% and 20%. 
^^ Industry is able to absorb the cost increase due to a large discrepancy between total cost of supply 
and the value of total demand. 
^^ ' Section 5.3.5 examines a fiiture QKHI operating under a 10%, 20%, 30% and 40% population 
density decrease while Section 5.3.4 examines the effects of a 10%, 20% and 30% increase. 
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Section 5.3.5 I calculated that a 20%o population density decrease reduced the 
number of kangaroos available for harvesting by 359 048 per annum. Employment 
opportunities fall by 108 poshions, while the value of retail demand declines by 2 933 
866 (7.3%). 
Q. 6 Under what circumstances would the infra-structure of the industry be sensitive 
to changes in carcass meat yields? 
The infra-structure of a future QKHI is relatively insensitive to changes in 
carcass meat yields as there is no change in the total number of kangaroos harvested 
or the number of personnel involved when the carcass meat yield changes from 6 to 
12 kg and the three main processing sites at Barcaldine, Charleville and Roma remain 
unchanged^^ .^ Despite the absence of changes in the number of kangaroos harvested 
and the number of people involved, a decline in yield will lead to a decline in total 
production. 
Q. 7 What level of financial return to the landowner would be consistent with the 
financial viability of the industry?^^^^ 
The model suggest that a payment of up to $8 per animal to the land owner 
would not aher the infra-structure of a fijture QKHI under the economic scenario 
used^ ^^ ''^ °^. However in Section 5.3.8 I found that the payment of $10 per kangaroo 
harvested altered the infra-structure of the industry. Under a $10 payment scheme a 
future industry harvests 1 375 000 kangaroos (a reduction of 225 000), employs 489 
people (75 fewer positions), and is worth $38 197 508 in retail demand ($1 982 075 
less). 
*^* The large processing site at St George appears to be most sensitive to changes in the carcass meat 
yield, declining to a medium site at 8 kg and being replaced by a large site at Blackall for carcass 
yield of 6 kg or a large site at Rockhampton for a carcass yield of 12 kg. 
^^^^ A final question which flows on is "Would the le^>el of return from the industry to the landowner 
be sufficient to lead to changes in land management practices which were ecologically sustainable 
and promoted long term conservation of kangaroos on these propertiesT 
^^ ' The relative level of the retum under different market scenarios was not investigated but could be 
expected to vary. 
^^  In Section 5.3.8 I also examine a future QKHI operating with a $15 and $20 payment scheme to 
the land o\vner for each kangaroo harvested. 
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6.4 Recommendations for the future development of a QKHI 
Based on the above findings, it is obvious that a fiiture QKHI is of economic 
importance to Queenslands rural community. The following recommendations are 
aimed at both government and industry, and suggest development strategies required 
for the fijture QKHI to realise its full potential. 
Marketing Campaign. A coordinated effort is required by industry and 
government to promote the development of a domestic human consumption market 
for kangaroo meat. The promotion should emphasise: 
1. That the development of a human consumption market for kangaroo meat 
will provide rural employment opportunities in rural areas, and income for 
rural producers. 
2. That the actual harvesting process is not only humane, but also effective in 
providing a clean (organic) and safe (hygenic) product. 
3. That the culling of kangaroos is not only sustainable, but that it also 
promotes the ability of the overall kangaroo population to survive frequent 
droughts. 
4. The unique characteristics of kangaroo meat to create a product with little 
or no substitutes (own price elasticity of-0.9 rather than -2.0). 
The role of Government as information providers on the kangaroo harvesting 
industry is not only important here at home, but also overseas in our export markets. 
Kangaroo Population Management 
When setting the annual kangaroo quota the government should carefully 
consider the economic as well as the ecological repercussions. To encourage the 
development of the harvest industry, the government needs to consider policies that 
promote maximum use of those animals which are harvested thus leading to increased 
meat production for human consumption. 
Industry Infrastructure Promotion 
State and Local Government in consultation with industry, provide incentives 
that will promote the establishment of large processing facilities (as identified in this 
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Study) at Roma, Charieville, Blackall/Barcaldine, and St George. 
The study also identified Emerald, Charters Towers, Cloncurry, Hughenden 
and Winton as optimal locations for the positioning of small to medium sized 
processing facilities. 
Business Management Training 
Future businesses involved in the harvesting industry must be conscious that 
there will be variability in production. Management must, therefore, take account of 
variability in raw product supply. 
To this extent. Government can assist by providing detailed harvests records 
on a regional basis which provides businesses an indication of raw product variability 
in their area. 
Private businesses within the kangaroo harvesting industry can also make 
allowances for the natural variability in raw product supply by developing a diverse 
infrastructure which not only sources animals throughout the state, but also interstate 
when required. 
Opening up of the Manufacturing Trade 
Kangaroo meat processors require new markets in the meat manufacturing 
industry for the off-cuts (lower quality grade meat portions) which currently are 
discarded for low value uses as pet meat, or as waste material being rendered for 
blood and bone fertiliser. 
To this extent the Industry and State government can assist by adopting 
regulations that increases the availability and attractiveness of kangaroo meat for 
manufacturing purposes. 
Providing Financial Returns to Land Owners 
That the fiiture QKHI incorporate a payment system of up to $8 per 
kangaroo to the land owner for each kangaroo harvested. Such a policy will 
encourage land owners to manage their kangaroo populations as a renewable 
resource, thereby not only conserving current populations, but encouraging kangaroo 
population expansion on private lands. 
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6.5 Future research priorities 
A major shortcoming of this study has been the reliance on synthetic demand 
curves because of our current lack of knowledge regarding the market demand for 
kangaroo meat. This knowledge gap is impeding the development of the industry. 
Market research is required to identify consumer awareness and perception of 
kangaroo meat, so that a future industry can effectively promote and activate market 
demand. Markets at home and overseas should be investigated. 
Curtently the industry faces strong opposition from a number of conservation 
groups (mainly animal rights groups rather than mainstream conservation groups). 
Strategies to combat the information circulated by these opposition groups need to 
be carefully identified, and applied. Industry marketing campaigns need to focus on a 
strong animal welfare and conservation message as well as the qualities of the 
product being promoted. 
During the course of this study I found that many processors and distributors 
of kangaroo meat were continually experimenting with product packaging. There is a 
need for a study investigating the processing and handling characteristics of kangaroo 
meat. 
As the product is field harvested and field dressed, the possibility of product 
contamination is ever present (even with a suitable quality assurance program in 
place). The entire harvesting and processing operation needs to be continually 
monitored, and research is needed to improve the harvest process reduce the 
probability of contamination and improve meat quality. 
This study also identified a lack of knowledge regarding kangaroo 
populations at a regional (shire) and property level. Research is required to identify 
the behaviour of these individual populations to harvest rates, habitat condition and 
weather conditions. 
Research is also required to identify optimal kangaroo population 
management at the property level. The central issue regarding kangaroo management 
on private lands is kangaroo ownership. Some form of private kangaroo ownership is 
required to allow the land manager to set individual property quotas that better meets 
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the conservation of the property's habitat and fauna, and meets the land owners 
economic objectives. Research is needed to examine the merits of private ownership 
over kangaroos. 
Allocating tags (harvest rights) to individual properties may provide land 
owners an economic incentive to conservatively manage their kangaroo 
population^^V However such a system faces many obstacles including effectively and 
economically estimating the kangaroo population on each property, which may be 
required regularly. Hence research into individual property population monitoring is 
required. 
In Queensland, research on the factors determining shooter behaviour, 
hunting effort and effectiveness would appear to be necessary for a better 
understanding of the distribution of harvesting effort and how this should be managed 
to ensure ecologically and economically sustainable harvesting of kangaroos. 
Kangaroos not only adapt well to captive rearing, but are well suited to 
intensive farming situations'^ ^ .^ The development of kangaroo based farms will 
increase the availability of kangaroos for harvesting, and have important 
repercussions on the conservation of free ranging populations. Research needs to 
examine options for intensive farming production systems for kangaroos, and the 
implication this has on the harvest industry and the kangaroo population as a whole. 
6.6 Application to other industries 
The Spatial Equilibrium Model developed in this study for the kangaroo 
harvesting industry has potential application to other industries. It can be used to 
identify the optimal infra-structure and input requirements of other field harvested 
animals utilised for game meat production. 
Feral goats and pigs are harvested in a similar way to kangaroos. The 
equipment, facilities and the personnel required are commonly the same. Therefore 
the model developed in this study for the kangaroo industry can be adapted to the 
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Both South Australia and New South Wales have addressed this issue to a large degree. 
Kangaroos have a high reproductive ability, have a high carcass meat yield and low fat content, 
and have a good feed/meat conversion ratio. 
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feral goat and pig meat industries. In both instances, some indication of regional raw 
product supply and market demand is required. Further advances to this model may 
allow it to investigate the structure of an integrated wild animal meat industry which 
opportunistically used goats, pigs and kangaroos. 
As illustrated in this study, the model can be applied to other industries in 
which supply is potentially diverse. The model can identify the optimal location and 
quantity of raw product supply, optimal processing sites and market places. Inputs 
including labour and facilities can be incorporated into the model to provide an 
indication of regional input requirements. 
6.7 Major modelling advances 
As discussed in Chapter 3, past Spatial Equilibrium Modelling studies have 
used straight line demand curves to represent the market. This may be a potential 
shortcoming as a straight line has along it variable price elasticities. Therefore the 
demand curve is only relevant for a small subsection when examining the market 
demand situation for a product with a perceived constant price elasticity. 
Due to advances in computing ability more complex equations can now be 
programmed. Using these advances this study incorporates a constant elasticity 
demand curve (Section 3.10.1) in a spatial equilibrium model for the Queensland 
Kangaroo Harvesting Industry. 
The use of a constant elasticity function provides a more flexible demand 
function in that a large proportion of the curve relates to actual market conditions (if 
the elasticity for the product is expected to be constant), and improves the accuracy 
of the overall model. In particular, economic modelling studies examining products 
without detailed econometric market demand estimates would benefit through the use 
of a constant elasticity demand fijnction that only requires a single elasticity estimate 
to formulate. 
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SIFFLE KANGAROO MODEL 
SOFFUPPER 
* supply regions 
SETS Al stanthorpe / STAN/ 
A2 Warwick / ROSE / 
A3 inglewood / I N G L / 
A4 millmerran / MILL / 
A5 goondiwindi / W A G G / 
A6 tara / T A R A / 
A7 miles / MURl / 
A8 chinchilla / CHIN / 
A9 surat / W A R R / 
AlO dalby / W A M B / 
Al l stgeorge / B A L O / 
A12 yuleba / B E N D / 
A13 mitchell / B O O R / 
A14 charleville / MURW / 
A15 cunnamulla / F A R O / 
A16 quilpie / Q U I L / 
A17 thargomindah / B U L L / 
A18 roma / B U N G / 
A19 taroom / TARO / 
A20 springsure / B A U H / 
A21 biloela / B A N A / 
A22 duaringa / D U A R / 
A23 emerald / E M E R / 
A24 Clermont / BELY / 
A25 capella /PEAK/ 
A26 alpha / JERI / 
A27 tambo / T A M B / 
A28 blackall / BLAC / 
A29 isisford / ISIS / 
A30 barcaldine / BARD / 
A31 ilfracombe / I L F R / 
A32 longreach / L O N G / 
A33 aramac / A R A M / 
A34 winton / WINT / 
A35 bouha / B O U L / 
A36 cloncurry / C L O N / 
A37 Julia creek / MCKI / 
A3 8 richmond / RICH / 
A39 hughenden / FLIN / 
A40 charters towers / D A L R / 
A41 windorah / BARO / 
A42 mundubbera / M U N D / 
A43 eidsvold / E I D S / 
A50 brisbane / B R I S B / 
A51 Warwick / W A R W I / 
A52 toowoomba / T O O W O / 
A53 dalby / DALBY / 
A54 roma /ROMAA/ 
A55 goondiwindi / G O O N D / 
A56 stgeorge / G E O R G / 
A57 charleville / C H A R L / 
A58 cunnamulla / C U N N A / 
A59 longreach / L O N G R / 
A60 barcaldine / B A R D A / 
A61 blackall /BLACK/ 
A62 winton / WINTO / 
A63 hughenden / HUGHE / 
A64 richmond / RICHM / 
A65 cloncurry / C L O N C / 
A66 mount isa / M O U N T / 
A67 charters towers / C H A R T / 
A68 emerald / E M E R A / 
A69 townsville / TOWNS / 
A70 rockhampton / ROCKH/ 
A80 brisbane / BRISBI / 
A81 rockhampton / ROCKH A/ 
A82 townsville /TOWNSV/ ; 
SET I supply regions / 
STAN, ROSE, INGL, MILL, WAGG, TARA, MURI, 
CHIN, WARR, WAMB, BALO, BEND, BOOR, MURW, 
PARO, QUIL, BULL, BUNG, TARO, BAUH, BANA, 
DUAR, EMER BELY, PEAK, JERI, TAMB, BLAC, 
ISIS, BARD, ILFR, LONG, ARAM, WINT, BOUL, 
CLON, MCKI, RICH, FLIN, DALR, BARO, MUND, 
EIDS /; 
SET J processing regions / 
BRISB, WARWI, TOOWO, DALBY, ROMAA, 
GOOND, 
GEORG, CHARL, CUNNA, LONGR, BARDA, BLACK, 
WINTO, HUGHE, RICHM, CLONC, MOUNT, CHART, 
EMERA, TOWNS, ROCKH /; 
SETK markets/ 
BRISBL ROCKHA, TOWNSV /; 
VARIABLES 
SS(J,A80) market route possibilities for brisbane 
ST market route possibilities for rockhampton 
S V market route possibilities for townsville; 
TABLE KA(*,J) distance in km between supply regions 
and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
STAN 222 58 142 225 490 
ROSE 164 0 84 167 432 
INGL 272 108 192 275 427 
MILL 216 140 84 104 369 
WAGG 363 199 224 208 336 
TARA 304 258 172 91 235 
MURI 341 293 209 126 139 
CHIN 296 248 164 81 184 
WARR 453 457 321 238 78 
WAMB 215 167 83 0 265 
BALO 508 402 376 293 196 
BEND 421 373 289 206 59 
BOOR 568 520 436 353 88 
MURW 749 701 617 534 269 
PARO 799 693 718 584 487 
QUIL 960 912 828 745 480 
BULL 992 886 911 777 680 
BUNG 480 432 348 265 0 
TARO 468 420 336 253 266 
BAUH 862 814 730 647 660 
BANA 667 619 535 452 465 
DUAR 818 770 686 603 616 
EMER 927 879 795 712 725 
BELY 1036 988 904 821 834 
PEAK 981 933 849 766 779 
JERI 862 814 730 647 660 
TAMB 865 817 733 650 385 
BLAC 962 914 830 747 482 
ISIS 1083 1035 951 868 603 
BARD 1069 1021 937 854 589 
ILFR 1149 1101 1017 934 669 
LONG 1176 1128 1044 961 696 
ARAM 1136 1088 1004 921 656 
WINT 1350 1302 1218 1135 870 
BOUL 1704 1653 1569 1489 1224 
CLON 1698 1650 1566 1483 1218 
MCKI 1823 1775 1691 1608 1343 
RICH 1677 1629 1545 1462 1197 
FLIN 1564 1516 1432 1349 1084 
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DALR 1323 1356 1272 1189 1202 
BARO 1201 1153 1069 986 721 
MUND 429 381 297 214 384 
EIDS 466 418 334 251 421 
+ GOOND GEORG CHARL CUNNA LONGR 
STAN 257 460 759 751 1186 
ROSE 199 402 701 693 1128 
INGL 91 294 696 483 1123 
MILL 160 363 638 654 1065 
WAGG 0 203 605 494 1032 
TARA 177 262 504 553 931 
MURI 220 299 498 590 835 
CHIN 254 339 453 630 880 
WARR 258 118 347 409 774 
WAMB 208 293 534 584 961 
BALO 203 0 465 291 892 
BEND 300 255 328 444 755 
BOOR 447 254 181 375 608 
MURW 628 465 0 194 511 
PARO 494 291 194 0 705 
QUIL 839 676 211 405 722 
BULL 687 484 387 193 898 
BUNG 359 196 269 463 696 
TARO 347 432 535 723 875 
BAUH 741 820 778 972 481 
BANA 546 625 734 916 687 
DUAR 697 776 870 1064 573 
EMER 806 885 713 907 416 
BELY 915 994 822 1016 525 
PEAK 860 939 767 961 470 
JERI 741 856 549 743 247 
TAMB 744 581 200 394 311 
BLAC 841 678 297 491 214 
ISIS 962 799 418 612 143 
BARD 948 785 404 598 107 
ILFR 1028 865 484 678 27 
LONG 1055 892 511 705 0 
ARAM 1015 852 471 665 174 
WINT 1229 1066 685 879 174 
BOUL 1583 1420 1039 1233 528 
CLON 1577 1414 1033 1227 522 
MCKI 1702 1539 1158 1352 647 
RICH 1556 1393 1012 1206 501 
FLIN 1443 1280 899 1093 388 
DALR 1283 1362 1144 1338 633 
BARO 1080 917 452 646 310 
MUND 422 507 653 830 894 
EIDS 459 544 690 867 857 
+ BLACK WINTO HUGHE RICHM CLONC 
BARDA 
STAN 972 1360 1574 1687 1708 1079 
ROSE 914 1302 1516 1629 1650 1021 
INGL 909 1297 1511 1624 1645 1016 
MILL 851 1239 1453 1566 1587 958 
WAGG 818 1206 1420 1533 1554 948 
TARA 717 1105 1319 1432 1453 824 
MURI 621 1009 1223 1336 1357 728 
CHIN 666 1054 1268 1381 1402 773 
WARR 560 948 1162 1275 1296 667 
WAMB 747 1135 1349 1462 1483 854 
BALO 678 1066 1280 1393 1414 785 
BEND 541 929 1143 1256 1277 648 
BOOR 394 782 996 1109 1130 501 
MURW 297 685 899 1012 1033 404 
PARO 491 879 1093 1206 1227 598 
QUIL 508 896 1110 1223 1244 615 
BULL 684 1072 1286 1399 1420 791 
BUNG 482 870 1084 1197 1218 598 
TARO 748 1049 1181 1294 1397 768 
BAUH 481 655 787 900 1003 374 
BANA 687 861 1023 1136 1209 580 
DUAR 573 747 879 992 1095 466 
EMER 416 590 722 835 938 309 
BELY 525 699 613 726 1009 418 
PEAK 470 644 668 781 992 363 
JERI 247 421 635 748 769 140 
TAMB 97 485 699 812 833 204 
BLAC 0 388 602 715 736 107 
ISIS 121 317 531 644 927 196 
BARD 107 281 495 608 629 0 
ILFR 187 201 415 528 811 80 
LONG 214 174 388 501 784 107 
ARAM 174 348 562 675 696 67 
WINT 388 0 214 327 348 281 
BOUL 742 354 568 681 413 635 
CLON 736 348 396 283 0 629 
MCKI 861 473 259 146 137 754 
RICH 715 327 113 0 283 608 
FLIN 602 214 0 113 396 495 
DALR 847 459 245 358 641 740 
BARO 524 484 698 811 1094 417 
MUND 866 1068 1230 1343 1416 787 
EIDS 857 1031 1193 1306 1379 750 
+ MOUNT CHART EMERA TOWNS ROCKH 
STAN 1825 1414 937 1548 819 
ROSE 1767 1356 879 1490 761 
INGL 1762 1374 897 1508 779 
MILL 1704 1293 816 1427 698 
WAGG 1671 1283 806 1417 688 
TARA 1570 1182 705 1316 587 
MURI 1474 1063 586 1197 468 
CHIN 1519 1108 631 1242 513 
WARR 1413 1244 767 1378 649 
WAMB 1600 1189 712 1323 594 
BALO 1531 1368 891 1502 773 
BEND 1394 1143 666 1277 548 
BOOR 1247 1241 810 1375 695 
MURW 1150 1144 713 1278 876 
PARO 1344 1338 907 1472 1064 
QUIL 1361 1355 924 1489 1087 
BULL 1537 1531 1100 1665 1100 
BUNG 1335 1202 725 1338 607 
TARO 1514 936 459 1072 341 
BAUH 1120 542 65 676 331 
BANA 1326 778 271 873 142 
DUAR 1212 634 157 768 109 
EMER 1055 477 0 611 266 
BELY 1126 368 109 502 375 
PEAK 1109 423 54 557 320 
JERI 886 646 169 780 435 
TAMB 950 944 513 1078 779 
BLAC 853 847 416 981 682 
ISIS 782 776 505 910 771 
BARD 746 740 309 874 575 
ILFR 666 660 389 794 655 
LONG 639 633 416 767 682 
ARAM 813 807 376 941 642 
WINT 465 459 590 593 856 
BOUL 296 813 944 947 1210 
CLON 117 641 938 775 1204 
MCKI 254 504 1063 638 1329 
RICH 400 358 835 492 1183 
FLIN 513 245 722 379 1070 
DALR 758 0 477 134 743 
BARO 949 943 726 1077 992 
MUND 1533 985 478 1080 349 
EIDS 1496 948 441 1043 312; 
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T / ^ L E KB(*,*) distance in km between processor and 
market 
BRISBI ROCKHA TOWNSV 
BRISB 0 600 457 
WARWI 164 761 1490 
TOOWO 132 701 1432 
DALBY 215 594 1323 
ROMAA 480 607 1338 
GOOND 362 688 1417 
GEORG 508 767 1502 
CHARL 749 876 1278 
CUNNA 799 1070 1472 
LONGR 1176 682 767 
BLACK 962 682 981 
WINTO 1350 856 593 
HUGHE 1564 1070 379 
RICHM 1677 1183 492 
CLONC 1698 1204 775 
MOUNT 1815 1321 892 
CHART 1323 743 134 
EMERA 927 266 611 
BARDA 1069 575 874 
TOWNS 1457 731 0 
ROCKH 600 0 731; 
TABLE KA501(I,J) distance in km between supply regions 
and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
STAN 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
STAN 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
STAN 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 
TABLE KA502(I,J) distance in km between supply regions 
and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
ROSE 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
ROSE 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
ROSE 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 
TABLE KA503(I,J) distance in km between supply regions 
and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
INGL 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
INGL 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
INGL 1 I 1 1 1 1 1; 
TABLE KA504(I,J) distance in km between supply regions 
and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
MILL 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
MILL 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
MILL 1 I 1 I 1 I 1; 
TABLE KA505(I,J) distance in km between supply regions 
and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
WAGG 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
WAGG 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
WAGG 1 1 1 1 1 I 1; 
TABLE KA506(I,J) distance in km between supply regions 
and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
TARA 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
TARA 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
TARA 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 
TABLE KA507(I,J) distance in km between supply regions 
and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
MURI 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
MURI 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
MURI 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 
TABLE KA508(I,J) distance in km between supply regions 
and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
CHIN 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
CHIN 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
CHIN 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 
TABLE KA509(I,J) distance in km between supply regions 
and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
WARR I 1 I I 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
WARR 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
WARR 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 
TABLE KA5010(LJ) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
WAMB 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
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WAMB I 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
WAMB 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 
TABLE KA5011(I,J) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
BALO 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
BALO 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
BALO 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 
TABLE KA5012(I,J) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
BEND 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
BEND 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
BEND 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 
TABLE KA5013(I,J) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
BOOR 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
BOOR 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
BOOR 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 
TABLE KA5014(1,J) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
MURW 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
MURW 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
MURW 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 
TABLE KA5015(1,J) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
PARO 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
PARO 1 1 I 1 1 1 I 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
PARO I 1 1 1 1 1 1; 
TABLEKA50I6(I,J) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
QUIL 1 I 1 1 I I 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR B/UIDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
QUIL 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
QUIL 1 1 1 1 I 1 1; 
TABLE KA5017(I,J) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
BULL 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
BULL 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
BULL 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 
TABLE KA5018(I,J) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
BUNG 1 I 1 1 1 I I 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
BUNG 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
BUNG 1 1 1 1 1 I 1; 
TABLE KA5019(LJ) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
TARO 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
TARO 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
TARO 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 
TABLE KA5020(I,J) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
BAUH 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
BAUH 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
BAUH 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 
TABLE KA5021(I,J) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
BANA 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
BANA 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
BANA 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 
TABLE KA5022(I,J) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
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DUAR 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
DUAR 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
DUAR 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 
TABLE KA5023(I,J) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
EMER 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
EMER I 1 1 1 I 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
EMER 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 
TABLE KA5024(I,J) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
BELY 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
BELY 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
BELY 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 
TABLE KA5025(I,J) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
PEAK 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
PEAK 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
PEAK 1 1 1 1 1 1 I; 
TABLE KA5026(I,J) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
JERI I 1 I 1 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
JERI 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
JERI 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 
TABLE KA5027(I,J) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
TAMB 1 I 1 1 1 I I 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
TAMB I I 1 1 I I 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
TAMB 1 1 1 1 1 1 I; 
TABLE KA5028(I,J) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
BLAC 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
BLAC 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
BLAC I 1 1 1 1 1 1; 
TABLE KA5029(I,J) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
ISIS 1 1 1 1 I I 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
ISIS 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
ISIS 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 
TABLE KA5030(I,J) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
BARD 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
BARD 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
BARD 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 
TABLE KA5031(I,J) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
ILFR 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
ILFR 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
ILFR 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 
TABLE KA5032(I,J) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
LONG 1 I 1 1 1 I I 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
LONG 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
LONG 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 
TABLE KA5033(I,J) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
ARAM 1 I I 1 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
ARAM 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
ARAM 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 
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TABLE KA5034(I,J) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
WINT 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
WINT 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
WINT 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 
TABLE KA5035(I,J) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
BOUL 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
BOUL I 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
BOUL 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 
TABLE KA5036(I,J) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
CLON I 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ CUARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
CLON 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
CLON I 1 1 1 I 1 1; 
TABLE KA5037(I,J) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
MCKI 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
MCKI I I 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
MCKI I 1 1 1 1 1 1; 
TABLE KA5038(I,J) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
RICH 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
RICH 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
RICH 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 
TABLE KA5039(I,J) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
FLIN 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
FLIN I I 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
FLIN 1 1 I I I 1 I; 
TABLE KA5040(I,J) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
DALR 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
DALR I 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
DALR 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 
TABLE KA5041(I,J) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
BARO 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
BARO 1 1 1 1 I I 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
BARO 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 
TABLE KA5042(I,J) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
MUND 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
MUND 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
MUND 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 
TABLE KA5043(I,J) distance in km between supply 
regions and processor 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
GOOND GEORG 
EIDS 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ CHARL CUNNA LONGR BARDA BLACK 
WINTO HUGHE 
EIDS 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
+ RICHM CLONC MOUNT CHART EMERA 
TOWNS ROCKH 
EIDS 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 
TABLE KA2(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
BRISBI 1 1 1 1 1 
ROCKHA 1 1 1 1 1 
TOWNSV 1 1 1 1 1 
+ GOOND GEORG CHARL CUNNA LONGR 
BRISBI 1 1 1 1 1 
ROCKHA 1 1 1 1 1 
TOWNSV 1 1 1 1 1 
+ BLACK WINTO HUGHE RICHM CLONC 
BARDA 
BRISBI 1 1 1 1 1 1 
R O C K H A 1 1 1 1 1 1 
TOWNSV I 1 1 1 1 1 
+ MOUNT CHART EMERA TOWNS ROCKH 
BRISBI 1 I 1 1 I 
ROCKHA 1 I I 1 1 
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TOWNSV 1 1 1 I I; 
TABLE KC1(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
BRISBI I 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC2(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
BRISBI 0 1 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC3(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALB\' ROMAA 
BRISBI 0 0 1 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC4(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
BRISBI 0 0 0 1 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC5(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 1 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC6(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
GOOND GEORG CHARL CUNNA LONGR 
BRISBI 1 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC7(K, J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
GOOND GEORG CHARL CUNNA LONGR 
BRISBI 0 1 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC8(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
GOOND GEORG CHARL CUNNA LONGR 
BRISBI 0 0 1 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC9(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
GOOND GEORG CHARL CUNNA LONGR 
BRISBI 0 0 0 1 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC10(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
GOOND GEORG CHARL CUNNA LONGR 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 1 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KCl I(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BLACK WINTO HUGHE RICHM CLONC 
BARDA 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 1 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC12(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BLACK WINTO HUGHE RICHM CLONC 
BARDA 
BRISBI 1 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC13(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BLACK WINTO HUGHE RICHM CLONC 
BARDA 
BRISBI 0 1 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC14(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BLACK WINTO HUGHE RICHM CLONC 
BARDA 
BRISBI 0 0 1 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC15(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BLACK WINTO HUGHE RICHM CLONC 
BARDA 
BRISBI 0 0 0 1 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC16(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BLACK WINTO HUGHE RICHM CLONC 
BARDA 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 1 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC17(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
MOUNT CHART EMERA TOWNS ROCKH 
BRISBI 1 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC18(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
MOUNT CHART EMERA TOWNS ROCKH 
BRISBI 0 1 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC19(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
MOUNT CHART EMERA TOWNS ROCKH 
BRISBI 0 0 1 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0; 
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TABLE KC20(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
MOUNT CHART EMERA TOWNS ROCKH 
BRISBI 0 0 0 1 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC21(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
MOUNT CHART EMERA TOWNS ROCKH 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 1 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC30(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 1 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC31(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 1 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC32(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 1 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC33(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 1 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC34(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 1 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC35(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
GOOND GEORG CHARL CUNNA LONGR 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 1 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC36(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
GOOND GEORG CHARL CUNNA LONGR 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 1 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC37(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
GOOND GEORG CHARL CUNNA LONGR 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 1 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC38(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
GOOND GEORG CHARL CUNNA LONGR 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 1 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC39(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
GOOND GEORG CHARL CUNNA LONGR 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 1 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC40(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BLACK WINTO HUGHE RICHM CLONC 
BARDA 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 1 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC41(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BLACK WINTO HUGHE RICHM CLONC 
BARDA 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 1 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC42(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BLACK WINTO HUGHE RICHM CLONC 
BARDA 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 1 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC43(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BLACK WINTO HUGHE RICHM CLONC 
BARDA 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 1 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC44(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BLACK WINTO HUGHE RICHM CLONC 
BARDA 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 1 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC45(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BLACK WINTO HUGHE RICHM CLONC 
BARDA 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 1 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC46(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
MOUNT CHART EMERA TOWNS ROCKH 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 1 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC47(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
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MOUNT CHART EMERA TOWNS ROCKH 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 1 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC48(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
MOUNT CHART EMERA TOWNS ROCKH 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 1 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC49(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
MOUNT CHART EMERA TOWNS ROCKH 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 1 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC50(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
MOUNT CHART EMERA TOWNS ROCKH 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 1 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC60(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 1 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC61(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 1 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC62(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 I 0 0; 
TABLE KC63(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
BRISBI 0 01 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 1 0 ; 
TABLE KC64(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BRISB WARWI TOOWO DALBY ROMAA 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 1; 
TABLE KC65(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
GOOND GEORG CHARL CUNNA LONGR 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 1 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC66(K, J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
GOOND GEORG CHARL CUNNA LONGR 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 1 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC67(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
GOOND GEORG CHARL CUNNA LONGR 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 I 0 0; 
TABLE KC68(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
GOOND GEORG CHARL CUNNA LONGR 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 1 0 ; 
TABLE KC69(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
GOOND GEORG CHARL CUNNA LONGR 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 1; 
TABLE KC70(K,J) produrt supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BLACK WINTO HUGHE RICHM CLONC 
BARDA 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 0 1; 
TABLE KC71(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BLACK WINTO HUGHE RICHM CLONC 
BARDA 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 1 0 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC72(K, J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BLACK WINTO HUGHE RICHM CLONC 
BARDA 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 1 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC73(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BLACK WINTO HUGHE RICHM CLONC 
BARDA 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 1 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC74(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BLACK WINTO HUGHE RICHM CLONC 
BARDA 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 1 0 0; 
TABLE KC75(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
BLACK WINTO HUGHE RICHM CLONC 
BARDA 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 1 0 ; 
TABLE KC76(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
MOUNT CHART EMERA TOWNS ROCKH 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV I 0 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC77(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
MOUNT CHART EMERA TOWNS ROCKH 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 I 0 0 0; 
TABLE KC78(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
MOUNT CHART EMERA TOWNS ROCKH 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 1 0 0; 
TABLE KC79(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
MOUNT CHART EMERA TOWNS ROCKH 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 1 0 ; 
TABLE KC80(K,J) product supply table matrix for all 
regions 
MOUNT CHART EMERA TOWNS ROCKH 
BRISBI 0 0 0 0 0 
ROCKHA 0 0 0 0 0 
TOWNSV 0 0 0 0 1; 
SCALAR MEATl meat yeild per carcass in kgs /lO/ 
RATE harvest rate /0.15/ 
number of kangaroos in stanthorpe /16152/ 
number of kangaroos in Warwick /36420/ 
number of kangaroos in inglewood /50642/ 
number of kangaroos in millmerran /34230/ 
number of kangaroos in goondiwindi 
STAN2 
R0SE2 
INGL2 
MILL2 
WAGG2 
/322463/ 
TARA2 
MURI2 
CHIN2 
WARR2 
WAMB2 
BAL02 
BEND2 
BOOR2 
MURW2 
PAR02 
QUIL2 
BULL2 
/451542/ 
BUNG2 
TAR02 
BAUH2 
BANA2 
DUAR2 
EMER2 
BELY2 
PEAK2 
JERI2 
TAMB2 
BLAC2 
ISIS2 
number of kangaroos in tara /216238/ 
number of kangaroos in miles /115705/ 
number ofkangaroos in chinchilla /65168/ 
number ofkangaroos in surat /419062/ 
number ofkangaroos in dalby /36874/ 
number ofkangaroos in st george /1079996/ 
number of kangaroos in yuleba /119170/ 
number ofkangaroos in mitchell /746376/ 
number ofkangaroos in charleville /592683/ 
number ofkangaroos in cunnamulla /665606/ 
number ofkangaroos in quilpie /495034/ 
number ofkangaroos in thargomindah 
number ofkangaroos in roma /376322/ 
number ofkangaroos in taroom /292202/ 
number ofkangaroos in springsure /251649/ 
number ofkangaroos in biloela /73046/ 
number of kangaroos in duaringa /116103/ 
number ofkangaroos in emerald /79620/ 
number of kangaroos in clermont /163449/ 
number of kangaroos in capella /44011/ 
number ofkangaroos in alpha /188204/ 
number ofkangaroos in tambo /176620/ 
number ofkangaroos in blackall /593030/ 
number of kangaroos in isisford /21690I/ 
BARD2 number of kangaroos in barcaldine /114564/ 
ILFR2 number of kangaroos in ilfi-acombe /70811/ 
LONG2 number of kangaroos in longreach /355I32/ 
ARAM2 number ofkangaroos in aramac /249648/ 
WrNT2 number of kangaroos in winton /516882/ 
BOUL2 number of kangaroos in boulia /243104/ 
CLON2 number of kangaroos in cloncurry /210089/ 
MCKI2 number ofkangaroos in julia creek /175562/ 
RICH2 number ofkangaroos in richmond /169341/ 
FLIN2 number ofkangaroos in hughenden /323863/ 
DALR2 number ofkangaroos in charters towers 
/3956I7/ 
BAR02 number of kangaroos in windorah /222635/ 
MUND2 number ofkangaroos in mundubbera 
/15587/ 
EIDS2 number of kangaroos in eidsvold /23768/; 
SCALARS 
BRISl value of alpha in brisbane /366852.5/ 
BRJSELAS value of beta in brisbane 111 
ROCKl value of alpha in rockhampton /128976.28/ 
ROCKELAS value of beta in rockhampton 121 
TOWNl value of alpha in townsville /140343.01/ 
TOWNELAS value of beta in townsville 121 
FREIGl freight cost per tonne raw /0.266667/ 
FREIG2 freight cost per tonne finished /0.066667/ 
PROCESSl total processing costs low volume /1846/ 
PROCESS2 total processing costs medium volume 
/I480/ 
PROCESS3 total processing costs high volume /1305/; 
PARAMETER BRIS2 exponedential brisbane market 
ROCK2 exponedential rockhampton market 
TOWN2 exponedential townsville market; 
BRIS2 = (BRISELAS - 1) / BRISELAS; 
ROCK2 = (ROCKELAS - 1) / ROCKELAS; 
TOWN2 = (TOWNELAS - 1) / TOWNELAS; 
SCALARS 
HARVl number ofkangaroos harvested in one night /40/ 
HARV2 number of nights worked per week /4/ 
HARV3 number of kgs in a tonne /1000/ 
CHILLI number of roos per week chiller box /400/ 
ABATTS number of people small abattoir /22/ 
ABATTM number of people medium abattoir/40/ 
ABATTL number of people large abattoir /82/; 
PARAMETER HARV5 total amount of kangaroo meat 
harvested in one week 
HARVESTOR number of harvesters (week) per tonne 
CHILLER number of boxes per tonne in a week; 
HARV5 = HARVI*HARV2*MEAT1; 
HARVESTOR = HARV3 / HARV5; 
CHILLER = HARV3 / (CHILLI *MEAT1); 
PARAMETER C1(A1,J) transport cost raw kangaroo 
meat out of stanthorpe 
C2(A2,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of Warwick 
C3(A3,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of 
inglewood 
C4(A4,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of 
millmerran 
C5(A5,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of 
goondiwindi 
C6(A6,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of tara 
C7(A7,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of miles 
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C8(A8,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of 
chinchilla 
C9(A9,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of surat 
C10(A10,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of dalby 
CI 1(A11,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of st 
george 
C12(A12,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of 
yuleba 
C13(A13,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of 
mitchell 
C14(A14,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of 
charleville 
C15(A15,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of 
cunnamulla 
CI6(A16,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of 
quilpie 
C17(A17,J) transport cost raw kangjiroo meat out of 
thargomindah 
C18(A18,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of roma 
CI9(A19,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of 
taroom 
C20(A20,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of 
springsure 
C21(A21,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of 
biloela 
C22(A22,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of 
duaringa 
C23(A23,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of 
emerald 
C24(A24,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of 
clermont 
C25(A25,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of 
capella 
C26(A26,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of alpha 
C27(A27,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of 
tambo 
C28(A28,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of 
blackall 
C29(A29,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of 
isisford 
C30(A30,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of 
barcaldine 
C31(A31,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of 
ilfracombe 
C32(A32,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of 
longreach 
C33(A33,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of 
aramac 
C34(A34,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of 
winton 
C35(A35,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of 
boulia 
C36(A36,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of 
cloncurry 
C37(A37,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of julia 
creek 
C38(A38,J) fransport cost raw kangaroo meat out of 
richmond 
C39(A39,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of 
hughenden 
C40(A40,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of 
charters towers 
C4I(A41,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of 
windorah 
C42(A42,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of 
mundubbera 
C43(A43,J) transport cost raw kangaroo meat out of 
eidsvold 
C50(A50,A80) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from brisbane to brisbane 
C51(A51,A80) transport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from Warwick to brisbane 
C52(A52,A80) transport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from toowoomba to brisbane 
C53(A53,A80) transport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from dalby to brisbane 
C54(A54,A80) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from roma to brisbane 
C55(A55,A80) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from goondiwindi to brisbane 
C56(A56,A80) transport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from st george to brisbane 
C57(A57,A80) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from charleville to brisbane 
C58(A58,A80) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from cunnamulla to brisbane 
C59(A59,A80) transport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from longreach to brisbane 
C60(A60,A80) transport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from barcaldine to brisbane 
C61(A61,A80) transport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from blackall to brisbane 
C62(A62,A80) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from winton to brisbane 
C63(A63,A80) transport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from hughenden to brisbane 
C64(A64,A80) transport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from richmond to brisbane 
C65(A65,A80) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from cloncurry to brisbane 
C66(A66,A80) transport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from mount isa to brisbane 
C67(A67,A80) transport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from charters towers to brisbane 
C68(A68,A80) transport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from emerald to brisbane 
C69(A69,A80) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from townsville to brisbane 
C70(A70,A80) transport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from rockhampton to brisbane 
C80(A50,A81) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from brisbane to rockhampton 
C81(A51,A81) transport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from Warwick to rockhampton 
C82(A52,A81) transport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from toowoomba to rockhampton 
C83(A53,A81) transport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from dalby to rockhampton 
C84(A54,A81) transport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from roma to rockhampton 
C85(A55,A81) transport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from goondiwindi to rockhampton 
C86(A56,A81) transport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from st george to rockhampton 
C87(A57,A81) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from charleville to rockhampton 
C88(A58,A81) transport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from cunnamulla to rockhampton 
C89(A59,A81) transport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from longreach to rockhampton 
C90(A60,A81) transport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from barcaldine to rockhampton 
C91(A61,A81) transport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from blackall to rockhampton 
C92(A62,A81) transport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from winton to rockhampton 
C93(A63,A81) transport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from hughenden to rockhampton 
C94(A64,A81) transport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from richmond to rockhampton 
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C95(A65,A81) transport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from cloncurry to rockhampton 
C96(A66,A81) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from mount isa to rockhampton 
C97(A67,A81) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from charters towers to rockhampton 
C98(A68,A81) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from emerald to rockhampton 
C99(A69,A81) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from townsville to rockhampton 
C100(A70,A81) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from rockhampton to rockhampton 
CI 10(A50,A82) transport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from brisbane to townsville 
CI 11(A51,A82) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from Warwick to townsville 
CI 12(A52,A82) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from toowoomba to townsville 
CI I3(A53,A82) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from dalby to townsville 
CI 14(A54,A82) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from roma to townsville 
CI 15(A55,A82) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from goondiwindi to townsville 
CI 16(A56,A82) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from st george to townsville 
CI 17(A57,A82) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from charleville to townsville 
CI 18(A58,A82) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from cunnamulla to townsville 
CI 19(A59,A82) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from longreach to townsville 
C120(A60,A82) transport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from barcaldine to townsville 
C121(A61,A82) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from blackall to townsville 
CI22(A62,A82) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from winton to townsville 
C123(A63,A82) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from hughenden to townsville 
C124(A64,A82) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from richmond to townsville 
C125(A65,A82) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from cloncurry to townsville 
C126(A66,A82) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from mount isa to townsville 
C127(A67,A82) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from charters towers to townsville 
C128(A68,A82) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from emerald to townsville 
CI29(A69,A82) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from townsville to townsville 
C130(A70,A82) fransport cost of processed kangaroo meat 
from rockhampton to townsville; 
C1(A1,J) = FREIGl * KA("STAN",J); 
C2(A2,J) = FREIGl * KA("ROSE",J); 
C3(A3,J) = FREIGl * KA("INGL",J); 
C4(A4,J) = FREIGl * KA("MILL",J); 
C5(A5,J) = FREIGl * KA("WAGG",J); 
C6(A6,J) = FREIGl * KA("TARA",J); 
C7(A7,J) = FREIGl * KA("MURI",J); 
C8(A8,J) = FREIGl * KA("CHIN",J); 
C9(A9,J) = FREIGl * KA("WARR",J); 
C10(A10,J) = FREIGl * KA("WAMB",J); 
C11(A1I,J)= FREIGl * KA("BALO",J); 
C12(A12,J) = FREIGl * KA("BEND",J); 
C13(A13,J) = FREIGl * KA("BOOR",J); 
C14(A14,J) = FREIGl * KA("MURW",J); 
C15(A15,J)= FREIGl * KA("PARO",J); 
CI6(A16,J) = FREIGl * KA("QUIL",J); 
C17(AI7,J)= FREIGl * KA("BULL",J); 
C18(A18,J)= FREIGl * KA("BUNG",J); 
C19(AI9,J)= FREIGl * KA("TARO",J); 
C20(A20,J)= FREIGl * KA("BAUH",J); 
C21(A21,J)= FREIGl * KA("BANA",J); 
C22(A22,J)= FREIGl * KA("DUAR",J); 
C23(A23,J) = FREIGl * KA("EMER",J); 
C24(A24,J) = FREIGl * KA("BELY",J); 
C25(A25,J) = FREIGl * KA("PEAK",J); 
C26(A26,J) = FREIGl * KA("JERI",J); 
C27(A27,J) = FREIGl * KA("TAMB",J); 
C28(A28,J) = FREIGl * KA("BLAC",J); 
C29(A29,J) = FREIGl * KA("ISIS",J); 
C30(A30,J) = FREIGl * KA("BARD",J); 
C31(A3I,J)= FREIGl * KA("ILFR",J); 
C32(A32,J) = FREIGl * KA("LONG",J); 
C33(A33,J) = FREIGl * KA("ARAM",J); 
C34(A34,J) = FREIGl * KA("WINT",J); 
C35(A35,J)= FREIGl * KA("BOUL",J); 
C36(A36,J) = FREIGl * KA("CLON",J); 
C37(A37,J) = FREIGl * KA("MCKI",J); 
C38(A38,J) = FREIGl * KA("RICH",J); 
C39(A39,J)= FREIGl * KA("FLIN",J); 
C40(A40,J) = FREIGl • KA("DALR",J); 
C41(A41,J)= FREIGl * KA("BARO",J); 
C42(A42,J) = FREIGl * KA("MUND",J); 
C43(A43,J) = FREIGl * KA("EIDS",J); 
C50(A50,A80) = FREIG2 * KB("BRISB","BRISBI"); 
FREIG2 * KB("WARWI","BRISBI"); 
FREIG2 * KB("TOOWO","BRISBI"); 
FREIG2 * KB("DALBY","BRISBr'); 
FREIG2 * KB("ROMAA","BRISBI"); 
KB("GOOND","BRISBI"); 
C56(A56,A80) = FREIG2 * KB("GEORG","BRISBl"); 
C57(A57,A80) = FREIG2 * KB("CHARL","BRISBI"); 
C58(A58,A80) = FREIG2 * KB("CUNNA","BRISBr'); 
C59(A59,A80) = FREIG2 * KB("LONGR","BRISBI"); 
C60(A60,A80) = FREIG2 * KB("BARDA","BRISBI"); 
C61(A61,A80) = FREIG2 * KB("BLACK","BRISBI"); 
C62(A62,A80) = FREIG2 * KB("WrNTO","BRISBI"); 
C63(A63,A80) = FREIG2 * KB("HUGHE","BRISBI"); 
C64(A64,A80) = FREIG2 • KB("RICHM","BRISBI"); 
C65(A65,A80) = FREIG2 * KB("CLONC","BRISBI"); 
C66(A66,A80) = FREIG2 • KB("MOUNT","BRISBr'); 
C67(A67,A80) = FREIG2 * KB("CHART","BRISBI"); 
C68(A68,A80) = FREIG2 * KB("EMERA","BRISBI"); 
C69(A69,A80) = FREIG2 * KB("TOWNS","BRISBI"); 
C70(A70,A80) = FREIG2 • KBC'ROCKHA","BRISBI"); 
C80(A50,A81) = FREIG2 * KB("BRISB","ROCKHA"); 
C8I(A51,A8I)= FREIG2* 
KB("WARWI","ROCKHA"); 
C82(A52,A81) = FREIG2 * 
KB("TOOWO","ROCKHA"); 
C51(A51,A80) = 
C52(A52,A80) = 
C53(A53,A80) = 
C54(A54,A80) = 
C55(A55,A80)= FREIG2 ^ 
C83(A53,A81) = FREIG2 * 
C84(A54,A81) = FREIG2 * 
KB("ROMAA","ROCKHA") 
C85(A55,A81)= FREIG2 * 
KBC'GOOND", 
C86(A56,A81) 
KB("DALBY","ROCKHA"); 
"ROCKHA"); 
= FREIG2 * KB("GEORG","ROCKHA"); 
C87(A57,A81) = FREIG2 * KB("CHARL","ROCKHA"); 
C88(A58,A81)= FREIG2 * 
KB("CUNNA',"ROCKHA"); 
C89(A59,A81)= FREIG2 * KB("LONGR","ROCKHA"); 
C90(A60,A81)= FREIG2 * KB("BARDA","ROCKHA"); 
C91(A61,A81) = FREIG2 * KB("BLACK","ROCKHA'); 
C92(A62,A81) = FREIG2 * KB("WINTO","ROCKHA"); 
C93(A63,A81) = FREIG2 * 
KB("HUGHE","ROCKHA'); 
C94(A64,A81) = FREIG2 * KB("RICHM","ROCKHA"); 
C95(A65,A81)= FREIG2 * KB("CLONC","ROCKHA"); 
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C96(A66,A81) = FREIG2 * 
KB("MOUNT","ROCKHA"); 
C97(A67,A81) = FREIG2 * KB("CHART","ROCKHA"); 
C98(A68,A81) = FREIG2 * KB("EMERA","ROCKHA"); 
C99(A69,A81) = FREIG2 * 
KB("TOWNS","ROCKHA"); 
C100(A70,A81) = FREIG2 * 
KB("ROCKH","ROCKHA"); 
C110(A50,A82) = FREIG2 • 
KB("BRISB","TOWNSV"); 
C111(A51,A82)= FREIG2* 
KB("WARWr',"TOWNSV"); 
C112(A52,A82)= FREIG2 * 
KB("TOOWO", "TOWNSV"); 
CI13(A53,A82)= FREIG2 * 
KB("DALBY","TOWNSV"); 
C114(A54,A82)= FREIG2 * 
KB("ROMAA","TOWNSV"); 
C115(A55,A82) = FREIG2 * 
KB("GOOND","TOWNSV"); 
C116(A56,A82) = FREIG2 * 
KB("GEORG","TOWNSV"); 
C1I7(A57,A82)= FREIG2 » 
KB("CHARL","TOWNSV"); 
C1I8(A58,A82)= FREIG2 * 
KB("CUNNA","TOWNSV"); 
C119(A59,A82)= FREIG2 * 
KB("LONGR","TOWNSV"); 
C120(A60,A82) = FREIG2 * 
KB("BARDA","TOWNSV"); 
C12I(A61,A82) = FREIG2 * 
KB("BLACK","TOWNSV"); 
C122(A62,A82) = FREIG2 * 
KB("WINTO","TOWNSV"); 
C123(A63,A82) = FREIG2 • 
KB("HUGHE", "TOWNSV"); 
C124(A64,A82) = FREIG2 * 
KB("RICHM","TOWNSV"); 
C125(A65,A82)= FREIG2 * 
KB("CLONC","TOWNSV"); 
C126(A66,A82) = FREIG2 • 
KB("MOUNT", "TOWNSV"); 
CI27(A67,A82) = FREIG2 • 
KB("CHART","TOWNSV"); 
C128(A68,A82) = FREIG2 * 
KB("EMERA","TOWNSV"); 
C129(A69,A82) = FREIG2 * 
KB("TOWNS","TOWNSV"); 
C130(A70,A82) = FREIG2 * 
KB("ROCKH","TOWNSV"); 
VARIABLES X1(A1,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from 
stanthorpe 
X2(A2,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from Warwick 
X3(A3,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from inglewood 
X4(A4,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from millmerran 
X5(A5,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from goondiwindi 
X6(A6,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from tara 
X7(A7,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from miles 
X8(A8,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from chinchilla 
X9(A9,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from surat 
X10(A10,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from dalby 
XI I(A11,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from st george 
X12(AI2,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from yuleba 
X13(AI3,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from mitchell 
X14(A14,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from charleville 
XI5(AI5,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from cunnamulla 
X16(AI6,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from quilpie 
X17(A17,J) flowof raw kangaroo meat from 
thargomindah 
XI8(AI8,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from roma 
X19(A19,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from taroom 
X20(A20,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from springsure 
X21(A21,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from biloela 
X22(A22,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from duaringa 
X23(A23,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from emerald 
X24(A24,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from clermont 
X25(A25,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from capella 
X26(A26,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from alpha 
X27(A27,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from tambo 
X28(A28,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from blackall 
X29(A29,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from isisford 
X30(A30,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from barcaldine 
X31(A31,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from ilfracombe 
X32(A32,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from longreach 
X33(A33,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from aramac 
X34(A34,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from winton 
X35(A35,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from boulia 
X36(A36,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from cloncurry 
X37(A37,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from julia creek 
X38(A38,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from richmond 
X39(A39,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from hughenden 
X40(A40,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from charters 
towers 
X4I(A41,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from windorah 
X42(A42,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from mundubbera 
X43(A43,J) flow of raw kangaroo meat from eidsvold 
Y1(J,A80) quantity of kangaroo meat to brisbane 
Y2(J,A81) quantity of kangaroo meat to rockhampton 
Y3(J,A82) quantity of kangaroo meat to townsville 
Z1(A50,A80) quantity of kangaroo meat from brisbane to 
brisbane 
Z2(A51,A80) quantity of kangaroo meat from Warwick to 
brisbane 
Z3(A52,A80) quantity of kangaroo meat from toowoomba 
to brisbane 
Z4(A53,A80) quantity of kangaroo meat from dalby to 
brisbane 
Z5(A54,A80) quantity of kangaroo meat from romaa to 
brisbane 
Z6(A55,A80) quantity of kangaroo meat from goondiwindi 
to brisbane 
Z7(A56,A80) quantity of kangaroo meat from st george to 
brisbane 
Z8(A57,A80) quantity of kangaroo meat from charleville 
to brisbane 
Z9(A58,A80) quantity of kangaroo meat from cunnamulla 
to brisbane 
Z10(A59,A80) quantity of kangaroo meat from longreach 
to brisbane 
Zl 1(A60,A80) quantity of kangaroo meat from barcaldine 
to brisbane 
Z12(A61,A80) quantity of kangaroo meat from blackall to 
brisbane 
Z13(A62,A80) quantity of kangaroo meat from winton to 
brisbane 
Z14(A63,A80) quantity of kangaroo meat from hughenden 
to brisbane 
Z15(A64,A80) quantity of kangaroo meat from richmond 
to brisbane 
Z16(A65,A80) quantity of kangaroo meat from cloncurry 
to brisbane 
Z17(A66,A80) quantity of kangaroo meat from mount isa 
to brisbane 
Z18(A67,A80) quantity of kangaroo meat from charters 
towers to brisbane 
Z19(A68,A80) quantity of kangaroo meat from emerald to 
brisbane 
Z20(A69,A80) quantity of kangaroo meat from townsville 
to brisbane 
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Z21(A70,A80) quantity of kangaroo meat from 
rockhampton to brisbane 
Z30(A50,A81) quantity of kangaroo meat from brisbane to 
rockhampton 
Z31(A51,A81) quantity of kangaroo meat from Warwick to 
rockhampton 
Z32(A52,A81) quantity of kangaroo meat from 
toowoomba to rockhampton 
Z33(A53,A8I) quantity of kangaroo meat from dalby to 
rockhampton 
Z34(A54,A81) quantity of kangaroo meat from roma to 
rockhampton 
Z35(A55,A81) quantity of kangaroo meat from 
goondiwindi to rockhampton 
Z36(A56,A81) quantity of kangaroo meat from st george 
to rockhampton 
Z37(A57,A81) quantity of kangaroo meat from charleville 
to rockhampton 
Z38(A58,A81) quantity of kangaroo meat from 
cunnamulla to rockhampton 
Z39(A59,A81) quantity of kangaroo meat from longreach 
to rockhampton 
Z40(A60,A81) quantity of kangaroo meat from barcaldine 
to rockhampton 
Z41(A61,A81) quantity of kangaroo meat from blackall to 
rockhampton 
Z42(A62,A81) quantity of kangaroo meat from winton to 
rockhampton 
Z43(A63,A81) quantity of kangaroo meat from hughenden 
to rockhampton 
Z44(A64,A81) quantity of kangaroo meat from richmond 
to rockhampton 
Z45(A65,A81) quantity of kangaroo meat from cloncurry 
to rockhampton 
Z46(A66,A81) quantity of kangaroo meat from mount isa 
to rockhampton 
Z47(A67,A81) quantity of kangaroo meat from charters 
towers to rockhampton 
Z48(A68,A81) quantity of kangaroo meat from emerald to 
rockhampton 
Z49(A69,A81) quantity of kangaroo meat from townsville 
to rockhampton 
Z50(A70,A81) quantity of kangaroo meat from 
rockhampton to rockhampton 
Z60(A50,A82) quantity of kangaroo meat from brisbane to 
townsville 
Z61(A51,A82) quantity of kangaroo meat from Warwick to 
townsville 
Z62(A52,A82) quantity of kangaroo meat from 
toowoomba to townsville 
Z63(A53,A82) quantity of kangaroo meat from dalby to 
townsville 
Z64(A54,A82) quantity of kangaroo meat from roma to 
townsville 
Z65(A55,A82) quantity of kangaroo meat from 
goondiwindi to townsville 
Z66(A56,A82) quantity of kangaroo meat from st george 
to townsville 
Z67(A57,A82) quantity of kangaroo meat from charleville 
to townsville 
Z68(A58,A82) quantity of kangaroo meat from 
cunnamulla to townsville 
Z69(A59,A82) quantity of kangaroo meat from longreach 
to townsville 
Z70(A60,A82) quantity of kangaroo meat from barcaldine 
to townsville 
Z71(A61,A82) quantity of kangaroo meat from blackall to 
townsville 
Z72(A62,A82) quantity of kangaroo meat from winton to 
townsville 
Z73(A63,A82) quantity of kangaroo meat from hughenden 
to townsville 
Z74(A64,A82) quantity of kangaroo meat from richmond 
to townsville 
Z75(A65,A82) quantity of kangaroo meat from cloncurry 
to townsville 
Z76(A66,A82) quantity of kangaroo meat from mount isa 
to townsville 
Z77(A67,A82) quantity of kangaroo meat from charters 
towers to townsville 
Z78(A68,A82) quantity of kangaroo meat from emerald to 
townsville 
Z79(A69,A82) quantity of kangaroo meat from townsville 
to townsville 
Z80(A70,A82) quantity of kangaroo meat from 
rockhampton to townsville 
TOT50(A50) 
brisbane 
TOT51(A51) 
Warwick 
TOT52(A52) 
toowoomba 
TOT53(A53) 
TOT54(A54) 
TOT55(A55) 
goondiwindi 
TOT56(A56) 
george 
TOT57(A57) 
charleville 
TOT58(A58) 
cunnamulla 
TOT59(A59) 
longreach 
TOT60(A60) 
barcaldine 
TOT61(A61) 
blackall 
TOT62(A62) 
winton 
TOT63(A63) 
hughenden 
TOT64(A64) 
richmond 
TOT65(A65) 
cloncurry 
TOT66(A66) 
mount isa 
TOT67(A67) 
charters towers 
TOT68(A68) 
emerald 
TOT69(A69) 
townsville 
TOT70(A70) 
rockhampton 
HARl number of harvestors for stanthorpe 
HAR2 number of harvestors for Warwick 
HAR3 number of harvestors for inglewood 
HAR4 number of harvestors for millmerran 
HAR5 number of harvestors for goondiwindi 
HAR6 number of harvestors for tara 
HAR7 number of harvestors for miles 
HAR8 number of harvestors for chincilla 
HAR9 number of harvestors for surat 
HARIO number of harvestors for dalby 
HARl 1 number of harvestors for st george 
HAR12 number of harvestors for yuleba 
HAR13 number of harvestors for mitchell 
HAR14 number of harvestors for charleville 
HARl 5 number of harvestors for cunnamulla 
amount of kangaroo meat processed in 
amount of kangaroo meat processed in 
amount of kangaroo meat processed in 
amount of kangaroo meat processed in dalby 
amount of kangaroo meat processed in roma 
amount of kangaroo meat processed in 
amount of kangaroo meat processed in st 
amount of kangaroo meat processed in 
amount of kangaroo meat processed in 
amount of kangaroo meat processed in 
amount of kangaroo meat processed in 
amount of kangaroo meat processed in 
amount of kangaroo meat processed in 
amount of kangaroo meat processed in 
amount of kangaroo meat processed in 
amount of kangaroo meat processed in 
amount of kangaroo meat processed in 
amount of kangaroo meat processed in 
amount of kangaroo meat processed in 
amount of kangaroo meat processed in 
amount of kangaroo meat processed in 
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HAR16 number ofharvestors for quilpie 
HARl 7 number ofharvestors for thargomindah 
HARl 8 number ofharvestors for roma 
HAR19 number ofharvestors for taroom 
HAR20 number ofharvestors for springsure 
HAR21 number of harvestors for biloela 
HAR22 number ofharvestors for duaringa 
HAR23 number ofharvestors for emerald 
HAR24 number ofharvestors for clermont 
HAR25 number ofharvestors for capella 
HAR26 number ofharvestors for alpha 
HAR27 number ofharvestors for tambo 
HAR28 number ofharvestors for blackall 
HAR29 number ofharvestors for isisford 
HAR30 number ofharvestors for barcaldine 
HAR31 number ofharvestors for ilfracombe 
HAR32 number ofharvestors for longreach 
HAR33 number ofharvestors for aramac 
HAR34 numberof harvestors for winton 
HAR35 number ofharvestors for boulia 
HAR36 number ofharvestors for cloncurry 
HAR37 number ofharvestors for julia creek 
HAR38 numberof harvestors for richmond 
HAR39 number ofharvestors for hughenden 
HAR40 number ofharvestors for charters towers 
HAR41 number ofharvestors for windorah 
HAR42 number of harvestors for mundubbera 
HAR43 number of harvestors for eidsvold 
CHILI number ofchiller boxes for stanthorpe 
CHIL2 number of chiller boxes for Warwick 
CHIL3 number of chiller boxes for inglewood 
CHIL4 numberof chiller boxes for milhnerran 
CHIL5 number ofchiller boxes for goondiwindi 
CHIL6 number ofchiller boxes for tara 
CHIL7 number ofchiller boxes for miles 
CHIL8 number ofchiller boxes for chincilla 
CHIL9 numberof chiller boxes for surat 
CHILIO number of chil 
CHILI 1 number of chil 
CHIL12 number of chil 
CHIL13 number of chil 
CHIL14 number of chil 
CHILI5 number of chil 
CHIL16 number of chil 
CHIL17 number of chil 
CHIL18 number of chil 
CHIL19 number of chil 
CHIL20 number of chill 
CHIL21 number of chil 
CHIL22 number of chil 
CHIL23 number of chil 
CHIL24 number of chil 
CHIL25 number of chil 
CHIL26 number of chil 
CHIL27 number of chil 
CHIL28 numberof chill 
CHIL29 number of chil 
CHIL30 number of chil 
CHIL31 number of chil 
CHIU2 number of chil 
CHIL33 number of chil 
CHIL34 number of chill 
CHIL35 numberof chill 
CHIL36 numberof chill 
CHIL37 numberof chill 
CHIL38 numberof chill 
CHIL39 number of chil 
CHIL40 number of chil 
C H I U l number of chill 
CHIL42 number of chil 
CHIL43 number of chil 
ler boxes for dalby 
ler boxes for st george 
ler boxes for yuleba 
ler boxes for mitchell 
ler boxes for charleville 
ler boxes for cunnamulla 
ler boxes for quilpie 
ler boxes for thargomindah 
ler boxes for roma 
ler boxes for taroom 
ler boxes for springsure 
ler boxes for biloela 
ler boxes for duaringa 
ler boxes for emerald 
ler boxes for clermont 
ler boxes for capella 
ler boxes for alpha 
ler boxes for tambo 
ler boxes for blackall 
ler boxes for isisford 
ler boxes for barcaldine 
ler boxes for ilfracombe 
ler boxes for longreach 
ler boxes for aramac 
ler boxes for winton 
ler boxes for boulia 
ler boxes for cloncurry 
ler boxes for julia creek 
ler boxes for richmond 
ler boxes for hughenden 
ler boxes for charters towers 
ler boxes for windorah 
ler boxes for mundubbera 
ler boxes for eidsvold 
PRO50 total processing cost for brisbane 
PR051 total processing cost for Warwick 
PR052 total processing cost for toowoomba 
PR053 total processing cost for dalby 
PR054 total processing cost for roma 
PR055 total processing cost for goondiwindi 
PR056 total processing cost for st george 
PR057 total processing cost for charleville 
PR058 total processing cost for cunnamulla 
PR059 total processing cost for longreach 
PRO60 total processing cost for barcaldine 
PR061 total processing cost for blackall 
PR062 total processing cost for winton 
PR063 total processing cost for hughenden 
PR064 total processing cost for richmond 
PR065 total processing cost for cloncurry 
PR066 total processing cost for mount isa 
PR067 total processing cost for charters towers 
PR068 total processing cost for emerald 
PR069 total processing cost for townsville 
PRO70 total processing cost for rockhampton 
TRANS 1 total transport cost for raw kangaroo meat 
TRANS2 total transport cost for processed kangaroo meat 
MARKl flow of product to brisbane 
MARKlA(A80)hjrt 
MARK2 flow of product to rockhampton 
MARK2A(A81)ghty 
MARK3 flowof product to townsville 
MARK3A(A82)jkui 
CENT total processing cost 
Z net social payoff; 
POSITIVE VARIABLE X1(A1,J), X2(A2,J), X3(A3,J), 
X4(A4,J), X5(A5,J), X6(A6,J), X7(A7,J), X8(A8,J), 
X9(A9,J), X10(A10,J), XI 1(A11,J), X12(A12,J), 
X13(A13,J), 
X14(A14,J), X15(A15,J), X16(A16,J), X17(A17,J), 
X18(A18,J), 
X19(A19,J), X20(A20,J), X21(A21,J), X22(A22,J), 
X23(A23,J), 
X24(A24,J), X25(A25,J), X26(A26,J), X27(A27,J), 
X28(A28,J), 
X29(A29,J), X30(A30,J), X31(A31,J), X32(A32,J), 
X33(A33,J), 
X34(A34,J), X35(A35,J), X36(A36,J), X37(A37,J), 
X38(A38,J), 
X39(A39,J), X40(A40,J), X41(A41,J), X42(A42,J), 
X43(A43,J), 
Z1(A50,A80), Z2(A51,A80), Z3(A52,A80), 
Z4(A53,A80), 
Z5(A54,A80), Z6(A55,A80), Z7(A56,A80), 
Z8(A57,A80), 
Z9(A58,A80), Z10(A59,A80), Z11(A60,A80), 
Z12(A61,A80), 
Z13(A62,A80), Z14(A63,A80), Z15(A64,A80), 
Z16(A65,A80), 
ZI7(A66,A80), Z18(A67,A80), Z19(A68,A80), 
Z20(A69,A80), 
Z21(A70,A80), Z30(A50,A81), Z31(A51,A81), 
Z32(A52,A81), 
Z33(A53,A81), Z34(A54,A81), Z35(A55,A81), 
Z36(A56,A81), 
Z37(A57,A81), Z38(A58,A81), Z39(A59,A81), 
Z40(A60,A81), 
Z41(A6I,A81), Z42(A62,A81), Z43(A63,A8I), 
Z44(A64,A81), 
Z45(A65,A81), Z46(A66,A81), Z47(A67,A81), 
Z48(A68,A81), 
Z49(A69,A81), Z50(A70,A81), Z60(A50,A82), 
Z61(A51,A82), 
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Z62(A52,A82), Z63(A53, 
Z65(A55,A82), 
Z66(A56,A82), ZA1{A51, 
Z69(A59,A82), 
Z70(A60,A82),Z71(A6L 
Z73(A63,A82), 
Z74(A64,A82), Z75(A65, 
Z77(A67,A82), 
Z78(A68,A82), Z79(A69^ 
TOT50,TOT51,TOT52, 
TOT56, TOT57, 
TOT58, TOT59, TOT60, 
TOT64, TOT65, 
TOT66, TOT67, TOT68, 
A82), Z64(A54,A82), 
A82), Z68(A58,A82), 
A82), Z72(A62,A82), 
A82), Z76(A66,A82), 
,A82), Z80(A70,A82), 
TOT53, TOT54, TOT55, 
TOT61, TOT62, TOT63, 
TOT69, TOT70; 
EQUATIONS 
MARKET 1 total product flow equation to brisbane 
MARKET1A(A80) sdert 
MARKET2 total product flow equation to rockhampton 
MARKET2A(A8I) sdertr 
MARKET3 total product flow equation to townsville 
MARKET3A(A82) vertf 
OBJN objective function 
TRANS 1A transportation cost for raw kangaroo meat 
TRANS IB total transportation cost for processed 
kangaroo meat 
processing costs 
processing cost equation for brisbane 
processing cost equation for Warwick 
processing cost equation for toowoomba 
processing cost equation for dalby 
processing cost equation for roma 
processing cost equation for goondiwindi 
processing cost equation for st george 
processing cost equation for charleville 
processing cost equation for cunnamulla 
processing cost equation for longreach 
processing cost equation for barcaldine 
processing cost equation for blackall 
processing cost equation for winton 
processing cost equation for hughenden 
processing cost equation for richmond 
processing cost equation for cloncurry 
processing cost equation for mount isa 
processing cost equation for charters 
CENTPRO tota 
PROCE50 total 
PROCE51 total 
PROCE52 total 
PROCE53 total 
PROCE54 total 
PROCE55 total 
PROCE56 total 
PROCE57 total 
PROCE58 total 
PROCE59 total 
PROCE60 total 
PR0CE61 total 
PROCE62 total 
PROCE63 total 
PROCE64 total 
PROCE65 total 
PROCE66 total 
PROCE67 total 
towers 
PROCE68 toUl 
PROCE69 total 
PROCE70 total 
processing cost equation for emerald 
processing cost equation for townsville 
processing cost equation for rockhampton 
TO50(A50) processing supply equation for brisbane 
T051(A51) processing supply equation for Warwick 
T052(A52) processing supply equation for toowoomba 
T053(A53) processing supply equation for dalby 
T054(A54) processing supply equation for roma 
T055(A55) processing supply equation for goondiwindi 
T056(A56) processing supply equation for st george 
T057(A57) processing supply equation for charleville 
T058(A58) processing supply equation for cunnamulla 
T059(A59) processing supply equation for longreach 
TO60(A60) processing supply equation for barcaldine 
T061(A61) processing supply equation for blackall 
T062(A62) processing supply equation for winton 
T063(A63) processing supply equation for hughenden 
T064(A64) processing supply equation for richmond 
T065(A65) processing supply equation for cloncurry 
T066(A66) processing supply equation for mount isa 
T067(A67) processing supply equation for charters 
towers 
T068(A68) processing supply equation for emerald 
T069(A69) processing supply equation for townsville 
TO70(A70) processing supply equation for rockhampton 
STAN5(A1) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
stanthorpe 
ROSE5(A2) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
Warwick 
INGL5(A3) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
inglewood 
MILL5(A4) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
millmerran 
WAGG5(A5) obeying product supply resfrictions out of 
goondiwindi 
TARA5(A6) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
tara 
MURI5(A7) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
miles 
CHIN5(A8) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
chinchilla 
WARR5(A9) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
surat 
WAMB5(A10) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
dalby 
BAL05(A11) obeying product supply resfrictions out of st 
george 
BEND5(A12) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
yuleba 
BOOR5(A13) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
mitchell 
MURW5(A14) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
charleville 
PAR05(AI5) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
cunnamulla 
QUIL5(A16) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
quilpie 
BULL5(A17) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
thargomindah 
BUNG5(A18) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
roma 
TAR05(A19) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
taroom 
BAUH5(A20) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
springsure 
BANA5(A21) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
biloela 
DUAR5(A22) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
duaringa 
EMER5(A23) obeying product supply resfrictions out of 
emerald 
BELY5(A24) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
clermont 
PEAK5(A25) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
capella 
JERI5(A26) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
alpha 
TAMB5(A27) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
tambo 
BLAC5(A28) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
blackall 
ISIS5(A29) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
isisford 
BARD5(A30) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
barcaldine 
ILFR5(A31) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
ilfracombe 
LONG5(A32) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
longreach 
ARAM5(A33) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
aramac 
WINT5(A34) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
winton 
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BOUL5(A35) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
boulia 
CLON5(A36) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
cloncurry 
MCKI5(A37) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
julia creek 
RICH5(A38) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
richmond 
FLIN5(A39) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
hughenden 
DALR5(A40) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
charters towers 
BAR05(A41) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
windorah 
MUND5(A42) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
mundubbera 
EIDS5(A43) obeying product supply restrictions out of 
eidsvold 
SUPPLYl(J) shipments in are greater than shipments out 
for brisbane 
HAl harvestor supply equation for stanthorpe 
HA2 harvestor supply equation for Warwick 
HA3 harvestor supply equation for inglewood 
HA4 harvestor supply equation for millmerran 
HA5 harvestor supply equation for goondiwindi 
HA6 harvestor supply equation for tara 
HA7 harvestor supply equation for miles 
HA8 harvestor supply equation for chincilla 
HA9 harvestor supply equation for surat 
HAIO harvestor supply equation for dalby 
HAl 1 harvestor supply equation for st george 
HA12 harvestor supply equation for yuleba 
HA13 harvestor supply equation for mitchell 
HAH harvestor supply equation for charleville 
HAl 5 harvestor supply equation for cunnamulla 
HA16 harvestor supply equation for quilpie 
HA 17 harvestor supply equation for thargomindah 
HAl 8 harvestor supply equation for roma 
HA 19 harvestor supply equation for taroom 
HA20 harvestor supply equation for springsure 
HA21 harvestor supply equation for biloela 
HA22 harvestor supply equation for duaringa 
HA23 harvestor supply equation for emerald 
HA24 harvestor supply equation for clermont 
HA25 harvestor supply equation for capella 
HA26 harvestor supply equation for alpha 
HA27 harvestor supply equation for tambo 
HA28 harvestor supply equation for blackall 
HA29 harvestor supply equation for isisford 
HA30 harvestor supply equation for barcaldine 
HA31 harvestor supply equation for ilfracombe 
HA32 harvestor supply equation for longreach 
HA33 harvestor supply equation for aramac 
HA34 harvestor supply equation for winton 
HA35 harvestor supply equation for boulia 
HA36 harvestor supply equation for cloncurry 
HA37 harvestor supply equation for julia creek 
HA38 harvestor supply equation for richmond 
HA39 harvestor supply equation for hughenden 
HA40 harvestor supply equation for charters towers 
HA41 harvestor supply equation for windorah 
HA42 harvestor supply equation for mundubbera 
HA43 harvestor supply equation for eidsvold 
CHI harvestor supply equation for stanthorpe 
CH2 chiller box supply equation for Warwick 
CH3 chiller box supply equation for inglewood 
CH4 chiller box supply equation for millmerran 
CH5 chiller box supply equation for goondiwindi 
CH6 chiller box supply equation for tara 
CH7 chiller box supply equation for miles 
CH8 chiller box supply equation for chincilla 
CH9 chiller box supply equation for surat 
CHIO chiller box supply equati 
CHI I chiller box supply equat 
CH12 chiller box supply equati 
CH13 chiller box supply equat 
CHI4 chiller box supply equat 
CHI5 chiller box supply equat 
CHI6 chiller box supply equat: 
CH17 chiller box supply equat 
CHI8 chiller box supply equat 
CH19 chiller box supply equati 
CH20 chiller box supply equati 
CH21 chiller box supply equat 
CH22 chiller box supply equati 
CH23 chiller box supply equati 
CH24 chiller box supply equati 
CH25 chiller box supply equati 
CH26 chiller box supply equati 
CH27 chiller box supply equati 
CH28 chiller box supply equati 
CH29 chiller box supply equati 
CH30 chiller box supply equati 
CH31 chiller box supply equati 
CH32 chiller box supply equati 
CH33 chiller box supply equati 
CH34 chiller box supply equati 
CH35 chiller box supply equat 
CH36 chiller box supply equati 
CH37 chiller box supply equati 
CH38 chiller box supply equati 
CH39 chiller box supply equat 
CH40 chiller box supply equati 
CH41 chiller box supply equati 
CH42 chiller box supply equati 
CH43 chiller box supply equati 
on for dalby 
on for st george 
on for yuleba 
on for mitchell 
on for charleville 
on for cunnamulla 
on for quilpie 
on for thargomindah 
on for roma 
on for taroom 
on for springsure 
on for biloela 
on for duaringa 
on for emerald 
on for clermont 
on for capella 
on for alpha 
on for tambo 
on for blackall 
on for isisford 
on for barcaldine 
on for ilfracombe 
on for longreach 
on for aramac 
on for winton 
on for boulia 
on for cloncurry 
on for julia creek 
on for richmond 
on for hughenden 
on for charters towers 
on for windorah 
on for mundubbera 
on for eidsvold; 
MARKET1A(A80).. MARK1A(A80) =E= 
SUM((A50,A51,A52), 
Z1(A50,A80) + Z2(A51,A80) + Z3(A52,A80)) + 
SUM((A53,A54,A55,A56), 
Z4(A53,A80)+ Z5(A54,A80) + Z6(A55,A80) + 
Z7(A56,A80))+ 
SUM((A57,A58,A59,A60,A61), Z8(A57,A80) + 
Z9(A58,A80) + 
Z10(A59,A80) + Zl 1(A60,A80) + Z12(A61,A80)) + 
SUM((A62,A63,A64,A65,A66), 
Z13(A62,A80) + Z14(A63,A80) + Z15(A64,A80) + 
Z16(A65,A80)+ Z17(A66,A80)) + 
SUM((A67,A68,A69,A70), 
Z18(A67,A80) + Z19(A68,A80) + Z20(A69,A80) + 
Z21(A70,A80)); 
MARKETL. MARKl =E= SUM(A80, MARK1A(A80)); 
MARKI.LO=3200; 
MARKET2A(A81).. MARK2A(A81) =E= 
SUM((A50,A51,A52,A53), Z30(A50,A81) + 
Z31(A51,A81) + Z32(A52,A81) + Z33(A53,A81)) + 
SUM((A54,A55,A56,A57), 
Z34(A54,A81)+ Z35(A55,A81) + Z36(A56,A81) + 
Z37(A57,A81)) + 
SUM((A58,A59,A60,A61), Z38(A58,A81) + 
Z39(A59,A81) + 
Z40(A60,A81) + Z41(A61,A81)) + 
SUM((A62,A63,A64,A65), Z42(A62,A81) + 
Z43(A63,A81) + Z44(A64,A81) + Z45(A65,A81))+ 
SUM((A66,A67,A68,A69,A70), 
Z46(A66,A81) + Z47(A67,A81) + Z48(A68,A81) + 
Z49(A69,A81) + Z50(A70,A81)); 
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MARKET2.. MARK2 =E= SUM(A81, M/UIK2A(A81)); 
MARK2.LO=460; 
MARKET3A(A82).. MARKSA(A82) =E= 
SUM((A50,A51,A52,A53), Z60(A50,A82) + 
Z61(A51,A82) + Z62(A52,A82) + Z63(A53,A82)) + 
SUM((A54,A55,A56,A57), 
Z64(A54,A82) + Z65(A55,A82) + Z66(A56,A82) + 
Z67(A57,A82)) + 
SUM((A58,A59,A60,A61), Z68(A58,A82) + 
Z69(A59,A82) + Z70(A60,A82) + 
Z71(A61,A82)) + SUM((A62,A63,A64,A65), 
Z72(A62,A82) + Z73(A63,A82) + 
Z74(A64,A82) + Z75(A65,A82))+ 
SUM((A66,A67,A68,A69,A70), Z76(A66,A82) + 
Z77(A67,A82) + Z78(A68,A82) + Z79(A69,A82) + 
Z80(A70,A82)); 
MARKET3.. MARK3 =E= SUM(A82, MARK3A(A82)); 
MARK3.LO=575; 
TRANS 1 A. TRANS1=E= 
SUM((A1,J),C1(A1,J)*X1(A1,J)) + 
SUM((A2,J),C2(A2,J)*X2(A2,J)) + 
SUM((A3,J),C3(A3,J)*X3(A3,J)) + 
SUM((A4,J),C4(A4,J)*X4(A4,J)) + 
SUM((A5,J),C5(A5,J)*X5(A5,J)) + 
SUM((A6,J),C6(A6,J)*X6(A6,J)) + 
SUM((A7,J),C7(A7,J)*X7(A7,J)) + 
SUM((A8,J),C8(A8,J)*X8(A8,J)) + 
SUM((A9,J),C9(A9,J)*X9(A9,J)) + 
SUM((A10,J),C10(A10,J)*X10(A10,J)) + 
SUM((A11,J),C11(A11,J)*X11(A11,J)) + 
SUM((A12,J),C12(A12,J)*X12(A12,J)) + 
SUM((AI3,J),CI3(A13,J)*X13(A13,J)) + 
SUM((AI4,J),C14(A14,J)*X14(A14,J)) + 
SUM((A15,J),C15(A15,J)*X15(A15,J)) + 
SUM((AI6,J),C16(A16,J)*X16(A16,J)) + 
SUM((A17,J),C17(A17,J)*X17(A17,J)) + 
SUM((A18,J),C18(A18,J)*X18(A18,J)) + 
SUM((AI9,J),C19(A19,J)*XI9(A19,J)) + 
SUM((A20,J),C20(A20,J)*X20(A20,J)) + 
SUM((A21,J),C21(A21,J)*X21(A21,J)) + 
SUM((A22,J),C22(A22,J)*X22(A22,J)) + 
SUM((A23,J),C23(A23,J)*X23(A23,J)) + 
SUM((A24,J),C24(A24,J)*X24(A24,J)) + 
SUM((A25,J),C25(A25,J)*X25(A25,J)) + 
SUM((A26,J),C26(A26,J)*X26(A26,J)) + 
SUM((A27,J),C27(A27,J)*X27(A27,J)) + 
SUM((A28,J),C28(A28,J)*X28(A28,J)) + 
SUM((A29,J),C29(A29,J)*X29(A29,J)) + 
SUM((A30,J),C30(A30,J)*X30(A30,J)) + 
SUM((A31,J),C31(A31,J)*X31(A31,J)) + 
SUM((A32,J),C32(A32,J)*X32(A32,J)) + 
SUM((A33,J),C33(A33,J)*X33(A33,J)) + 
SUM((A34,J),C34(A34,J)*X34(A34,J)) + 
SUM((A35,J),C35(A35,J)*X35(A35,J)) + 
SUM((A36,J),C36(A36,J)*X36(A36,J)) + 
SUM((A37,J),C37(A37,J)*X37(A37,J)) + 
SUM((A38,J),C38(A38,J)*X38(A38,J)) + 
SUM((A39,J),C39(A39,J)*X39(A39,J)) + 
SUM((A40,J),C40(A40,J)*X40(A40,J)) + 
SUM((A41,J),C41(A41,J)*X41(A41,J)) + 
SUM((A42,J),C42(A42,J)*X42(A42,J)) + 
SUM((A43,J),C43(A43,J)*X43(A43,J)); 
TRANSIB.. TRANS2 =E= SUM((A50,A80), 
C50(A50,A80)*Z1(A50,A80))+ 
SUMi 
SUMi 
SUMi 
SUMi 
SUMi 
SUMi 
SUMi 
SUMi 
SUMi 
SUMi 
SUMi 
SUMi 
SUMI 
SUM 
S U M I 
SUM 
SUMi 
SUM 
S U M I 
S U M I 
SUM 
SUM 
SUM 
SUM 
SUM 
SUM 
SUM 
SUM 
SUM 
SUM 
SUM 
SUM 
SUM 
SUM. 
SUM 
SUM. 
SUMi 
SUMi 
SUMi 
SUMI 
SUMI 
SUMI 
SUMI 
SUMI 
SUMI 
SUMI 
SUMI 
SUMI 
SUMI 
SUMI 
SUMI 
SUMI 
SUMI 
SUMI 
SUMI 
SUMI 
SUMI 
SUMI 
SUMI 
SUMI 
SUMI 
SUMI 
((A51,A80 
((A52,A80 
((A53,A80 
((A54,A80 
((A55,A80 
((A56,A80 
((A57,A80 
((A58,A80 
((A59,A80 
((A60,A80 
((A61,A80 
((A62,A80 
((A63,A80 
((A64,A80 
((A65,A80 
((A66,A80 
((A67,A80 
((A68,A80 
((A69,A80 
((A70,A80 
((A50,A81 
((A51,A81 
((A52,A81 
((A53,A81 
((A54,A81 
((A55,A81 
((A56,A81 
((A57,A81 
((A58,A81 
((A59,A81 
((A60,A81 
((A61,A81 
((A62,A81 
((A63,A81 
((A64,A81 
((A65,A81 
((A66,A81 
((A67,A81 
((A68,A81 
((A69,A81 
((A70,A81 
((A50,A82 
((A51,A82 
((A52,A82 
((A53,A82 
((A54,A82 
((A55,A82 
((A56,A82 
((A57,A82 
((A58,A82 
:((A59,A82 
:((A60,A82 
((A61,A82 
((A62,A82 
((A63,A82 
((A64,A82 
((A65,A82 
((A66,A82 
((A67,A82 
((A68,A82 
((A69,A82 
((A70,A82 
C51(A51,A80)*Z2(A51,A80))+ 
C52(A52,A80)*Z3(A52,A80))+ 
I, C53(A53,A80)*Z4(A53,A80))+ 
C54(A54,A80)*Z5(A54,A80))+ 
C5 5( A55,A80)*Z6( A5 5, A80))+ 
C56(A56,A80)*Z7(A56,A80))+ 
C57(A57,A80)*Z8(A57,A80))+ 
I, C58(A58,A80)*Z9(A58,A80))+ 
C59( A59, A80)*Z 10( A59,A80))+ 
C60(A60,A80)*Z11(A60,A80))+ 
C61(A61,A80)*Z12(A61,A80))+ 
C62(A62,A80)*Z13(A62,A80))+ 
I, C63(A63,A80)*Z14(A63,A80))+ 
I, C64(A64,A80)*Z15(A64,A80))+ 
C65(A65,A80)*Z16(A65,A80))+ 
C66(A66,A80)*Z17(A66,A80))+ 
I, C67(A67,A80)*Z18(A67,A80))+ 
I, C68(A68,A80)*Z19(A68,A80))+ 
C69(A69,A80)*Z20(A69,A80))+ 
C70(A70, A80)*Z21(A70, A80))+ 
C80(A50,A81 )*Z30(A50,A81 ))+ 
C81 (A51 ,A81 )*Z31 (A51, A81))+ 
C82(A52,A81)*Z32(A52,A81))+ 
C83(A53,A81)*Z33(A53,A81))+ 
C84(A54,A81)*Z34(A54,A81))+ 
C85(A55,A81)*Z35(A55,A81))+ 
C86(A56,A81 )*Z36(A56,A81))+ 
C87(A57,A81)*Z37(A57,A81))+ 
C88( A5 8, A81 )*Z3 8( A5 8,A81 ))+ 
C89( A59, A81 )*Z39( A59,A81 ))+ 
C90(A60, A81 )*Z40( A60,A81))+ 
C91(A61,A81)*Z41(A61,A81))+ 
C92(A62,A81 )*Z42(A62,A81))+ 
C93(A63,A81 )*Z43(A63, A81))+ 
C94(A64,A81 )*Z44(A64, A81))+ 
C95(A65,A81)*Z45(A65,A81))+ 
C96(A66,A81 )*Z46(A66, A81))+ 
C97(A67, A81 )*Z47(A67,A81))+ 
C98(A68, A81)*Z48(A68,A81))+ 
C99(A69, A81 )*Z49(A69,A81 ))+ 
C100(A70, A81 )*Z50( A70, A81 ))+ 
CI IO(A50,A82)*Z60(A50,A82))+ 
C 1 1 1 ( A 5 1 , A 8 2 ) * Z 6 1 ( / > L 5 1 , A 8 2 ) ) + 
C112(A52,A82)*Z62(A52,A82))+ 
Cl 1 3 ( A 5 3 , A 8 2 ) * Z 6 3 ( A 5 3 , A 8 2 ) ) + 
CI 14(A54,A82)*Z64(A54,A82))+ 
Cl 15(A55,A82)*Z65(A55,A82))+ 
Cl 16(A56,A82)*Z66(A56,A82))+ 
C117(A57, A82)*Z67( A57,A82))+ 
Cl 18(A58,A82)*Z68(A58,A82))+ 
Cl 19(A59,A82)*Z69(A59,A82))+ 
C120(A60,A82)*Z70(A60,A82))+ 
C121(A61,A82)*Z71(A61,A82))+ 
C122(A62,A82)*Z72(A62,A82))+ 
C123(A63,A82)*Z73(A63,A82))+ 
C124(A64,A82)*Z74(A64,A82))+ 
C125(A65,A82)*Z75(A65,A82))+ 
C 126(A66,A82)*Z76(A66,A82))+ 
C127(A67,A82)*Z77(A67,A82))+ 
C128( A68,A82)*Z78(A68, A82))+ 
C129(A69, A82)*Z79(A69,A82))+ 
C130(A70,A82)*Z80(A70,A82)); 
TO50(A50).. TOT50(A50) =E= SUM((A80,A81,A82), 
Z1(A50,A80) + 
Z30(A50,A81) + Z60(A50,A82)); 
T051(A51).. TOT51(A51) =E= 
SUM((A80,A81,A82),Z2(A51,A80) + 
Z31(A51,A81) + Z61(A5I,A82)); 
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T052(A52).. TOT52(A52) =E= SUM((A80,A81,A82), 
Z3(A52,A80) + 
Z32(A52,A81) + Z62(A52,A82)); 
T053(A53).. TOT53(A53) =E= SUM((A80,A8I,A82), 
Z4(A53,A80) + 
Z33(A53,A81) + Z63(A53,A82)); 
T054(A54).. TOT54(A54) =E= SUM((A80,A8I,A82), 
Z5(A54,A80) + 
Z34(A54,A81)+ Z64(A54,A82)); 
T055(A55).. TOT55(A55) =E= SUM((A80,A81,A82), 
Z6(A55,A80) + 
Z35(A55,A81) + Z65(A55,A82)); 
T056(A56).. TOT56(A56) =E= SUM((A80,A81,A82), 
Z7(A56,A80) + 
Z36(A56,A81)+ Z66(A56,A82)); 
T057(A57).. TOT57(A57) =E= SUM((A80,A81,A82), 
Z8(A57,A80) + 
Z37(A57,A81) + Z67(A57,A82)); 
T058(A58).. TOT58(A58) =E= SUM((A80,A81,A82), 
Z9(A58,A80) + 
Z38(A58,A81) + Z68(A58,A82)); 
T059(A59).. TOT59(A59) =E= SUM((A80,A81,A82), 
Z10(A59,A80) + 
Z39(A59,A81)+ Z69(A59,A82)); 
TO60(A60).. TOT60(A60) =E= SUM((A80,A81,A82), 
Z11(A60,A80) + 
Z40(A60,A81) + Z70(A60,A82)); 
T06I(A61).. TOT61(A61) =E= SUM((A80,A81,A82), 
Z12(A61,A80) + 
Z41(A61,A81) + Z71(A61,A82)); 
T062(A62).. TOT62(A62) =E= SUM((A80,A81,A82), 
Z13(A62,A80) + 
Z42(A62,A81) + Z72(A62,A82)); 
T063(A63).. TOT63(A63) =E= SUM((A80,A81,A82), 
Z14(A63,A80) + 
Z43(A63,A81) + Z73(A63,A82)); 
T064(A64).. TOT64(A64) =E= SUM((A80,A81,A82), 
Z15(A64,A80) + 
Z44(A64,A81)+ Z74(A64,A82)); 
T065(A65).. TOT65(A65) =E= SUM((A80,A81,A82), 
ZI6(A65,A80) + 
Z45(A65,A81) + Z75(A65,A82)); 
T066(A66).. TOT66(A66) =E= SUM((A80,A81,A82), 
Z17(A66,A80) + 
Z46(A66,A81) + Z76(A66,A82)); 
T067(A67).. TOT67(A67) =E= SUM((A80,A8I,A82), 
ZI8(A67,A80) + 
Z47(A67,A81) + Z77(A67,A82)); 
T068(A68).. TOT68(A68) =E= SUM((A80,A81,A82), 
ZI9(A68,A80) + 
Z48(A68,A81)+ Z78(A68,A82)); 
T069(A69).. TOT69(A69) =E= SUM((A80,A81,A82), 
Z20(A69,A80) + 
Z49(A69,A81) + Z79(A69,A82)); 
TO70(A70).. TOT70(A70) =E= SUM((A80,A81,A82) 
Z21(A70,A80) + 
Z50(A70,A81)+ Z80(A70,A82)); 
PROCE50.. PRO50 =E= SUM(A50, 
TOT50(A50)*PROCESS3); 
PROCE51.. PR051 =E= SUM(A51, 
TOT51 (A51 )*PROCESS3); 
PROCE52.. PR052 =E= SUM(A52, 
TOT52(A52)*PROCESS3); 
PROCE53.. PR053 =E= SUM(A53, 
TOT53(A53)*PROCESS3); 
PROCE54.. PR054 =E= SUM(A54, 
TOT54(A54)*PROCESS3); 
PROCE55.. PR055 =E= SUM(A55, 
TOT55(A55)*PROCESS3); 
PROCE56.. PR056 =E= SUM(A56, 
TOT56(A56)*PROCESS3); 
PROCE57.. PR057 =E= SUM(A57, 
TOT57(A57)*PROCESS3); 
PROCE58.. PR058 =E= SUM(A58, 
TOT58(A58)*PROCESS3); 
PROCE59.. PR059 =E= SUM(A59, 
TOT59(A59)*PROCESS3); 
PROCE60.. PRO60 =E= SUM(A60, 
TOT60(A60)*PROCESS3); 
PROCE61.. PR061=E=SUM(A61, 
TOT61(A61)*PROCESS3); 
PROCE62.. PR062 =E= SUM(A62, 
TOT62(A62)*PROCESS3); 
PROCE63.. PR063 =E= SUM(A63, 
TOT63(A63)*PROCESS3); 
PROCE64., PR064 =E= SUM(A64, 
TOT64(A64)*PROCESS3); 
PROCE65.. PR065 =E= SUM(A65, 
TOT65(A65)*PROCESS3); 
PROCE66.. PR066 =E= SUM(A66, 
TOT66(A66)*PROCESS3); 
PROCE67.. PR067 =E= SUM(A67, 
TOT67(A67)*PROCESS3); 
PROCE68.. PR068 =E= SUM(A68, 
TOT68(A68)*PROCESS3); 
PROCE69.. PR069 =E= SUM(A69, 
TOT69(A69)*PROCESS3); 
PROCE70.. PRO70 =E= SUM(A70, 
TOT70(A70)*PROCESS3); 
CENTPRO.. CENT =E= PRO50 + PR051 + PR052 + 
PR053 + 
PR054 + PR055 + PR056 + PR057 + PR058 + PR059 
+ 
PRO60 + PR061 + PR062 + PR063 + PR064 + PR065 
+ 
PR066 + PR067 + PR068 + PR069 + PRO70; 
OBJN.. Z =E= (MARK1**BRIS2)*BRIS1 + 
(MARK2**ROCK2)*ROCKl+ 
(MARK3**TOWN2)*TOWNl - TRANSl - TRANS2 -
CENT; 
STAN5(A1).. SUM(J, X1(A1,J)) =L= 
(STAN2*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO; 
ROSE5(A2).. SUM(J, X2(A2,J)) =L= 
(ROSE2*RATE)*MEATl /lOOO; 
INGL5(A3).. SUM(J, X3(A3,J)) =L= 
(INGL2*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO; 
MILL5(A4).. SUM(J, X4(A4,J)) =L= 
(MILL2*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO; 
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WAGG5(A5).. SUM(J, X5(A5,J)) =L= 
(WAGG2*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO; 
TARA5(A6).. SUM(J, X6(A6,J)) =L= 
(TARA2*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO; 
MURI5(A7).. SUM(J, X7(A7,J)) =L= 
(MUR12*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO; 
CHIN5(A8).. SUM(J, X8(A8,J)) =L= 
(CHIN2*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO; 
WARR5(A9).. SUM(J, X9(A9,J)) =L= 
(WARR2*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO; 
WAMB5(A10).. SUM(J, X10(A10,J)) =L= 
(WAMB2*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO; 
BAL05(A11).. SUM(J, XI 1(AI 1,J)) =L= 
(BAL02*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO; 
BEND5(A12).. SUM(J, X12(A12,J)) =L= 
(BEND2*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO; 
BOOR5(A13).. SUM(J, X13(A13,J)) =L= 
(BOOR2*RATE)*MEATl /lOOO; 
MURW5(A14).. SUM(J, X14(A14,J)) =L= 
(MURW2*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO; 
PAR05(A15).. SUM(J, X15(A15,J)) =L= 
(PAR02*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO; 
QUIL5(A16).. SUM(J, X16(A16,J)) =L= 
(QUIL2*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO; 
BULL5(A17).. SUM(J, X17(A17,J)) =L= 
(BULL2*RATE)*MEAT1 /1000; 
BUNG5(A18).. SUM(J, X18(A18,J)) =L= 
(BUNG2*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO; 
TAR05(A19).. SUM(J, X19(A19,J)) =L= 
(TAR02*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO; 
BAUH5(A20).. SUM(J, X20(A20,J)) =L= 
(BAUH2*RATE)*MEAT1 /1000; 
BANA5(A21).. SUM(J, X21(A21,J)) =L= 
(BANA2*RATE)*MEAT1 /1000 ; 
DUAR5(A22).. SUM(J, X22(A22,J)) =L= 
(DUAR2*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO; 
EMER5(A23).. SUM(J, X23(A23,J)) =L= 
(EMER2*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO; 
BELY5(A24).. SUM(J, X24(A24,J)) =L= 
(BELY2*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO; 
PEAK5(A25).. SUM(J, X25(A25,J)) =L= 
(PEAK2*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO; 
JERI5(A26).. SUM(J, X26(A26,J)) =L= 
(JERI2*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO; 
TAMB5(A27).. SUM(J, X27(A27,J)) =L= 
(TAMB2*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO; 
BLAC5(A28).. SUM(J, X28(A28,J)) =L= 
(BLAC2*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO; 
ISIS5(A29).. SUM(J, X29(A29,J)) =L= 
(ISIS2*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO ; 
BARD5(A30).. SUM(J, X30(A30,J)) =L= 
(BARD2*RATE)*MEATI /lOOO; 
ILFR5(A31).. SUM(J, X31(A31,J)) =L= 
(ILFR2*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO; 
LONG5(A32).. SUM(J, X32(A32,J)) =L= 
(LONG2*RATE)*MEATl /lOOO; 
ARAM5(A33).. SUM(J, X33(A33,J)) =L= 
(ARAM2*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO; 
WINT5(A34).. SUM(J, X34(A34,J)) =L= 
(WINT2*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO; 
BOUL5(A35).. SUM(J, X35(A35,J)) =L= 
(B0UL2*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO; 
CLON5(A36).. SUM(J, X36(A36,J)) =L= 
(CLON2*RATE)*MEATl /lOOO; 
MCKI5(A37).. SUM(J, X37(A37,J)) =L= 
(MCKI2*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO; 
RICH5(A38).. SUM(J, X38(A38,J)) =L= 
(RICH2*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO; 
FLIN5(A39).. SUM(J, X39(A39,J)) =L= 
(FLIN2*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO; 
DALR5(A40).. SUM(J, X40(A40,J)) =L= 
(DALR2*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO; 
BAR05(A4I).. SUM(J, X41(A41,J)) =L= 
(BAR02*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO; 
MUND5(A42).. SUM(J, X42(A42,J)) =L= 
(MUND2*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO; 
EIDS5(A43).. SUM(J, X43(A43,J)) =L= 
(EIDS2*RATE)*MEAT1 /lOOO ; 
SUPPLYl(J).. SUM((A50,A80), 
Z1 (A50, A80)*KC l('BRlSBr,J))+ 
SUM((A50,A81 
SUM((A50,A82 
SUM((A51,A80 
SUM((A51,A81 
SUM((A51,A82 
SUM((A52,A80 
SUM((A52,A81 
SUM((A52,A82 
SUM((A53,A80 
SUM((A53,A81 
SUM((A53,A82 
SUM((A54,A80 
SUM((A54,A81 
SUM((A54,A82 
SUM((A55,A80 
SUM((A55,A81 
SUM((A55,A82 
SUM((A56,A80 
SUM((A56,A81 
SUM((A56,A82 
SUM((A57,A80 
SUM((A57,A81 
SUM((A57,A82 
SUM((A58,A80 
SUM((A58,A81 
SUM((A58,A82 
SUM((A59,A80 
SUM((A59,A81 
SUM((A59,A82 
SUM((A60,A80 
SUM((A60,A81 
SUM((A60,A82 
SUM((A61,A80 
SUM((A61,A81 
SUM((A61,A82 
SUM((A62,A80 
SUM((A62,A81 
SUM((A62,A82 
SUM((A63,A80 
SUM((A63,A81 
SUM((A63,A82 
SUM((A64,A80 
SUM((A64,A81 
SUM((A64,A82 
SUM((A65,A80 
SUM((A65,A81 
SUM((A65,A82 
SUM((A66,A80 
SUM((A66,A81 
SUM((A66,A82 
SUM((A67,A80 
SUM((A67,A81 
SUM((A67,A82 
SUM((A68,A80 
SUM((A68,A81 
SUM((A68,A82 
SUM((A69,A80 
SUM((A69,A81 
SUM((A69,A82 
Z30( A50, A81 )*KC30("ROCKHA", J))+ 
Z60(A50,A82)*KC60("TOWNSV",J))+ 
, Z2(A51,A80)*KC2('BRISBr,J))+ 
,Z31(A51,A81)*KC31("ROCKHA",J))+ 
Z61 (A51, A82)*KC61 ("TOWNS V",J))+ 
Z3(A52,A80)*KC3("BRISBI",J))+ 
,Z32(A52,A81)*KC32("ROCKHA",J))+ 
Z62(A52,A82)*KC62("TOWNSV",J))+ 
Z4(A53,A80)*KC4("BRISBI",J))+ 
i,Z33(A53,A81)*KC33("ROCKHA",J))+ 
i,Z63(A53,A82)*KC63("TOWNSV",J))+ 
Z5(A54,A80)*KC5("BRISBr',J))+ 
Z34( A54, A81 )*KC34("ROCKH A",J))+ 
Z64(A54,A82)*KC64("TOWNSV",J))+ 
Z6(A55,A80)*KC6("BRISBI",J))+ 
I, Z35(A55,A81 )*KC35("ROCKHA",J))+ 
Z65(A55,A82)*KC65("TOWNSV",J))+ 
Z7(A56,A80)*KC7("BRISBr',J))+ 
Z36(A56,A81)*KC36("ROCKHA",J))+ 
I, Z66(A56,A82)*KC66("TOWNSV",J))+ 
I, Z8(A57,A80)*KC8("BRISBr',J))+ 
i,Z37(A57,A81)*KC37("ROCKHA",J))+ 
Z67(A57,A82)*KC67("TOWNSV",J))+ 
I, Z9(A5 8,A80)*KC9("BRISBI",J))+ 
i,Z38(A58,A81)*KC38("ROCKHA",J))+ 
Z68( A5 8, A82)*KC68("TOWNS V", J))+ 
ZI0(A59,A80)*KCI0("BRISBr',J))+ 
Z39(A59,A81)*KC39("ROCKHA",J))+ 
I, Z69(A59,A82)*KC69("TOWNSV",J))+ 
i,Zll(A60,A80)*KCll("BRISBr',J))+ 
Z40(A60,A81)*KC40("ROCKHA",J))+ 
Z70(A60,A82)*KC70("TOWNSV",J))+ 
Zl 2(A61, A80)*KC 12("BRISBr,J))+ 
Z41 (A61, A81 )* KC41 ("ROCKH A", J))+ 
Z71 (A61 ,A82)*KC7 l("TOWNS V", J))+ 
Z13(A62,A80)*KC13("BRISBr',J))+ 
Z42( A62,A81 )*KC42("ROCKH A", J))+ 
Z72(A62,A82)*KC72("TOWNSV",J))+ 
i,Z14(A63,A80)*KC14("BRISBI",J))+ 
I, Z43(A63,A81 )*KC43("ROCKHA",J))+ 
i,Z73(A63,A82)*KC73("TOWNSV",J))+ 
Zl 5(A64, A80)*KC 15("BRISBI", J))+ 
Z44(A64, A81 )*KC44("ROCKH A", J))+ 
Z74(A64,A82)*KC74("TOWNSV",J))+ 
Z16(A65,A80)*KC16("BRISBr',J))+ 
Z45(A65,A81 )*KC45("ROCKH A", J))+ 
Z75(A65,A82)*KC75("TOWNSV",J))+ 
Z17(A66,A80)*KC17("BRISBI",J))+ 
Z46(A66, A81 )*KC46("ROCKH A', J))+ 
Z76(A66,A82)*KC76("TOWNSV",J))+ 
I, Z18(A67,A80)*KC 18("BRISBr',J))+ 
Z47( A67, A81 )*KC47("ROCKH A",J))+ 
i,Z77(A67,A82)*KC77("TOWNSV",J))+ 
I, Z19(A68,A80)*KC19("BRISBr,J))+ 
I, Z48(A68,A81)*KC48("ROCKHA",J))+ 
I, Z78(A68,A82)*KC78("TOWNSV",J))+ 
i,Z20(A69,A80)*KC20("BRJSBI",J))+ 
I, Z49(A69,A81 )*KC49("ROCKHA",J))+ 
Z79(A69,A82)*KC79("TOWNSV",J))+ 
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SUM((A70,A80).Z21(A70,A80)*KC21("BRISBr',J))+ 
SUM((A70,A81),Z50(A70,A81)*KC50("ROCKHA",J))+ 
SUM((A70,A82),Z80(A70,A82)*KC80("TOWNSV,J)) 
=E= 
SUM((A1,I),X1(A1,J)*KA50I(I,J))+ 
SUM((A2,I),X2(A2,J)*KA502(I,J))+ 
SUM((A3,I),X3(A3,J)*KA503(I,J))+ 
SUM((A4,I),X4(A4,J)*KA504(LJ))+ 
SUM((A5,I),X5(A5,J)*KA505(I,J))+ 
SUM((A6,I),X6(A6,J)*KA506(I,J))+ 
SUM((A7,I),X7(A7,J)*KA507(I,J))+ 
SUM((A8,I),X8(A8,J)*KA508(I,J))+ 
SUM((A9,I),X9(A9,J)*KA509(I,J))+ 
SUM((A10,I),X10(A10,J)*KA5010(LJ): 
SUM((A11,I),X11(A11,J)*KA5011(1,1) 
SUM((A12,I),X12(A12,J)*KA50I2(LJ) 
SUM((A13,I),XI3(A13,J)*KA50I3(LJ); 
SUM((A14,I),X14(A14,J)*KA5014(LJ) 
SUM((A15,I),X15(A15,J)*KA5015(1,1); 
SUM((A16,I),X16(A16,J)*KA5016(LJ): 
SUM((A17,I),X17(A17,J)*KA5017(I,J) 
SUM((A18,I),X18(A18,J)*KA5018(L J) 
SUM((A19,I),XI9(A19,J)*KA5019(LJ) 
SUM((A20,I),X20(A20,J)*KA5020(I,J) 
SUM((A21,I),X21(A21,J)*KA5021(I,J) 
SUM((A22,I),X22(A22,J)*KA5022(LJ) 
SUM((A23,I);SC23(A23,J)*KA5023(LJ) 
SUM((A24,I),X24(A24,J)*KA5024(I,J); 
SUM((A25,I),X25(A25,J)*KA5025(LJ) 
SUM((A26,I),X26(A26,J)*KA5026(I,J) 
SUM((A27,I),X27(A27,J)*KA5027(I,J) 
SUM((A28,I),X28(A28,J)*KA5028(LJ) 
SUM((A29,I),X29(A29,J)*KA5029(LJ) 
SUM((A30,I),X30(A30,J)*KA5030(LJ) 
SUM((A31,I),X31(A31,J)*KA5031(I,J) 
SUM((A32,I),X32(A32,J)*KA5032(I,J) 
SUM((A33,I),X33(A33,J)*KA5033(LJ) 
SUM((A34,I),X34(A34,J)*KA5034(I,J) 
SUM((A35,I),X35(A35,J)*KA5035(I,J) 
SUM((A36,I),X36(A36,J)*KA5036(I,J) 
SUM((A37,I),X37(A37,J)*KA5037(I,J) 
SUM((A38,I),X38(A38,J)*KA5038(LJ)' 
SUM((A39,I),X39(A39,J)*KA5039(LJ) 
SUM((A40,I),X40(A40,J)*KA5040(I,J) 
SUM((A41,I),X41(A41,J)*KA504l(LJ): 
SUM((A42,I),X42(A42,J)*KA5042(I,J) 
SUM((A43,I),X43(A43,J)*KA5043(I,J): 
HAL. HARl =E= SUM((A1,J), 
X 1(A 1, J)*HARVESTOR); 
HA2.. HAR2 =E= SUM((A2,J), X2(A2,J)*HARVESTOR) 
HA3.. HAR3 =E= SUM((A3,J), X3(A3,J)*HARVESTOR) 
HA4.. HAR4 =E= SUM((A4,J), X4(A4,J)*HARVESTOR) 
HA5.. HAR5 =E= SUM((A5,J),X5(A5,J)*HARVESTOR) 
HA6.. HAR6 =E= SUM((A6,J),X6(A6,J)*HARVESTOR) 
HA7.. HAR7 =E= SUM((A7,J),X7(A7,J)*HARVESTOR) 
HA8.. HAR8 =E= SUM((A8,J),X8(A8,J)*HARVESTOR) 
HA9.. HAR9 =E= SUM((A9,J),X9(A9,J)*HARVESTOR) 
HAIO.. HARIO =E= 
SUM((AI0,J),X10(A10,J)*HARVESTOR); 
HAIL. HARl 1=E= 
SUM((A11,J),XI 1(A1 l,J)*HARVESTOR); 
HA12.,HAR12=E 
SUM((AI2,J),X12(A12 
HA13.. HAR13=E 
SUM((A13,J),X13(A13 
HA14.. HAR14=E= 
SUM((A14,J),X14(A14 
HA15.. HAR15=E= 
SUM((A15,J),X15(A15 
HAI6.. HARI6 =E= 
SUM((A16,J),X16(A16 
HA17.. HAR17 =E= 
SUM((AI7,J),X17(A17, 
HA18.. HAR18=E= 
SUM((A18,J),X18(A18 
HA19.. HAR19 =E= 
SUM((A19,J),X19(A19 
HA20.. HAR20 =E= 
SUM((A20,J),X20(A20, 
HA21.. HAR21=E= 
SUM((A21,J),X21(A21. 
HA22.. HAR22 =E= 
SUM((A22,J),X22(A22. 
HA23.. HAR23 =E= 
SUM((A23,J),X23(A23, 
HA24.. HAR24 =E= 
SUM((A24,J),X24(A24 
HA25.. HAR25 =E= 
SUM((A25,J),X25(A25, 
HA26.. HAR26 =E= 
SUM((A26,J),X26(A26. 
HA27.. HAR27 =E= 
SUM((A27,J),X27(A27, 
HA28.. HAR28 =E= 
SUM((A28,J),X28(A28. 
HA29.. HAR29 =E= 
SUM((A29,J),X29(A29, 
HA30.. HAR30 =E= 
SUM((A30,J),X30(A30, 
HA31.. HAR31=E= 
SUM((A31,J),X31(A3L 
HA32.. HAR32 =E= 
SUM((A32,J),X32(A32, 
HA33,. HAR33 =E= 
SUM((A33,J),X33(A33, 
HA34.. HAR34 =E= 
SUM((A34,J),X34(A34, 
HA35.. HAR35 =E= 
SUM((A35,J),X35(A35, 
HA36.. HAR36 =E= 
SUM((A36,J),X36(A36, 
HA37.. HAR37 =E= 
SUM((A37,J),X37(A37, 
HA38.. HAR38 =E= 
SUM((A38,J),X38(A38, 
HA39.. HAR39 =E= 
SUM((A39,J),X39(A39, 
HA40.. HAR40 =E= 
SUM((A40,J),X40(A40, 
HA41.. HAR41 =E= 
SUM((A41,J),X41(A41, 
HA42.. HAR42 =E= 
SUM((A42,J),X42(A42, 
HA43.. HAR43 =E= 
SUM((A43,J),X43(A43, 
,J)*HARVESTOR) ; 
J)*HARVESTOR); 
J)*HARVESTOR); 
J)*HARVESTOR); 
J)* HARVESTOR); 
J)*HARVESTOR); 
,J)*HARVESTOR); 
,J)*HARVESTOR); 
,J)*HARVESTOR); 
,J)*HARVESTOR); 
,J)*HARVESTOR); 
,J)*HARVESTOR); 
,J)*HARVESTOR); 
,J)*HARVESTOR); 
,J)*HARVESTOR); 
,J)*HARVESTOR); 
,J)*HARVESTOR); 
,J)* HARVESTOR); 
J)*HARVESTOR); 
,J)*HARVESTOR); 
J)*HARVESTOR); 
,J)*HARVESTOR); 
,J)*HARVESTOR); 
J)*HARVESTOR); 
J)*HARVESTOR); 
J)*HARVESTOR); 
J)*HARVESTOR); 
J)*HARVESTOR); 
J)*HARVESTOR); 
J)*HARVESTOR); 
J)*HARVESTOR); 
J)*HARVESTOR); 
CHI.. CHILI =E= SUM((A1,J),X1(A1,J)*CHILLER); 
CH2.. CHIL2 =E= SUM((A2,J),X2(A2,J)*CHILLER); 
CH3.. CHIL3 =E= SUM((A3,J),X3(A3,J)*CHILLER): 
CH4.. CHIL4 =E= SUM((A4,J),X4(A4,J)*CHILLER) 
CH5.. CHIL5 =E= SUM((A5,J),X5(A5,J)*CHILLER) 
CH6.. CHIL6 =E= SUM((A6,J),X6(A6,J)*CHILLER) 
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SUM((A7,J),X7(A7,J)*CHILLER) 
SUM((A8,J),X8(A8,J)*CHILLER) 
SUM((A9,J),X9(A9,J)*CHILLER) 
CH7.. CHIL7 =E= 
CH8.. CHIL8 =E= 
CH9.. CHIL9 =E= 
CHIO.. CHILIO =E= 
SUM((A10,J),X10(A10,J)»CHILLER); 
CHI 1.. CHILI 1=E= 
SUM((A11,J),X11(A11,J)*CHILLER); 
CH12.. CHIL12 =E= 
SUM((A12,J),X12(A12,J)*CHILLER); 
CH13.. CHIL13 =E= 
SUM((A13,J),X13(A13,J)*CHILLER); 
CH14.. CHIL14 =E= 
SUM((A14,J),X14(A14,J)*CHILLER); 
CH15.. CHILIS =E= 
SUM((A15,J),X15(A15,J)*CHILLER); 
CH16.. CHIL16 =E= 
SUM((A16, J),X16( Al 6, J)*CHILLER); 
CH17.. CHIL17 =E= 
SUM((A17, J),X 17( A17, J)*CHILLER); 
CH18..CHIL18=E= 
SUM((A18,J),X18(A18,J)*CHILLER); 
CH19.. CHIL19 =E= 
SUM((A19,J),X19(A19,J)*CHILLER); 
CH20.. CHIL20 =E= 
SUM((A20,J),X20(A20,J)*CHILLER); 
CH21.. CHIL21 =E= 
SUM((A21, J),X21(A21,J)*CHILLER); 
CH22.. CHIL22 =E= 
SUM((A22,J),X22(A22,J)*CHILLER); 
CH23.. CHIL23 =E= 
SUM((A23,J),X23(A23,J)*CHILLER); 
CH24.. CHIL24 =E= 
SUM((A24,J),X24(A24,J)*CHILLER); 
CH25.. CHIL25 =E= 
SUM((A25,J),X25(A25,J)*CHILLER); 
CH26.. CHIL26 =E= 
SUM((A26,J),X26(A26,J)*CHILLER); 
CH27.. CHIL27 =E= 
SUM((A27,J),X27(A27,J)*CHILLER); 
CH28.. CHIL28 =E= 
SUM((A28,J),X28(A28,J)*CHILLER); 
CH29.. CHIL29 =E= 
SUM((A29,J),X29(A29,J)*CHILLER); 
CH30.. CHIL30 =E= 
SUM((A30,J),X30(A30,J)*CHILLER); 
CH31.. CHIL31=E= 
SUM((A31,J),X31(A31,J)*CHILLER); 
CH32.. CHIL32 =E= 
SUM((A32,J),X32(A32,J)*CHILLER); 
CH33.. CHIL33 =E= 
SUM((A33,J),X33(A33,J)*CHILLER); 
CH34.. CHIL34 =E= 
SUM((A34,J),X34(A34,J)*CHILLER); 
CH35.. CHIL35 =E= 
SUM((A3 5, J),X3 5(A3 5, J)*CHILLER); 
CH36.. CHIL36 =E= 
SUM((A36,J),X36(A36,J)*CHILLER); 
CH37.. CHIL37 =E= 
SUM((A37,J),X37(A37,J)*CHILLER); 
CH38.. CHIU8 =E= 
SUM((A3 8, J),X3 8(A3 8, J)*CHILLER); 
CH39.. CHIL39 =E= 
SUM((A39,J),X39(A39,J)*CHILLER); 
CH40.. CHIL40 =E= 
SUM((A40,J),X40(A40,J)*CHILLER); 
CH41.. CHIL41 =E= 
SUM((A41,J),X41(A41,J)*CHILLER); 
CH42.. CHIL42 =E= 
SUM((A42,J),X42(A42,J)*CHILLER); 
CH43.. CHIL43 =E= 
SUM((A43,J),X43(A43,J)*CHILLER); 
TOT50, 
TOT51, 
TOT52. 
TOT53, 
TOT54, 
TOT55. 
TOT56. 
TOT57 
TOT58 
TOT59, 
TOT60. 
TOT61, 
TOT62, 
TOT63, 
TOT64. 
TOT65. 
TOT66, 
TOT67, 
TOT68, 
TOT69, 
TOT70, 
UP(A50 
UP(A51 
UP(A52 
UP(A53 
UP(A54 
UP(A55 
UP(A56 
UP(A57 
UP(A58 
UP(A59 
UP(A60 
UP(A61 
UP(A62 
UP(A63 
UP(A64 
UP(A65 
UP(A66 
UP(A67; 
UP(A68 
UP(A69 
UP(A70 
=10000 
=10000 
=10000 
=10000 
=10000 
=10000 
=10000 
=10000 
=10000 
=10000 
=10000 
=10000 
=10000 
=10000 
=10000 
=10000 
=10000 
=10000 
=10000 
=10000 
=10000 
MODEL KANGAROO /ALI7; 
SOLVE KANGAROO USING NLP MAXIMIZING Z; 
DISPLAY Z1.L,Z1.M, Z2.L, Z2.M, Z3.L, Z3.M, 
Z4.L, Z4.M, Z5.L, Z5.M, Z6.L, Z6.M, 
Z7.L, Z7.M, Z8.L, Z8.M, Z9.L, Z9.M, 
ZIO.L, ZIO.M, Zl l.L, Zl l.M, Z12.L, Z12.M, 
Z13.L, Z13.M, Z14.L, Z14,M, Z15.L, Z15.M, 
Z16.L, Z16.M, Z17.L, Z17.M, Z18.L, Z18.M, 
Z19.L, Z19.M, Z20.L, Z20,M, Z21.L, Z21.M, 
Z30.L, Z30.M, Z31.L, Z31.M, Z32.L, Z32.M, 
Z33.L, Z33.M, Z34.L, Z34.M, Z35.L, Z35.M, 
Z36.L, Z36.M, Z37.L, Z37.M, Z38.L, Z38.M, 
Z39.L, Z39.M, Z40.L, Z40.M, Z41.L, Z41.M, 
Z42.L, Z42.M, Z43.L, Z43.M, Z44.L, Z44.M, 
Z45.L, Z45.M, Z46.L, Z46.M, Z47.L, Z47.M, 
Z48.L, Z48.M, Z49.L, Z49.M, Z50.L, Z50.M, 
Z60.L, Z60.M, Z61.L, Z61.M, Z62.L, Z62.M, 
Z63.L, Z63.M, Z64.L, Z64.M, Z65.L, Z65.M, 
Z66.L, Z66.M, Z67.L, Z67.M, Z68.L, Z68.M, 
Z69.L, Z69.M, Z70.L, Z70.M, Z71.L, Z71.M, 
Z72.L, Z72.M, Z73.L, Z73.M, Z74.L, Z74.M, 
Z75.L, Z75.M, Z76.L, Z76.M, Z77.L, Z77.M, 
Z78.L, Z78.M, Z79.L, Z79.M, Z80.L, Z80.M, 
XI.L, XI.UP, Xl.M, X2.L, X2.UP, X2.M, 
X3.L, X3.UP, X3.M, X4.L, X4.UP, X4.M, 
X5.L, X5.UP, X5.M, X6.L, X6.UP, X6.M, 
X7.L, X7.UP, X7.M, X8.L, X8.UP, X8.M, 
X9.L, X9.UP, X9.M, XIO.L, XIO.UP, XIO.M, 
XI l.L, XI l.UP, XU.M, X12.L, X12.UP, X12.M, 
X13.L, X13.UP, X13.M, X14.L, X14.UP, X14.M, 
X15.L, X15.UP, X15.M, X16.L, X16.UP, X16.M, 
X17.L, X17.UP, X17.M, X18.L, X18.UP, X18.M, 
X19.L, X19.UP, X19.M, X20.L, X20.UP, X20.M, 
X21.L, X21.UP, X21.M, X22.L, X22.UP, X22,M, 
X23.L, X23.UP, X23.M, X24.L, X24.UP, X24.M, 
X25.L, X25.UP, X25.M, X26.L, X26.UP, X26.M, 
X27.L, X27.UP, X27.M, X28.L, X28.UP, X28.M, 
X29.L, X29.UP, X29.M, X30.L, X30.UP, X30.M, 
X3l.L, X31 .UP, X31 .M, X32.L, X32.UP, X32.M, 
X33.L, X33.UP, X33.M, X34.L, X34.UP, X34.M, 
X35.L, X35.UP, X35.M, X36.L, X36.UP, X36.M, 
X37.L, X37.UP, X37.M, X38.L, X38.UP, X38.M, 
X39,L, X39.UP, X39.M, X40.L, X40.UP, X40.M, 
X41.L, X41.UP, X41.M, X42.L, X42.UP, X42.M, 
X43.L,X43.UP,X43,M; 
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Bl. The number ofkangaroos available for harvesting in each shire (based on a quota 
rate of 15%) along with the number ofkangaroos expected to be harvested in the 
future QKHI based on quantity demand conditions of low, medium and high and a 
own price elasticity of demand of-1.5 
i Shire { Number 
1 available 
1 under the 
J_ 1 quota 
1 j Stanthorpe "[" 2,423 
2! Warwick 
si Inglewood 
4! Millmerran 
SjWaggamba 
6 j Tara 
7! Murilla 
8! Chinchilla 
91 Warroo 
101 Wambo 
11 j Balonne 
12 i Bendemere 
13; Booringa 
14 i Murweh 
15! Paroo 
16: Quilpie 
17; Bulloo 
18i Bungil 
igJTaroom 
20! Bauhinia 
21iBanana 
22! Duaringa 
23! Emerald 
24! Belyando 
251 Peal< Downs 
26! Jericho 
27! Tambo 
28! Blackall 
29! Isisford 
30; Barcaldine 
311 Ilfracombe 
32!Longreach 
33; Aramac 
34! Winton 
35! Boulia 
36! Cloncurry 
37! Mckinlay 
38! Richmond 
39 i Flinders 
40! Dalrymple 
41 : Barcoo 
42! Mundubbera 
5,463 
7,596 
5,135 
48,370 
32,436 
17,356 
9,775 
eiz.sssi 
5,531 
1 162,666 
17,876 
! iii,957 
88,962 
99,84i 
74,255 
1 67,73 i 
56,448 
43,830 
37,747 
! i 6,957 
i7,4i5 
ii,79'2 
24,5 i7 
' 6,602 
28,23i 
26,493 
88,955 
32,535 
17,i85 
i 6,622 
53,i276 
37,447 
77,532 
'36,46'6 
3i,5i3 
26,334 
25,46i 
48,579 
59,343 
33,395 
2,338 
43! Eidsvold j _ 3,565 
! TOTAL No. 1,668,018 
1 Number of 
[~High quantity ; 
) demand 
1 
I 2,423 
5,463 
7,596 
1 5,135 
1 48,376 
32,436 
i7,'356 
1 9,775 \ 
1 '62,859 
5,53'1 j 
162,000 
1 17,876 \ 
I iii,957 
88,90'2 
99,841 
1 74,255 
I 67,73i 
56,448 
'43,'830 
1 37,747 
I i0,'9'57' 
i7,4i'5 
i 1,792 
1 24,517 
I 6,662 
28,231 
26,493 
1 88,955 
I 32,535 
17,185 i 
io',6'2'2' 
1 53,276 
[ 37,447 
77,532 i 
36,466 
1 31,'51 "3 ! 
••r: : : :^::: : : ] . : : 
25,401 
48,579 
1 17,659 ! 
' 33,'395 
2,338 
J_ 3,565 
"T 1,600,000 
kangaroos harvested 
Medium 
quantity 
demand 
2,423 
5,463 
7,596 
5,135 
48,370 
32,436 
17,356 
9,775 
62,859 
5,531 
162,000 
17,876 
111,957 
88,902 
99,841 
74,255 
67,731 
56,448 
43,830 
37,747 
10,957 
17,415 
11,792 
24,517 
6,602 
28,231 
26,493 
88,955 
32,535 
17,185 
10,622 
53,270 
37,447 
77,532 
36,466 
31,513 
0 
25,401 
48,579 
17,659 
33,395 
2,338 
3,565 
1,600,000 
j Low quantity 
demand 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
32,436 
17,356 
9,775 
62,859 
5,531 
162,000 
17,876 
111,957 
88,902 
; 99,841 
74,255 
0 
56,448 
35,719 
34,381 
; 0 
0 
11,792 
0 
6,602 
28,231 
26,493 
88,955 
32,535 
17,185 
10,622 
53,270 
37,447 
77,532 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1,200,000 
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B2. The number ofharvestors required in terms of weeks of employment in the future 
QKHI based on a quota rate of 15% and on quantity demand conditions of low, 
medium and high and an own price elasticity of demand of-1.5 
! Shire 
1! Stanthorpe 
2! Warwick 
3! Inglewood 
4! Millmerran 
SjWaggamba 
6! Tara 
7J Murilla 
8! Chinchilla 
9; Warroo 
10: Wambo 
i i i Balonne 
12! Bendemere 
13! Booringa 
14! Murweh 
15! Paroo 
16! Quilpie 
17! Bulloo 
18! Bungil 
19! Taroom 
20! Bauhinia 
21 i Banana 
22! Duaringa 
23! Emerald 
24! Belyando 
251 Peak Downs 
26! Jericho 
27! Tambo 
28! Blackall 
29; Isisford 
301 Barcaldine 
31 ! Ilfracombe 
32; Longreach 
33! Aramac 
34! Winton 
35! Boulia 
36; Cloncurry 
37; Mckinlay 
38 j Richmond 
39! Flinders 
40! Dalrymple 
411 Barcoo 
42 j Mundubbera 
43! Eidsvold 
! TOTAL No. 
1 
1 
r High 
1^  15.1 
1 34. i 
1 47'.'5 
1 32. i 
1 302.3 
1 '202.7 
t 108.5 
J ei.i 
1 "392.9 
{ 3'4'.'6' 
t i.oi'zso 
J iii.7 
1 '699.7 
I 555.6 
1 '624 
1 '464.1 
1 '423.3 
1 352.8 
1 '273.9 
1 '235.9 
1 68.5 
1 i08.9 
1 7'3'.'7' 
1 153.2 
1 4i.3' 
1 176.4 
1 165.6 
1 '556 
1 '203.3 
1 i07.4 
1 6'6'.'4' 
1 '332.9 
1 '234 
1 '484.6 
I '227.9 
J i97 
I ° f 158.8 
1 '303.6 
[ ii6.4 
1 '208.7 
1 i'4'.'6' 
^. ii'.i 
\ 10,000 
Quantity demanded 
Medium 
15.1 
34.1 
47.5 
i 32.1 
302.3 
202.7 
108.5 
61.1 
392.9 
34.6 
1,012.50 
111.7 
699.7 
555.6 
624 
464.1 
423.3 
352.8 
273.9 
235.9 
! 68.5 ! 
108.9 
! 73.7 
153.2 
41.3 
176.4 
165.6 
556 
203.3 
107.4 
66.4 
332.9 
234 
484.6 
227.9 
197 
! 0 
158.8 
363.6 
iio.4 
208.7 
14.6 
22.3 i_ 
10,000 
Low 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
202.7 
108.5 
61.1 
392.9 
34.6 
1,012.50 
111.7 
699.7 
555.6 
624 
464.1 
0 
352.8 
223 
215 
0 
0 
73.7 
0 
41.3 
176.4 
165.6 
556 
203.3 
107.4 
66.4 
332.9 
234 
484.6 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
7,500 
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B3. The number ofharvestors required in terms of full time positions in the future 
QKHI based on a quota rate of 15% and on quantity demand conditions of low, 
medium and high and an own price elasticity of demand of-1.5 
j Shire 
1! Stanthorpe 
2! Warwick 
3! Inglewood 
4; Millmerran 
SjWaggamba 
6 j Tara 
7 i Murilla 
8; Chinchilla 
9 i Warroo 
10! Wambo 
11 i Balonne 
12! Bendemere 
13! Booringa 
14! Murweh 
15! Paroo 
16 j Quilpie 
17j Bulloo 
18; Bungil 
19! Taroom 
20! Bauhinia 
21j Banana 
22 j Duaringa 
23! Emerald 
24; Belyando 
25 j Peak Downs 
26! Jericho 
27! Tambo 
28 j Blackall 
29! Isisford 
30! Barcaldine 
31 ! Ilfracombe 
32! Longreach 
33 j Aramac 
34! Winton 
35! Boulia 
36 j Cloncurry 
37; Mckinlay 
38 j Richmond 
39! Flinders 
40! Dalrymple 
41 j Barcoo 
42! Mundubbera 
43 i Eidsvold 
\ j TOTAL No. 
1 
1 
1 
— h — 
1 
High 
0.3 
0.7 
1.0 
0.7 
6.3 
4.2 
2.3 
1.3 
8.2 
0.7 
21.1 
2.3 
14.6 
11.6 
13.0 
9.7 
8.8 
7.4 
5.7 
4.9 
1.4 
2.3 
1.5 
3.2 
0.9 
3.7 
3.5 
11.6 
4.2 
2.2 
1.4 
6,9 
4.9 
10.1 
4.7 
4.1 
0.0 
3.3 
6.3 
2.3 
4.3 
0.3 
0.5 
208 
Quantity demanded 
Medium 
0.3 
6.7 
1.6 
0.7 
6.3 
4.2 
2.3 
1.3 
8.2 
! 0.7 
21.1 
2.3 
14.6 
11.6 j 
13.0 
9.7 ! 
8.8 ! 
7.4 j 
5.7 ; 
4.9 
1.4 
2.3 
1.5 
3.2 
0.9 
! 3.7 
3.5 
11.6 
4.2 
2.2 
1.4 
6.9 
4.9 
10.1 
4.7 ! 
4.1 
0.0 
j 3.3 
j 6.3 
2.3 
4.3 
6.3 j 
6.5 
208 
Low 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
4.2 
2.3 
1.3 
8.2 
0.7 
21.1 
2.3 
14.6 
11.6 
13.0 
9.7 
0.0 
7.4 
4.6 
4.5 
0.0 
0.0 
1.5 
0.0 
0.9 
3.7 
3.5 
11.6 
4.2 
2.2 
1.4 
6.9 
4.9 
10.1 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
156 
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B4. The number ofchiller boxes required in terms of weeks of deployment in the 
future QKHI operating under a quota rate of 15%) and on quantity demand conditions 
of low, medium and high and an own price elasticity of demand of-1.5 
Shire \ 
X 1 High 
1; Stanthorpe T 6.1 
2 j Warwick , 
3 j Inglewood , 
4; Millmerran • 
SjWaggamba T 
6 j Tara , 
7 j Murilla , 
8 j Chinchilla , 
9 j Warroo ] 
10j 
11! 
12! 
13j 
Wambo . 
Balonne , 
Bendemere , 
Booringa ! 
i 4 i Murweh ! 
151 Paroo , 
16 j Quilpie , 
i 7 j Bulloo ] 
i s ! Bungil ] 
19! Taroom , 
20 j Bauhinia 
2 i j Banana ] 
22 j Duaringa ] 
23 j Emerald ^ 
24! 
25! 
26! 
271 
28! 
29; 
30! 
31 ! 
32! 
33 j 
34! 
35: 
36! 
Belyando , 
Peak Downs ] 
Jericho ] 
Tambo . 
Blackall , 
Isisford ] 
Barcaldine ] 
Ilfracombe . 
Longreach , 
Aramac ] 
Winton ] 
Boulia ] 
Cloncurry , 
37! Mckinlay ] 
38 j Richmond ] 
39! Flinders | 
40! Dalrymple , 
4 i ! Barcoo ] 
42! Mundubbera ! 
43! Eidsvold |_ 
13.7 
19 
12.8 
120.9 
81.1 
43.4 
24.4 
157.2 
13.8 
405 
44.7 
279.9 
222.3 
249.6 
185.6 
169.3 
141.1 
109.6 
94.4 
27.4 
43.5 
29.5 
61.3 
16.5 
70.6 
66.2 
222.4 
81.3 
43 
26.6 
133.2 
93.6 
193.8 
91 
78.8 
0 
63.5 
121.5 
44 
83.5 
5.9 
8.9 
i TOTAL No. r 4,000 
Quantity demanded 
Medium 
6.1 
13.7 
j i9 
12.8 
120.9 
81.1 
43.4 
24.4 
157.2 
13.8 
405 
44.7 
279.9 
222.3 
249.6 
185.6 
169.3 
141 
j 109.6 ; 
94.4 
27.4 
j 43.5 
29.5 
61.3 
16.5 
70.6 
66.2 
222.4 
81.3 
43 
! 26.6 j 
133.2 
i 93.6 
193.8 
'91.2 
i 78.8 
0 
63.5 
i2i.5 
44.2 
'83.5 
5.9 
j 8.9 
4,000 
Low 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
81.1 
43.4 
24.4 
157.2 
13.8 
405 
44.7 
279.9 
222.3 
249.6 
185.6 
0 
141.1 
89.3 
86 
0 
0 
29.5 
0 
16.5 
70.6 
66.2 
222.4 
81.3 
43 
26.6 
133.2 
93.6 
193.8 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3,000 
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B5. The number ofchiller boxes required in the future QKHI operating under a quota 
rate of 15%) and on quantity demand conditions of low, medium and high and an own 
price elasticity of demand of-1.5 
j Shire 
! 
! 
1 i Stanthorpe ~^ 
2! Warwick 
3! Inglewood 
4; Millmerran 
SjWaggamba 
6 j Tara 
7J Murilla 
8 j Chinchilla 
9! Warroo 
iO! WamJDo 
i i j Balonne 
12 j Bendemere 
i s j Booringa 
i 4 j Murweh 
15! Paroo 
16j Quilpie 
17 j Bulloo 
18JBungil 
19! Taroom 
20 j Bauhinia 
21jBanana 
22 j Duaringa 
23! Emerald 
24 j Belyando 
25 j Peak Downs 
26 j Jericho 
27! Tambo 
28! Blackall 
29 j Isisford 
30 j Barcaldine 
31 ! Ilfracombe 
32 j Longreach 
33! Aramac 
34 j Winton 
35! Boulia 
36 j Cloncurry 
37 j Mckinlay 
38! Richmond 
39 i Flinders 
40! Dalrymple 
4 i : Barcoo 
42! Mundubbera 
43! Eidsvold , 
j TOTAL No. ^ 
^ High 
^ 0.1 
6.3 
6.4 
6.3 
2.5 
i.7 
6.9 
6.5 
3.3 
6,3 
8.4 
6.9 
5.8 
4.6 
5,2 
3.9 
3.5 
2.9 
2.3 
2.6 
6.6 
6.9 
6.6 
i.3 
6.3 
i.5 
i.4 
4.6 
i.7 
6.9 
6.6 
2.8 
2.6 
4.6 
i.9 
i.6 
6.6 
i.3 
2.5 
6.9 
i.7 
6.i 
, 0.2 
^ 83 
Quantity demanded 
Medium 
0.1 
! 6.3 
6.4 
! 6.3 j 
2.5 
i 1.7 j 
0.9 
0.5 
3.3 
0.3 
8.4 
0.9 
5.8 
4.6 
5.2 
3.9 
3.5 
2.9 
2.3 
2.0 
0.6 
0.9 
0.6 
1.3 
0.3 ! 
j 1.5 j 
1.4 
4.6 
! 1.7 ! 
0.9 
0.6 
2.8 
2.0 
4.0 
1.9 ; 
1.6 
0.0 
j i.3 
2.5 
6.9 
i i.7 
oi 
6.2 i_ 
83 
Low 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
1.7 
0.9 
0.5 
3.3 
0.3 
8.4 
0,9 
5,8 
4,6 
5,2 
3,9 
0,0 
2,9 
1,9 
1,8 
0,0 
0,0 
0.6 
0.0 
0,3 
1,5 
1,4 
4,6 
1,7 
0,9 
0.6 
2.8 
2.0 
4,0 
0,0 
0,0 
0,0 
0,0 
0,0 
0,0 
0,0 
0,0 
0,0 
63 
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B6. The size and location of processing plants required in the future QKHI operating 
under a quota rate of 15%) and on quantity demand conditions of low, medium and 
high and a own price elasticity of demand of-1.0 
Shire 1 Quant 
r High 
Brisbane "T 
Warwick , 
foowoomba i 
Dalby i 
Roma Large 
Goondiwindi , 
St George i Large 
Charieville i Large 
Cunnamulla ] 
Longreach . 
Barcaldine , Large 
Blackall | 
Winton ] 
Hughenden , 
Richmond i 
Cloncurry i 
Mount isa ] 
Charters Towers , 
Emerald • 
Townsville i 
Rockhamgton ] 
Capacity (tonnes) , 16,000 
Employment' T 328 
tity demanded 
Medium Low 
Large Large 
Large 
Large Large 
Large Large 
16,000 12,000 
328 246 
^otal number of personnel employed within the processing sector. 
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B7. The number ofkangaroos available for harvesting (based on a quota rate of 15%)) 
in each shire along with the number ofkangaroos harvested in the future QKHI 
operating under quantity demand conditions of low, medium and high and under an 
own price elasticity of demand of-0.9 and -2.0 
Shire 
1 ! Stanthorpe 
21 Warwick 
3! Inglewood 
4 j Millmerran 
SjWaggamba 
6! Tara 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
Murilla 
Chinchilla 
Warroo 
Wambo 
Balonne 
12; Bendemere 
13 j Booringa 
14! Murweh 
15! Paroo 
16j Quilpie 
17 j Bulloo 
18! Bungil 
19! Taroom 
20! Bauhinia 
21!Banana 
22 ! Duaringa 
23 ! Emerald 
24 j Belyando 
25 j Peak Downs 
26! Jericho 
27! Tambo 
28! Blackall 
29 i Isisford 
30-Barcaldine 
3 1 ! Ilfracombe 
34! Winton 
35! Boulia 
36 i Cloncurry 
371 Mckinlay 
38!fRichmond 
39! Flinders 
40 : Dalrymple 
41 j Barcoo 
42!i\/lundubbera 
_43_!_Eidsvold 
TrOTAL 
1 Number 
> available 
1 under the 
1 quota 
]~ 2,423 
5A63 
7V596 
5Vi34 
48,376 
32,436 
1 17,356 
! '9J75 
62,859 
5,531 
1 162,066 
1 17,876 
i 11,956 
88,902 
1 99,841 
j 74,255 
67,"73i 
56,448 
t 43,830 
! 37,747 
10,957 
i'7,'4i5 
1 i i , 793 
! 24,517 
6,602 
28,'23i 
, 26,493 
! 88,'955 
32,535 
i'7,i85 
, id,'622 
77,532 
[ 36,466 
1 31,513 
26,334 
25,401 
I 48,579 
59,343 
33,395 
'2,338 
1 3,565 
"[~ 1,668,017 
i O w n Price Elasticity of -
I 2.0 
1 Quant i ty d e m a n d e d 
1 High 
[~ 2,423 
5,463 
1 7,596 
! 5 , i34 
48,370 
32,436 
1 i 7,356 
! 9,775 
62,859 
5,53i 
1 i6'2,666 
[ i7,876 
i i i ,956 
•88,962 
1 •99,84i 
! 74,255 
'67,73i 
56,448 
1 43,830 
! 37,747 
i 6,957 
i7,4i'5 
1 i 1,793 
[ 24,5 i7 
6,602 
'28,231 
1 26,49'3 
1 88,955 
i7,i85 
I i 6,622 
1 53,270 
77,532 
1 0 
1 24,962 
26,334 
25,461 
1 48,579 
I '59,343 
'33,39'5' 
2,338 
1 3,565 
' [" 1,625,000 " 
Medium ! 
2,423 j 
5,463 j 
7,596 j 
5,134 j 
48,370 j 
32,436 j 
17,356 j 
9,775 ! 
62,859 ! 
5,531 j 
162,000 i 
17,876 ! 
111,956 j 
88,902 ! 
99,841 i 
74,255 ! 
67,731 ! 
56,448 i 
43,830 j 
37,747 j 
10,957 j 
17,415 j 
• 11,793 j 
24,517 ! 
6,602 j 
28,231 ; 
26,493 ! 
; 88,955 ! 
! 17,185 : 
- 10,622 ! 
53,270 ! 
- 77,532 : 
9,620 i 
; 31,513 i 
• 26,334 i 
25,401 i 
48,579 ! 
43,172 ! 
33,395 ! 
2,338 ! 
3 ,565_ ] 
1,625,000 1 
Low 
2,423 ^ 
5,46'3' 
7,596 
5,i34' 
48,'376 
32,436 
i'7,'35'6 
9,775 
62','8'59 
5,531 
i 62,666 
i'7','8'76 
iii,9'5'6 
8'8,'9'6'2 
9'9','8'4i 
74,255 
6'7','7'3i 
56','4'48 
43,'836 
29,641 
i'6','9'57 
6 
ii,'7'93 
6 
6,662 
28,231 
26,493 
88,'955 
i'6',6'2'2 
53,276 
77,'532 
6 
6 
26,'334 
25,461 
4'8,'5'79 
59,343 
33,395 
2,338 
3,565 
1,550,000 " 
O w n Price Elasticity 
0.9 
of-
Quant i ty demanded 
iHigh j 
^ 2,423 j 
5,46'3' j 
7,596 j 
5,134 j 
48,376 j 
3'2','4'36 j 
i7,356 j 
9,775 ! 
6'2','8'59 j 
5,531 ! 
162,666 ! 
i'7','876 i 
i i i ,956 i 
88','962 ! 
99,84i 1 
48',i76 ; 
67','7'3i i 
56,448 j 
43,836 ! 
37,'7'47 ! 
i'6,'957 ! 
6 
ii,'7'93 I 
6 ! 
6,66'2' j 
2'8','2'3i ; 
2'6','4'93 ! 
88,955 i 
i6,'6'22 i 
5'3,"2'76 ! 
77,'532 i 
3'6','4'66 i 
3i,'5i3 ! 
26,334 1 
2'5','46i i 
48,579 i 
59,343 ! 
33,'3'95 j 
2,338 : 
'3,565 ; 
1,600,000 ] 
Medium ! 
2,423 ; 
5,463 j 
7,596 ! 
5,134 j 
48,370 j 
32,436 i 
17,356 ! 
9,775 j 
62,859 : 
5,531 j 
162,000 j 
17,876 j 
111,956 ! 
88,902 j 
99,841 j 
74,255 ! 
67,731 j 
56,448 j 
43,830 i 
29,641 i 
10,957 j 
0 
11,793 j 
0 
6,602 i 
28,231 : 
26,493 i 
88,955 ! 
10,622 ! 
53,270 ! 
77,532 ; 
0 
0 
26,334 i 
48,579 ! 
59,343 ! 
33,395 j 
2,338 : 
3,565 i 
1,550,000 j 
Low 
0 
0 
0 
0 
13,001 
32,436 
17,356 
9,775 
62,859 
5,531 
162,000 
17,876 
111,956 
41,932 
0 
0 
0 
56,448 
43,830 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
575,000 
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B8. The number ofharvestors required in terms of weeks of employment in the future 
QKHI operating under a quota rate of 15%) and quantity demand conditions of low, 
medium and high and under an own price elasticity of demand of-0.9 and -2.0 
j Shire 
1 i Stanthorpe 
2! Warwick 
3j Inglewood 
4 j Millmerran 
SjWaggamba 
6 j Tara 
7 j Murilla 
8 j Chinchilla 
9 i Warroo 
10; Wambo 
11 j Balonne 
12! Bendemere 
13 j Booringa 
14 j Murweh 
15 j Paroo 
16JQuilpie 
17! Bulloo 
18jBungil 
19 j Taroom 
20 j Bauhinia 
21!Banana 
22 j Duaringa 
23 j Emerald 
24! Belyando 
25! Peak Downs 
26! Jericho 
27 j Tambo 
28! Blackall 
29! Isisford 
30! Barcaldine 
31 j Ilfracombe 
32! Longreach 
33! Aramac 
34! Winton 
35 i Boulia 
36! Cloncurry 
37! Mckinlay 
38! Richmond 
39! Flinders 
40! Dalrymple 
4 1 ! Barcoo 
42! Mundubbera 
43 j Eidsvold 
j TOTAL 
1 Own Price Elasticity of 
1 Quantity demanded 
• 34 j " 
48 
32 
362 
203 
i'6'9 
:: ::ii:::[: [ 393 
...1 35 j 
1,013 
112 j 
1 700 
! 556 
624 
464 j 
423 
353 
274 j 
236 i 
1 69 
[ i'6'9 
1 74 !" 
153 i 
1 41 ! 
1 i'7'6 
iee j 
556 I 
i 263 
! i'6'7 
66 
333 j 
1 234 
1 485 
156 i 
[ ies 
! i'5'9 
304 
371 i 
209 
•• 1 5 j -
' 22 
1 1 0 , 1 5 6 j 
Medium ! 
15 i 
34 
48 
32 ! 
302 ! 
203 
109 
61 j 
393 
35 ! 
1,013 
112 
700 
556 j 
624 j 
464 
423 ! 
353 
274 
236 
69 
109 
74 
153 
41 
176 
166 
556 
203 
107 
66 
333 
234 
485 
60 
197 ! 
165 
159 
304 
270 
209 
15 
22 
10.156 j 
•2.0 
Low 
15 
34 
48 
32 
302 
203 
109 
61 
393 
35 
1,013 
112 
700 
556 
624 
464 
423 
353 
274 
185 
69 
0 
74 
0 
41 
176 
166 
556 
203 
107 
66 
333 
234 
485 
0 
0 
165 
159 
304 
371 
209 
15 
22 
9.688 
i Own Price Elasticity of -0.9 
1 Quantity demanded 
! High X 
j 15 
34 
48 
32 
1 362 
I 263 
i'6'9 
61 
1 393 
I 35 
i,6l3 
i i2 
766 
556 
6'2'4 
36i 
1 423 
[ 353 
274 
236 
1 69 
1 ° 74 
° j 
1 4'i 
1 i'7'6 
166 
556 
1 203 
' i'6'7 
66 
333 
1 234 
[ 485 
228 
i'9'7 
, i'6'5 
1 159 
364 ! 
37'i j 
I 209 
....! 15 1 
I 22 
1 1 0 . 0 0 0 j 
Medium ! 
15 
34 
48 
32 
302 
203 
109 
61 
393 
35 
1,013 
112 
700 
556 
624 
464 
423 
353 j 
274 
185 
69 
0 
74 
0 
41 
176 
166 
556 
203 
107 
66 
333 
234 
485 
0 
165 1 
159 
304 
371 
209 
15 
22 
9.688 
Low 
0 
0 
0 
0 
81 
203 
109 
61 
393 
35 
1,013 
112 
700 
262 
0 
0 
0 
353 
274 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3,594 
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B9. The number ofharvestors required in terms of full time positions in the future 
QKHI operating under a quota rate of 15% and quantity demand conditions of low, 
medium and high and under an own price elasticity of demand of-0.9 and -2.0 
j Shire 
i j 
1! Stanthorpe 
2; Warwick 
3; Inglewood 
5! Waggamba 
6 j Tara 
7! Murilla 
8 i Chinchilla 
9! Warroo 
10 j Wambo 
11 j Balonne 
12 j Bendemere 
13! Booringa 
14 j Murweh 
15! Paroo 
16!Quilpie 
17! Bulloo 
18j Bungil 
19 j Taroom 
20 j Bauhinia 
2 i j Banana 
22 j Duaringa 
23 j Emerald 
24 j Belyando 
25 j Peak Downs 
26 j Jericho 
27 j Tambo 
28 j Blackall 
29! Isisford 
30! Barcaldine 
32 j Longreach 
33 i Aramac 
35: Boulia 
36! Cloncurry 
38! Richmond 
39 i Flinders 
42! Mundubbera 
43! Eidsvold 
!TOTAL ^ 
Own Price Elasticity of • 
Quant i ty demanded 
1 High 
0.31 
4.22 
'2.'26' !" 
s.i'g ; 
6.72 
'2'i.69 
2.33 
i i .58 
i3.66 
9.6'7' 
8.82 
7.35 ! 
5.7i 
4.9i 
i.4'3' j 
2.27 j 
i.54' 
s.i'g j 
6.86 j 
3.68 j 
3.45 
i i .58 
4.24 
2.24 j 
6.94 
4.88 
6 ! 
3.25 
3.31 ! 
6.33 
6.30 
6.46 
212 
Medium j 
0.31 
0.99 
6.30 
4.22 
2'26 ! 
8.19 
0.72 
21.09 
2.33 
14.58 
11.58 
13.00 
9.67 
8.82 
7.35 
5.71 
4.91 
1.43 
2.27 
1.54 
3.19 
0.86 
3.68 
3.45 
11.58 
4.24 
2.24 
6.94 
4.88 
1.25 
4.10 
3,43 
3.31 
6.33 
0.30 
0.46 
212 
•2.0 
Low 
0.31 
0.71 
0.99 
6.30 
4.22 
""z'26" " 
1.27 
8.19 
0.72 
21.09 
2.33 
14.58 
11.58 
13.00 
9.67 
8.82 
7.35 
5.71 
3.86 
1.43 
0 
1.54 
0 
0.86 
3.68 
3.45 
11.58 
4.24 
2.24 
1.38 
6.94 
4,88 
0 
0 
3.31 
6.33 
0.30 
0.46 
202 
1 Own Pric< 
1 Quani 
_! High 
y 0.31 
6.7i 
6.9'9' 
6.30 
4.22 
i.27' 
8,i9' 
6.72 
'2i.69 
2.33 
i4.58 
i i .58 
i3.66 
6.27 
8.82 
7.35 
5.71 
4.9i 
1.43 
0 
1,54 
o ' " : : 
0;.86 
3.68 
3.45 
i i .58 
4^ .24 
2.24 
i.3'8' 
6.94' 
4.88 
4.75 
4.i'6 
3.3i 
6.36 
J_ 6.46 
1 208 
3 Elasticity 
ity demanc 
Medium 
0,31 
0.71 
0.99 
6.30 
4.22 
1.27 
8.19 
0.72 
21.09 
2.33 
14.58 
11.58 
13.00 
9.67 
8.82 
7.35 
5.71 
3.86 
1.43 
0 
1.54 
0 
0.86 
3,68 
3,45 
11,58 
4,24 
2.24 
1.38 
6.94 
4.88 
0 
0 
3.31 
0,30 
0,46 
202 
of -0.9 
led 
Low 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1,69 
4.22 
1.27 
8.19 
0,72 
21,09 
2.33 
14.58 
5.46 
0 
0 
0 
7.35 
5.71 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
75 
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BIO. The number ofchiller boxes required in terms of weeks of deployment in the 
future QKHI operating under quantity demand conditions of low, medium and high 
and under an own price elasticity of demand of-0.9 and -2.0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
Shire 
Stanthorpe 
Wanwick 
Inglewood 
Millmerran 
Waggamba 
Tara 
Murilla 
Chinchilla 
Warroo 
Wambo 
Balonne 
Bendemere 
Booringa 
Murweh 
Paroo 
Quilpie 
Bulloo 
Bungil 
Taroom 
Bauhinia 
Banana 
Duaringa 
Emerald 
Belyando 
Peak Downs 
Jericho 
Tambo 
Blackall 
isisford 
Barcaldine 
Ilfracombe 
Longreach 
Aramac 
Winton 
Boulia 
Cloncurry 
Mckinlay 
Richmond 
Flinders 
Dalrymple 
Barcoo 
Mundubbera 
Eidsvold 
TOTAL 
Own Price Elasticity of-2.0 
Quantity demanded 
High 
6.1 
13.7 
19.0 
12.8 
120.9 
81.1 
43.4 
24.4 
157.2 
13.8 
405.0 
44.7 
279.9 
222.3 
249.6 
185.6 
169.3 
141.1 
109.6 
94.4 
Medium 
6.1 
13.7 
19.0 
12.8 
120.9 
81.1 
43.4 
24,4 
157,2 
13,8 
405,0 
44,7 
279,9 
222.3 
249.6 
185.6 
169.3 
141.1 
109.6 
94.4 
27.4 1 27.4 
43.5 I 43.5 
29.5 
61.3 
16.5 
70.6 
66.2 
222.4 
81.3 
43.0 
26.6 
133.2 
93.6 
193.8 
0 
62.4 
65.8 
63.5 
121.5 
148.4 
83.5 
5.9 
8.9 
4,063 
29.5 
61.3 
16.5 
70.6 
66.2 
222.4 
81.3 
43.0 
26.6 
133.2 
93.6 
193.8 
24,1 
78.8 
65,8 
63.5 
121.5 
107.9 
83.5 
5.9 
8.9 
4.063 
Low 
6.1 
13.7 
19.0 
12.8 
120.9 
81.1 
43.4 
24.4 
157.2 
13.8 
405.0 
44.7 
279.9 
222.3 
249.6 
185.6 
169.3 
141.1 
109.6 
74.1 
27.4 
0 
29.5 
0 
16.5 
70.6 
66.2 
222.4 
81.3 
43.0 
26.6 
133.2 
93.6 
193,8 
0 
0 
65.8 
63.5 
121.5 
148.4 
83,5 
5.9 
8.9 
3,875 
Own Price Elasticity of -0.9 
Quantity demanded 
High Medium 
6,1 6,1 
13,7 1 13,7 
19,0 19,0 
12,8 
120.9 
81.1 
43.4 
24,4 
12,8 
120,9 
81,1 
43,4 
24,4 
157,2 157,2 
13,8 13,8 
405,0 ( 405,0 
44,7 44,7 
279,9 279,9 
222,3 222,3 
249.6 i 249.6 
120,4 ! 185,6 
169.3 1 169.3 
141,1 ! 141.1 
109 6 109.6 
94,4 74,1 
27,4 27.4 
0 0 
29,5 29,5 
0 0 
16,5 16,5 
70,6 1 70.6 
66.2 i 66.2 
222.4 222.4 
81.3 i 81.3 
43.0 43.0 
26.6 
133,2 
26,6 
133.2 
93,6 i 93,6 
193,8 1 193,8 
91,2 0 
78.8 0 
65,8 65,8 
63,5 i 63,5 
121.5 121.5 
148.4 i 148.4 
83.5 ! 83,5 
5,9 5,9 
8,9 ! 8,9 
4,666.6 i 3,875 
Low 
0 
0 
0 
0 
32.5 
81.1 
43.4 
24.4 
157.2 
13.8 
405.0 
44.7 
279.9 
104.8 
0 
0 
0 
141.1 
109.6 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1,438 
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Bll. The number ofchiller boxes required in the future QKHI operating under 
quantity demand conditions of low, medium and high, a quota rate of 15% and an own 
price elasticity of demand of-0.9 and -2.0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
Shire 
Stanthorpe 
Warwick 
Inglewood 
Millmerran 
Waggamba 
Tara 
Murilla 
Chinchilla 
Warroo 
Wambo 
Balonne 
Bendemere 
Booringa 
Murweh 
Paroo 
Quilpie 
Bulloo 
Bungil 
Taroom 
Bauhinia 
Banana 
Duaringa 
Emerald 
Belyando 
Peak Downs 
Jericho 
Tambo 
Blackall 
Isisford 
Barcaldine 
Ilfracombe 
Longreach 
Aramac 
Winton 
Boulia 
Cloncurry 
Mckinlay 
Richmond 
Flinders 
Dalrymple 
Barcoo 
Mundubbera 
Eidsvold 
TOTAL 
Own Price Elasticity of -2.0 
Quantity demanded 
High 1 Medium 
0.13 i 0.13 
0.29 0.29 
0.40 \ 0.40 
0,27 1 0,27 
2,52 i 2,52 
1,69 1.69 
0.90 
0.51 
3.28 
0.90 
0.51 
3.28 
0.29 1 0.29 
8.44 8.44 
0.93 i 0,93 
5,83 1 5.83 
4.63 4.63 
5.20 i 5.20 
3.87 
3.53 
2.94 
2.28 
1.97 
0.57 
0.91 
0.61 
1.28 
0.34 
1.47 
1.38 
4.63 
1.69 
0.90 
0.55 
2.78 
1.95 
4,04 
0 
1,30 
1,37 
1,32 
2.53 
3.09 
1.74 
0.12 
0.19 
85 
3.87 
3.53 
2.94 
2.28 
1.97 
0.57 
0.91 
0.61 
1.28 
0,34 
1,47 
1,38 
4.63 
1.69 
0.90 
0.55 
2.78 
1.95 
4.04 
0.50 
1,64 
1,37 
1,32 
2.53 
2.25 
1.74 
0.12 
0,19 
85 
Low 
0,13 
0,29 
0,40 
6,27 
2,52 
1,69 
0,90 
0.51 
3.28 
0.29 
8,44 
0.93 
5.83 
4,63 
5,20 
3,87 
3.53 
2.94 
2,28 
1.54 
0.57 
0 
0.61 
0 
0.34 
1.47 
1.38 
4,63 
1,69 
0,90 
0.55 
2.78 
1.95 
4.04 
0 
0 
1.37 
1.32 
2.53 
3.09 
1.74 
0.12 
0.19 
81 
Own Price ' Elasticity of 
Quantity demanded 
High 
0,13 
0,29 
0,40 
0,27 
2,52 
1,69 
0,90 
0,51 
3,28 
0,29 
8,44 
0,93 
5,83 
4,63 
5,20 
2.50 
3,53 
2,94 
2,28 
1,97 
0,57 
0 
0,61 
0 
0,34 
1,47 
1,38 
4,63 
1,69 
0,90 
0,55 
2,78 
1,95 
4.04 
1,90 
1,64 
1,37 
1,32 
2,53 
3,09 
1,74 
0.12 
0.19 
83 
Medium 
0.13 
0,29 ; 
0,40 1 
0,27 
2,52 i 
1,69 
0,90 
0,51 I 
3,28 1 
0,29 
8,44 
0,93 1 
5.83 
4.63 
5,20 
3.87 
3,53 1 
2,94 i 
2,28 ! 
1,54 ! 
0,57 1 
0 
0,61 
0 ^ 
0,34 
1,47 
1.38 
4,63 
1,69 
0,90 
0,55 
2,78 
1,95 1 
4,04 
0 
0 
1,37 
1,32 
2,53 
3,09 
1,74 
0,12 
0,19 
81 
-0.9 
Low 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.68 
1.69 
0.90 
0.51 
3.28 
0.29 
8.44 
0,93 
5,83 
2,18 
0 
0 
0 
2,94 
2,28 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
30 
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B12. The size and location of processing plants required in the future QKHI operating 
under a quota rate of 15% and under market place conditions of low, medium and high 
quantity demand and an own price elasticity of demand of-0.9 and -2.0 
Shire 1 Own Price Elasticity of -2.0 i Own Price Elasticity of -0.9 
r Quantity demanded [ Quantity demanded 
l_ Low ; Medium ; High _j_ Low ! Medium ! High 
Brisbane 1 ^ ^ I • ^ 
Wanwick ^ • ^ ^ 
toowoomba 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Dalby i Medium i i i i 
Roma 1 Large Large i Large , Large Large Large 
Goondiwindi ^ ^ ^ ^ 
St George . j Medium j Medium ] Medium ! Medium ! Large 
Charlevllie • Large Large Large | Large 
Cunnamuiia 1 ^ i I ^ ^ 
Longreach ^ ! ! ! 
Barcaldine i ! j i i 
Blackall , Large Large Large . Large Large 
Winton 1 i ! 1 1 j Large 
Hughenden Medium j Medium j Medium j 
Richmond , j Medium j j j 
cloncurry , J J , i J 
Mount isa • 1 J , j J 
Charters tow/ers !' J J ! 
Emerald Small Small 
townsville , ! j , J i 
Rockhampton j j I l i J 
Capacity (tonnes) |~ 15,500 j 16,250 T 16,250 y 5,750 T 15,500 ! 16,000 
Employment" [~ 326 348 348 T 122 326 328 
Total number of personnel employed within the processing sector. 
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B13. The number ofkangaroos available for harvesting in the future QKHI under 
different quota rates 
! Shire 
1 j Stanthorpe 
2! Warwick 
31 Inglewood 
41 Millmerran 
5; Waggamba 
6! Tara 
7 j Murilla 
8 j Chinchilla 
9 j Warroo 
10! Wambo 
11 j Balonne 
12 j Bendemere 
13 j Booringa 
14! Murweh 
15! Paroo 
16 j Quilpie 
17 j Bulloo 
18 j Bungil 
19 j Taroom 
20 j Bauhinia 
21j Banana 
22 j Duaringa 
23 j Emerald 
24 j Belyando 
25 j Peak Downs 
26! Jericho 
27 j Tambo 
28 j Blackall 
29 i Isisford 
30! Barcaldine 
31 j Ilfracombe 
32 j Longreach 
33 j Aramac 
34! Winton 
35! Boulia 
36! Cloncurry 
371 Mckinlay 
38! Richmond 
39! Flinders 
4 1 ! Barcoo 
42! Mundubbera 
43 i Eidsvold 
j TOTAL 
h-
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
T 
1 
1 
1 
r 
1 1 
....I.... 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
...i 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
. . . i . . . 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 • 
1 
1 
1 
10.0% 
1,615 
3,642 
5,064 
3,423 
21,624 
11,570 
6,517 
41,906 
3,687 
108,000 
11,917 
74,638 
59,268 
66,561 
49,503 
45,154 
37,632 
29,220 
25,165 
7,305 
11,610 
7,862 
16,345 
4,401 
18,820 
17,662 
59,303 
21,690 
11,457 
7,081 
35,513 
24,965 
51,688 
24,310 
21,009 
17,556 
16,934 
32,386 
22,264 
1,559 
2,377 
1,112,011 j 
Quota Rate 
12.5% 
2,019 
4,553 
6,330 
4,279 
27,030 
14,463 
8,146 
52,382 
4,609 
135,000 
14,896 
93,297 
74,085 
83,201 
61,879 
56,443 
47,040 
36,525 
31,456 
9,131 
14,513 
9,827 
20,431 
5,501 
23,526 
22,078 
74,129 
27,113 
14,321 
8,851 
44,392 
31,206 
64,610 
30,388 
26,261 
21,945 
21,168 
40,483 
27,829 
1,948 
2,971 
1,390,015 j 
15.0% 
2,423 
5,463 
7,596 
5,135 
32,436 
17,356 
9,775 
62,859 
5,531 
162,000 
17,876 
111,957 
88,902 
99,841 
74,255 
67,731 
56,448 
43,830 
37,747 
10,957 
17,415 
11,792 
24,517 
6,602 
28,231 
26,493 
88,955 
32,535 
17,185 
10,622 
53,270 
37,447 
77,532 
36,466 
31,513 
26,334 
25,401 
48,579 
59,343 
33,395 
2,338 
3,565 
1,668,018 j 
17.5% 
2,827 ! 
6,374 
8,862 
5,990 
56,431 
37,842 
20,248 
11,404 
73,336 
6,452 
188,999 
20,855 
130,616 
103,720 
116,481 
86,631 
79,020 
65,856 
51,135 
44,039 
12,783 
20,318 
13,758 
28,604 
7,702 
32,936 
30,909 
103,780 
37,958 
20,049 
12,392 
62,148 
43,688 
90,454 
42,543 
36,766 
30,723 
29,635 
56,676 
69,233 
38,961 
2,728 
4,159 
1,946,021 i 
20.0% 
3,230 
7,284 
10,128 
6,846 
64,493 
43,248 
23,141 
13,034 
83,812 
7,375 
215,999 
23,834 
149,275 
118,537 
133,121 
99,007 
90,308 
75,265 
58,440 
50,330 
14,609 
23,221 
15,724 
32,690 
8,802 
37,641 
35,324 
118,606 
43,380 
22,913 
14,162 
71,026 
49,930 
103,376 
48,621 
42,018 
33,868 
64,773 
79,123 
3,117 
2,224,024 
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B14. The number ofkangaroos harvested in each shire in the future QKHI operating 
iinHf»r Hiffftrent nuota rates unde dif e q
j Shire I 
4_ 1 
1! stanthorpe • 
2! Warwick 
3! Inglewood . 
4;i\/iillmerran • 
SjWaggamba , 
6! tara 
7 j Murilla 
8 j Chinchilla , 
9 j Warroo , 
i'O; Wambo 
11! Balonne 
12 j Bendemere , 
13 j Booringa , 
14 j Murweh 
15 j Paroo 
16 j Quilpie . 
17! Bulloo 
18; Bungil 
19 j taroom 
20 j Bauhinia 
21j Banana . 
22; Duaringa 
23 j Emerald 
24 j Belyando 
25 j Peak Downs , 
26! Jericho 
27! tam'bo 
28 i Blackall 
29! Isisford 
30! Barcaldine 
31 i Ilfracombe 
32!Longreach 
34! Winton 
35: Boulia 
36 i Cloncurry 
38! Richmond 
391 Flinders 
40 j Dalrymple 
42! Mundubbera 
43! Eidsvold ' 
10.0% 
1,615 
3,642 
5,064 
32,246 
21,624 
11,570 
6,517 
41,906 i 
3,687 
108,000 
11,917 
74,638 
59,268 
66,561 
49,503 
45,154 
37,632 
29,220 
25,165 
7,305 
11,610 
7,862 
16,345 
4,401 
18,820 
17,662 
59,303 
21,690 
11,457 
7,081 
35,513 
51,688 
19,417 
21,009 
0 
16,934 
32,386 
0 
1,559 
2,377 
j TOTAL 1 1,050,000 
Quota Rate 
12.5% 
0 
4,072 
6,330 i 
40,308 
27,030 
14,463 
8,146 
52,382 
4,609 
135,000 
14,896 
93,297 
74,085 
83,201 
61,879 
56,443 i 
47,040 
36,525 
31,456 
9,131 
14,513 
9,827 
20,431 
5,501 
23,526 
22,078 
74,129 
27,113 
14,321 
8,851 
44,392 
31,206 
64,610 
17,873 
26,261 
'2"i,94'5' 
21,168 
40,483 
49,452 
'27,829 
1,948 
2,971 
1,375,000 j 
15.0% 
2,423 
5,463 
7,596 
48,370 
32,436 
17,356 
9,775 
62,859 
5,531 
162,000 
17,876 
111,957 
88,902 
99,841 
74,255 
67,731 
56,448 
43,830 
37,747 
10,957 
17,415 j 
11,792 
24,517 
6,602 
28,231 
26,493 
88,955 
32,535 
17,185 
10,622 
53,270 
77,532 
36,466 
31,513 
0 
25,401 
48,579 
17,659 
2,338 
3,565 
1,600,000 j 
17.5% 
2,827 
6,374 
8,862 
56,431 
37,842 
20,248 
11,404 
73,336 
6,452 
188,999 
20,855 
130,616 
103,720 
116,481 
86,631 
79,020 
65,856 
51,135 
44,039 
12,783 
20,318 
13,758 
28,604 
7,702 
32,936 
30,909 
103,780 
37,958 
20,049 
12,392 
62,148 
90,454 
21,522 
36,766 
30,723 
29,635 
56,676 
69,233 
2,728 
1,925,000 j 
20.0% 
3,230 
7,284 
10,128 
6,846 
64,493 
43,248 
23,141 
13,034 
83,812 
7,375 
215,999 
23,834 
149,275 
118,537 
133,121 
99,007 
85,685 
75,265 
58,440 
50,330 
14,609 
23,221 
15,724 
32,690 
8,802 
37,641 
35,324 
118,606 
22,913 
14,162 
71,026 
103,376 
42,018 
33,868 
79,123 
2,175,000 
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B15. The number ofharvestors required in terms of weeks of employment in the 
future QKHI for each shire based upon the industry operating under the following 
quota rates 
! Shire i 
r -
1! Stanthorpe |~ 
3; Inglewood , 
4i Millmerran . 
SjWaggamba 
6 j tara , 
7! Murilla 
8 j Chinchilla • 
9 j Warroo 
i'djWamiDO 
i i j Balonne . 
12 j Bendemere , 
13 j Booringa 
14 j Murweh 
15 j Paroo 
16 j Quilpie | 
17 j Bulloo ! 
18 j Bungil 
19 j taroom , 
20 j Bauhinia , 
21j Banana ! 
22 j Duaringa 
23 j Emerald 
24! Belyando [ 
25 j Peak Downs [ 
26 j Jericho 
27! tambo 
28! Blackall [ 
29 j Isisford ! 
30 j Barcaldine 
31 j Ilfracombe . 
32! Longreach , 
33! Aramac [ 
35 j Boulia 
36! Cloncurry 
37: Mckinlay 
38 i Richmond 
39! Flinders 
40! Dalrymple [ 
4 1 ! Barcoo [ 
43! Eidsvold J_ 
j TOTAL ; 
10.0% 
10,1 
31.7 i 
21.4 
201.5 
135.2 
40.7 
261.9 
23.1 
675.0 
74.5 
466.5 
370.4 
416.0 
309.4 
282.2 
235.2 
182.6 
157.3 
45.7 
72.6 
49.1 
102.2 
27.5 
117.0 
110.4 
370.6 
135.6 
71.6 
44.3 
222.0 
156.0 
""i'2'i".'4 
131.1 
0 
105.8 
202.4 
0 
139.2 
14.9 
6,562 
12.5% 
0 
39.6 
26.7 
251.9 
168.9 
90.4 
50.9 
327.4 
28.8 
843.8 
93.1 
583.1 
463.0 
520.0 
386.8 
352.8 
294.0 
228.3 
196.6 
57.1 
90.7 
61.4 
127.7 
34.4 
147.0 
138.0 
463.3 
169.5 
89.5 
55.3 
277.5 
195.0 
i"i"i".'7" 
164.1 
137.2 
132.3 
253.0 
309.1 
173.9 
18.6 
8,594 
Quota Rate 
15.0% 
15.1 
47.5 
32.1 
302.3 
202.7 
108.5 
61.1 
392.9 
34.6 
1,012.5 
111.7 
699.7 
555.6 
624.0 
464.1 
423.3 
352.8 
273.9 
235.9 
68.5 
108.9 
! 73.7 j 
153.2 
41.3 
176.4 
165,6 
556,0 
203,3 
107,4 
66,4 
332,9 
234,0 
! 227'9 1 
197,0 
0 
158,8 
36'3,6 
110.4 
208.7 
22.3 
10,000 
17.5% 
17.7 
55.4 
37.4 
352.7 
236.5 
126.6 
71.3 
458.4 
40.3 
1,181.3 
130.3 
816.4 
648.3 
728.0 
541.4 
493.9 
411.6 
319.6 
275.2 
79,9 
127,0 
86.0 
178.8 
48.1 
205.9 
193.2 
648.6 
237.2 
125.3 
77.5 
388.4 
273.1 
l'34;5 ! 
229,8 
192,0 
185,2 
432,7 
243,5 
17,1 
26,0 
12,031 
20.0% 
20.2 
63.3 
42.8 
403.1 
270.3 
144.6 
81.5 
523.8 
46.1 
1,350.0 
149.0 
933.0 
740.9 
832.0 
618.8 
535.5 
470.4 
365.3 
314,6 
91,3 
145,1 
98,3 
204,3 
55,0 
235,3 
220,8 
741,3 
271,1 
143,2 
88,5 
443,9 
312.1 
'2'6'0','8 
219,5 
211.7 
43,9 
13,594 
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B16. The number ofharvestors required in terms full time positions in the future 
QKHI for each shire based upon the industry operating under the following quota rates 
1! 
Shire I 
Stanthorpe , 
2! Warwick 1 
3! Inglewood 
41 Millmerran . 
SjWaggamba , 
6! tara i 
7 j Murilla 
8 j Chinchilla 
9 j Warroo , 
iOj Wambo , 
i i j Balonne ! 
12 j Bendemere 
i s j Booringa , 
14 j Murweh i 
i s j Paroo 
i e j Quilpie 
i 7 ! Bulloo 
iS ; Bungil , 
i g j taroom 
20 j Bauhinia 
21j Banana , 
22 j Duaringa | 
23 j Emerald ! 
24 j Belyando 
25 j Peak Downs 
26! Jericho , 
27 j tambo | 
29! Isisford 
30! Barcaldine , 
3 i ! Ilfracombe ! 
32 jLongreach 
33 j Aramac [ 
34 
35 
37 
39 
40 
Winton , 
Boulia [ 
Mckinlay 
Flinders ! 
Dalrymple 
43! Eidsvold ' 
j TOTAL 1 
10.0% 
0,21 
0,48 
0.66 
0.45 
4.20 
2.82 
1.51 
0.85 
5.46 
0.48 
14.06 
1.55 
9.72 
7.72 
8.67 
6.45 
5.88 
4.90 
3.80 
3.28 
0.95 
1.51 
1.02 
2.13 
0.57 
2.44 
2.30 
2.83 
1.49 
0.92 
4.63 
3'.'2'5' 
6.73 
2.53 
0 
4.22 
0 
0.31 
137 
12.5% 
0 
0.53 
0.83 
0.56 
5.25 
3.52 
1.88 
1.06 
6.82 
0.60 
17.58 
1.94 
12.15 
9.65 
10.83 
8.06 
7.35 
6.13 
4.76 
4.10 
1.19 
1.89 
1.28 
1 2.66 
0.72 
i 3.06 
2.88 
3.53 
1.86 
1.15 
5.78 
j 4.'06 " 
8.41 
2.33 
2.86 
5.27 
6.44 
0.39 
179 
Quota Rate 
15.0% 
0.31 
0.71 
0.99 
0.67 
6.30 
4.22 
2.26 
1.27 
8.19 
0.72 
21.09 
2.33 
14.58 
i 11.58 
13.00 
9.67 
8.82 
7.35 
5.71 
4.91 
1.43 
2.27 
1.54 
3.19 
0.86 
3.68 
3.45 
4.24 
2.24 
1.38 
6.94 
1 4'88 
10.10 
4.75 
0 
3.31 
6,33 
2,30 
'4,'35 
0,30 
0,46 
208 
17.5% 
0.37 
0.83 
1.15 
0.78 
7.35 
4.93 
2.64 
1.49 
9.55 
0.84 
24.61 
2.71 
17.01 
13.51 
15,17 
11,28 
10,29 
8,58 
6,66 
5,73 
1,66 
2,65 
1,79 
3,73 
1,00 
4,29 
4,03 
13,51 
4,94 
2,61 
1,61 
8,09 
's^ 'eg 
11,78 
2,80 
4,79 
3.86 
9.01 
0.36 
251 
20.0% 
0.42 
0.95 
1.32 
0.89 
8.40 
5,63 
3,01 
1,70 
10.91 
0.96 
28.13 
3.10 
19.44 
15.44 
17.33 
12.89 
11,16 
9,80 
7,61 
6,55 
1,90 
3,02 
2,05 
4,26 
1,15 
4,90 
4,60 
15,44 
2.98 
1.84 
9,25 
'e'.'s'd 
13,46 
5,43 
5,47 
283 
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B17. The number ofchiller boxes required in terms of weeks of deployment in the 
future QKHI for each shire based upon the industry operating under the following 
quota rates 
! Shire i 
_i_ 1 
1 j Stanthorpe "T 
3; Inglewood . 
4 i Millmerran . 
5 i Waggamba 
6 i tara , 
7! Murilla 
8! Chinchilla | 
9 j Warroo ! 
iOj Wambo 
i i j Balonne . 
i 2 j Bendemere | 
i s j Booringa ! 
i4jMun/veh . 
i s j Paroo 
i6 j Quilpie 1 
i 7 j Bulloo [ 
i s j Bungil 
i g j taroom . 
20 j Bauhinia , 
2ijBanana [ 
22 j Duaringa 
23 j Emerald 
24; Belyando , 
25 j Peak Downs j 
26 j Jericho 
27! tambo 
281 Blackall | 
29! Isisford [ 
30: Barcaldine 
31! Ilfracombe 
32! Longreach , 
33! Aramac [ 
35! Boulia 
36! Cloncurry [ 
37! Mckinlay ! 
38 j Richmond 
4i j Barcoo ! 
42] Mundubbera 
43rEi'dsvold t^" 
j TOTAL i 
10.0% 
4,0 
9,"i 
8.6 
80.6 
54.1 
28.9 
16.3 
104.8 
9.2 
270.0 
29,8 
186,6 
148,2 
166,4 
123,8 
112,9 
94,1 
73,1 
62,9 
18,3 
29,0 
19,7 
40.9 
11.0 
47.1 
44.2 
148.3 
54.2 
28.6 
17.7 
88.8 
62.4 
48.5 
52.5 
0 
42.3 
55.7 
3.'9 
s.'g 
2,625 
12.5% 
0 
15.8 
10,7 
100,8 
67,6 
36,2 
20,4 
131,0 
11,5 
337,5 
37,2 
233,2 
185,2 
208,0 
154,7 
141,1 
117,6 
91,3 
78,6 
22,8 
36,3 
24.6 
51.1 
13.8 
58.8 
55.2 
185.3 
67.8 
35.8 
22.1 
111,0 
78,0 
44,7 
65,7 
54,9 
52,9 
123,6 
69.6 
'4'.'9 
'7'.'4 
3,438 
Quota Rate 
15.0% 
6.1 
19.0 
12.8 
120.9 
81.1 
43.4 
24.4 
157,2 
13,8 
405,0 
44,7 
279,9 
222,3 
249,6 
185.6 
169.3 
141,0 
109,6 
94,4 
27,4 
43,5 
29,5 
61,3 
16.5 
! 70.6 
66.2 
222.4 
81.3 
43.0 
26.6 
133.2 
93.6 
91.'2 
78.8 
0 
63,5 
121,5 
44,2 
83,5 
j 5"9 ' 
1 8'9 
4,000 
17.5% 
7,1 
22.2 
15.0 
141.1 
94.6 
50.6 
28.5 
183.3 
16,1 
472,5 
52,1 
326,5 
259,3 
291,2 
216,6 
197,6 
164,6 
127,8 
110,1 
32,0 
50,8 
34,4 
71,5 
19,3 
82,3 
77,3 
259,5 
94,9 
50,1 
31.0 
155.4 
109.2 
53,8 
91,9 
76,8 
74,1 
173,1 
97,4 
'e's 
'i'o'.'4 
4,813 
20.0% 
8,1 
25,3 
17,1 
161,2 
108,1 
57,9 
32,6 
209,5 
18,4 
540,0 
59,6 
373,2 
296,3 
332,8 
247,5 
214,2 
188,2 
146,1 
125,8 
36,5 
58,1 
39,0 
81,7 
22,0 
94,1 
88,3 
296,5 
108,5 
57,3 
177,6 
124,8 
258,4 
105,0 
87,8 
84,7 
17.6 
7','8' 
iT.'d 
5,437 
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B18. The number ofchiller boxes required in the future QKHI for each shire based 
upon the industry operating under the following quota rates 
j Shire ! 
iTstanthorpe • 
2! Warwick 
31 Inglewood 
4; Millmerran , 
5 i Waggamba , 
6; tara 
'7! Murilla 
9 i Warroo , 
iOj Wambo 
i i j Balonne 
i 2 j Bendemere . 
i s j Booringa , 
i 4 j Murweh 
i s j Paroo 
i e j Quilpie 1 
i7J Bulloo 
iS! Bungil 
i g j taroom 
20 j Bauhinia 
2i jBanana , 
22 j Duaringa 
23 j Emerald 
24 j Belyando 
25! Peak Downs , 
26 j Jericho 
27 j tambo 
28 j Blackall 
29! Isisford , 
30! Barcaldine 
s i ! Ilfracombe 
32! Longreach 
33! Aramac , 
34! Winton 
35: Boulia 
36; Cloncurry 
38! Richmond 
39: Flinders 
40! Dalrymple 
42 j Mundubbera 
"i'sT'Ei'ds'vij'ld 1^ " 
; TOTAL , 
10.0% 
0.08 
0.19 
1.68 
1.13 
'o'.'e'd 
2.18 
0,19 
5,63 
0.62 
3.89 
3.09 
3.47 
2.58 
2.35 
1.96 
1.52 
1.31 
0.38 
0.60 
0,41 
0.85 
0.23 
0.98 
0.92 
3.09 
1.13 
0.60 
0.37 
1.85 
1.30 
2.69 
1.01 
1.09 
0.88 
1.69 
0 
0.08 
d'.i'2 
55 
12.5% 
0 
0,21 
0,33 
2,10 
1.41 
0'.'7'5 " 
2,73 
0,24 
7,03 
0,78 
4,86 
3,86 
4,33 
3.22 
2.94 
2,45 
1,90 
1.64 
0,48 
0,76 
0,51 
1,06 
0,29 
1,23 
1,15 
3,86 
1,41 
0,75 
0,46 
2,31 
1,63 
3,36 
0,93 
1,37 
1,10 
2,11 
2,58 
1,45 
0,10 
o',i'5" 
72 
Quota Rate 
j ^ 15.0% 
r 0,13 
0.40 
0.27 
2.'52 
1.69 
I d'9d' 
3.28 
0.29 
8.44 
0.93 
5.83 
4.63 
5.20 
3.87 
3.53 
2.94 
2.28 
1.97 
0.57 
0.91 
0.61 
1.28 
0.34 
1.47 
1.38 
4.63 
1.69 
0.90 
0.55 
2.78 
i.'g's 
4,04 
1,90 
1,64 
: 0 
1,32 
2,53 
d'.'9'2 
0.12 
i d'1'9 
83 
17.5% 
0,15 
0,46 
0,31 
2,94 
1.97 
i'i'd's 1 
3.82 
0.34 
9,84 
1,09 
6,80 
5,40 
6,07 
4.51 
4.12 
3.43 
2,66 
2,29 
0,67 
1,06 
0,72 
1,49 
0,40 
1,71 
1,61 
5,41 
1,98 
1.04 
0.65 
3.24 
2.28 
4.71 
1,12 
1,91 
i'''6b' 
1,54 
2,95 
3,61 
'dy22 
100 
20.0% 
0.17 
0.53 
0.36 
3.36 
2.25 
i'.'2i 
0.68 
4.36 
0.38 
11,25 
1,24 
7,78 
6,17 
6,93 
5,16 
4,46 
3,92 
3,04 
2,62 
0,76 
1,21 
0,81 
1,70 
0,46 
1,96 
1,84 
6,18 
2,26 
1,19 
0,74 
3,70 
5,38 
2,19 
i'.'s's 
1,76 
d','25 
113 
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B19. The size and location of processing plants required in the future QKHI 
operating under various quota rates 
Shire 
Brisbane 
Warwick 
Toowoomba 
Dalby 
Roma 
.
_L
_l 
1 
10.0% 
Large 
Quota Rates 
12.5% 15.0% 
Large Large 
! 17.5% 
Large 
20.0% 
Large 
Goondiwindi i i ! i ! 
St George 
Charleville 
Cunnamulla 
Longreach 
Barcaldine 
Blackall 
Winton 
Hughenden 
Richmond 
Cloncurry 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 
1 
Large 
Medium 
Large 
Large 
Medium 
Large 
Large 
Large 
Large 
Large 
Large 
Small 
Large 
Large 
Large 
Large 
Mount Isa ! j j j i 
Charters 
Emerald 
Townsville 
Rockhamgton 
Capacity 
Employment' 
1 
1 1 
1 
1 
1 
• - h -
1 
1 1 
1 
Small 
10,500 
226 
13,750 
286 
16,000 
328 
Medium 
Small 
i 19,250 
412 
Medium 
j 21,750 
450 
Total number of personnel employed within the processing sector. 
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B20. The number ofkangaroos available for harvesting in each shire (based on a 
quota rate of 15%) in the future QKHI operating under increased population 
structures and medium quantity demand and an own price elasticity of demand of-1.5 
j Shire 
1 j Stanthorpe 
2! Warwick 
3! Inglewood 
4! Millmerran 
SjWaggamba 
6 j Tara 
7! Murilla 
8; Chinchilla 
9 j Warroo 
10 j Wambo 
11 i Balonne 
12 j Bendemere 
13 j Booringa 
14JMun/veh 
15! Paroo 
16jQuilpie 
17 j Bulloo 
18JBungil 
19!Taroom 
20! Bauhinia 
21jBanana 
22 j Duaringa 
23! Emerald 
24 j Belyando 
25 j Peak Downs 
26 j Jericho 
27! Tambo 
28 j Blackall 
29 j Isisford 
30 j Barcaldine 
31! Ilfracombe 
32! Longreach 
S3: Aramac 
34! Winton 
36! Cloncurry 
37! Mckinlay 
38! Richmond 
39! Flinders 
40! Dalrymple 
4 1 ! Barcoo 
42! Mundubbera 
43! Eidsvold 
j TOTAL No. 
1 
1 
1 Base 
T 2,423 
7,596 
5,i"3'5 
'48,370 
32,436 
17,'356 
9,775 
62,'859 
5,531 
i62,d'od 
17,876 
'iii, '957 
8'8,9d'2' 
99,841 
74,255 
'67,731 
56,448 
'43,'830 
37,747 
id,'957 
i7,4i"5 
i'i,7'92' 
'24',5i"7' 
6,6'd'2 
28,231 
26,493 
88,'955 
32,'535 
17,185 
id,62'2' 
53,27d 
37,447 
77,532 
36,466 
31,513 
'26,334 
'25,401 
'48,579 
59,343 
33,395 
2,338 
' 3,565 
\ 1,668,018 
Kangaroo Population size 
j 10% Increase 
2,665 
6,011 
i 8,353 
6,554 
53,197 
35,667 
19,088 
10,753 
69,133 
6,084 
: 178,194 
19,657 
123,133 
97,778 
109,807 
81,655 
74,463 
62,083 
48,211 
41,517 
12,053 
19,172 
13,137 
26,969 
7,262 
31,029 
29,142 
97,850 
35,789 
18,903 
11,684 
58,597 
41,188 
85,251 
'4'd,ii'2' 
34,665 
28,934 
27,937 
53,437 
65,253 
36,712 
2,572 
3,922 
1,835,573 
20% Increase 
2,907 
6,557 
9,109 
7,150 
58,025 
38,898 
20,820 
11,730 
75,406 
6,637 
194,388 
21,439 
134,309 
106,654 
119,774 
89,055 
81,194 
67,717 
52,592 
45,286 
13,148 
20,915 
14,331 
29,421 
7,922 
33,828 
31,792 
106,745 
39,042 
20,621 
12,746 
63,924 
44,929 
92,969 
43,759 
37,816 
31,533 
30,473 
58,295 
71,164 
40,029 
2,806 
4,278 
2,002,133 
! 30% Increase 
3,150 
7,103 
9,866 
7,746 
62,853 
42,130 
22,552 
12,708 
81,679 
7,190 
210,582 
23,220 
145,486 
115,530 
129,741 
96,454 
87,925 
73,351 
56,973 
49,055 
14,244 
22,658 
15,526 
31,872 
8,582 
36,627 
34,441 
115,641 
42,296 
22,340 
13,808 
69,251 
48,670 
47,405 
40,967 
34,133 
33,009 
43,346 
3,039 
4,635 
2,168,699 
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B21. The number ofkangaroos harvested in each shire (based on a quota rate of 
15%) in the future QKHI operating under increased population structures and medium 
quantity demand and an own price elasticity of demand of-1.5 
j Shire 
1 i Stanthorpe 
2 j Warwick 
3 j Inglewood 
4 j Millmerran 
SjWaggamba 
6 j Tara 
7 j Murilla 
8! Chinchilla 
9 j Warroo 
IOj Wambo 
11 j Balonne 
12! Bendemere 
13 j Booringa 
14 j Murweh 
15 j Paroo 
16jQuilpie 
17 j Bulloo 
18jBungil 
19 j Taroom 
20! Bauhinia 
21jBanana 
22 j Duaringa 
23 j Emerald 
24 j Belyando 
25 j Peak Downs 
26 j Jericho 
27 j Tambo 
28! Blackall 
29! Isisford 
30! Barcaldine 
3 i ! Ilfracombe 
32!Longreach 
33: Aramac 
34! Winton 
35! Boulia 
36! Cloncurry 
37! Mckinlay 
38: Richmond 
39! Flinders 
4 1 ! Barcoo 
42: Mundubbera 
43 j Eidsvold 
j TOTAL No. 
—1 
1 
1 Base 
j 2,423 
5,463 
7,596 
[ 5,i'35 
! '48,370 
32,436 
17,356 
[ 9,775 
! '62,859 
5,531 
i6'2,'dod 
1 17,876 
! iii,'957 
88,902 
99,841 
1 '74,255 
I '67,731 
56,448 
'43,830 
1 '37,747 
1 id, 957 
i7,4i'5' 
11,792 
I '24,5i'7 
I 6,602 
'28,231 
'26,493 
1 '88,955 
' '32,535 
17,185 
10,622 
I '53,270 
! '37,447 
•77,532 
'36,466 
[ 31, si's 
'25,401 
'48,579 
[ '33,395 
2,338 
' 3,565 
i 1,600,000 
Kangaroo Population size 
j 10% Increase 
2,665 
6,011 
'8','353' 
6,554 
53,197 
35,667 
19,088 
10,753 
69,133 
6,084 
178,194 
19,657 
123,133 
97,778 
109,807 
81,655 
74,463 
62,083 
48,211 
41,517 
12,053 
19,172 
13,137 
26,969 
7,262 
31,029 
29,142 
97,850 
35,789 
18,903 
11,684 
58,597 
41,188 
85,251 
: 
14,765 
28,373 
27,937 
53,437 
65,253 
36,712 
2,572 
3,922 
1,775,000 
20% Increase 
2,907 
6,557 
9,109 
7,150 
58,025 
38,898 
20,820 
11,730 
75,406 
6,637 
194,388 
21,439 
134,309 
106,654 
119,774 
89,055 
81,194 
67,717 
52,592 
43,153 
13,148 
20,915 
14,331 
29,421 
7,922 
33,828 
31,792 
106,745 
39,042 
20,621 
12,746 
63,924 
44,929 
92,969 
43,759 
37,816 
31,533 
30,473 
58,295 
71,164 
40,029 
2,806 
4,278 
2,000,000 
30% Increase 
3,150 
7,103 
9,866 
7,746 
62,853 
42,130 
22,552 
12,708 
81,679 
7,190 
210,582 
23,220 
145,486 
115,530 
129,741 
96,454 
87,925 
73,351 
56,973 
49,055 
14,244 
22,658 
15,526 
13,173 
8,582 
36,627 
34,441 
115,641 
42,296 
22,340 
69,251 
48,670 
100,687 
40,967 
34,133 
63,153 
77,075 
4,635 
j 2,150,000 
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B22. The number ofharvestors required in terms of weeks of employment in the 
future QKHI operating under increased population structures and medium quantity 
demand, a quota rate of 15% and an own price elasticity of demand of-1.5 
j Shire 
1! Stanthorpe 
2! Warwick 
3 i Inglewood 
4! Millmerran 
SiWaggamba 
6! Tara 
7! Murilla 
8 j Chinchilla 
9 j Warroo 
10 j Wambo 
11! Balonne 
12 j Bendemere 
13 j Booringa 
14 j Murweh 
15! Paroo 
16jQuilpie 
17 j Bulloo 
18jBungil 
19! Taroom 
20! Bauhinia 
21jBanana 
22 j Duaringa 
23! Emerald 
24 j Belyando 
25 j Peak Downs 
26 j Jericho 
27! Tambo 
28! Blackall 
29 j Isisford 
SO j Barcaldine 
31 ! Ilfracombe 
32!Longreach 
33! Aramac 
34! Winton 
35! Boulia 
36! Cloncurry 
37! Mckinlay 
38! Richmond 
39! Flinders 
40! Dalrymple 
4 1 : Barcoo 
42! Mundubbera 
43! Eidsvold 
j TOTAL No. 
1 
1 
1 Base 
T 15.1 
32. i 
302.3 
202.7 
id's. 5 
ei.i 
392.9 
'34.6 
i,di2.5 
i i i . 7 
699.7 
555.6 
624. d 
464.1 
423.3 
352.8 
273.9 
235.9 
68.5 
id's. 9 
'73.7 
i5'3.2 
4'i.3 
l'7'6.4 
i'6'5.6 
556. d 
203.3 
i"d'7.4 
66.4 
332.9 
234. d 
484.6 
227.9 
i'97.d 
" 0 
i'58.8 
3d'3.6 
i id .4 
2'd'8.7 
14.6 
! 22.3 
j 10,000 
Kangaroo Population size 
j 10% Increase 
16.7 
52.2 
41.0 
332.5 
222.9 
119.3 
67.2 
432.1 
38.0 
1,113.7 
122.9 
769.6 
611.1 
686.3 
510.3 
465.4 
388.0 
301.3 
! 259.5 
75.3 
119.8 
82.1 
168,6 
45,4 
193,9 
182,1 
611,6 
223,7 
118,1 
i 73,0 
366,2 
257.4 
532.8 
0 
i 92.3 
177.3 
174.6 
334.0 
444.8 
229,5 
16.1 
11,131 
20% Increase 
18.2 
41,0 
56,9 
44,7 
362,7 
243,1 
130,1 
73.3 
471.3 
41.5 
1,214.9 
134.0 
839.4 
666.6 
748.6 
556.6 
507,5 
423,2 
328,7 
269.7 
82.2 
130.7 
89.6 
183,9 
49,5 
211,4 
198,7 
667,2 
244,0 
128,9 
79.7 
399,5 
280,8 
581,1 
273,5 
236,4 
197,1 
190,5 
364,3 
444,8 
! 250,2 
17,6 
12,500 
! 30% Increase 
19.7 
44.4 
61.7 
48.4 
392.8 
263.3 
141.0 
79.4 
510.5 
44.9 
i 1,316.1 
145,1 
909,3 
722,1 
810,9 
602.8 
549.5 
458.4 
356.1 
306,6 
89,0 
141,6 
i 97,0 
82,3 
53,6 
228,9 
215,3 
722,8 
264,4 
139,6 
86,3 
432,8 
304.2 
629,3 
296,3 
256,0 
213.3 
206.3 
481.7 
19,0 
13,437 
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B23. The number ofharvestors required in terms of full time positions in the future 
QKHI operating under increased population structures and medium quantity demand, 
a quota rate of 15% and an own price elasticity of demand of-1.5 
j Shire 
1 ! Stanthorpe 
2:Wan«ick 
3! Inglewood 
4! Millmerran 
5: Waggamba 
6! Tara 
7! Murilla 
8 j Chinchilla 
9 j Warroo 
10 j Wambo 
11 i Balonne 
12 j Bendemere 
13 j Booringa 
14 j Murweh 
15! Paroo 
16jQuilpie 
17 j Bulloo 
18jBungil 
19! Taroom 
20! Bauhinia 
21jBanana 
22 j Duaringa 
23! Emerald 
24 j Belyando 
25! Peak Downs 
26 j Jericho 
27! Tambo 
28! Blackall 
29! Isisford 
SO! Barcaldine 
32! Longreach 
33: Aramac 
34! Winton 
35! Boulia 
36! Cloncurry 
37! Mckinlay 
38! Richmond 
39! Flinders 
40! Dalrymple 
4 1 ! Barcoo 
42! Mundubbera 
43! Eidsvold 
j TOTAL No. 
1 
1 
1 Base 
T" 0.31 
d.99 
d.67 
6.30 
4.22 
2.26 
1.27 
8.19 
d,72 
21,09 
2,33 
i'4','5'8 • 
ii.'s's 
i'idd 
9,67 
8,82 
7,35 
5.7i 
4.9i 
1.43 
2.27 
1.54 
3,19 
d.86 
3.68 
3.45 
ii.'s's 
4.24 
2.24 
1.38 
6.94 
4.88 
i'd'.id 
4.75 
4.10 
d 
3.3i 
6,33 
2.3d 
4.35 
d.3d 
! d.46 
\ 208 
Kangaroo Population size 
j 10% Increase 
0.35 
0.78 
1.09 
0.85 
6.93 
4.64 
2.49 
1.40 
9.00 
0.79 
23.20 
2.56 
16.03 
12.73 
14.30 
10.63 
9.70 
j 8.08 
6.28 
5.41 
1.57 
2.50 
1.71 
3.51 
0.95 
4.04 
i 3.79 
12.74 
4.66 
2.46 
1.52 
7.63 
5.36 
11,10 
0 
1,92 
3,69 
3,64 
6,96 
9,27 
4,78 
d,34' 
d,5i 
232 
20% Increase 
0,38 
0,85 
1,19 
0,93 
7.56 
5.06 
2.71 
1.53 
9.82 
0.86 
25.31 
2.79 
17.49 
13.89 
15.60 
11.60 
10.57 
8.82 
6.85 
5.62 
1,71 
2,72 
1,87 
3,83 
1,03 
4,40 
4,14 
13,90 
5,08 
2,69 
1,66 
8,32 
5,85 
12,11 
5,70 
4,93 
4,11 
3.97 
7.59 
9.27 
5.21 
260 
! 30% Increase 
0.41 
0.93 
1.29 
1.01 
8.18 
i 5.49 
2.94 
1.65 
10.64 
0.94 
27.42 
3.02 
18.94 
15.04 
16.89 
! 12.56 
11.45 
9.55 
7.42 
6.39 
1.85 
2.95 
2.02 
! 1.71 
1,12 
4,77 
4,49 
15.06 
5.51 
2.91 
; 1.80 
9.02 
6.34 
13,11 
6,17 
5,33 
4,44 
4,30 
8.22 
10.04 
5.64 
280 
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B24. The number ofchiller boxes required in terms of weeks deployment in the future 
QKHI operating under increased population structures and medium quantity demand, 
a quota rate of 15%» and a own price elasticity of demand of-1.5 
l j 
Shire 
Stanthorpe 
2:Wanwick 
3 j Inglewood 
4 j Millmerran 
SjWaggamba 
6 i Tara 
7! Murilla 
8 j Chinchilla 
9 j Warroo 
10 j Wambo 
i i j Balonne 
12 j Bendemere 
13 j Booringa 
14JMurv\/eh 
15! Paroo 
16jQuilpie 
17 j Bulloo 
18! Bungil 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
Taroom 
Bauhinia 
Banana 
Duaringa 
Emerald 
Belyando 
Peak Downs 
Jericho 
Tambo 
Blackall 
Isisford 
30! Barcaldine 
31! Ilfracombe 
32!Longreach 
33! Aramac 
34! Winton 
35! Boulia 
36! Cloncurry 
37: Mckinlay 
38 j Richmond 
4 1 ! Barcoo 
43! Eidsvold 
j TOTAL No. 
i Kangaroo Population size 
1 Base 
1" 6.1 
13.7 
190 
12.8 
120.9 
si.i 
43:4 1 
24.4 
i'57.2 
13.8 
405. d 
44.7 
279,9 
222,3 
249,6 
l'85,6 
i"69,3 
i'4'i.d 
i'd'9.6 
94.4 
27.4 
43.5 
29.5 
61.3 
i6.5 
7d.6 
66.2 
222.4 
8i.3 
43.0 
26.6 
i'3'3.2 
93.6 
i'93.8 
91.2 
78.8 
• 0 
63.5 
i'2i.5 
83.5 
's'.'g 
!_ '8.'9 
1 4,000 
10% Increase 
6.7 
15.0 
20.9 
16.4 
133.0 
89.2 
47.7 
26.9 
172.8 
15.2 
445.5 
49.1 
307.8 
244.5 
274.5 
204.1 
186.2 
155.2 
120,5 
103.8 
30.1 
47.9 
32.8 
67.4 
18.2 
77,6 
72,9 
244,6 
89,5 
47,3 
29.2 
146.5 
103.0 
213.1 
0 
36.9 
70.9 
69,8 
133,6 
163,1 
91,8 
6,4 
4,437 
20% Increase ! 
7,3 
16.4 
22.8 
17.9 
145.1 
97.3 
52.1 
29.3 
188.5 
16,6 
486,0 
53.6 
335.8 
266.6 
299.4 
222,6 
203,0 
169,3 
131,5 
107,9 
32,9 
52,3 
35,8 
73,6 
19,8 
84,6 
79,5 
266.9 
97.6 
51.6 
; 31.9 
159,8 
112,3 
232.4 
109.4 
94,5 
76,2 
i 177,9 
100,1 
7,d 
5,000 
30% Increase 
7.9 
17.8 
24.7 
19.4 
157.1 
105.3 
56.4 
31.8 
204.2 
18.0 
526,5 
58,1 
363,7 
288,8 
324,4 
241,1 
219,8 
183,4 
142,4 
122,6 
35,6 
56,7 
38,8 
32,9 
21,5 
91,6 
86,1 
289.1 
105.7 
55.9 
34,5 
173,1 
121,7 
251,7 
102,4 
82,5 
108,4 
7,6 
5,375 
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B25. The number ofchiller boxes required in the future QKHI operating under 
increased population structures and medium quantity demand, a quota rate of 15% and 
an own price elasticity of-1.5 
j Shire 
1 ! Stanthorpe 
2! Warwick 
3 j Inglewood 
4 j Millmerran 
SjWaggamba 
6 j Tara 
7! Murilla 
8 j Chinchilla 
9 j Warroo 
10 j Wambo 
11! Balonne 
12 j Bendemere 
13 j Booringa 
14 j Murweh 
is j Paroo 
16! Quilpie 
17 j Bulloo 
18jBungil 
19! Taroom 
20! Bauhinia 
21 jBanana 
22 j Duaringa 
23! Emerald 
24 j Belyando 
25 j Peak Downs 
26 j Jericho 
27! Tambo 
28! Blackall 
29 j Isisford 
30 j Barcaldine 
31! Ilfracombe 
32!Longreach 
33 j Aramac 
34 j Winton 
35! Boulia 
36! Cloncurry 
37! Mckinlay 
38! Richmond 
40! Dalrymple 
4 1 ! Barcoo 
42! Mundubbera 
43! Eidsvold 
r j TOTAL No. 
1 
1 
1 Base 
T~ 0.13 
0.40 
0.27 
2.'52 
1,69 
d',9d 
d',5i 
'3,28 
d',29 
8,44 
d.'g's 
5.'83 
4.63 
5,20 
'3,87 
3,53 
2.94 
2.28 
i.97 
0.57 
0.91 
d.ei 
1.28 
0.34 
1.47 
1.38 
4.63 
1.69 
d.dd 
d'.'55 
2.78 
i."95 
4.d4 
1.90 
1.64 
• 0 
1.32 
0.92 
'i.'7'4 
d'.'i2 
!_ d.id 
] 83 
Kangaroo Population size 
i 10% Increase 
0.14 
0.31 
d.44 
0.34 
2.77 
1.86 
d.99 
0,56 
3,60 
0,32 
9,28 
1,02 
6,41 
5,09 
5.72 
4.25 
3.88 
3,23 
2.51 
2.16 
0.63 
1,00 
0,68 
1,40 
0,38 
1,62 
1.52 
5.10 
1.86 
0.99 
0.61 
3.05 
2.15 
4.44 
0 
0.77 
1.48 
1.45 
2.78 
3.40 
1.91 
d.is 
d.2d 
92 
20% Increase 
0,15 
0,34 
0,48 
0,37 
3,02 
2.03 
1.09 
0,61 
3.93 
0,35 
10,13 
1,12 
7,00 
5,55 
6,24 
4,64 
4,23 
3,53 
2.74 
2,25 
0,69 
1.09 
0,75 
1,53 
0,41 
1,76 
1,66 
5,56 
2,03 
1,08 
0,66 
3,33 
2,34 
4,84 
2,28 
1,97 
1,64 
1,59 
3,04 
3,71 
2,09 
0,15 
0,22 
104 
i 30% Increase 
0,16 
0,37 
0,51 
0,40 
3,27 
j 2,19 
1,18 
0.66 
4.25 
0.38 
10.97 
1.21 
7.58 
6.02 
6.76 
5.02 
4.58 
3.82 
2.97 
2,55 
0,74 
1,18 
0,81 
0,69 
0,45 
1,91 
1,79 
6,02 
2,20 
1,16 
0,72 
3,61 
2,54 
5,24 
2,47 
2,13 
1,78 
1.72 
3.29 
4.01 
2,26 
112 
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B26. The size and location of processing plants required in the future QKHI operating 
under increased population structures and medium quantity demand, a quota rate of 
15% and an own price elasticity of demand of-1.5 
Shire i Kangaroo Population size 
1 Base J_10% Increase J_20% Increase j 30% Increase 
Brisbane [" J ! i 
Warwick I ^ : ^ 
toowoomba 1 J • ^ 
Dalby i j J i 
Roma 1 Large Large Large Large 
Goondiwindi . j j j 
St George i Large Large Large 
Charieville i Large Large Large | Large 
Cunnamulla ! j j j 
Longreach i J J J 
Barcaldine , Large Large 
Blackall | Large Large 
Winton 1 j Large 
Hughenden , Medium Large 
Richmond , ! J i 
cloncurry i j i J 
Mount Isa ! 
Charters towers j J i Small 
Em era id i J i ! 
townsville i J i i 
Rockhamgton !_ : : : Small 
Capacity (tonnes) , 16,000 17,750 20,000 21,500 
Employment" T 328 368 410 454 
Total number of persormel employed within the processing sector. 
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B27. The number ofkangaroos available for harvesting in each shire (based on a 
quota rate of 15%) in the future QKHI operating under decreased population 
structures and medium quantity demand, a quota rate of 15% and an own price 
elasticity of demand of-1.5 
Shire 
1; Stanthorpe 
2 j Warwick 
3 j Inglewood 
4; jy/lillmerran 
5! Waggamba 
6 j Tara 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
Murilla 
Chinchilla 
Warroo 
Wambo 
Balonne 
Bendemere 
Booringa 
Mun/veh 
Paroo 
Quilpie 
Bulloo 
Bungil 
Taroom 
Bauhinia 
Banana 
Duaringa 
Emerald 
Belyando 
Peak Downs 
Jericho 
Tambo 
Blackall 
30! Barcaldine 
32! Longreach 
34 i Winton 
35! Boulia 
38! Richmond 
39 
40 
42 
"43 
Dalrymple 
Mundubbera 
Eidsvoid 
TOTALTjor 
— 1 — 
1 
I 
I 
1 
....I.... 
1 
....J.... 
1 
1 
! 1 
1 . . . r 
1 . . . 
r 
1 r 
1 
1.. . 
r 
1. . . 
r 
J 
1 1 
1.... 
r 
1 
r 
1 
r 
1 
1" 
- \ -
1 
Base 
2,423 
5,463 
7,596 
48,370 
32,436 
17,356 
9,775 
62,859 i 
5,531 
162,000 j 
17,876 
111,957 j 
88,902 
99,841 
74,255 
67,731 
56,448 
43,830 
37,747 
10,957 
17,415 
11,792 
24,517 
6,602 
28,231 
26,493 
88,955 
17,185 
10,622 
53,270 
77,532 
36,466 
31,513 
25,401 
48,579 
59,343 
2,338 
3;565 j " 
1,668,018 r 
Kangaroo 
10% 
Decrease 
2,181 
4,918 
6,808 
43,450 
29,082 
15,589 
8,798 
56,460 
4,978 
145,748 
16,305 
100,588 
79,881 
89,699 
66,598 
60,581 
50,708 
39,428 
33,922 
9,861 
15,686 
10,748 
22,066 
5,941 
25,189 
23,844 
80,059 
29,282 
15,466 
9,559 
47,943 
69,464 
32,819 
28,362 
22,825 
43,721 
53,198 
2,104 
'3,'2'09 
1,499,346 
Population 
20% 
Decrease 
1,938 
4,371 
6,051 
4,767 
38,622 
25,851 
13,857 
7,820 
50,187 
4,425 
129,554 
14,253 
89,411 
71,005 
79,733 
59,198 
53,850 
45,074 
35,047 
30,152 
8,766 
13,943 
9,554 
19,614 
5,281 
22,390 
21,194 
26,028 
13,748 
8,497 
42,616 
29,927 
61,746 
29,172 
28,207 
20,796 
20,289 
38,863 
0 
1,870 
2',"8'5'2 
1,308,970 
size 
30% 
j Decrease j 
1,696 
3,824 
j 5,295 
4,171 
33,795 
22,619 
12,125 
6,843 
43,914 
3,872 
113,359 j 
12,471 
78,235 
62,130 
69,766 
51,798 
47,119 
39,440 
30,666 
26,383 
7,670 
12,200 
8,360 
17,162 
4,621 
19,591 
18,545 
22,775 
12,029 
i 7,435 
37,289 
! 26,187 
54,028 
0 
22,d'5'9 
0 
\ 21496 1 
] 1,115,568 r 
1 
40% 
Decrease 
1,454 
3,278 
4,539 
3,575 
28,967 
19,388 
10,393 
5,865 
37,640 
3,319 
97,165 
10,690 
67,059 
53,254 
59,800 
44,399 
40,388 
33,805 
26,285 
22,614 
0 
10,457 
7,166 
3,961 
16,792 
15,896 
19,521 
10,311 
6,373 
46,309 
0 
0 
2,"l'3'9 
915,123 
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B28. The number ofkangaroos harvested in each shire (based on a quota rate of 
15%) in the future QKHI operating under decreased population structures, a quota 
rate of 15% and medium quantity demand and an own price elasticity of demand 
of-1.5 
: Shire 
1! Stanthorpe 
2; Warwick 
3; Inglewood 
4 = Millmerran 
SiWaggamba 
6 j Tara 
7 j Murilla 
8 j Chinchilla 
9! Warroo 
IOj Wambo 
11 j Balonne 
12 j Bendemere 
13 j Booringa 
14 j Murweh 
15 j Paroo 
16 j Quilpie 
17! Bulloo 
18 j Bungil 
19 j Taroom 
20 j Bauhinia 
21!Banana 
22 j Duaringa 
23 j Emerald 
24 j Belyando 
25! Peak Downs 
26! Jericho 
27! Tambo 
28! Blackall 
29! Isisford 
30: Barcaldine 
32! Longreach 
33! Aramac 
34: Winton 
35: Boulia 
361 Cloncurry 
37! Mckinlay 
38! Richmond 
39: Flinders 
40-Dalrymple 
42! Mundubbera 
_43|_Eidsvold 
; TOTAL No. 
— 1 — 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
i... 
i... 
1 
1 
i... t 
i... T 
1 
1 
T 
i... t 
i... t 
1... t 
1 T" 
i... r 
i t 
1 T 
1 
1 
t" 
i T 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Base 
2,423 
5,463 
7,596 
48,370 
32,436 
17,356 
9,775 
62,859 
5,531 
162,000 j 
17,876 
111,957 j 
88,902 
99,841 
74,255 
67,731 
56,448 
43,830 
37,747 
10,957 
17,415 
11,792 
24,517 
6,602 
28,231 
26,493 
88,955 
32,535 
17,185 
53,270 
37,447 
77,532 
36,466 
31,513 
0 
25,401 
48,579 
17,659 
2,338 
3,565 
1,600,000 j 
Kangaroo 
10% 
Decrease 
2,181 
4,918 
6,808 
5,363 
43,450 
29,082 
15,589 
8,798 
56,460 
4,978 
145,748 
16,305 
100,588 
79,881 
89,699 
66,598 
60,581 
50,708 
39,428 
33,922 
0 
12,229 
10,748 
22,066 
5,941 
25,189 
23,844 
80,059 
29,282 
15,466 
9,559 
47,943 
33,668 
69,464 
0 
28,362 
23,396 
22,825 
43,721 
53,198 
29,851 
2,104 
0 _ 
1,450,000 
Population 
20% 
Decrease 
1,938 
4,371 
6,051 
4,767 
38,622 
25,851 
13,857 
7,820 
50,187 
4,425 
129,554 
14,253 
89,411 
71,005 
79,733 
59,198 
53,850 
45,074 
35,047 
30,152 
8,766 
13,943 
9,554 
19,614 
5,281 
22,390 
21,194 
71,164 
26,028 
13,748 
8,497 
42,616 
29,927 
61,746 
15,998 
0 
20,289 
38,863 
0 
1,870 
2,852 
1,275,000 
size 
30% 
i Decrease j 
0 
! 0 
! 0 i 
4,171 
33,795 
22,619 
j 12,125 
6,843 
43,914 
3,872 
113,359 j 
12,471 
78,235 
62,130 
69,766 
51,798 j 
47,119 
39,440 
30,666 
26,383 
! 0 ! 
12,200 
8,360 
17,162 
4,621 
6,274 
18,545 
62,268 
22,775 
12,029 
7,435 
28,078 
26,187 
54,028 
0 
18,197 
17,753 
! 0 i 
0 i 
; 0 J _ 
i 1,050,000 ; 
40% 
Decrease 
1,454 
3,278 
4,539 
3,575 
28,967 
19,388 
10,393 
5,865 
37,640 
3,319 
97,165 
10,690 
67,059 
53,254 
59,800 
44,399 
40,388 
33,805 
26,285 
22,614 
0 
10,457 
7,166 
0 
3,961 
16,792 
15,896 
19,521 
10,311 
6,373 
31,962 
22,446 
25,726 
0 
0 
10,387 
0 
0 
2,139 
875,000 
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B29. The number ofharvestors required in terms of weeks of employment in the 
future QKHI operating under a quota rate of 15% and a decreased kangaroo 
population structure. The market place is based on medium quantity demand and a 
own price elasticity of-1.5 
! Shire \ 
[~ Base 
j 1 ! 
I i Stanthorpe , 15.1 
2 i Warwick | 
3i Inglewood 
4i Millmerran 
5 j Waggamba 
6 j Tara 
7 j Murilla 
8 j Chinchilla 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
Warroo 
Wambo 
Balonne 
Bendemere 
Booringa 
Murweh 
Paroo 
Quilpie 
Bulloo 
Bungil 
Taroom 
Bauhinia 
Banana 
Duaringa 
23 j Emerald 
24! Belyando 
25! Peak Downs 
26! Jericho 
28 
30 
Blackall 
Barcaldine 
31! Ilfracombe 
32! Longreach 
34! Winton 
38 j Richmond 
39! Flinders 
41 j Barcoo 
_43j Eidsvold 
T O T A L " N O 7 ~ ' 
34.1 
4'7'.'5 
'302.3 
'2'd2.7 
id8.5 
ei.i 
392.9 1 
[ 3'4'.'6 
i,'d"i2.5 
i i i . 7 ] 
J 699.7 i 
[ 555.6 
[ '624. d 
1 '464. i 
1 423.3 ! 
[ '352.8 
[ "273.9 
I '235.9 
t e's'.'s ! 
[ id8.9 
[ 7'3'.'7' 
[ i53.2 
1 4i."3' 
I 176.4 
[ '556.0 
[ id7.4 
[ 6'6'.'4' 
j '3'3'2'.'9 
I '484.6 
[ 158.8 
'sd's'.'e [ 
\ 26a.7 1 
^ 2'2'.'3' J 
10,000 ; 
Kangaroo population size 
10% 20% 30% 
Decrease j Decrease j Decrease 
13.6 12.1 0 
30.7 
42.6 
33.5 
271.6 
181.8 
97.4 
55.0 
352.9 
31.1 
910.9 
101.9 
628.7 
499.3 
560.6 
416.2 
378.6 
316.9 
246.4 
212.0 
0 
76.4 
67.2 
137.9 
37.1 
157.4 
500.4 
96.7 
59.7 
'2'9'9.'6 
434.2 
0 
177.3 
146.2 
142.7 
'2'7"3".'3 
"33Z5 
186.6 
i"3"r2" 
0 
9,063 
27.3 
37.8 
29.8 
241.4 
161.6 
86.6 
48.9 
313.7 
27.7 
809.7 
89,1 
558.8 
443.8 
498.3 
370.0 
336.6 
281.7 
219.0 
188.5 
54.8 
87.1 
59.7 
122.6 
33.0 
139.9 
444.8 
85.9 
53.1 
"'1 266"4 
187.0 
385.9 
100.0 
176.3 
0 
126.8 
"j 242'"9 
"1 295''5 
0 
": i ' i '7 
17.8 
7,969 
0 
0 
26.1 
211.2 
141.4 
75.8 
42.8 
274.5 
24.2 
708.5 
i 77.9 
489.0 
388.3 
436.0 
323.7 
294.5 
246.5 
191.7 
164.9 
0 
76.3 
52.3 
107.3 
28.9 
39.2 
389.2 
75.2 
46.5 
"; i'75''5 
163.7 
337.7 
0 
0 
113.7 
"j 2l'2''5 
"1 258''6 
"t b 
6,563 
J 
40% 
i Decrease 
9.1 
20.5 
28.4 
22.3 
181.0 
121.2 
65.0 
36.7 
235.3 
20.7 
607,3 
66.8 
419,1 
332,8 
373.8 
277.5 
252.4 
211.3 
164.3 
141.3 
0 
65,4 
44,8 
0 
24,8 
105.0 
99.4 
"1 199''8 
140.3 
"j i'82''2 
"1 2217 
"i d 
5,469 
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B30. The number ofharvestors required in terms of full time positions in the future 
QKHI operating under a quota rate of 15% and a decreased kangaroo population 
stmcture. The market place is based on medium quantity demand and an own price 
elasticity of demand of-1.5 
iShire 
1! Stanthorpe 
2! Warwick 
31 Inglewood 
4 i Millmerran 
SiWaggamba 
6 j Tara 
7: Murilla 
8 j Chinchilla 
9 i Warroo 
IOj Wambo 
11 j Balonne 
12 j Bendemere 
13 j Booringa 
14 j Murweh 
15 j Paroo 
16 j Quilpie 
17! Bulloo 
18 j Bungil 
19 j Taroom 
20 j Bauhinia 
21!Banana 
22 j Duaringa 
23 j Emerald 
24! Belyando 
25 i Peak Downs 
26! Jericho 
27: Tambo 
28! Blackall 
29! Isisford 
30! Barcaldine 
31 j Ilfracombe 
34! Winton 
37 j Mckinlay 
38 j Richmond 
42 i Mundubbera 
43 j Eidsvold 
j TOTAL No. 
1 1 
1 
i 
1. 
r 
L 
1 
1 
T 
J. 
r 
1 r 
J. t 
1 
r 
J 1 
I 1 
1 r 
1 
r 
L r 
1 r 
1 
1 
r 
r 
r 
1 
1 
r 
f 
I 
f 
1 
1 
Base 
0.31 
0.71 
0.99 
6.30 
4.22 
2.26 
1.27 
8.19 
0.72 
21.09 
2.33 
14.58 
11.58 
13.00 
9.67 
8.82 
7.35 
5,71 
4.91 
1.43 
2.27 
1.54 
3.19 
0.86 
3.68 
3.45 
11.58 
4.24 
2.24 
1.38 
10.10 
4.75 
4.10 
0 
's'.'s'i 
'e'.'ss 
0.30 
'd'.'46' 
208 
Kangaroo 
10% 
Decrease j 
0.28 
0.64 
0.89 
5.66 
3.79 
2.03 
1.15 
7.35 
0.65 
18.98 
2,12 
13.10 
10.40 
11.68 
8,67 
7.89 
6.60 
5,13 
4,42 
0 
1.59 
1.40 
2.87 
0.77 
3.28 
3,10 
10.43 
3.81 
2.01 
1,24 
9.05 
0 
3.69 
3.05 
2''97 ] 
'5'69 ! 
6.93 
3.89 
0.28 
d ! 
189 
population 
20% 
Decrease 
0.25 
0.57 
0.79 
0.62 
5.03 
3.37 
1.80 
1.02 
6.54 
0.58 
16.87 
1.86 
11.64 
9.25 
10.38 
7.71 
7.01 
5.87 
4.56 
3.93 
1.14 
1.81 
1.24 
2.55 
0.69 
2.91 
2.76 
9.27 
3.39 
1.79 
1.11 
3.90 
8.04 
2.08 
3.67 
0 
'2'.'64 
's.'de 
0 
0.24 
'6''37 
166 
size 
30% 
j Decrease 
0 
0 
0 
0,54 
4,40 
2,95 
1,58 
0,89 
5,72 
0,50 
14,76 
1.62 
10.19 
8.09 
9.08 
6.74 
6.14 
5.14 
3,99 
3,44 
0 
1,59 
1,09 
2,24 
0,60 
0.82 
2,41 
8,11 
2,96 
1,57 
0,97 
3,41 
7,04 
0 
0 
2.37 
j 2''31 
j 4'43 
j d 
137 
40% 
j Decrease 
0.19 
0.43 
0.59 
0.46 
3.77 
2,53 
1,35 
0,76 
4,90 
0,43 
12.65 
1.39 
8.73 
6.93 
7.79 
5.78 
5.26 
4.40 
3.42 
2,94 
0 
1.36 
0.93 
0 
0.52 
2.19 
2.07 
2.54 
1.34 
0.83 
'T '^ie 
2,92 
3,35 
0 
•| i"'35 
'I '3','8d 
'1 'd'28 
114 
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B31. The number ofchiller boxes required in terms of weeks of deployment in the 
fiiture QKHI operating under a quota rate of 15% and decreased kangaroo population 
stmctures. The market place is based on medium quantity demand and an own price 
elasticity of demand of-1.5 
i Shire 
1 i Stanthorpe 
2! Warwick 
31 Inglewood 
4; Millmerran 
SiWaggamba 
6 j Tara 
7 j Murilla 
8! Chinchilla 
9! Warroo 
IOj Wambo 
11 j Balonne 
12 j Bendemere 
13 j Booringa 
14 j Murweh 
15 j Paroo 
16 j Quilpie 
17! Bulloo 
18j Bungil 
19 j Taroom 
20 j Bauhinia 
21!Banana 
22 j Duaringa 
23 j Emerald 
24! Belyando 
25! Peak Downs 
26 j Jericho 
27: Tambo 
28! Blackall 
29! Isisford 
30: Barcaldine 
31 j Ilfracombe 
32 j Longreach 
34! Winton 
36! Cloncurry 
38: Richmond 
39 j Flinders 
40 j Dalrymple 
43 i Eidsvold 
j TOTAL No. 
— 1 — 
1 
1 
1 
L... 
i.... 
i.... 
1 T 
i.... t 
i 
1.... 
1 
T 
1.. . . t 
i.... t 
1.. . . t 
1 T"" 
i.... t 
i 
T 
-.1 . 
1 
V" 
I t 
i 
T 
i 
- i . 
t 
t " 
1" 
•••4 
• • • • t 
1 
Base 
6.1 
13.7 
19.0 
120.9 
81.1 
43.4 
157.2 
13.8 
405.0 
44,7 
279.9 
222.3 
249.6 
185.6 
169.3 
141.0 
109.6 
94.4 
27.4 
43.5 
29.5 
61.3 
16.5 
70.6 
66.2 
222.4 
81.3 
43.0 
26.6 
................ 
193.8 
78.8 
63.5 
121.5 
'44'"2 " 
5.9 
8.9 
4,000 
Kangaroo 
10% 
j Decrease j 
5.5 
12.3 
j 17.0 
108.6 
72.7 
39.0 
141.2 
12.5 
364.4 
40.8 
251.5 
199.7 
j 224.3 
166.5 
151.5 
126.8 
98.6 
84.8 
i - ! 
30.6 
26.9 
55.2 
14.9 
63.0 
59.6 
200.2 
73.2 
38.7 
23.9 j 
"": i'i'9'9 j 
173.7 
'70.9 
57.1 ! 
109,3 
"": izi.o i 
74,6 
! 5.3 ! 
0 j 
3,626 
population 
20% 
Decrease 
4.9 
10.9 
15.1 
96.6 
64.6 
34.6 
19.6 
125.5 
11,1 
323,9 
35.6 
223,5 
177,5 
199,3 
148.0 
134.6 
112.7 
87.6 
75.4 
21.9 
34.9 
23.9 
49.0 
13.2 
56.0 
53.0 
177.9 
65.1 
34.4 
21.2 
i'd'e.'s 
154.4 
70,5 
0 
50,7 
97,2 
i"i'8',"2' 
0 
4.7 
7.1 
3,188 
size 
30% 
Decrease 
0 
0 
0 
10.4 
84.5 
56.6 
30.3 
17,1 
109,8 
9,7 
283,4 
31,2 
195,6 
155.3 
174.4 
129.5 
117.8 
98.6 
76.7 
66.0 
-
30.5 
20.9 
42.9 
11.6 
15.7 
46.4 
155.7 
56.9 
30.1 
18.6 
70^2 
135.1 
0 
0 
45.5 
85.0 
i'd'3,'4 
0 
0 
2,625 
40% 
j Decrease 
3.6 
8.2 
11.4 
8.9 
72.4 
48.5 
26.0 
14.7 
94,1 
8,3 
242,9 
26,7 
167.7 
133.1 
149.5 
111.0 
101.0 
84.5 
65,7 
56,5 
i 
26.1 
17,9 
0 
9,9 
42.0 
39.7 
133.4 
48.8 
25.8 
15.9 
"1 79:9 
64.3 
0 
72,9 
"1 887 
0 
5,4 
2,188 
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B32. The number ofchiller boxes required in the future QKHI operating under a 
quota rate of 15% and decreased kangaroo population structures. The market place is 
based on medium quantity demand and an own price elasticity of demand of-1.5 
j Shire i 
: 
; i 
2! Warwick , 
3! Inglewood 1 
5: Waggamba , 
6 i Tara j 
7; Murilla 
8 j Chinchilla 
9 j Warroo , 
i d j Wambo , 
i i j Balonne 
i2 j Bendemere 
13 j Booringa 
14! Murweh 
15 j Paroo 
16 j Quilpie 
17 j Bulloo 
18! Bungil 
19 j Taroom 
20 j Bauhinia 
21jBanana 
22! Duaringa 
23! Emerald 
25! Peak Downs 
26: Jericho 
28 j Blackall 
29 j Isisford 
30! Barcaldine 
32: Longreach 
33! Aramac 
35: Boulia 
36! Cloncurry 
37 j Mckinlay 
40 j Dalrymple 
4 i j Barcoo 
42! Mundubbera 
_43_j_Eidsvold 
j TOTAL No. 
Base 
O.W 
d.4d 
d.2'7 
1.69 
d.9d 
d.5i 
3.28 
d.29' 
8.44 
d.9'3' 
5.83 
4.63 
5.20 
3.87 
3.53 
2,94 
2,28 
1.97 
0.57 
d.di 
d.ei 
1.28 
d.3'4 
1.47 
1 4.63 
i'.'e'g " 
d'.'gd " 
[ 2.78 
[ 1.95 
[ i.gd 
[ 1.64 
! ° 
[ 0.92 
j i','7'4" 
j 'd',i'2"" 
^ did' 
[~ 83 
Kangaroo population 
10% 
!_ Decrease 
0.35 
0,28 
2,26 
1.51 
0.81 
0.46 
2.94 
0.26 
7.59 
0.85 
5.24 
4.16 
4.67 
3.47 
3.16 
2.64 
2.05 
1.77 
0 
0.64 
0.56 
1,15 
0,31 
1,31 
4.17 
! 1.53 
j 0.81 
2.50 
1,75 
0 
1.48 
1.22 
1.19 
2.77 
1.55 
0.11 
0 
76 
20% 
_j_ Decrease 
0.23 
0.31 
2.01 
1.35 
0.72 
0,41 
2,61 
0.23 
6.75 
0.74 
j 4,66 
i 3,70 
4,15 
3.08 
2.80 
2,35 
1,83 
1.57 
0.46 
0.73 
0.50 
1,02 
0,28 
1,17 
1.10 
3.71 
1.36 
0.72 
0.44 
2.22 
1.56 
3,22 
0.83 
1.47 
0 
1.06 
2.03 
2.46 
0 
0.10 
0.15 
1 66 
size 
30% 
j _ Decrease 
0
 
0 
1.76 
1.18 
0.63 
0.36 
2.29 
0.20 
5.90 
0.65 
4,08 
3,24 
3,63 
2,70 
2,45 
2,05 
1,60 
1,38 
0 
0.64 
0.44 
0.89 
0,24 
0,97 
3,24 
1,19 
0.63 
0.39 
1,46 
1,36 
2.81 
0 
i 0.95 
0.93 
2.15 
j 0
 
0 
0 
1 55 
J 
40% 
j Decrease 
0.17 
0.24 
1.51 
1.01 
0.54 
0,31 
1,96 
0,17 
5,06 
0,56 
3.49 
2,77 
3.11 
2.31 
2.10 
1,76 
1,37 
1.18 
0 
0.54 
0.37 
0 
0.21 
0.83 
1.02 
0,54 
0,33 
1,34 
d 
1,85 
j 0
 
0 
0,11 
46 1 
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B33. The size and location of processing plants required in the future QKHI operating 
under a quota rate of 15% and a decreased kangaroo population structure. The market 
place is based on conditions of medium quantity demand and an own price elasticity of 
demand of-1.5 
Shire ! Kangaroo population size 
1 Base 10% 20% 30% f 40% 
!_ j Decrease j Decrease j Decrease ! Decrease 
Brisbane 1 : ^ : ! 
Wanwick 
Toowoomba , 
Daiby 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Roma 1 Large Large Large Large Large 
Goondiwindi Small 
St George , Large 
Charleville , Large Large Large (large Large 
Cunnamuiia i j j j i 
Longreach j j i i 
Barcaldine Large Large Large 
Blackal l J J J i 
Winton i 
Hughenden Medium Medium 
Richmond i i J j i 
cloncurry , 
Mount Isa , 
Charters towers Small 
Emeraid J i i Small Small 
townsvllie , i i i i 
Rockhampton , i ! i i 
Capacity (tonnes) , 16,000 14,500 " ^ 12,750 10,500 8,750 
Employment" [~ 328 308 268 226 186 
Total number of personnel employed within the processing sector. 
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B34. The number ofkangaroos available for harvesting in each shire (based on a 
quota rate of 15%) along with the number ofkangaroos expected to be harvested in 
the future QKHI under conditions of 0% and 70% increase in production costs. The 
market place is based on medium quantity demand and an own price elasticity of 
demand of-1.5 
JShire 
1 j Stanthorpe 
2! Warwick 
3; Inglewood 
4 j Millmerran 
5 j Waggamba 
6 j Tara 
7 j Murilla 
8! Chinchilla 
9 j Warroo 
IOj Wambo 
11 j Balonne 
12! Bendemere 
13 j Booringa 
14 j Murweh 
15! Paroo 
16! Quilpie 
17 j Bulloo 
18jBungil 
19 j Taroom 
20! Bauhinia 
21jBanana 
22 j Duaringa 
23 j Emerald 
24! Belyando 
25! Peak Downs 
26 j Jericho 
27 j Tambo 
28! Blackall 
29 j Isisford 
30! Barcaldine 
3 i ! Ilfracombe 
32! Longreach 
33! Aramac 
34: Winton 
35 j Boulia 
37! Mckinlay 
38! Richmond 
39 i Flinders 
40! Dalrymple 
42! Mundubbera 
43 i Eidsvold 
j TOTAL No. 
1 Number available 
1 under the quota 
1 2,423 
1 5,463 
1 7,596 
I 5,1315' 
{ 48','3'7d 
1 3'2','4'36 
1 i t , 356 
t 9,775 j 
[ 62,859 
J 5,53i 
[ i62,d'd'd 
t i'7','8'76 
1 iii,957 
1 8'8',9'd2 
1 9'9','8'4i 
1 7'4','2'55 
I 6'7','73i ; 
I 5'6,'448 
J 43','83d i 
t 37','7'47 j 
1 id,'957 '• 
1 i7','4i5 
1 i i, '792 
1 2'4','5i7 
1 6,6d2' 
I 2'8','2'3i 
J 2'6','4'93 
t 8'8','9'55 
1 3'2,'5'35 j 
1 i"7,i85 
1 id,'622 
t 5'3,'2'7d 
1 37','4'47 
1 77,'5'32 
1 3'6,'4'66 
1 2'6','3'34 
1 2'5','4'di 
1 48,579 
t 5'9','343 
J 3'3','3'95 
1 2,338 
^ 3,565 j 
1 1,668,018 
Number of kangaroos harvested 
0% Cost increase 
2,423 
5,463 
7,596 
5,135 
48,370 
32,436 
17,356 
9,775 
62,859 
5,531 
162,000 
17,876 
111,957 
88,902 
99,841 
74,255 
67,731 
56,448 
43,830 
37,747 
10,957 
17,415 
11,792 
24,517 
6,602 
28,231 
26,493 
88,955 
32,535 
17,185 
10,622 
53,270 
37,447 
77,532 
36,466 
31,513 
0 
25,401 
48,579 
17,659 
33,395 
2,338 
3,565 
1,600,000 
! 70% Cost increase 
0 
0 
4,908 
5,135 
48,369 
32,436 
17,356 
9,775 
62,859 
5,531 
162,000 
17,876 
111,957 
88,902 
99,841 
i 74,255 
67,731 
56,448 
43,830 
i 35,829 
0 
0 
j 11,792 
0 
j 6,602 
j 28,231 
26,493 
88,955 
32,535 
17,185 
10,622 
53,270 
! 37,447 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
33,395 
2,338 
3,565 
1,375,000 
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B35. The number of harvesters required in terms of weeks of employment in the 
fijture QKHI based on a quota rate of 15% and a increase in the cost of production. 
The market place is based on medium quantity demand and an own price elasticity of 
demand of-1.5 
IShire 
- 1 -
• 4 -
Production 
0% increase 
cost structure 
70% increase 
1 i Stanthorpe 
2! Warwick 
15.1 
"34.i' 
3j Inglewood 
4 j Millmerran 
47.5 30.7 
........... 
5 i Waggamba 
6 i Tara 
302.3 302.3 
7j Murilla 
8 j Chinchilla 
108.5 
"ei'i" 
108,5 
"eiri" 
9 i Warroo 
i d j Wambo 
392,9 
"3'4'.'6 " 
392,9 
"34''6"" 
11 j Balonne 
12 j Bendemere 
1,012,5 
, . . . „ . . . „ . . ^ . . . 
1,012.5 
, . . . „ „ . „ . . „ . . . . 
13! Booringa 
14! Murweh 
699.7 
"s'ss.'e" 
699,7 
"s'ss.'e" 
15 j Paroo 
i e j Quilpie 
iyi'Bulloo " 
624.0 
"4Q4J 
624.0 
423.3 
"s's'z's" 
423.3 
"s's'z's" 18 j Bungil 
19 j taroom 
20 j Bauhinia 
273,9 
"2'3"5','9" 
273.9 
"22'3.'9" 
21!Banana < 
22 j Duaringa 
68.5 
id's.'g" 
23 j Emerald 
24 j Belyando 
73.7 
i'5'3'.'2" 
73.7 
'"'d 
25 i Peak Downs 
{ 
26! Jericho 
41.3 41.3 
. . . . . „ „ . „ . . 
27 j Tambo 
28[BlackaTl' 
29 j Isisford 
165.6 
"556.0' 
165.6 
"sse'.'d" 
203.3 203,3 
30 j Barcaldine 
3i j Ilfracombe 
32 j Longreach 
66.4 
"332'9' 
66.4 
"ssi'd" 
33! Aramac 
34; Winton 
35! Boulia 
234.0 
"4'8'4'.'6" 
234,0 
"4'8'4,'6" 
227.9 
••i'97.'d' 
0 
"d" 36! Cloncurry 
37 j Mckinlay 
38! Richmond 
0 
"i's's's" 
0 
d" 
39! Flinders 
40 j Dalrymple 
303.6 
41 i Barcoo 
< 
42! Mundubbera 
208.7 208,7 
•i4!6"' 
43_!_E_idsvokl 
! TOTAL NoT • 1 -
_22_3__ 
10,000 
_22.3_ 
'8,594' 
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B36. The number ofharvestors required in terms of fiill time positions in the fiiture 
QKHI based on a quota rate of 15% and a increase in the cost of production. The 
market place is based on medium quantity demand and an own price elasticity of 
demand of-1.5 
jShire 
1 j Stanthorpe 
2!Wanwick 
3 j Inglewood 
4 j Millmerran 
5; Waggamba 
6! Tara 
7 j Murilla 
8 j Chinchilla 
9 j Warroo 
IOj Wambo 
11 j Balonne 
12 j Bendemere 
13 j Booringa 
14! Munweh 
15 j Paroo 
16 j Quilpie 
17 j Bulloo 
18 j Bungil 
19 j Taroom 
20 j Bauhinia 
21j Banana 
22 j Duaringa 
23 j Emerald 
24 j Belyando 
25 j Peak Downs 
26! Jericho 
27 j Tambo 
28 j Blackall 
29! Isisford 
30! Barcaldine 
31 j Ilfracombe 
32 j Longreach 
33 i Aramac 
34! Winton 
35! Boulia 
36: Cloncurry 
37! Mckinlay 
38! Richmond 
39! Flinders 
40! Dalrymple 
4 i ! Barcoo 
42! Mundubbera 
43 i Eidsvold 
1 TOTAL No. 
1 
1 
|_ 
i 
1 
T 
1 
Production cost structure 
0% increase 
0.31 
0,71 
0.99 
0.67 
6.30 
4.22 
2.26 
1.27 
8.19 
0.72 
21.09 
2.33 
14.58 
11.58 
13.00 
9.67 
8.82 
7.35 
5.71 
4.91 
1.43 
2.27 
1.54 
3.19 
0.86 
3,68 
3,45 
11.58 
4.24 
2.24 
1.38 
6.94 
4.88 
10.10 
4.75 
4.10 
0 
3.31 
6.33 
2.30 
4.35 
0.30 
0.46 
208 
70% increase 
0 
0 
0.64 
0.67 
6.30 
4.22 
2.26 
j 1.27 
8.19 
0.72 
21.09 
2.33 
14.58 
11.58 
13.00 
9.67 
8.82 
7.35 
5.71 
4.66 
0 
0 
1.54 
0 
0.86 
3.68 
3.45 
11.58 
4.24 
2.24 
1.38 
6.94 
4.88 
i'd'.id 
0 
0 
0 
! d 
0 
0 
4.35 
0,30 
0.46 
179 
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B37. The number ofchiller boxes required in terms of weeks of deployment in the 
fiiture QKHI based on a quota rate of 15% and a increase in the cost of production. 
The market place is based on medium quantity demand and an own price elasticity of 
demand of-1.5 
jShire 
• 1 -
4 -
Production 
0% increase 
cost structure 
70% increase 
1 ; stanthorpe 
2! Warwick 
6.1 
"i'3'.'7" 
0 
"d" 
3 j Inglewood 
4 j Millmerran 
19.0 
i'zs" 
12.3 
, . „ . „ „ . . . 
5; Waggamba 
6! tara 
120.9 
"Qi-j" 
120.9 
.............. 
7 j Murilla 
8 j Chinchilla 
43.4 43.4 
9 i Warroo 
10! Wambo 
157.2 
"i's.'s" 
157.2 
"i'i's" 
11 j Balonne 
i2 j Bendemere 
i s j Booringa 
405.0 
"4'4'.'7 " 
405.0 
. . . „ . ^ . . „ . . . 
279.9 279.9 
14 j Murweh 
i 5 j Paroo 249,6 
"i's's.'e 
249.6 
"i'ss.'e" 16 j Quilpie 
'i7i'Bulloo" 
iSj Bungil 
169.3 169.3 
19 j Taroom 
20 j Bauhinia 
109.6 109.6 
21!Banana 
i 
22! Duaringa 
27.4 0 
d" 
23 j Emerald 
24 j Belyando 
29.5 
"ei'.'s" 
29.5 
"d 
25! Peak Downs 
i 
26! Jericho 
16.5 
•^d'.'e 
16.5 
27 j Tambo 
28jBiackaTl' 
29 j Isisford 
66.2 
•222A 
66,2 
81.3 
"43.0" 
81,3 
••4'3'"d" 30 j Barcaldine 
s i j ilfracombe 
32 j Longreach 
26.6 
•i'33'2' 
26.6 
••i"3'3'."2" 
33! Aramac 
34 j Wlriton ' 
35! Boulia 
93.6 
'i'g's's" 
93.6 
"i'ds.'s 
91.2 
36; Cloncurry 
37 j Mckinlay 
38! Richmond 
0 
"e's'.'s" 
0 
"d" 
39 j Flinders 
4dj Dalrymple 
121.5 
"4'4'.'2 " 
0 
d" 
4 1 ! Barcoo 
42! Mundubbera 
83.5 
"s^d" 
83.5 
""s'.'d" 
43iEidsvold 
! TOTAL N"O' • + - -
__8^_ 
4,000 
_8_9_ 
'3,438' 
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B38. The number ofchiller boxes required in the fiiture QKHI based on a quota rate 
of 15% and a increase in the cost of production. The market place is based on medium 
quantity demand and an own price elasticity of demand of-1.5 
jShire 
1 ! Stanthorpe 
2:WanA'ick 
3! Inglewood 
4 j Millmerran 
5 j Waggamba 
6 j Tara 
7 j Murilla 
8 j Chinchilla 
9 j Warroo 
10 j Wambo 
11; Balonne 
12 j Bendemere 
13 j Booringa 
14 j Murweh 
15! Paroo 
16 j Quilpie 
17 j Bulloo 
18 j Bungil 
19! Taroom 
20 j Bauhinia 
21jBanana 
22 j Duaringa 
23! Emerald 
24 j Belyando 
25 j Peak Downs 
26 j Jericho 
27! Tambo 
28! Blackall 
29 j Isisford 
30 j Barcaldine 
31! Ilfracombe 
32!Longreach 
33! Aramac 
34! Winton 
35! Boulia 
36! Cloncurry 
37! Mckinlay 
38 j Richmond 
39! Flinders 
40! Dalrymple 
4 1 : Barcoo 
42 j Mundubbera 
43! Eidsvold 
j TOTAL No. 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Production 
0% increase 
0.13 
0.29 
0.40 
0.27 
2.52 
1.69 
0.90 
0.51 
3.28 
0.29 
8.44 
0.93 
5.83 
4.63 
5.20 
3.87 
3.53 
2.94 
2.28 
1.97 
0.57 
0.91 
0.61 
1.28 
0.34 
1.47 
1.38 
4.63 
1.69 
0.90 
0.55 
2.78 
1,95 
4.04 
1,90 
1,64 
0 
1,32 
2,53 
0,92 
1.74 
0.12 
0.19 
83 
cost structure 
70% increase 
0 
0 
0.26 
0.27 
2.52 
1.69 
0.90 
0.51 
3.28 
0.29 
8.44 
0.93 
5.83 
4.63 
5.20 
3,87 
3,53 
2,94 
2,28 
1.87 
0 
0 
0.61 
0 
0.34 
1.47 
1,38 
4.63 
1,69 
0.90 
0.55 
2.78 
1.95 
4.04 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
d 
0.12 
0.19 
72 
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B39. The size and location of processing plants required in the fiiture QKHI operating 
under a quota rate of 15% and a increase in the cost of production. The market place 
is based on medium quantity demand and an own price elasticity of demand of-1.5 
1 ' 1 
Shire i 
1 
Production cost structure 
0% increase 70% increase 
Brisbane . 
Warwick , 
toowoomba . 
Dalby i 
Roma [ Large Large 
Goondiwindi , 
St George i 
Charlevllie i 
Large 
Large 
Medium 
Large 
Cunnamuiia I 
Longreach . 
Barcaldine . Large Large 
'Blackall [ 
Winton j 
Hugiienden , 
Richmond i J 
cloncurry i 
Mount Isa ! 
Charters towers , 
Emeraid , ! 
townsvllie i 
Rockhampton [_ 
Capacity (tonnes) , 
Employment^ T 
16,000 
328 
13,750 
286 
Total number of persormel employed within the processing sector. 
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B40. The number ofkangaroos available for harvesting in each shire (based on a 
quota rate of 15%) along with the number ofkangaroos expected to be harvested in 
the fiiture QKHI operating under various carcass meat yields. The market place is 
based on medium quantity demand and an own price elasticity of demand of-1.5 
jShire 
1! Stanthorpe 
2:Wanwick 
3 i Inglewood 
4! Millmerran 
5 j Waggamba 
6! Tara 
7 j Murilla 
8! Chinchilla 
9 j Warroo 
IOj Wambo 
11 j Balonne 
12! Bendemere 
13 j Booringa 
14 j Murweh 
15 j Paroo 
16 j Quilpie 
17! Bulloo 
18 j Bungil 
19 j Taroom 
20! Bauhinia 
21 j Banana 
22 j Duaringa 
23! Emerald 
24 j Belyando 
25! Peak Downs 
26 i Jericho 
27! Tambo 
28! Blackall 
29! Isisford 
30: Barcaldine 
31 ! Ilfracombe 
32! Longreach 
33! Aramac 
34! Winton 
35! Boulia 
37: Mckinlay 
38! Richmond 
39! Flinders 
41 ! Barcoo 
42! Mundubbera 
_43! Eidsvold 
TTOTAL "Nor 
1 Number 
[~ available 
1 under the 
1 quota 
T 2,423 
[ 5,463 
[ 7,596 
[ 5,i3'5 
[ '48,370 
[ 32,436 
[ i7,356 
[ 9,775 
J '62,859 
[ 5,531 
[ i6'2','d'dd 
[ i7,876 
[ i i i , '957 
[ "8'8,9d'2' 
[ '9'9,84i 
[ '74,255 
[ '6'7,73i 
[ 56,448 
[ '43,830 
[ '37,747 
[ id, 957 
[ i7,4i"5 
[ ii,79'2' 
[ '2'4,5i'7' 
[ 6,6d2 
1 '28,23i 
[ '26,493 
j 88,955 
[ 32,535 
[ ibis's 
j i 0,622 
] '53,270 
[ '3'7,44'7 
J '77,532 
[ 36,466 
[ '26,334 
1 '2'5,4di 
[ '48,579 
[ '33,395 
] 2,338 
' 3,565 
1 1,668,018 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 T 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Number of kangaroos harvested 
12 kg 
carcass 
meat yield 
2,423 
5,463 
7,596 
5,135 
48,370 
32,436 
17,356 
9,775 
62,859 
5,531 
162,000 
17,876 
111,957 
88,902 
99,841 
74,255 
67,731 
56,448 
43,830 
37,747 
10,957 
17,415 
11,792 
24,517 
6,602 
28,231 
26,493 
88,955 
32,535 
17,185 
10,622 
53,270 
37,447 
77,532 
0 
26,294 
0 
25,401 
48,579 
33,395 
2,338 
3,565 
1,600,000 
10 kg 
carcass 
j meat yield 
2,423 
5,463 
7,596 
5,135 
48,370 
32,436 
i 17,356 
j 9,775 
62,859 
5,531 
162,000 
17,876 
111,957 
88,902 
99,841 
74,255 
67,731 
56,448 
43,830 
37,747 
10,957 
17,415 
11,792 
24,517 
6,602 
28,231 
26,493 
88,955 
32,535 
17,185 
10,622 
53,270 
37,447 
! 77,532 
36,466 
31,513 
0 
25,401 
48,579 
17,659 
33,395 
2,338 
r 1,600,000 
8 kg 
carcass 
i meat yield J 
2,423 
5,463 
7,596 
5,135 
48,370 
32,436 
17,356 
9,775 
62,859 
5,531 
162,000 
17,876 
111,957 
88,902 
99,841 
74,255 j 
67,731 
56,448 
43,830 
37,747 i 
10,957 j 
17,415 j 
11,792 i 
24,517 
6,602 
28,231 
26,493 i 
88,955 
32,535 
17,185 ! 
10,622 
i 53,270 
37,447 
77,532 
31,513 
25,401 
17,660 
33,395 
r 1,600,000 r 
6 kg 
carcass 
meat yield 
0 
0 
0 
0 
48,370 
32,436 
17,356 
9,775 
62,859 
5,531 
162,000 
17,876 
111,957 
88,902 
99,841 
74,255 
67,731 
56,448 
43,830 
37,747 
10,957 
17,415 
11,792 
24,517 
6,602 
28,231 
26,493 
88,955 
32,535 
17,185 
53,270 
37,447 
77,532 
25,401 
33,395 
1,600,000 
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B41. The number ofharvestors required in terms of weeks of employment in the 
fiiture QKHI based on a quota rate of 15% and upon various carcass meat yields. The 
market place is based on a medium quantity demand and an own price elasticity of 
demand of-1.5 
jShire 
! 
-1 1 j Stanthorpe , 
2! Warwick 
3-Inglewood ] 
4; Millmerran . 
5; Waggamba , 
eifara i 
7 j Murilla 
8 j Chinchilla , 
9 j Warroo , 
i d j Wambo 
i i j Balonne 
12 j Bendemere 
i s j Booringa , 
14!Mun/veh 
i s j Paroo ] 
i 6 j Quilpie , 
17 j Bulloo 
18 j Bungil 
i 9 j taroom ] 
20 j Bauhinia 
2i j Banana 
22! Duaringa 
23! Emerald 
24: Belyando 
25! Peak Downs 
26! Jericho 
27: tambo 
28! Blackall 
29! Isisford 
31! Ilfracombe 
33! Aramac 
34 j Winton 
36; Cloncurry 
37 j Mckinlay 
40 i Dalrymple 
43 j Eidsvold 
i TOTAL No. 
12 kg 
15.1 
34.1 
J 32. i 
302.3 
'202.7 
[ id'8.5 
ei.i 
392.9 
3'4'.'6' 
[ i,di2.5 
i'ii.7 
'699,7 
555,6 
[ 624.d 
464. i 
423.3 
352.8 
[ '273.9 
'235.9 
68.5 
id'8.9 
[ 73,7 
i53.2 
4i.'3' 
176.4 
[ i65.6 
556.d 
203.3 
[ 6'6'.'4 
332.9 
'2"3'4.d 
'4"8'4.6 
163.4 
d 
371.5 
22.3 
10,000 
Carcass meat yield 
10 kg 8 kg J 
! 15.1 15.1 
34.1 '34.i i 
47.5 47.5 i 
i 32. i '32. i j 
1 3'd2.3 sdzs j 
202.7 2d2.7' i 
108.5 108.5 ! 
j 61.1 61.1 j 
392.9 392.9 
i 34.6 34.6 
1,012.5 1,012,5 
111,7 j 111.7 
699.7 j 699.7 
555.6 555.6 
624.0 624.0 
464.1 464.1 
j 423.3 423.3 
352.8 352.8 
273.9 273.9 
235.9 235.9 
68.5 j 68.5 
108.9 108.9 
73.7 ! 73.7 
i'5'3.2 : i53.2 
! 4i.3' 41.3 
i'7'6.4 176.4 
i65.6 165.6 
556. d ! 556. d 
j 2d'3.3 i 2d'3.'3 i 
t i'd'7.4 id7.4 
66'4 66,4 
! 332 9 332,9 
234.0 234.0 
: 484.6 484.6 
t 227'.'9 ! 227'9 j 
i'9'7.d i97.d 
t b j d i 
! i'58.8 is's.'s 
: 303.6 3d'3.6 
j i id .4 i i i d .d j 
t 2087 ! 2087 j 
T i"4"6 14.6 
1 22.3 ! 2 2 i j 
10,000 10,000 
6 kg 
0 
0 
0 
0 
302.3 
202.7 
108.5 
61,1 
392.9 
34.6 
1,012.5 
111.7 
699.7 
555.6 
624.0 
464,1 
423,3 
352.8 
273.9 
235,9 
68,5 
108,9 
73,7 
153.2 
41.3 
176,4 
556.0 
203.3 
107.4 
66.4 
332,9 
2'2'7'r9 
197.0 
b 
2'd'8'r7 
10,000 
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B42. The number of harvesters required in terms of fiill time positions in the fiiture 
QKHI based on a quota rate of 15% and upon various carcass meat yields. The market 
place is based on medium quantity demand and an own price elasticity of demand 
of-1.5 
jShire 
1! Stanthorpe 
2!Wanwick 
3-Inglewood 
41 Millmerran 
SiWaggamba 
6! Tara 
7 j Murilla 
8 j Chinchilla 
9 j Warroo 
10! Wambo 
11! Balonne 
12 j Bendemere 
13 j Booringa 
14! Murweh 
15 j Paroo 
16 j Quilpie 
17 j Bulloo 
18 j Bungil 
19 j Taroom 
20 j Bauhinia 
21jBanana 
22! Duaringa 
23 j Emerald 
24 j Belyando 
25 j Peak Downs 
26! Jericho 
27! Tambo 
28! Blackall 
29! Isisford 
30! Barcaldine 
31! Ilfracombe 
32 j Longreach 
331 Aramac 
35! Boulia 
37! Mckinlay 
4 i ! Barcoo 
_43j_Eidsvold 
j TOTAL No. 
— 1 — 
1 
J -
i 
1 
i 
i 
i 
1 
T 
i T 
i t 
i 
1 
T 
i t 
... .1 T 
i 
1 
T 
i t 
i 
T 
1 
1 
T 
T 
\ 
1 
12 kg 
0.31 
0.71 
0.67 
6.30 
4.22 
2.26 
1.27 
8.19 
0.72 
21.09 
2.33 
14.58 
11.58 
13.00 
9.67 
8.82 
7.35 
5.71 
4.91 
1.43 
2.27 
1.54 
3.19 
0.86 
3.68 
3.45 
11.58 
4.24 
2.24 
1.38 
6.94 
4.88 
0 
0 
4.35 
0.46 
208 
Carcass meat yield 
10 kg 8 kg 
0.31 j 0.31 
! d.7i 0.71 
0.99 : 0.99 
! 0.67 i 0.67 
6.30 6.3b 
4.22 4.22 
j 2.26 j 2.26 
j 1.27 1.27 
j 8.i9 8.i9 
0.72 0.72 
21.09 21.09 
2.33 2.33 
14.58 j 14,58 
11.58 11.58 
13.00 13,00 
9.67 9.67 
8.82 8.82 
i 7.35 i 7,35 
! 5,71 ! 5,71 
4.91 4,91 
1.43 j 1,43 
j 2.27 ; 2.27 
i.5'4' i.'54 
3.19 j 's.id 
d.se d.'86 
: 3.68 i 3.68 
3.45 3,45 
ii,'5'8 i i ,58 
4.24 4.24 
T 2.24 ! 2.24 
: i,38 i.38 
6 94 6.94 
T ib'i'd ! id ' id ' 
i 4.75 4.75 
! 4 id 4.id 
3.31 i "3.'31 
6 33 ! 6,33 
2 3d ! 2.29 
i 4.35 ! 4.35 
! dsd d'.3b 
i 0.46 i i46 j 
1 208" 208 
6 kg 
0 
0 
0 
0 
6.30 
4.22 
2.26 
1.27 
8.19 
0.72 
21.09 
2.33 
14.58 
11.58 
13.00 
9.67 
8.82 
7.35 
5.71 
4.91 
1.43 
2.27 
1.54 
3.19 
0.86 
3.68 
3.45 
11.58 
2,24 
1,38 
6,94 
'i'd'.'id 
4.75 
208 
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B43. The number ofchiller boxes required in terms of weeks of deployment in the 
fiiture QKHI based on a quota rate of 15% and upon various carcass meat yields. The 
market place is based on medium quantity demand and an own price elasticity of 
demand of-1.5 
jShire 
1; stanthorpe 
2! Wanwick 
3 • Inglewood 
41 Millmerran 
5 i Waggamba 
6! Tara 
7! Murilla 
8 j Chinchilla 
9 j Warroo 
10! Wambo 
11 j Balonne 
12 j Bendemere 
13 j Booringa 
14!Mun/veh 
15 j Paroo 
16 j Quilpie 
17 j Bulloo 
18 j Bungil 
19 j Taroom 
20 j Bauhinia 
21jBanana 
22 j Duaringa 
23! Emerald 
24 j Belyando 
25! Peak Downs 
26! Jericho 
27! Tambo 
28: Blackall 
29! Isisford 
30! Barcaldine 
31 ! Ilfracombe 
33! Aramac 
35: Boulia 
36: Cloncurry 
37! Mckinlay 
4 i ! Barcoo 
_43j_Eidsvold 
j TOTAL No7 
— 1 — 
1 
1 
i 
i 
1 
1 
i 
T 
i 
i 
i T 
i t 
. 1 . t 
i T 
i t 
i t 
i 
t 
1 
T 
T 
1 
12 kg 
6,1 
13,7 
12.8 
81.1 
43.4 
24.4 
157,2 
13.8 
405.0 
44.7 
279.9 
222.3 
249.6 
185.6 
169.3 
141.0 
109.6 
94.4 
27.4 
43.5 
29.5 
61.3 
16.5 
70.6 
66.2 
222.4 
81.3 
43.0 
26.6 
133.2 
93.6 
0 
65.4 
0 
83.5 
8.9 
4,000 
Carcass meat yield 
10 kg 
6.1 
! 13.7 i 
id.d 
i'2.8 
i'2d.9 
81.1 ! 
43.4 
24.4 
157.2 
13.8 
405.0 
44.7 
279.9 
222.3 
249.6 
185.6 
169.3 
141.0 
109.6 
94.4 
27.4 
43.5 
29.5 
61.3 
i'e.s 
! 70.6 
66.2 
222.4 
8i.3 
43.0 
26.6 
i'3'3.2 
93.'6 
9i.'2 
78.8 
d 
! 44.2 
! 83.5 
j 8.9 _ i 
4,000 I 
8 kg 
6,1 
13,7 
19,0 
12.8 
120.9 
81.1 
43.4 
24.4 
157.2 
13.8 
405.0 
44.7 
279.9 
222.3 
249.6 
185.6 
169.3 
141.0 
109.6 
94.4 
27,4 
43,5 
29,5 
61,3 
16,5 
70,6 
66,2 
222,4 
81,3 
43,0 
26,6 
133,2 
93.6 
193,8 
78,8 
0 
63,5 
121.5 i 
43.8 
5.9 
4,000 1 
6 kg 
0 
0 
0 
0 
120.9 
81.1 
43.4 
24.4 
157,2 
13,8 
405.0 
44.7 
279,9 
222.3 
249.6 
185.6 
169.3 
141.0 
109.6 
94,4 
27,4 
43.5 
29.5 
61.3 
16.5 
70.6 
66.2 
222.4 
81.3 
43.0 
26.6 
133.2 
193,8 
121,5 
4,000 
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B44. The number ofchiller boxes required in the fiiture QKHI based on a quota rate 
of 15% and upon various carcass meat yields. The market place is based on medium 
quantity demand and an own price elasticity of demand of-1.5 
iShire 
ilkg. 
0.13 
Carcass 
~To~kg" 
meat yield 
0 1 j stanthorpe 
2 j Wanwick 
0.13 
"d'.'29" 
0.13 
'"6/29" 0.29 
"d'.'4b' 3: Inglewood 
4! Millmerran 
0.40 
••Q"27" 
0.40 
0.27 0 
5 j Waggamba 
6 j tara 
2.52 
"i'.'e'g" 
2.52 
"i'.'e'd" 1.69 
"6"90 
1.69 
"O.'QO' 7! Murilla 
8! Chinchilla 
0,90 
"b'.'si'' 
0.90 
'd'.'s'i" 0.51 
"3'.'2'8" 
0.51 
9 j Warroo 
id j Wambo 
3.28 
"d'.'29" 
3.28 
'd.'29" 0.29 
. . „ . . „ . ^ . . . 0.29 
11 i Balonne 
< 
12 j Bendemere 
i s j Booringa 
8.44 
"d'.'g's" 
8.44 
"6.93 0.93 
"s.'s's" 
0.93 
"s's's" 5.83 5.83 
"4'.'6'3" 14!Mun/veh 
i5JParoo 
i 
16 j Quilpie 
4.63 
"5'.'2b' 
4,63 
"5;'2b' 5.20 
"3'.'87' 
5.20 
3.87 
"3"'53' 
3,87 
"s's's" 17 j Bulloo 
i s j Bungil 
i g j taroom 
3.53 
YQA" 
3.53 
YQA" 2.94 2,94 
2.28 2,28 
20 j Bauhinia 
2i jBanana 
22 j Duaringa 
1.97 
'b''57' 
1.97 
'br5'7" 0.57 
"b'.'d'i" 
0.57 
"d'.'g'i" 0.91 
b'.'ei" 
0.91 
"o.'ei" 23! Emerald 
24! Belyando 
25! Peak Downs 
0.61 0.61 
1.28 
'b'.'34" 
1.28 
'br3'4" 0.34 0.34 
26! Jericho 
27 j tambo 
28!Bi'acka'il' 
1.47 
"i.'ss" 
1.47 
"i'"3'8" 1.38 1.38 
'4'.'6'3" 4.63 
"i.'e'g" 
4,63 
"ireg" 29 j Isisford 
30 j Barcaldine 
1.69 
"d'.'db" 
1.69 
d'.'d'd" 0.90 
b.'s's" 
0.90 
b '^ss" 31 ! Ilfracombe 
32 j Longreach 
0.55 0.55 
2.78 
"i;'95' 
2.78 
"iTds" 33 j Aramac 
34 j Winton 
1.95 1.95 
4.04 
"d 
4.04 
35 i Boulia 
36 j Cloncurry 
37 j Mckinlay 
1.90 1.90 
1.36 
"b 
1,64 
"b 0 0 
i'.'3'2" 38! Richmond 
39JFli'nders 
4dj Dalrymple 
41 j Barcoo 
42 j Mundubbera 
1.32 
"2.'5'3" 
1.32 
••2";'5'3" 2.53 
"d'.'9'2 
. . „ . . „ . „ . 
2.53 
d'.'bi" 
•••|74-
. . „ . . . ^ . „ . . f 
3.09 
. . „ . . „ . ^ . . , 
2.29 
"1^ 74" 
"b 
43_i_Ejdsvold 
TTOTAL No. I 
q.i_9_ 
" 83 
_0_19 
8 3 ' 
q_i9 
" 8 3 ' 
_0_ 
83 
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B45. The size and location of processing plants required in the fiiture QKHI operating 
under a quota rate of 15% and under various carcass meat yields. The market place is 
based on medium quantity demand and an own price elasticity of demand of-1.5 
Shire I 
• h -
.12 kg 
Carcass meatyield 
10_kg_ ! _8j<g 6 kg 
Brisbane 
Warwick 
Toowoomba 
Dalby 
Roma .'r.^ .'^ S? Large Large Large 
Goondiwindi 
• I -St George • i Large 
Charlevllie i Large Large 
Large 
Large Large 
Cunnamulla 
Longreach 
Barcaldine Large Large Large Large 
Large Blackall 
Winton 
.Hy9.[?.?.n.'^.®.'?.. 
Richmond 
CloncurrY 
Mount Isa 
Charters Towers 
Emerald 
Townsville I 
Rockhampton^ [ L^IS? 
Capacity (tonnes) 
Employment 
I __i9^oq_ 
] "328"" 
_i6^oq^ 
~~328~ 
J^ ^OO^ 
~~328~ 
9,600_ 
' " 3 2 8 " 
Total number of personnel employed within the processing sector. 
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B46. The number ofkangaroos available for harvesting in each shire (based on a 
quota rate of 15%)) along with the number ofkangaroos expected to be harvested in 
the fiiture QKHI incorporating a levy to the land owner for each kangaroo harvested. 
The market place is based on medium quantity demand and an own price elasticity of 
demand of-1.5 
jShire 
1 j stanthorpe 
2 j Wan/vick 
3j Inglewood 
4j Millmerran 
5 j Waggamba 
6 j Tara 
7! Murilla 
8 j Chinchilla 
9 j Warroo 
10 j Wambo 
11 i Balonne 
12 j Bendemere 
13 j Booringa 
14 j Murweh 
15! Paroo 
16j Quilpie 
17 j Bulloo 
18 j Bungil 
19! Taroom 
20 j Bauhinia 
21j Banana 
22! Duaringa 
23! Emerald 
24 j Belyando 
25! Peak Downs 
26! Jericho 
27! Tambo 
29: Isisford 
30! Barcaldine 
3 1 ! Ilfracombe 
32: Longreach 
33: Aramac 
34! Winton 
35! Boulia 
36! Cloncurry 
37! Mckinlay 
38! Richmond 
39! Flinders 
40: Dalrymple 
4 1 : Barcoo 
42! Mundubbera 
43! Eidsvold 
j TOTAL No. 
1 Number | 
' available ' 
1 under the 1 
1 quota r 
T 2,423 I" 
5,463 
7,596 ] 
5,i'35 ! 
'48,370 
32,436 
] 17,356 ] 
! 9,775 ! 
'62,859 
5,531 
] i6'2','dbb ] 
] i 7,876 ] 
i i i , '957 
8'8,9b2' 
1 9'9,84i ] 
! '74,255 ] 
'6'7,73i 
'56,448 
] '43,830 ] 
[ '37,747 ] 
ib,95'7' 
i7,4i'5 
I i 1,792 ] 
! '24,5i'7' ! 
6,602 
'2'8,23i 
'26,493 ] 
32,535 
i7,i85' 
ib,622 ] 
53,270 j 
37,447 
•77,532 
j 36,466 I 
] '31,si's ! 
'26,334 
'2'5,4di 
] '48,579 I 
! •59,343 ! 
33,395 
2,338 
] 3,565 ] 
"['1,668,018 [" 
Levy return to land owner for kangaroo harvested 
on their property 
$0 /hd 
2,423 
5,463 
7,596 
5,135 
48,370 
32,436 
17,356 
9,775 
62,859 
5,531 
162,000 
17,876 
111,957 
88,902 
99,841 
74,255 
67,731 
56,448 
43,830 
37,747 
10,957 
17,415 
11,792 
24,517 
6,602 
28,231 
26,493 
88,955 
32,535 
17,185 
10,622 
53,270 
37,447 
77,532 
36,466 
31,513 
0 
25,401 
48,579 
17,659 
33,395 
2,338 
3,565 
1,600,000 
$8 /hd j 
2,423 
5,463 
7,596 
5,135 
48,370 
32,436 j 
17,356 
9,775 
62,859 
5,531 
162,000 i 
17,876 
111,957 j 
88,902 
99,841 
74,255 
67,731 
56,448 
43,830 
37,747 i 
10,957 
17,415 
11,792 
24,517 
6,602 
28,231 
26,493 
88,955 
32,535 
17,185 
10,622 
37,447 ; 
77,'532 ; 
36,466 
31,513 
0 
25,401 
48,579 i 
33,395 
2,338 
3,565 
1,600,000 j 
$10/hd j 
2,423 
5,463 
7,596 
5,135 
48,370 
32,436 
17,356 
9,775 
62,859 
5,531 
162,000 i 
17,876 
111,957 j 
88,902 
99,841 
0 
16,299 
56,448 
43,830 
15,939 
0 
0 
11,792 
24,517 
6,602 
28,231 
26,493 
88,955 
32,535 ! 
17,185 
10,622 
37,447 j 
77,532 i 
0 
0 
10,557 
25,401 
48,579 
2,338 
3,565 
1,375,000 i 
$15 /hd j 
2,423 
5,463 
7,596 
5,135 
48,370 
32,436 i 
17,356 j 
9,775 
62,859 
5,531 
162,000 j 
17,876 j 
111,957 j 
88,902 
99,841 
0 
16,299 
56,448 i 
43,830 
9,336 
0 
0 
11,792 i 
0 
6,602 
28,231 
26,493 i 
88,955 i 
32,535 
17,185 
10,622 
77,532 i 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2,338 
3,565 
1,200,000 j 
$20 /hd 
0 
5,463 
7,596 
5,135 
48,370 
32,436 
17,356 
9,775 
62,859 
5,531 
162,000 
17,876 
111,957 
88,902 
99,841 
0 
0 
56,448 
43,830 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
22,287 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2,338 
0 
800,000 
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B47. The number ofharvestors required in terms of weeks of employment in the 
fiiture QKHI based on a quota rate of 15% and incorporating a levy to the land owner 
for each kangaroo harvested. The market place is based on medium quantity demand 
and an own price elasticity of demand of-1.5 
j Shire , Levy return to land owner for kangaroo harvested on 
_J I - iO/^SL- j i?./hd r_$1tWhd^_^_$15_/hd^_j _$2(r/hd^ 
iTstanthorpe , 15.1 T 15.1 V 15.1 15.1 f 0 
'2Twarwick"' ___Z\.^^IZ^-'^ i 34'i | '34'l j 34' i j '34'l 
"3 j Inglewood { 47.5 ! "47.5 1 47'5 1 47'5 ! 47'5 
4: Millmerran ! 32.1 32.1 j 32.1 32.1 32.1 
5[waggamba"]" I"^ ; sbzs 1 3b2'3 j sbzS i 3b2'3" 
'6! tara J 2b2''7 1 2b2'7 1 2b2J ! '2b2.'7' i 26'2T 
7jMurilla I 108.5 108.5 108.5 108.5 108.5 
'SJChinchilla J '6l" l j e i ' i 1 61'1 611 j e i ' i " 
"9: Warroo j 392'9 i 392'9 1 392'9 i 392'9 1 3929' 
IOj Wambo I 34.6 34.6 34.6 34.6 34.6 
'ii'j'Balori'ne | ib'i'zs j ibiiz's T ibi'z's j 'ibiiz's [ ibi'z's" 
'i2TBendemere | l'i'l''7 j i ' i ' i ' j I i i ' i ' j il i '. '7' j i i i ' j " 
13! Booringa j 699.7 699.7 | 699,7 699,7 i 699.7 
"i4TMurweh | 555'6 j s'ss'b | SSS^ b i SSS'.'b i SSS b^' 
i'Sj'Paroo 1 624 '624 1 624 '624 [ 624 " 
16! Quilpie ! 464,1 464,1 i 0 i 0 j 0 
"iyiBulloo t 42'3''3 1 423'3 1 'ioT'd i ibi' '9 | 0 
'iSjBungii' } 35'2'"8 i 352'8 ! 352'8 i 352,'8 i 352;8' 
19 i Taroom I 273,9 273.9 273.9 273.9 273.9 
'MBaiJhinia J 235''9 j 235'9 j db'e j 58'4 ] 0 
22 j Duaringa ' 108.9 108.9 j 0 j 0 i 0 
23TErnerald | '737 j 73''7 T 737 j 737 j o' 
•z^il'Belyando f 'l5'3'2 i i53'2 1 l'53'2 j "ZZIIlZIIZ. 
25! Peak Downs ! 41.3 41.3 ! 41.3 41.3 i 0 
26tjericiio I l'76'4 ! i76'4 i 176:4 \ i76.'4' i b" 
27iTambo \ 165.6 165.6 165,6 165,6 139,3 
28 j Blackall | 556 556 556 j 556 j 0 
29[Tsisford t 2b'3:'3 i 2b3:3 j 1 2 0 3 1 " " T ' ] ' 2 ^ 
'sbTsarcaldirie | 'i'b7:4 i ib7:4 i 107^4 j ib7,4 i 6 
3 1 ; Ilfracombe ! 66.4 66.4 66.4 66.4 0 
'32TLongreach | 332:'9 i 3329 j 332:9 j SSZb' : 0 
'SSiAramac t 234 '234' 234 j 234 j 6 
34jWiriton J 484.6 j 484.6 | 484.6 484.6 j 0 
'SstBoLilia 1 227:'9 j 227^ 9 T ZZKIZ...\ 9. I P.. 
'seTcioricurry ; '197 i 197 " " ' " j 0 0 j 0 
37"!'Mckirilay | 0 j 0 i 66 : 0 i 0 
"SsTRichmond | TSBTB ! i s a s " i 158,8 i 6 6 
'S'g! Flinders [ 3b3:6 j 3b3,6 j 303,6 0 ! 0 
4bTDalrym'pie [ l i a 4 ! i'i'b,4 j 370.9 j 0 j 0 
il' i 'Barcoo 1 2b'8:'7 ! 2b8:7' ' ' ' " r 0 j 0 j 0 
42l'MiJndijbbera J 14:6 ! i T b I i4.6 j i4.6 14.6 
j TOTAL No. T 10000 10000 8594 j 7500 j 5000 
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B48. The number of harvesters required in terms of fiill time positions in the fiiture 
QKHI based on a quota rate of 15%) and incorporating a levy to the land owner for 
each kangaroo harvested. The market place is based on medium quantity demand and 
an own price elasticity of demand of-1.5 
1 
Shire | Levy return to land owner for kangaroo harvested on 
' theirjproperty 
^ $0 /hd $8/hd j $10/hd j $15/hd j $20/hd 
'"stanthorpe , 
2! Warwick 
4! Millmerran . 
5; Waggamba . 
6 j tara ] 
7 j Murilla ] 
SJChinchilla . 
9! Warroo , 
id j Wambo ] 
i i j Balonne ] 
12 j Bendemere . 
13 j Booringa , 
14 j Murweh ] 
15 j Paroo ] 
i e j Quilpie 
171 Bulloo 
i s j Bungil ] 
i 9 j taroom ] 
2bjBauiiinia 
21!Banana 
22 j Duaringa | 
23 Emerald 
24 j Belyando ] 
25! Peak Downs , 
26! Jericho ' 
27 j 
28 j 
29! 
30! 
31 j 
32! 
33! 
tambo ] 
Blackall 
Isisford J 
Barcaldine 
Ilfracombe 
Longreacii . 
Aramac 
34! Winton ] 
35! Boulia 
36: Cloncurry 
37: Mckinlay 
39: Flinders ] 
4 1 ! Barcoo • 
43: Eidsvold J 
j TOTAL No. 
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.0 
0.7 j 0.7 I 0.7 : b.7 b.7 
6.3 '6.3 6.3 'e.'s 6.3 
4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2 
2.3 "2.3 2.3 '2.3 2,3 
1,3 1,3 1,3 1,3 1,3 
8,2 8.2 8.2 8','2' 8.2 
0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 
21.1 21.1 21.1 21,1 21,1 
2.3 2.3 2.3 'Z'S 2.3 
^ i4.6 i4.6 i4.6 i4.6 i4.6 
[ ii.'e j i i.6 j ii.e ii.e ii.e 
i's'.b is.b i'3.b j is.b i's'.b 
9.7 9.7 6.6 6.6 6.6 
8.8 8.8 z i 'zi 6.6 
7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 
5.7 5.7 5.7 5.7 j 5.7 
[ 4.9 4.9 z i i.'2' 6.6 
i,4 i.4 6.6 6.6 j 6.6 
2.3 2.3 0.0 0.0 j 0.0 
i,5 i.5 i.5 i.'s 6.6 
3.2 3.'2 3.2 6.6 6.6 
^ b.9 b.9 0.9 b.'d 6.6 
^ 3.7 ! 3.7 i 3.7 3.7 0.0 
3.5 j 3.5 j 3.5 3.5 2.9 
ii.'e ii.6 ii.e ii.e 6.6 
4.2 4.'2 4.2 '4'.'2' 6.6 
2.2 ! 2.'2' 2.2 '2'.'2' 6.6 
1.4 i.'4 i,4 i.'4' 6.6 
6.9 '6.9 6.9 '6.9 6.6 
4.9 4.9 4.9 4,'9' i 6.6 
i b i j ib.i ib.1 ib.i 6.6 
4.7 '4.7 6.6 6.6 6.6 
4 1 4.i 6.6 6.6 6.6 
33 3.3 3.3 6.6 6.6 
6 3 6.3 : 6.3 6'6 6.6 
2 3 : 2.3 7.7 6.6 O.b 
4.3 i 4.3 6.6 6.6 i 6.6 
o'i : 0.3 d.3 d.s d.3 
d.5 ! d.5 d.5 d.s d.d 
208 208 179 156 104 
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B49. The number ofchiller boxes required in terms of weeks of deployment in the 
fiiture QKHI based on a quota rate of 15%) and incorporating a levy to the land owner 
for each kangaroo harvested. The market place is based on medium quantity demand 
and an own price elasticity of demand of-1.5 
iShire , Levy return to land owner for kangaroo harvested on 
' i*!?'''J>IOR?I*Z 
$0/hd $8/hd r $10/hd j $15/hd~~r~$2b7hd' 
-+ 1 i Stanthorpe 
2!Wanwick 
6.1 
"i'3':'7" 
6.1 
"i'3'.'7" 
6.1 
"i'3':'7" 
6.1 0 
"i"3':'7" 
3j Inglewood 
4 j Millmerran 
19 
, . „ . _ ^ . . . „ . , 
19 
'I'z'a" 
19 19 19 
"i'z's" 
5! Waggamba 120.9 120.9 
, . . ^ „ . . „ . . . 
120.9 120.9 120.9 
6! Tara 81.1 
7 j Murilla 
SJChinchilla 
9 j Warroo 
43.4 43.4 
2AA' 
43.4 43.4 43.4 
'24:4' 
157.2 157.2 
"l'3'.'8 " 
157.2 
"i'3:'8"' 
157.2 157.2 
"13:8 " IOj Wambo 
i i j Balonne 
i 2 j Bendemere 
405 
. . „ . ^ . . . „ . . 
405 405 
. . „ „ . . . ^ . . , 
405 405 
13! Booringa 
i 4 ! Murweh 
279.9 279.9 
. . „ . „ „ . . . ^ . . 
279.9 
•222;3 
279,9 279.9 
222.3 
15 j Paroo 
i e j Quilpie 
249.6 249.6 
"i'ss.'e" 
249.6 
d 
249.6 
b 
249.6 
b 185.6 
17! Bulloo 
< 
ISj Bungil 
169.3 169.3 40.8 
••{ / i f 
40.8 0 
••{4f 141 
19 j Taroom 
20] Bauhinia 
2 i j Banana 
109.6 
. . . „ . „ . . ^ . . . . 
"27:4 " 
109.6 
, . . . ^ . „ . . „ . . . 
109.6 109.6 109.6 
b 
27.4 0 0 
b' 
0 
"b' 22 j Duaringa 
23 j Emeraid 
43.5 
29.5 
"ei'.'s" 
'i'e.'s" 
29.5 
"e'l's" 
. . . . „ . . . ^ . . 
29.5 
b 
"i'e'.'s' 
24; Belyando 
25! Peak Downs 
n u u . 0 1 . 0 6 .3 
26 j Jericho 
27! tambo 
70.6 
"6'6':'2" 
70.6 70.6 
"66:2" 
70.6 
'66.2" 
0 
"5'5':'7" 
28! Blackall 
29 j Isisford" 
222.4 
............. 
22Z4 
"si'.'s" 
222.4 
"8'i':'3" 
222.4 
"s'i.'s" 
0 
"b' 
30 j Barcaldine 
31 j Ilfracombe 
43 
"2'6:"6" 
43 43 43 0 
"b' 
32; Longreach 
33 j Aramac 
133.2 133.2 
•"g's'.'e" 
133.2 133.2 
"g's'.'e" 
0 
34 j Winton 
35! Boulia" 
193.8 
"9'i':2 " 
193.8 
"9i'.'2 " 
193.8 
b 
193.8 
b 
36; Cloncurry 
Zl\ Mckinlay 
38! Richmond 
78.8 
b 
78.8 
"b 
0 
•26:4" 
0 
b' 
0 
"b" 
63.5 63.5 
. „ . ^ . . . . ^ . . 
0 
b" 
0 
"b' 39 j Flinders 
40 j Dalrymple 
121.5 
"44:2 " 44.2 
"83.'5 
148.4 
b 
0 
b' 
0 
"b' 4 1 ! Barcoo 
42! Mundubbera 
83.5 
"5.'9" 5.9 
'4,000" 
5.9 
3,438' 
5.9 
"Y.9'Z 
'3,000' 
5,9 
'2,000' 
43_j_E_iclsvojd 
! TOTAL No. 
J^'___8^ j_ 
T 4,000 
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B50. The number ofchiller boxes required in the fiiture QKHI based on a quota rate 
of 15% and incorporating a levy to the land owner for each kangaroo harvested. The 
market place is based on medium quantity demand and an own price elasticity of 
demand of-1.5 
iShire \ Levy return to land owner for kangaroo harvested on 
j i'^ i'^ .PIoPfrty. 
J I_i£/!l5L_J JS/hd r_|1il/h<L_L_$15_/h(1^_r_$20^hd| 
'^  I Stanthorpe . 0.1 ! 0.1 f 0.1 0.1 F 0.0 2 j Warwick ! 0.3 j 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 
"Sjiriglewood | 0.4 "b:4 1 b:"4' b:4 j b'4" 
'4'j'lviiiImerrarT: , " "b.3 i b:3 1 0.'i b:3 [ '6.3 
SiWaggamba [ 2.5 2.5 | 2.5 2,5 i 2.5 
'6! tana ] I'T i 'i':7 1 T.7 \ 'i':7 i i:'7' 
7j Murilla I 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 
'S; Chinchilla | 6"5 j b:5 \ o'.'s ; b:5 [ d'.'5" 
9!Warroo 3.3 3.3 3.3 3,3 3.3 
lOjWambo ! 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 
11; Balonne I 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.4 
12! Bendemere I 0.9 i 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 
'i'3 [Booringa t s's i 5:8 1 S^ S i 5:8 i S^ S 
14! Murweh 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 
15j Paroo I 5.2 5.2 5.2 5,2 5.2 
ielQiJiipie 1 3.'9 j 3:9 [ 6"6 a o j o'.o' 
17! Bulloo 3.5 3.5 0.9 0.9 0.0 
18 j Bungil I 2.9 2.9 2.9 2,9 2.9 
lO jTa room I 2.3 2.3 2.3 2,3 2.3 
2 0 ! Bauhinia 2.0 2.0 0.8 0.5 0.0 
2 1 ! Banana j 0.6 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
22 j Duaringa I 0.9 0.9 0.0 0,0 0,0 
23 j Emerald I 0,6 0.6 0.6 0,6 [ 0,0 
'24! Belyando J I'.'s i i':3 j i:'3 i 6"6 [ '6"6' 
'25TPeak'Downs t b'.'s i b:3 1 o'.'i i 6"3 i 0.0 
26jJer icho ! 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 0.0 
27[tamt)o J i':4' ; 'i':4 j i:'4 j 'i':4 j i'.'2" 
'28'j'Biackail t ^^ b j 4:6 1 '46 j 4:6 j b'o' 
29! Isisford J 1.7 i 1.7 : 1,7 1.7 i 0.0 
"sbj'Barcaid'i'rie | 6"9 j b:9 j a'b ; ZZZIZIZZZZ. 
'sniifracom'be | 6"6 j b:6 1 06 iZZZZZZIZZZZ. 
"32TLo'ngreach' J Z8 j 2:8 j Z'8 ZZZZZZZZZZZ. 
'33T Aramac t z b i 2:b [ z b i 2:b]^ ^^^^"1^ ]^]'"b.'o^ 
'sifwitTton 1 4'.'b j 4:b j '4"b j 4:b 1 6.0 
'35'iBoijiia I i'.'g j 1:9 j '6.6 ZZZZZZZZZZ. 
'seTcioricut^ry | 'i'.'d j 'i':6 ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ 
'37[Mckiiilay J '6.6 j '6''6 | '6'.'6 ZZZ^ZZZZZZ. 
'SsTRichmorid | Tz j 'i:3 1 i'.'S j '6.6 ZZZZ. 
'39! Flinders | Z5 j ZS I ^ZZZZZZZ9iZZZZZZZ 
4b1'Dairym'ple [ '6'.'9 j '6''9 T 3:i j '6'6'''^" j 0.0 i i jBarcoo t i':7 j '17 1 ZZZZZZIMZZXZ'ZZ. 
42!'Miindijbbera ( b.i ! a i j a i j b.i j b i 
43]_Eidsvold 1___9:2_ J _0^ j 02 j _0^ j _0^_ 
i TOTAL No. ; 83 j 83 I 72 i 63 j 42 
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B51. The size and location of processing plants required in the fiiture QKHI operating 
under a quota rate of 15% and incorporating a levy return to the land owner for each 
kangaroo harvested on their property. The market place is based on medium quantity 
demand and an own price elasticity of demand of-1.5 
Shire — r ' 1 
1 
L_ 
Levy return to the land owner for each kangaroo 
harvested on their property 
$0/hd $8 /hd j $10 /hd j $15/hd $20 /hd 
Brisbane T ! ! i j 
Warwick ! J J j 
Toowoomba i J J J j 
Dalby i ! ! J J 
Roma I Large Large Large Large Large 
Goondiwindi [ J J i J 
St George 
Charleville 
1 
1 
1 
Large 
Large 
Large 
Large 
Large Large Large 
Cunnamulla j j i j J 
Longreach ' J J i i 
Barcaldine 1 1 Large Large Large Large 
Blackall I 1 i J i 
Winton i J i J J 
Hughenden J i i J 
Richmond J i i J 
Cloncurry < J i i J 
Mount isa 1 j ! j j 
Charters Towers [ Medium 
Emeraid [ i ! i J 
townsvllie , J ! i ! 
Rockhampton 
Capacity (tonnes) 
Employment' 
1 
r 
1 
r 
1 
16,000 
328 
16,000 
328 
13,750 
286 
12,000 
246 
8,000 
164 
Total number of persormel employed within the processing sector. 
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